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Preface

Knowledge is nowadays recognized as a significant factor of production. However, as the 
area of interest is still relatively new, there are multiple views and angles to the phenomenon. 
This book is a compilation of writings handpicked in esteemed scientific conferences that 
present the variety of ways to approach this multifaceted phenomenon.

The challenge in all research is to know where to draw the line, to make limitations for what 
to include and what to exclude in one’s study. It is often seen as a sign of a good scholar when 
the borders of the subject in one’s study are clear to see. Quite often the writer has to define 
the outlines for the study artificially, for example, in management there is no management 
without the organization and on the other hand there is no organization without people 
and structures. All this falls beneath the umbrella of knowledge management. The question 
remains, which are the relevant parts in accordance with one’s own study and its focus. One 
has to theorize on something that is both tangible and intangible as well as their interactions.

Knowledge management as a research field divides further into several schools including 
such orientations or focusing areas as intellectual capital, information systems, communal 
direction (communities of practice), social networks and complexity, to name but a few. It is 
also extremely important to recognize that also the roots of knowledge management lie on 
several disciplines and focus areas, like general management, human relations management 
and information systems management and their respective literature.

First studies in leadership and management arose among the military issues and date back 
centuries. One of the first ones, if not the first one, was written some 2300 years ago. This 
refers to Sun Tzu’s The Art of War (Sun Tzu 1993), which is quite widely read especially 
among the eastern leaders (Wee 1994), but also in the western hemisphere. After that there are 
names such as Machiavelli (1993, orig. 1531) and von Clausewitz (1998, orig. 1832) that surely 
ring a bell among those interested in these matters. However, this area is still not finished.

Knowledge management might also be seen as a descendant of the so called human relations 
- school that dates back to the nineteen twenties and thirties. Up until then the dominant way 
of how management was seen, had been the classic theory of management in which the labor 
is looked upon an asset like all the other assets for manufacturing businesses, the employee 
could even have been thought of as a part of a machine. The so called scientific management is 
one the best known examples of this movement. In 1924 General Electric’s plant in Hawthorne 
near Chicago, US, authorized a group of scholars from Harvard to conduct a study on the 
effects of lighting on productivity. The results of these experiments were somewhat surprising 
and although later at least some of the implications were questioned, they still gave a start to 
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more human-centered viewpoint to management and began to clearer divide management 
and leadership from one another.

Since the thirties this more humane approach has been attracting scholars in certain amount 
but not en masse. After the war in the forties and later in the fifties the human side began 
to win on popularity also among academia. This may be seen for example in the increased 
amount of literature that goes in this direction.

In all, it can be argued, that the roots of the scholars in knowledge management are mostly 
to be found in the human relations school. There are quite a few overlapping and shared 
elements in human relations schools writings and in writings that may be later defined to 
be knowledge management literature. Penrose (1958) wrote already in the late fifties about a 
new way to regard a business enterprise and knowledge management as a discipline is being 
born. Later Peter F. Drucker introduced the term knowledge worker (1970). The early years 
were perhaps neither easy nor successful but the thoughts remained in the under current. 
They may be seen as re-emerged at the latest in 1995 when the Knowledge-Creating Company 
was published by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995).

Although the role of human relations and leadership, i.e. the softer side of knowledge 
management, is highly important and can be seen as the origin of knowledge management 
approach, we cannot ignore the fact that effective knowledge management in practical 
business life needs also solid understanding and utilization of information systems. In fact, in 
some occasions this kind of “harder” side of knowledge management is more concrete thing 
for the managers to grasp the big umbrella of knowledge management – there needs to be a 
solid starting point for every new idea and approach.

In this book, knowledge management is seen as an integral part of information and 
communications technology (ICT). The theme is approached firstly from the more general 
angles, starting by discussing knowledge management’s role as a medium towards increasing 
productivity in organizations. This also relates to the discussion of intellectual capital and its 
measurement methods, without forgetting the viewpoint of manufacturing operations. In the 
starting chapters of the book, the duality in between technology and humans is also taken 
into account. In the following chapters, one may see the essence and multifaceted nature of 
knowledge management through branch specific observations and studies. Towards the end 
of the book the ontological side of knowledge management is illuminated. The book ends 
with two special applications of knowledge management.

We hope that this book gives fresh ideas for applying and practicing knowledge management 
in different organizations, especially those operating in the ICT sector, as well as opens new 
directions for future studies in the growing field of knowledge management research.

Editor 
Pasi Virtanen and Nina Helander
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and Pasi Virtanen (M.Sc.) 

Tampere University of Technology 
Finland 

1. Introduction 

The commonly recognised primary idea of a business enterprise is to make a profit for its
owners. There are three conditions that a company must meet in order to survive: it should 
be financially sound and solvent, it should have liquidity, and it should be profitable. 
Making a profit means that the enterprise should be viable; it should be capable of
maintaining a certain amount of income and keeping costs down. Furthermore, in order to be 
successful it should do this in some way better than its competitors. Today, as most 
companies possess or at least may gain access to the infrastructure generally used in their 
chosen field of operations, they have to seek a competitive edge elsewhere. That advantage 
can be achieved by finding a unique way of combining the more traditional tangible assets
with intangible ones such as individual and organisational knowledge (Spender & Grant
1996). It is exactly this combination of different types of knowledge that makes each and
every company different from its peers, as there simply are no two companies exactly alike. 
Knowledge is widely recognised as an asset, but it is also a vital factor of production (Zack 
1999a). This means that the general perception of knowledge is changing. Knowledge is no
longer seen as something one needs, or even is allowed to, hold on to oneself; instead,
personnel are encouraged to share it. Companies will have to alter their ways of thinking 
about knowledge and start to look at it as they looked upon raw materials or finances some
decades ago. The state of affairs is somewhat contradictory, since the financial means, flows
of money, are in general kept under rather good control while knowledge, which is often 
even more important - as it may control and aid in monitoring the other flows - is only just 
reaching this point. One feature of knowledge is that it multiplies when shared (Allee 2000).
One can only hope that this would apply also for financial assets. 
As indicated above, knowledge is an essential resource for contemporary organisations
(Penrose 1995, 79-80), especially according to the knowledge-based view of the firm, under 
which theory knowledge is seen even as a critical element in many organisations' success
(see, e.g., Grant 1996). The modern company must evaluate its assets and resources, which 
include knowledge, and where there is shortage, they must acquire the deficient or entirely 
lacking asset so that production, whatever its nature, can commence anew, or continue
efficiently and economically. One way to utilise this resource is to optimise the use of existing 
knowledge in the company. As knowledge is a focal component of an organisation's success,
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critical knowledge should first be recognised, after that it may and should be utilised 
effectively. Knowledge management (KM) is the tool for recognising and utilising this 
knowledge. In this chapter, KM is elaborated upon through a real-world example. The 
chosen example is a software company operating in business-to-business markets; i.e., the 
company produces software solutions and sells these to other organisations. In this 
company, the business unit management realised that there is a large amount of overlapping 
work, as the software production teams tend not to be aware of the big picture. Thus, the 
teams start their software production with a clean slate regardless of the work already done 
and knowledge created elsewhere in the company. All projects have more or less the same 
costs, because each team creates software code covering all aspects of the functionality, 
whether or not the same features already have been created by another team for another 
project or software product. If the latter features could be thought of as a common 
component in and of software rather than merely lines of code relevant to a single project, a 
significant amount of working costs could be saved. The company's management sought a 
solution in componentisation - which translates into codification in the language of 
knowledge management. To be more precise, this chapter is meant to clarify the use of 
componentisation as a way and example of putting codification strategy to use as part of KM 
in the context of software production. 

	
2. What is knowledge management? 
 

On a general level, knowledge management can be seen as managing the sharing and 
application of knowledge, as well as improving knowledge creation (Marchand & Davenport 
2000). Essential elements in knowledge management are administration and goal-oriented 
management of knowledge, skills, competence, and communication (Suurla 2001). On the 
basis of these statements, it may be concluded that, as these concepts cover the whole 
enterprise and its operations, they belong to the jurisdiction of the board of directors. 
Basically it can be said that one of the main ideas in knowledge management is effective 
diffusion and promotion of the reuse of existing resources (Wah 2000) throughout the 
organisation. Thus, to move knowledge and experience in the organisation from their origin 
to places where they are novel can be seen as one of the tasks of knowledge management 
(Ainamo 2001). The knowledge should be shared openly, which, in turn, means that, from 
the organisation's point of view, the only proprietary view is that of the company itself. 
However, getting people to talk and share their knowledge could be considered to be the 
greatest obstacle to effective knowledge management (Desouza 2003). It has been stated that 
an attitude of wisdom is required within an organisation (i.e., the members of the 
organisation willing to search for knowledge inside the organisation and also willing to share 
their own knowledge) if knowledge management is to work well there (Hansen et al. 1999). 
This implies that knowledge management also is a function that has a close connection or an 
interface with human resource management and leadership in companies. 
The attitude of wisdom inside the organisation can be enhanced and encouraged by social 
interaction. Through social interaction, organisational units have more opportunities to share 
their resources and ideas. Social interaction also promotes trust and reduces uncertainty 
among employees (Tsai 2000). Despite all this, many companies lack an attitude of wisdom, 
as the employees see their knowledge as their personal capital rather than something 
benefiting the whole work community. Still, exactly this attitude of wisdom would be 

needed for unrestricted knowledge flows to occur more commonly. One reason for this lack 
might be that even if the different organisational units are expected to collaborate with each 
other, in fact they still quite often compete with each other (Tsai 2000). It can be said that it is 
exactly social interaction that is indispensable in creation of the attitude of wisdom that is 
needed for sharing knowledge among the various units in companies. Among the benefits 
cited for inter-unit knowledge-sharing are innovativeness (Tsai & Ghoshal 1998) and 
efficiency in project completion times (Hargadon 1998a); these, in turn, are among the 
success factors of a modern enterprise. A question may arise as to whether an organisation 
can perform knowledge management without knowing it. We state that the distinction in this 
context is to be drawn between implementing carefully planned operations in KM and doing 
things that match the definition of KM. In the first case, we say that KM is being applied; in 
the latter case, we claim that the organisation in question is simply managing its knowledge. 
Problematics with knowledge management and knowledge acquisition especially are 
sometimes divided into two: sharing knowledge and creating new knowledge. Sharing of 
knowledge may on some occasions also be called knowledge transfer. This question is 
further elaborated upon later in this chapter. Concerning the creation of new knowledge, the 
founding fathers of KM, Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995), wrote that it is to be divided into a 
fourfold table, which they named the SECI model. This model shows that knowledge is 
created in different ways between different actors in organisations. The model derives its 
name from these means of transfer: socialisation, externalisation, combination, and 
internalisation. In brief, socialisation occurs when two knowledgeable persons share 
experiences (i.e. tacit knowledge, not previously explicated) and both learn something new 
from the combined knowledge base. Externalisation happens when a knowledgeable person 
makes his or her tacit knowledge explicit for the rest of the organisation. Combination refers 
to the situation in which there are two separate explicit sources from which facts can be 
drawn together to create new knowledge. Internalisation describes the situation wherein an 
individual takes in explicit knowledge and processes this within the framework of his or her 
experiences and creates new tacit knowledge. (Nonaka & Takeuchi 1995) Each of these 
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As already shown, knowledge is an important part of the asset repertoire of an enterprise, so 
it and its use must be included in these plans. This also means that knowledge management 
should be grounded within the context of business strategy (Zack 1999b, 142). Whether there 
is need for a specific KM strategy or KM should be part of the overall business strategy is 
debatable. Whichever approach is chosen, such strategy should include the actual activities 
that are needed to embed knowledge management in the organisation (Seeley & Dietrick 
1999). This also should include a timetable for actions, so that the actual tasks become 
scheduled and not only planned. With proper strategic grounding, the investments in 
knowledge management will be better focused and prioritised, providing competitive 
advantage (Zack 1999b, 142). 
The main idea of KM is to make the reuse of existing resources effective (Wah 2000). A quite 
commonly known way to put knowledge management into practice is to apply either a 
codification or personalisation strategy (Hansen et al. 1999). The main idea in codification 
strategy is to concentrate on codified knowledge and information technology. The purpose is 
to codify knowledge carefully and store it in databases. Through this, anyone in the company 
can access and use the knowledge easily. In implementation of the codification strategy, the 
focus is on technology-oriented issues. The other perspective in executing knowledge 
management is to employ personalisation strategy; here, the main idea is to concentrate on 
tacit knowledge and person-to-person contacts. Information technology is used to help 
people network and communicate. (Hansen et al. 1999) In a personalisation strategy, the 
emphasis is on human-related issues. 
It has been claimed that an organisation should make a choice between these two strategies. 
At the same time, however, when one strategy is chosen, the other should not be totally 
neglected. The ideal balance between these two strategies has been suggested to be 80/20. 
(Hansen et al. 1999) In spite of this, some suggest that in software companies the balance 
could be different from this. The suggestion is that codification and personalisation strategies 
should go more hand-in-hand and there should be a dual-core process, of codification and 
personalisation. (Mukherji 2005) Software companies' core competence often lies in software 
development. The software development process is typically characterised as rather 
knowledge-intensive. Also, the actual outcome of the process, software, is very much a 
knowledge-intensive product. 
One wise choice for software development is component-based software engineering (CBSE), 
called componentisation in this chapter. Componentisation means in this context the way of 
not using unique code written specifically for each and every project and product but instead 
always keeping in mind the broader opportunities to reuse the code once it has been written. 
The other side of componentisation is that when writing the code, one must always bear in 
mind the wider possibilities for using the code throughout the organisation and in all of its 
teams and products. The actual components are always independent entities, and they may 
vary from a few lines of code to larger functional units. Either way, the component must 
possess one or more interfaces via which it may be used also in other contexts. It has been 
stated that componentisation is one way to increase the effectiveness of software 
development (see, e.g., Meyers & Oberndorf 2001), as it decreases the amount of overlapping 
work, which, in turn, corresponds with Wah's (2000) main idea of KM making the best of 
reusing the knowledge in organisations. Through componentisation, existing knowledge can 
be used more effectively. The emphasis in componentisation is typically on codified 

knowledge. Still, to be able to create unique solutions to meet customer needs, the human 
side of knowledge management (tacit knowledge) should not be neglected. 
One of the challenges for organisations is the difficulty of recognising what knowledge is 
needed in which situation (Lave 1988; Reeves & Weisberg 1994; Thompson, Gentner & 
Loevenstein 1998 as cited by Hargadon 1999). Organisations typically face a big problem in 
employees not knowing about all of the available knowledge existing in the organisation. 
Therefore, they cannot look for it or utilise it in their own work. The creation of new ideas 
would be most effective if old knowledge could be attached to new situations and in this way 
be cultivated and developed (Hargadon 1999, Hargadon 1998b, Hargadon & Sutton 1997). 
Whilst working in componentisation mode, in addition to completing their day-to-day tasks 
as before, the teams must try to identify potential components - i.e., products, subparts, or 
features - that could also be used in other teams and environments. The components created 
must be made available for the organisation's use. Exchange of resources and interaction 
among the people developing and using reusable software is an important factor for 
enabling componentisation (Sherif et al. 2006). 
While one of the goals of knowledge management is effective reuse of existing knowledge, 
KM can be seen as an integral element in the shift to componentisation. The choice to renew 
software development in the direction of componentisation can be seen as a choice leading 
toward a codification-based strategy of knowledge management. Despite the emphasis on 
codification strategy, it should be remembered that personalisation strategy should not be 
totally neglected. Through this division it is quite easy to recognise the elements that are 
important in knowledge management. Only by noticing both aspects (despite the fact that 
the emphasis might be on codification strategy) can one discern an approach to knowledge 
management that is appropriate for software development. No matter what the knowledge 
management strategy is, both technology and human issues should be considered. 
It is still worth noting that it is estimated that as many as a third of software reuse cases fail. 
The lack of processes dedicated to reuse and adaptation of existing processes are the main 
reasons for the failure. In such cases, the processes do not support reuse; i.e., there is no 
means or time for reuse and componentisation (Morisio et al. 2002). By drawing up and 
implementing a proper KM strategy, these challenges might be tackled. In accordance with 
this, in order to work, componentisation requires very careful planning and adjustments 
(Morisio et al. 2002). It has also been stated that often componentisation projects fail because, 
it is thought, they are implemented in the existing structures with little motivation and 
technical training. Often, the human factor has been neglected. (Morisio et al. 2002) Typically, 
also pressure from various sources (related to the customers, the management, and financial 
goals) takes the attention away from componentisation. Another potential challenge is that 
independent or physically dispersed units may even compete with each other (Lynex & 
Layzell as cited by Kunda & Brooks 2000), leading to a situation in which there is no 
willingness to share software code. There is some evidence that social interaction enhances 
inter-unit knowledge-sharing (see, e.g. Tsai 2002). Thus the role of social interaction might be 
crucial when one is introducing componentisation, as its point is to get people to share 
knowledge in the form of components that are creations of others' knowledge. After 
reflection on the above-mentioned aims of knowledge management, one can state that the 
idea of componentisation - i.e., reuse of work already done and existing resources - is very 
closely tied to the central idea of knowledge management. 
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reusing the knowledge in organisations. Through componentisation, existing knowledge can 
be used more effectively. The emphasis in componentisation is typically on codified 

knowledge. Still, to be able to create unique solutions to meet customer needs, the human 
side of knowledge management (tacit knowledge) should not be neglected. 
One of the challenges for organisations is the difficulty of recognising what knowledge is 
needed in which situation (Lave 1988; Reeves & Weisberg 1994; Thompson, Gentner & 
Loevenstein 1998 as cited by Hargadon 1999). Organisations typically face a big problem in 
employees not knowing about all of the available knowledge existing in the organisation. 
Therefore, they cannot look for it or utilise it in their own work. The creation of new ideas 
would be most effective if old knowledge could be attached to new situations and in this way 
be cultivated and developed (Hargadon 1999, Hargadon 1998b, Hargadon & Sutton 1997). 
Whilst working in componentisation mode, in addition to completing their day-to-day tasks 
as before, the teams must try to identify potential components - i.e., products, subparts, or 
features - that could also be used in other teams and environments. The components created 
must be made available for the organisation's use. Exchange of resources and interaction 
among the people developing and using reusable software is an important factor for 
enabling componentisation (Sherif et al. 2006). 
While one of the goals of knowledge management is effective reuse of existing knowledge, 
KM can be seen as an integral element in the shift to componentisation. The choice to renew 
software development in the direction of componentisation can be seen as a choice leading 
toward a codification-based strategy of knowledge management. Despite the emphasis on 
codification strategy, it should be remembered that personalisation strategy should not be 
totally neglected. Through this division it is quite easy to recognise the elements that are 
important in knowledge management. Only by noticing both aspects (despite the fact that 
the emphasis might be on codification strategy) can one discern an approach to knowledge 
management that is appropriate for software development. No matter what the knowledge 
management strategy is, both technology and human issues should be considered. 
It is still worth noting that it is estimated that as many as a third of software reuse cases fail. 
The lack of processes dedicated to reuse and adaptation of existing processes are the main 
reasons for the failure. In such cases, the processes do not support reuse; i.e., there is no 
means or time for reuse and componentisation (Morisio et al. 2002). By drawing up and 
implementing a proper KM strategy, these challenges might be tackled. In accordance with 
this, in order to work, componentisation requires very careful planning and adjustments 
(Morisio et al. 2002). It has also been stated that often componentisation projects fail because, 
it is thought, they are implemented in the existing structures with little motivation and 
technical training. Often, the human factor has been neglected. (Morisio et al. 2002) Typically, 
also pressure from various sources (related to the customers, the management, and financial 
goals) takes the attention away from componentisation. Another potential challenge is that 
independent or physically dispersed units may even compete with each other (Lynex & 
Layzell as cited by Kunda & Brooks 2000), leading to a situation in which there is no 
willingness to share software code. There is some evidence that social interaction enhances 
inter-unit knowledge-sharing (see, e.g. Tsai 2002). Thus the role of social interaction might be 
crucial when one is introducing componentisation, as its point is to get people to share 
knowledge in the form of components that are creations of others' knowledge. After 
reflection on the above-mentioned aims of knowledge management, one can state that the 
idea of componentisation - i.e., reuse of work already done and existing resources - is very 
closely tied to the central idea of knowledge management. 
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As already shown, knowledge is an important part of the asset repertoire of an enterprise, so 
it and its use must be included in these plans. This also means that knowledge management 
should be grounded within the context of business strategy (Zack 1999b, 142). Whether there 
is need for a specific KM strategy or KM should be part of the overall business strategy is 
debatable. Whichever approach is chosen, such strategy should include the actual activities 
that are needed to embed knowledge management in the organisation (Seeley & Dietrick 
1999). This also should include a timetable for actions, so that the actual tasks become 
scheduled and not only planned. With proper strategic grounding, the investments in 
knowledge management will be better focused and prioritised, providing competitive 
advantage (Zack 1999b, 142). 
The main idea of KM is to make the reuse of existing resources effective (Wah 2000). A quite 
commonly known way to put knowledge management into practice is to apply either a 
codification or personalisation strategy (Hansen et al. 1999). The main idea in codification 
strategy is to concentrate on codified knowledge and information technology. The purpose is 
to codify knowledge carefully and store it in databases. Through this, anyone in the company 
can access and use the knowledge easily. In implementation of the codification strategy, the 
focus is on technology-oriented issues. The other perspective in executing knowledge 
management is to employ personalisation strategy; here, the main idea is to concentrate on 
tacit knowledge and person-to-person contacts. Information technology is used to help 
people network and communicate. (Hansen et al. 1999) In a personalisation strategy, the 
emphasis is on human-related issues. 
It has been claimed that an organisation should make a choice between these two strategies. 
At the same time, however, when one strategy is chosen, the other should not be totally 
neglected. The ideal balance between these two strategies has been suggested to be 80/20. 
(Hansen et al. 1999) In spite of this, some suggest that in software companies the balance 
could be different from this. The suggestion is that codification and personalisation strategies 
should go more hand-in-hand and there should be a dual-core process, of codification and 
personalisation. (Mukherji 2005) Software companies' core competence often lies in software 
development. The software development process is typically characterised as rather 
knowledge-intensive. Also, the actual outcome of the process, software, is very much a 
knowledge-intensive product. 
One wise choice for software development is component-based software engineering (CBSE), 
called componentisation in this chapter. Componentisation means in this context the way of 
not using unique code written specifically for each and every project and product but instead 
always keeping in mind the broader opportunities to reuse the code once it has been written. 
The other side of componentisation is that when writing the code, one must always bear in 
mind the wider possibilities for using the code throughout the organisation and in all of its 
teams and products. The actual components are always independent entities, and they may 
vary from a few lines of code to larger functional units. Either way, the component must 
possess one or more interfaces via which it may be used also in other contexts. It has been 
stated that componentisation is one way to increase the effectiveness of software 
development (see, e.g., Meyers & Oberndorf 2001), as it decreases the amount of overlapping 
work, which, in turn, corresponds with Wah's (2000) main idea of KM making the best of 
reusing the knowledge in organisations. Through componentisation, existing knowledge can 
be used more effectively. The emphasis in componentisation is typically on codified 

knowledge. Still, to be able to create unique solutions to meet customer needs, the human 
side of knowledge management (tacit knowledge) should not be neglected. 
One of the challenges for organisations is the difficulty of recognising what knowledge is 
needed in which situation (Lave 1988; Reeves & Weisberg 1994; Thompson, Gentner & 
Loevenstein 1998 as cited by Hargadon 1999). Organisations typically face a big problem in 
employees not knowing about all of the available knowledge existing in the organisation. 
Therefore, they cannot look for it or utilise it in their own work. The creation of new ideas 
would be most effective if old knowledge could be attached to new situations and in this way 
be cultivated and developed (Hargadon 1999, Hargadon 1998b, Hargadon & Sutton 1997). 
Whilst working in componentisation mode, in addition to completing their day-to-day tasks 
as before, the teams must try to identify potential components - i.e., products, subparts, or 
features - that could also be used in other teams and environments. The components created 
must be made available for the organisation's use. Exchange of resources and interaction 
among the people developing and using reusable software is an important factor for 
enabling componentisation (Sherif et al. 2006). 
While one of the goals of knowledge management is effective reuse of existing knowledge, 
KM can be seen as an integral element in the shift to componentisation. The choice to renew 
software development in the direction of componentisation can be seen as a choice leading 
toward a codification-based strategy of knowledge management. Despite the emphasis on 
codification strategy, it should be remembered that personalisation strategy should not be 
totally neglected. Through this division it is quite easy to recognise the elements that are 
important in knowledge management. Only by noticing both aspects (despite the fact that 
the emphasis might be on codification strategy) can one discern an approach to knowledge 
management that is appropriate for software development. No matter what the knowledge 
management strategy is, both technology and human issues should be considered. 
It is still worth noting that it is estimated that as many as a third of software reuse cases fail. 
The lack of processes dedicated to reuse and adaptation of existing processes are the main 
reasons for the failure. In such cases, the processes do not support reuse; i.e., there is no 
means or time for reuse and componentisation (Morisio et al. 2002). By drawing up and 
implementing a proper KM strategy, these challenges might be tackled. In accordance with 
this, in order to work, componentisation requires very careful planning and adjustments 
(Morisio et al. 2002). It has also been stated that often componentisation projects fail because, 
it is thought, they are implemented in the existing structures with little motivation and 
technical training. Often, the human factor has been neglected. (Morisio et al. 2002) Typically, 
also pressure from various sources (related to the customers, the management, and financial 
goals) takes the attention away from componentisation. Another potential challenge is that 
independent or physically dispersed units may even compete with each other (Lynex & 
Layzell as cited by Kunda & Brooks 2000), leading to a situation in which there is no 
willingness to share software code. There is some evidence that social interaction enhances 
inter-unit knowledge-sharing (see, e.g. Tsai 2002). Thus the role of social interaction might be 
crucial when one is introducing componentisation, as its point is to get people to share 
knowledge in the form of components that are creations of others' knowledge. After 
reflection on the above-mentioned aims of knowledge management, one can state that the 
idea of componentisation - i.e., reuse of work already done and existing resources - is very 
closely tied to the central idea of knowledge management. 
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not using unique code written specifically for each and every project and product but instead 
always keeping in mind the broader opportunities to reuse the code once it has been written. 
The other side of componentisation is that when writing the code, one must always bear in 
mind the wider possibilities for using the code throughout the organisation and in all of its 
teams and products. The actual components are always independent entities, and they may 
vary from a few lines of code to larger functional units. Either way, the component must 
possess one or more interfaces via which it may be used also in other contexts. It has been 
stated that componentisation is one way to increase the effectiveness of software 
development (see, e.g., Meyers & Oberndorf 2001), as it decreases the amount of overlapping 
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knowledge. Still, to be able to create unique solutions to meet customer needs, the human 
side of knowledge management (tacit knowledge) should not be neglected. 
One of the challenges for organisations is the difficulty of recognising what knowledge is 
needed in which situation (Lave 1988; Reeves & Weisberg 1994; Thompson, Gentner & 
Loevenstein 1998 as cited by Hargadon 1999). Organisations typically face a big problem in 
employees not knowing about all of the available knowledge existing in the organisation. 
Therefore, they cannot look for it or utilise it in their own work. The creation of new ideas 
would be most effective if old knowledge could be attached to new situations and in this way 
be cultivated and developed (Hargadon 1999, Hargadon 1998b, Hargadon & Sutton 1997). 
Whilst working in componentisation mode, in addition to completing their day-to-day tasks 
as before, the teams must try to identify potential components - i.e., products, subparts, or 
features - that could also be used in other teams and environments. The components created 
must be made available for the organisation's use. Exchange of resources and interaction 
among the people developing and using reusable software is an important factor for 
enabling componentisation (Sherif et al. 2006). 
While one of the goals of knowledge management is effective reuse of existing knowledge, 
KM can be seen as an integral element in the shift to componentisation. The choice to renew 
software development in the direction of componentisation can be seen as a choice leading 
toward a codification-based strategy of knowledge management. Despite the emphasis on 
codification strategy, it should be remembered that personalisation strategy should not be 
totally neglected. Through this division it is quite easy to recognise the elements that are 
important in knowledge management. Only by noticing both aspects (despite the fact that 
the emphasis might be on codification strategy) can one discern an approach to knowledge 
management that is appropriate for software development. No matter what the knowledge 
management strategy is, both technology and human issues should be considered. 
It is still worth noting that it is estimated that as many as a third of software reuse cases fail. 
The lack of processes dedicated to reuse and adaptation of existing processes are the main 
reasons for the failure. In such cases, the processes do not support reuse; i.e., there is no 
means or time for reuse and componentisation (Morisio et al. 2002). By drawing up and 
implementing a proper KM strategy, these challenges might be tackled. In accordance with 
this, in order to work, componentisation requires very careful planning and adjustments 
(Morisio et al. 2002). It has also been stated that often componentisation projects fail because, 
it is thought, they are implemented in the existing structures with little motivation and 
technical training. Often, the human factor has been neglected. (Morisio et al. 2002) Typically, 
also pressure from various sources (related to the customers, the management, and financial 
goals) takes the attention away from componentisation. Another potential challenge is that 
independent or physically dispersed units may even compete with each other (Lynex & 
Layzell as cited by Kunda & Brooks 2000), leading to a situation in which there is no 
willingness to share software code. There is some evidence that social interaction enhances 
inter-unit knowledge-sharing (see, e.g. Tsai 2002). Thus the role of social interaction might be 
crucial when one is introducing componentisation, as its point is to get people to share 
knowledge in the form of components that are creations of others' knowledge. After 
reflection on the above-mentioned aims of knowledge management, one can state that the 
idea of componentisation - i.e., reuse of work already done and existing resources - is very 
closely tied to the central idea of knowledge management. 
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3. A practical example of an organisation and its operating environment 
 

Let us consider a large software company operating in business-to-business markets. In the 
segmentation of the software industry devised by Hoch et al. (1999), this company stands 
mostly in the enterprise solutions sector, although it also has characteristics of professional 
software services (e.g., tailoring the software for specific customer needs is typical for the 
company) and of software products (e.g., there are 'product categories' visible to customers). 
It provides large and complex information and communication technology (ICT) systems 
and solutions for its organisational customers. The company is quite dispersed. The 
operations of the company are based on independent teams, which differ in many ways. 
They have different organisational backgrounds on account of mergers and acquisitions, 
different technologies in use, and different products and customers. Each of these teams is 
responsible for its own software development, production, and sales. In addition, the teams 
can be quite separated from each other even physically and geographically. This makes it 
difficult to know what others in the organisation are doing. For the most part, even the team 
leaders do not know what those on an equal level in the organisation are working on. 
Because of this, the teams mainly create the software from scratch. This also leads to the 
problem that too often the teams do overlapping programming and software development 
work. The unnecessary redundancy in the software development process naturally causes 
extra costs for the company. 
The toughening competitive situation is forcing the company to review and renew its 
software development process to form a more efficient way of working. The aim is to root out 
redundancies and to improve productivity. To get to that point, full utilisation of the 
knowledge within the organisation is needed. Thus, improvements in knowledge flows and 
closer collaboration between teams and individuals throughout the organisation are a 
necessity. The organisation is tackling its problem by switching to component-based 
software engineering. In this organisation, work has been strictly team- and project-based. 
Thus, the current organisational structure does not support the interactions required by 
componentisation. Nor has there been time or motivation to create code that works for the 
common good. Hence, the transition from a team-oriented way of working to a productised, 
more holistic software development process is a great challenge for the whole organisation. 
In addition to a change in the organisational structure, the organisation has now decided to 
take advantage of a single shared technology by applying the same programming 
environment and language across the organisation. The chosen technology is already in use 
in a few teams but is new to most. As this field is not the focus of the chapter, it is not 
addressed further here. 
Two stages of progress have been identified for the renewal of the company's software 
development practices: the design and preparation phase and the implementation phase. The 
design and preparation phase include preliminary assessment of the available, and thus 
possible, technologies; analysis of the current process; the revision of practices; division of 
responsibilities; preliminary allocation of resources; and, finally, the technological decisions. 
Early on, in preparation of the componentisation shift, a dynamic, well-functioning 
cross-team group of specialists, the architect group, is to be set up. The task of the architect 
group is to critically monitor the actions and needs of the teams. The group will scrutinise 
these and decide whether a suggested part is suitable as a component, on the basis of the 
team leaders' suggestions. Each member of the organisation so authorised can use and reuse 
components. To be fully usable and developed further for and by other teams, a component 

must be well documented. Therefore, carefully planned specifications for the documentation 
must be completed. The planned practices are put into action and anchored in the 
organisation in the implementation phase. In this phase, the architect group should monitor 
the process and support the correct actions. The aim of these two phases will be to ensure 
appropriate implementation of new practices and technologies. 
Renewal of the software development process by introducing componentisation comprises 
many challenges from a knowledge management perspective. The fundamental idea in 
renewal for componentisation is to share knowledge effectively, in order to be able to reuse 
it. Before that point can be reached, several knowledge management challenges can be 
identified. By renewing the software development process by introducing componentisation, 
the organisation emphasises a technology-oriented KM strategy. The focal element is a 
repository, also called a component library, where the knowledge is explicated. Alongside 
utilisation of components from the repository, the programmers still need a lot of their own 
and others' expertise and tacit knowledge to effectively develop and produce software. Thus, 
the human side should never be neglected in the organisation. Accordingly, the knowledge 
management challenges (and their eventual solutions) for the renewal may be described by 
dividing them into technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges (and solutions). 
The amount of redundant work and the great diversity of the teams in their initial situation 
are the main sources of the need for implementation of knowledge management in renewal 
of the organisation's software development process. Both technology- and human-oriented 
challenges can be seen to derive mainly from the diversity of the teams. It was clear even in 
the design and preparation phase that the heterogeneous nature of the teams makes it 
challenging to find an appropriate common technological solution that could fit all the 
technological demands of all the teams. It is a difficult and trying task to find a technology to 
support the existing software produced and maintained by the teams, because of the 
different nature of the software developed in the various teams. Also a tricky question is that 
of how the component library should be structured such that it is truly usable and exploitable 
by the members of the organisation. 
For the implementation phase there is a great challenge of making the chosen new 
technology fit with the initial technologies used in different teams when the initial 
technologies are still in active use. The aim of making a transition to the new chosen 
technology throughout the organisation creates a challenge, as there is a lack of competence 
in the new chosen technology. The challenge of making the component interfaces general 
enough when the components are created can also be considered a technology-oriented 
challenge in the implementation phase. There is also a lack of time for training and 
experimenting related to the new technology. When there is insufficient time for training and 
experimentation with a new technology, the members of the organisation do not have 
enough knowledge to utilise the new technology properly. Overall, the technology-oriented 
challenges in the shift to componentisation impose great demands. 
The design and preparation phase too features human-oriented challenges. There are 
prejudices related to the new chosen technology. People have questioned the superiority of 
the chosen technology, and many people would like to continue with the old and familiar 
technology that they are used to. Some members of the organisation even feel afraid as they 
feel that through the change the future is blurred and unknown. One phenomenon perceived 
in practice is the change in internal power/value structures. This change stems from the fact 
that, with the new technological choices, the competence and know-how of some individuals 
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prejudices related to the new chosen technology. People have questioned the superiority of 
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Because of this, the teams mainly create the software from scratch. This also leads to the 
problem that too often the teams do overlapping programming and software development 
work. The unnecessary redundancy in the software development process naturally causes 
extra costs for the company. 
The toughening competitive situation is forcing the company to review and renew its 
software development process to form a more efficient way of working. The aim is to root out 
redundancies and to improve productivity. To get to that point, full utilisation of the 
knowledge within the organisation is needed. Thus, improvements in knowledge flows and 
closer collaboration between teams and individuals throughout the organisation are a 
necessity. The organisation is tackling its problem by switching to component-based 
software engineering. In this organisation, work has been strictly team- and project-based. 
Thus, the current organisational structure does not support the interactions required by 
componentisation. Nor has there been time or motivation to create code that works for the 
common good. Hence, the transition from a team-oriented way of working to a productised, 
more holistic software development process is a great challenge for the whole organisation. 
In addition to a change in the organisational structure, the organisation has now decided to 
take advantage of a single shared technology by applying the same programming 
environment and language across the organisation. The chosen technology is already in use 
in a few teams but is new to most. As this field is not the focus of the chapter, it is not 
addressed further here. 
Two stages of progress have been identified for the renewal of the company's software 
development practices: the design and preparation phase and the implementation phase. The 
design and preparation phase include preliminary assessment of the available, and thus 
possible, technologies; analysis of the current process; the revision of practices; division of 
responsibilities; preliminary allocation of resources; and, finally, the technological decisions. 
Early on, in preparation of the componentisation shift, a dynamic, well-functioning 
cross-team group of specialists, the architect group, is to be set up. The task of the architect 
group is to critically monitor the actions and needs of the teams. The group will scrutinise 
these and decide whether a suggested part is suitable as a component, on the basis of the 
team leaders' suggestions. Each member of the organisation so authorised can use and reuse 
components. To be fully usable and developed further for and by other teams, a component 

must be well documented. Therefore, carefully planned specifications for the documentation 
must be completed. The planned practices are put into action and anchored in the 
organisation in the implementation phase. In this phase, the architect group should monitor 
the process and support the correct actions. The aim of these two phases will be to ensure 
appropriate implementation of new practices and technologies. 
Renewal of the software development process by introducing componentisation comprises 
many challenges from a knowledge management perspective. The fundamental idea in 
renewal for componentisation is to share knowledge effectively, in order to be able to reuse 
it. Before that point can be reached, several knowledge management challenges can be 
identified. By renewing the software development process by introducing componentisation, 
the organisation emphasises a technology-oriented KM strategy. The focal element is a 
repository, also called a component library, where the knowledge is explicated. Alongside 
utilisation of components from the repository, the programmers still need a lot of their own 
and others' expertise and tacit knowledge to effectively develop and produce software. Thus, 
the human side should never be neglected in the organisation. Accordingly, the knowledge 
management challenges (and their eventual solutions) for the renewal may be described by 
dividing them into technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges (and solutions). 
The amount of redundant work and the great diversity of the teams in their initial situation 
are the main sources of the need for implementation of knowledge management in renewal 
of the organisation's software development process. Both technology- and human-oriented 
challenges can be seen to derive mainly from the diversity of the teams. It was clear even in 
the design and preparation phase that the heterogeneous nature of the teams makes it 
challenging to find an appropriate common technological solution that could fit all the 
technological demands of all the teams. It is a difficult and trying task to find a technology to 
support the existing software produced and maintained by the teams, because of the 
different nature of the software developed in the various teams. Also a tricky question is that 
of how the component library should be structured such that it is truly usable and exploitable 
by the members of the organisation. 
For the implementation phase there is a great challenge of making the chosen new 
technology fit with the initial technologies used in different teams when the initial 
technologies are still in active use. The aim of making a transition to the new chosen 
technology throughout the organisation creates a challenge, as there is a lack of competence 
in the new chosen technology. The challenge of making the component interfaces general 
enough when the components are created can also be considered a technology-oriented 
challenge in the implementation phase. There is also a lack of time for training and 
experimenting related to the new technology. When there is insufficient time for training and 
experimentation with a new technology, the members of the organisation do not have 
enough knowledge to utilise the new technology properly. Overall, the technology-oriented 
challenges in the shift to componentisation impose great demands. 
The design and preparation phase too features human-oriented challenges. There are 
prejudices related to the new chosen technology. People have questioned the superiority of 
the chosen technology, and many people would like to continue with the old and familiar 
technology that they are used to. Some members of the organisation even feel afraid as they 
feel that through the change the future is blurred and unknown. One phenomenon perceived 
in practice is the change in internal power/value structures. This change stems from the fact 
that, with the new technological choices, the competence and know-how of some individuals 
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3. A practical example of an organisation and its operating environment 
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software engineering. In this organisation, work has been strictly team- and project-based. 
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componentisation. Nor has there been time or motivation to create code that works for the 
common good. Hence, the transition from a team-oriented way of working to a productised, 
more holistic software development process is a great challenge for the whole organisation. 
In addition to a change in the organisational structure, the organisation has now decided to 
take advantage of a single shared technology by applying the same programming 
environment and language across the organisation. The chosen technology is already in use 
in a few teams but is new to most. As this field is not the focus of the chapter, it is not 
addressed further here. 
Two stages of progress have been identified for the renewal of the company's software 
development practices: the design and preparation phase and the implementation phase. The 
design and preparation phase include preliminary assessment of the available, and thus 
possible, technologies; analysis of the current process; the revision of practices; division of 
responsibilities; preliminary allocation of resources; and, finally, the technological decisions. 
Early on, in preparation of the componentisation shift, a dynamic, well-functioning 
cross-team group of specialists, the architect group, is to be set up. The task of the architect 
group is to critically monitor the actions and needs of the teams. The group will scrutinise 
these and decide whether a suggested part is suitable as a component, on the basis of the 
team leaders' suggestions. Each member of the organisation so authorised can use and reuse 
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renewal for componentisation is to share knowledge effectively, in order to be able to reuse 
it. Before that point can be reached, several knowledge management challenges can be 
identified. By renewing the software development process by introducing componentisation, 
the organisation emphasises a technology-oriented KM strategy. The focal element is a 
repository, also called a component library, where the knowledge is explicated. Alongside 
utilisation of components from the repository, the programmers still need a lot of their own 
and others' expertise and tacit knowledge to effectively develop and produce software. Thus, 
the human side should never be neglected in the organisation. Accordingly, the knowledge 
management challenges (and their eventual solutions) for the renewal may be described by 
dividing them into technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges (and solutions). 
The amount of redundant work and the great diversity of the teams in their initial situation 
are the main sources of the need for implementation of knowledge management in renewal 
of the organisation's software development process. Both technology- and human-oriented 
challenges can be seen to derive mainly from the diversity of the teams. It was clear even in 
the design and preparation phase that the heterogeneous nature of the teams makes it 
challenging to find an appropriate common technological solution that could fit all the 
technological demands of all the teams. It is a difficult and trying task to find a technology to 
support the existing software produced and maintained by the teams, because of the 
different nature of the software developed in the various teams. Also a tricky question is that 
of how the component library should be structured such that it is truly usable and exploitable 
by the members of the organisation. 
For the implementation phase there is a great challenge of making the chosen new 
technology fit with the initial technologies used in different teams when the initial 
technologies are still in active use. The aim of making a transition to the new chosen 
technology throughout the organisation creates a challenge, as there is a lack of competence 
in the new chosen technology. The challenge of making the component interfaces general 
enough when the components are created can also be considered a technology-oriented 
challenge in the implementation phase. There is also a lack of time for training and 
experimenting related to the new technology. When there is insufficient time for training and 
experimentation with a new technology, the members of the organisation do not have 
enough knowledge to utilise the new technology properly. Overall, the technology-oriented 
challenges in the shift to componentisation impose great demands. 
The design and preparation phase too features human-oriented challenges. There are 
prejudices related to the new chosen technology. People have questioned the superiority of 
the chosen technology, and many people would like to continue with the old and familiar 
technology that they are used to. Some members of the organisation even feel afraid as they 
feel that through the change the future is blurred and unknown. One phenomenon perceived 
in practice is the change in internal power/value structures. This change stems from the fact 
that, with the new technological choices, the competence and know-how of some individuals 
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are becoming more valuable whereas those of some others is becoming less significant or 
even obsolete. Also, in the implementation phase there exists the challenge of activating the 
information and knowledge flow between teams. The heterogeneous nature of the teams in 
the organisation also has an effect from a human perspective by adding some contradictory 
or controversial notions to the knowledge-sharing between the members of different teams. 
People are not used to sharing knowledge with members of other teams. The social 
interaction between the teams is weak or even non-existent. Prejudices and attitude problems 
such as lack of trust and a 'love' for the code they themselves have written are significant 
reasons for this. Overall, attitude problems pose an obstacle to the change. Questions have 
been raised in relation to, for example, the whole idea of componentisation and whether the 
technological decisions are right. 

	
4. Generalisations and managerial implications 
 

The general goal in management is to get the company to make a profit. One way to achieve 
this is to produce low and sell high. As customers are becoming more and more 
price-conscious, there is nearly always the need, and room, to cut costs. One way to do this 
cost-cutting is to make the best of existing resources. As knowledge is recognised as a 
resource and as it is seen to be in a strategic position for contemporary organisations, its full 
utilisation and reuse becomes vital. This requires a conscious decision at the strategic level to 
implement organised knowledge management in the organisation. 
In our example organisation, the main idea behind the componentisation is, as noted above, 
an attempt to avoid overlapping work and to utilise existing knowledge better across team 
and project boundaries. Thus, the role of effective knowledge management and especially of 
knowledge-sharing is recognised in the organisation. However, there remain several 
knowledge-management-related challenges that should be considered more carefully. From 
the facts presented, we argue that by recognising these challenges and reacting to them more 
proactively, starting in the design and preparation phase of the renewal process, the 
knowledge management magic can happen more effectively and the shift to CBSE be easier. 
In the subchapter three of this chapter there were described some KM-challenges that the 
example organisation faced in the change-over to componentisation. Based on these 
examples and existing KM-frameworks the generalisation of challenges that are most 
typically found in a team-oriented organisation implementing a codification strategy are 
presented in the following table 1. To aid in examination of the process of implementing the 
codification strategy, the process is divided into two phases here also: the design and 
preparation phase, in which the process is mainly being planned, and the implementation 
phase, in which actual procedures are carried out. The challenges are divided into two 
categories, technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges, according to their primary 
sources. 
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are becoming more valuable whereas those of some others is becoming less significant or 
even obsolete. Also, in the implementation phase there exists the challenge of activating the 
information and knowledge flow between teams. The heterogeneous nature of the teams in 
the organisation also has an effect from a human perspective by adding some contradictory 
or controversial notions to the knowledge-sharing between the members of different teams. 
People are not used to sharing knowledge with members of other teams. The social 
interaction between the teams is weak or even non-existent. Prejudices and attitude problems 
such as lack of trust and a 'love' for the code they themselves have written are significant 
reasons for this. Overall, attitude problems pose an obstacle to the change. Questions have 
been raised in relation to, for example, the whole idea of componentisation and whether the 
technological decisions are right. 
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utilisation and reuse becomes vital. This requires a conscious decision at the strategic level to 
implement organised knowledge management in the organisation. 
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an attempt to avoid overlapping work and to utilise existing knowledge better across team 
and project boundaries. Thus, the role of effective knowledge management and especially of 
knowledge-sharing is recognised in the organisation. However, there remain several 
knowledge-management-related challenges that should be considered more carefully. From 
the facts presented, we argue that by recognising these challenges and reacting to them more 
proactively, starting in the design and preparation phase of the renewal process, the 
knowledge management magic can happen more effectively and the shift to CBSE be easier. 
In the subchapter three of this chapter there were described some KM-challenges that the 
example organisation faced in the change-over to componentisation. Based on these 
examples and existing KM-frameworks the generalisation of challenges that are most 
typically found in a team-oriented organisation implementing a codification strategy are 
presented in the following table 1. To aid in examination of the process of implementing the 
codification strategy, the process is divided into two phases here also: the design and 
preparation phase, in which the process is mainly being planned, and the implementation 
phase, in which actual procedures are carried out. The challenges are divided into two 
categories, technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges, according to their primary 
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are becoming more valuable whereas those of some others is becoming less significant or 
even obsolete. Also, in the implementation phase there exists the challenge of activating the 
information and knowledge flow between teams. The heterogeneous nature of the teams in 
the organisation also has an effect from a human perspective by adding some contradictory 
or controversial notions to the knowledge-sharing between the members of different teams. 
People are not used to sharing knowledge with members of other teams. The social 
interaction between the teams is weak or even non-existent. Prejudices and attitude problems 
such as lack of trust and a 'love' for the code they themselves have written are significant 
reasons for this. Overall, attitude problems pose an obstacle to the change. Questions have 
been raised in relation to, for example, the whole idea of componentisation and whether the 
technological decisions are right. 
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are becoming more valuable whereas those of some others is becoming less significant or 
even obsolete. Also, in the implementation phase there exists the challenge of activating the 
information and knowledge flow between teams. The heterogeneous nature of the teams in 
the organisation also has an effect from a human perspective by adding some contradictory 
or controversial notions to the knowledge-sharing between the members of different teams. 
People are not used to sharing knowledge with members of other teams. The social 
interaction between the teams is weak or even non-existent. Prejudices and attitude problems 
such as lack of trust and a 'love' for the code they themselves have written are significant 
reasons for this. Overall, attitude problems pose an obstacle to the change. Questions have 
been raised in relation to, for example, the whole idea of componentisation and whether the 
technological decisions are right. 
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an attempt to avoid overlapping work and to utilise existing knowledge better across team 
and project boundaries. Thus, the role of effective knowledge management and especially of 
knowledge-sharing is recognised in the organisation. However, there remain several 
knowledge-management-related challenges that should be considered more carefully. From 
the facts presented, we argue that by recognising these challenges and reacting to them more 
proactively, starting in the design and preparation phase of the renewal process, the 
knowledge management magic can happen more effectively and the shift to CBSE be easier. 
In the subchapter three of this chapter there were described some KM-challenges that the 
example organisation faced in the change-over to componentisation. Based on these 
examples and existing KM-frameworks the generalisation of challenges that are most 
typically found in a team-oriented organisation implementing a codification strategy are 
presented in the following table 1. To aid in examination of the process of implementing the 
codification strategy, the process is divided into two phases here also: the design and 
preparation phase, in which the process is mainly being planned, and the implementation 
phase, in which actual procedures are carried out. The challenges are divided into two 
categories, technology-oriented and human-oriented challenges, according to their primary 
sources. 
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In the design and preparation phase, one of the main issues from the technology-oriented 
perspective is to plan well the implementation and the schedule for implementation of the 
new chosen technology. Experts and members of different teams should be involved in this 
process. In addition, as early as in the design and preparation phase, it would be wise to 
consider letting some teams use old technologies as long as required for maintaining 
software that has been created with old technology and that will not adapt to the new 
technology. This should be allowed only in situations where the integration of old and new 
technology is impossible and only if it is truly necessary. In the choice of the new technology, 
the knowledge of the experts inside the organisation should be utilised to ensure that the 
choice is right from a technological perspective (and from different teams' perspective) and 
so also to rationalise and justify the choice. The experts should also be involved in the design 
and preparation of a knowledge repository. This aids in building a knowledge repository in 
which usable and exploitable knowledge can be found. 
The choice of new technology in the design and preparation phase has a direct effect on the 
implementation phase. In relation to the technological side of the change, it should be 
considered that the chosen way of working must be agile enough to enable the work of the 
individual teams to continue. The new techniques should also be such that they mesh at least 
on some level with the old way of working. Only this guarantees that the old and new 
knowledge go hand-in-hand and no knowledge is missed out. In choosing of the technology, 
it should be made sure also that the members of the organisation are either already familiar 
with it or have the ability to learn how to use it. For learning how to use the new technology, 
there must be sufficient training possibilities to match people's different ways of learning. 
The managers should also allocate time and money for the employees to adapt to the new 
technology. In the implementation phase, the usage of the existing knowledge is the main 
focus. Thus, to ensure the usability of the newly created knowledge, clear definitions and 
guidelines for this knowledge that is placed in the knowledge repository should be prepared. 
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taken care of properly and to remain functional if dealt with by dedicated personnel, even if 
their main tasks lie elsewhere. It is also wise for a known and appreciated person inside the 
organisation to be nominated to be a leading figure in the change. Additionally, the opinions 
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needed. This can be brought about properly and at all functional levels only if leaders create 
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This also supports the claim that reuse in the absence of means or time typically fails. Hence 
it can be said that leading and leadership in this kind of undertaking and setting are crucial 
for a successful outcome. 
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renewal process. Also proper technological KM solutions may be needed and are worth 
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counterbalance to the human resistance to change is needed. The organisation and its 
members need to see positive examples if they are to overcome the difficulties. Successful 
pilot cases should be promoted on the company level (e.g. via the intranet). To make sure 
that information and knowledge will flow between the teams in the implementation phase, 
different kinds of spaces where people can meet and create mutual trust, along with similar 
opportunities, would be useful. Examples are job rotation among the teams, formal and 
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process can be given to the members of the organisation. The change needs promotion 
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of thinking and readiness to adapt to change are needed. Thus, the attitude of wisdom is 
needed. This can be brought about properly and at all functional levels only if leaders create 
the right circumstances and provide all necessary resources for successful social interaction. 
This also supports the claim that reuse in the absence of means or time typically fails. Hence 
it can be said that leading and leadership in this kind of undertaking and setting are crucial 
for a successful outcome. 
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attitude towards knowledge-sharing. This has already been stated in many KM studies. For 
example, Desouza (2003) has stated that 'The biggest obstacle to effective knowledge 
management is not implementing a cutting-edge IT solution, but getting people to talk and 
share their know-how'. Monitoring and guiding the change and persons involved in it is 
extremely useful. Some control is needed or even vital if a renewal process is to bear 
successful fruit and especially for the new approach to actually become the usual way of 
working. The role of the management is that of a facilitator of this knowledge sharing forum. 
The qualifications and traits required of leaders in this kind of situation are not necessarily 
easy to find in one person. It is very challenging to fully consider which organisational 
changes are needed, and it is even harder to figure out how they should be implemented and 
presented. This all can also be seen as taking up of knowledge management practices as 
everyday functions inside the company. In this kind of situation, one should always bear in 
mind that it is typical that such a procedural change may well take up to two or three years or 
even be continuous, a sort of ongoing change. The ultimate goal of all this fuss in an 
organisation is a permanent change in the ways of working so that abundant and 
overlapping work is cut to the minimum. This way the company may be able to significantly 
cut the costs and make profits. 
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easy to find in one person. It is very challenging to fully consider which organisational 
changes are needed, and it is even harder to figure out how they should be implemented and 
presented. This all can also be seen as taking up of knowledge management practices as 
everyday functions inside the company. In this kind of situation, one should always bear in 
mind that it is typical that such a procedural change may well take up to two or three years or 
even be continuous, a sort of ongoing change. The ultimate goal of all this fuss in an 
organisation is a permanent change in the ways of working so that abundant and 
overlapping work is cut to the minimum. This way the company may be able to significantly 
cut the costs and make profits. 
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attitude towards knowledge-sharing. This has already been stated in many KM studies. For 
example, Desouza (2003) has stated that 'The biggest obstacle to effective knowledge 
management is not implementing a cutting-edge IT solution, but getting people to talk and 
share their know-how'. Monitoring and guiding the change and persons involved in it is 
extremely useful. Some control is needed or even vital if a renewal process is to bear 
successful fruit and especially for the new approach to actually become the usual way of 
working. The role of the management is that of a facilitator of this knowledge sharing forum. 
The qualifications and traits required of leaders in this kind of situation are not necessarily 
easy to find in one person. It is very challenging to fully consider which organisational 
changes are needed, and it is even harder to figure out how they should be implemented and 
presented. This all can also be seen as taking up of knowledge management practices as 
everyday functions inside the company. In this kind of situation, one should always bear in 
mind that it is typical that such a procedural change may well take up to two or three years or 
even be continuous, a sort of ongoing change. The ultimate goal of all this fuss in an 
organisation is a permanent change in the ways of working so that abundant and 
overlapping work is cut to the minimum. This way the company may be able to significantly 
cut the costs and make profits. 
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attitude towards knowledge-sharing. This has already been stated in many KM studies. For 
example, Desouza (2003) has stated that 'The biggest obstacle to effective knowledge 
management is not implementing a cutting-edge IT solution, but getting people to talk and 
share their know-how'. Monitoring and guiding the change and persons involved in it is 
extremely useful. Some control is needed or even vital if a renewal process is to bear 
successful fruit and especially for the new approach to actually become the usual way of 
working. The role of the management is that of a facilitator of this knowledge sharing forum. 
The qualifications and traits required of leaders in this kind of situation are not necessarily 
easy to find in one person. It is very challenging to fully consider which organisational 
changes are needed, and it is even harder to figure out how they should be implemented and 
presented. This all can also be seen as taking up of knowledge management practices as 
everyday functions inside the company. In this kind of situation, one should always bear in 
mind that it is typical that such a procedural change may well take up to two or three years or 
even be continuous, a sort of ongoing change. The ultimate goal of all this fuss in an 
organisation is a permanent change in the ways of working so that abundant and 
overlapping work is cut to the minimum. This way the company may be able to significantly 
cut the costs and make profits. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The economy of the world is changing fast, and the knowledge assets and the 
process are become the primary source of the organization. This is clear when we 
browse the stock market websites and see the companies with unequal physical 
assets and stock market value. Also, this notion of knowledge management, as a 
corporate resource, has been looked to deliver sustainable core competencies in the 
future (Jans B. D. & Prasarnphanich P., 2003, Khoshsima G., 2003). 
Companies today are facing important challenges such as the need to reduce the 
time-to-market, the development and manufacturing costs, or to manage products 
with more and more technology. Thus, this current situation is encouraging the 
implementation of new management techniques such as knowledge management 
to increase competitive advantages (Gholamreza Khoshsima et al., 2004). 
Knowledge is an intangible asset, and measuring the effectiveness of knowledge 
management solutions is challenging. This paper attempts to address the 
challenges. In order to achieve competitive sustainability, many firms are 
launching extensive knowledge management efforts. To compete effectively, firms 
must leverage their existing knowledge and create new knowledge that favorably 
positions them in their chosen markets (Gold A. H. et al., 2001). 
The first step in developing knowledge management is to determine the current 
position of knowledge management systematically or, more activities and 
organizational conditions (Gholamreza Khoshsima et al., 2004). 
Even if there are some modules and techniques for measuring intellectual capital 
(IC) (Sveiby, 2003); but, lack of such systems which improve our ability for 
measuring is observable. The designed expert system act based on three categories: 
knowledge Capital (KC), management capital (ManC), and market capital (MarC). 
Fuzzy numbers, average, mathematics, and inference have been embedded in our 
system in order to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of our expert system. 
In this paper, we will propose a fuzzy expert system to measure the intellectual 
capital via fuzzy mathematics. So, in the next section we will discuss more about 
the literature of subject and determine the Intellectual Capital Measures. Next, the 
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Knowledge is an intangible asset, and measuring the effectiveness of knowledge 
management solutions is challenging. This paper attempts to address the 
challenges. In order to achieve competitive sustainability, many firms are 
launching extensive knowledge management efforts. To compete effectively, firms 
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basic concepts of fuzzy set theory for fuzzy expert system design have been 
presented. The expert system structure has been illustrated in the next section. A 
numerical example for four Intellectual Capitals of ITRC has been shown the 
accuracy of designed system; finally, Conclusion has been determined the results 
of the employing of designed fuzzy expert system in measuring the Intellectual 
Capitals. 

 
2. Intellectual capital measures 
 

The intangible property mainly comes from the demand of market and formed by 
the legal right (Reilly R.F. & Schweihs R.P., 1998). Since the intangible assets are 
valued as a type of property, it will be appropriate for us to discuss the meaning of 
a property, and then the meaning of intangible assets is elucidated. There are kinds 
of rights, while the traditional concept is related mostly to those of real estate. 
However the intangible assets in accountancy, citing from the general business 
accounting law, trademark, patents, copyright, permits. Some experts add 
computer software and organizational cost (Edvisson L. & Malone M., 1999). 
Intellectual property rights consist with the industrial property right, copyright, 
trademark right, and patent right etc, which are created by the human knowledge. 
Copyright includes the right of copy, issue, public display, selling, artistic 
performance and translation etc. Edvisson and Malone suggested that the IPR 
consist with knowledge capital, non-financial capital, concealed property capital, 
non-visible property, or intangible assets (Edvisson L. & Malone M., 1999). 
Brooking, Board and Jones (1998) indicates that IPR include market assets, 
intellectual property assets, infrastructure assets, human-centered assets. Such 
intellectual property, being the difference between the company market value and 
the book value, is the counterpart of visible entity capital and finance capital 
(Brooking Annie et al., 1998).  
Reilly and Schweihs, and Edvisson and Malone propose that intellectual capital 
includes three basic classes, such as human capital, structural capital, and 
relationship capital. Human capital represents the individual skills applied to 
satisfy customers (Edvisson L. & Malone M., 1999, Reilly R.F. & Schweihs R.P., 
1998). Structural capital is the organizational capabilities of the enterprise, 
demanded by the market. Relationship capital is the strength of a franchise 
afforded by a business’s ownership of rights. While Mar (2000) surmise the 
literature and suggest that the intellectual capital in the wide sense, including 
Knowledge Capital (KC), Management Capital (ManC), and Market Capital 
(MarC) (Mar S., 2000). 

 
3. Fuzzy set Theory 
 

Fuzzy set theory provides a framework for handling the uncertainties. Zadeh 
initiated the fuzzy set theory (Zadeh L. A., 1965). Bellman presented some 
applications of fuzzy theories to the various decision-making processes in a fuzzy 
environment (Bellman R. E. & Zadeh L. A., 1970). In non-fuzzy set every object is 
either a member of the set or it is not a member of the set but in fuzzy sets every 

object is to some extent member of a set and to some extent it is member of another 
set. Thus, unlike the crisp sets membership is a continuous concept in fuzzy sets. 
Fuzzy is used in support of linguistic variables and there is uncertainness in the 
problem. Fuzzy theory is widely applicable in information gathering, modeling, 
analysis, optimization, control, decision making and supervision. 

 
4. The Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Numbers 
 

A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set Ã on R which possesses as the following three 
properties: 
Ã is a normal fuzzy set; 
Special cases of fuzzy numbers include crisp real number and intervals of real 
numbers. Although there are many shapes of fuzzy numbers, the triangular and 
trapezoidal shapes are used most often for representing fuzzy numbers. The 
following describes and definitions show that membership function of triangular 
and trapezoidal fuzzy number, and its operations (Mehdi Fasanghari & Farzad 
Habibipour Roudsari, 2008a, Mehdi Fasanghari et al., 2008). 
A fuzzy number Ã is convex, if 

 1 2 1 2 1 2[ (1 ) ] min[ ( ), ( )]. , , [0,1]A A Ax x x x x x X             (1) 

Alternatively, a fuzzy set is convex if all α-level sets are convex. 
A fuzzy set Ã in the universe of discourse X is normal if (A. Kaufmann & M.M. 
Gupta, 1988, S. Mabuchi, 1988) 

 sup ( ) 1x A x   (2) 

A nonempty fuzzy set Ã can always be normalized by ( ) / sup ( )xA Ax x   . 
A fuzzy number is a fuzzy subset in the universe of discourse X that is both convex 
and normal. 
One of the most important concepts of fuzzy sets is the concept of an cuta-  and 
its variant. It is a bridge from well-defined structure to fuzzy environment. 
A triangular fuzzy number can be defined by a quadruplet 1 2 3( , , )A a a a , where 

1 2 3a a a  , its member function represented as follows. 
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Let Ã and B  be two fuzzy numbers parameterized by the quadruplet 1 2 3( , , )a a a  
and 1 2 3( , , )b b b , respectively. Then the operations of triangular fuzzy numbers are 
expressed as (S.J. Chen & C.L. Hwang, 1992): 
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basic concepts of fuzzy set theory for fuzzy expert system design have been 
presented. The expert system structure has been illustrated in the next section. A 
numerical example for four Intellectual Capitals of ITRC has been shown the 
accuracy of designed system; finally, Conclusion has been determined the results 
of the employing of designed fuzzy expert system in measuring the Intellectual 
Capitals. 
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The intangible property mainly comes from the demand of market and formed by 
the legal right (Reilly R.F. & Schweihs R.P., 1998). Since the intangible assets are 
valued as a type of property, it will be appropriate for us to discuss the meaning of 
a property, and then the meaning of intangible assets is elucidated. There are kinds 
of rights, while the traditional concept is related mostly to those of real estate. 
However the intangible assets in accountancy, citing from the general business 
accounting law, trademark, patents, copyright, permits. Some experts add 
computer software and organizational cost (Edvisson L. & Malone M., 1999). 
Intellectual property rights consist with the industrial property right, copyright, 
trademark right, and patent right etc, which are created by the human knowledge. 
Copyright includes the right of copy, issue, public display, selling, artistic 
performance and translation etc. Edvisson and Malone suggested that the IPR 
consist with knowledge capital, non-financial capital, concealed property capital, 
non-visible property, or intangible assets (Edvisson L. & Malone M., 1999). 
Brooking, Board and Jones (1998) indicates that IPR include market assets, 
intellectual property assets, infrastructure assets, human-centered assets. Such 
intellectual property, being the difference between the company market value and 
the book value, is the counterpart of visible entity capital and finance capital 
(Brooking Annie et al., 1998).  
Reilly and Schweihs, and Edvisson and Malone propose that intellectual capital 
includes three basic classes, such as human capital, structural capital, and 
relationship capital. Human capital represents the individual skills applied to 
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literature and suggest that the intellectual capital in the wide sense, including 
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Fuzzy is used in support of linguistic variables and there is uncertainness in the 
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Let Ã and B  be two fuzzy numbers parameterized by the quadruplet 1 2 3( , , )a a a  
and 1 2 3( , , )b b b , respectively. Then the operations of triangular fuzzy numbers are 
expressed as (S.J. Chen & C.L. Hwang, 1992): 
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Let Ã and B  be two fuzzy numbers parameterized by the quadruplet 1 2 3( , , )a a a  
and 1 2 3( , , )b b b , respectively. Then the operations of triangular fuzzy numbers are 
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Let Ã and B  be two fuzzy numbers parameterized by the quadruplet 1 2 3( , , )a a a  
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Triangular fuzzy numbers are appropriate for quantifying the vague information 
about most decision problems (C.H. Cheng & Y. Lin, 2002). And the primary 
reason for using triangular fuzzy numbers can be stated as their intuitive and 
computational-efficient representation. 
In this paper, the triangular fuzzy number is used for measuring Intellectual 
Capitals. More details about arithmetic operations laws of trapezoidal fuzzy 
number can be seen in (Lee et al., 2004). 
Considering experts iE  provide the possible realization rating of a certain 

Intellectual Capital. The evaluation value given by each expert iE  are presented in 
the form of a triangular fuzzy number 
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5. Fuzzy Expert DSS 
 

Fuzzy expert decision support system is an expert system that uses fuzzy logic 
instead of Boolean logic. It can be seen as special rule-based systems that uses 
fuzzy logic in its knowledge base and derives conclusions from user inputs and 
fuzzy inference process (Kandel A., 1992) while fuzzy rules and the membership 
functions make up the knowledge-base of the system. In other words a “fuzzy if-
then” rule is a “if-then” rule which some of the terms are given with continuous 
functions (Li-Xin Wang, 1994). 
Most common fuzzy systems are: pure fuzzy systems, Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) 
and fuzzy system with fuzzifying and defuzzifying parts (Li-Xin Wang, 1994).Since 
in the system developed in this paper the input and output are real numbers, the 
last kind is used. This system has a fuzzifier module in the input that changes the 
real numbers to fuzzy sets and a defuzzifier module in the output that changes the 
fuzzy sets to real numbers. The architecture of system is described in more detail in 
the next section. 

 
 
 

6. Architecture of Fuzzy Expert System 
 

System architecture defines the system function, System blocks and the way they 
interact with each other (Mehdi Fasanghari & Farzad Habibipour Roudsari, 2008b). 
The architecture of the system is composed of three main blocks as shown in figure 
1. 

 
6.1 Fuzzy Inference Engine 
A program which analyzes the rules and knowledge aggregated in the database 
and finds the logical result. There are different selection for the fuzzy inference 
engine depending on the aggregation, implication and operators used for s-norm 
and t-norms (Li-Xin Wang, 1994). Mamdani inference is used as equation 7 cause 
of its local rules and appropriate inferences among the collected rules. 
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Fig. 1. Process of intellectual capital assessment 

 
6.2 User Interface 
Users of this system are organizational decision makers that enter the real number 
of all linguistic variables via user interface. Also, user interface shows the result 
scoring of all vendors; therefore, as providing this aim in the designed system, 
Matlab user interface is used.  

 
6.3 Fuzzy Rule Base 
Experts’ experience is used to build up the fuzzy rules. These   rules are conditional 
statements and in general can be represented as 
IF x is Xi and y is Yi and … THEN o is Oi.  
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the next section. 

 
 
 

6. Architecture of Fuzzy Expert System 
 

System architecture defines the system function, System blocks and the way they 
interact with each other (Mehdi Fasanghari & Farzad Habibipour Roudsari, 2008b). 
The architecture of the system is composed of three main blocks as shown in figure 
1. 
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Fig. 1. Process of intellectual capital assessment 
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Where x and y are linguistic input variables. Xi and Yi are possible linguistic values 
for x and y; respectively. They are modeled as fuzzy sets based on reference sets 
containing x and y: Similarly the output or decision variable, o is a linguistic 
variable with a possible value, Oi modeled as a fuzzy set. The clause x is Xi and y is 
Yi can be interpreted as fuzzy propositions delivering partial set membership or 
partial truth. Consequently the partial truth of the rule premise can be evaluated, 
modifying the fuzzy set parameters of the output fuzzy sets (Matthews C., 2003). 
The language value for each one of the selected parameters in fuzzy expert system 
(KC, ManC,and MarC) are combined by: Low, Medium, and High. Therefore, there 
will be 33=27 rules out of our depth interviews as below: 
Rule 1: IF “KC” is High AND “ManC” is Medium AND "MarC" is Low THEN 
“Intellectual Capital” is Medium. 

 
6.4 Fuzzification 
Fuzzification refers to the process of taking a crisp input value and transforming it 
into the degree required by the terms. We do this by simply recognizing that many 
of the quantities that we consider to be crisp and deterministic are actually not 
deterministic at all: They carry considerable uncertainty. If the form of uncertainty 
happens to arise because of imprecision, ambiguity, or vagueness, then the 
variable is probably fuzzy and can be represented by a membership function. If the 
inputs generally originate from a piece of hardware or drive from sensor 
measurement, these crisp numerical inputs can be fuzzified in order for them to be 
used in a fuzzy inference system (Timothy J. Ross, 2005). So, as our inputs data are 
manually, we use singleton Fuzzification method to benefit of its simplicity and 
speed of calculations in our fuzzy expert DSS. 

 
6.5 Defuzzification 
The inference process is complete the resulting data for each output of the fuzzy 
classification system are a collection of fuzzy sets or a single, aggregate fuzzy set. 
The process of computing a single number that best represents the outcome of the 
fuzzy set evaluation is called defuzzification. There are several existing methods 
that can be used for defuzzification. These include the methods of maximum or the 
average heights methods, and others. These methods tend to jump erratically on 
widely non-contiguous and non-monotonic input values (Diego C. E. S., 1999). We 
chose the centroid method, also referred to as the “center-of-gravity (COG)” 
method, as it is frequently used and appears to provide a consistent and well-
balanced approach (Klir G. J. & Folger T. A., 1998). 
For each output using this defuzzification method illustrated in equation 8, the 
resultant fuzzy sets are merged into a final aggregate shape and the maximum or 
the average heights of the aggregate shape computed to smooth the procedures 
and decrease the complexity of expert system calculations for its acceleration. 
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7. Case Study 
 

In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed system, we implemented it in 
telecommunication research center in Iran (ITRC) in order to measure some 
Intellectual Capital of its projects.  
All linguistic values KC, ManC, and MarC are fuzzy sets. We then conducted a 
group that included 4 experts in the field of Information and Communication 
Technology to determine the factors value for 4 projects, which has been done in 
ITRC in last year (2006), while the values have been signified in triangular fuzzy 
numbers that is illustrated in Table 1. 
At first level one system is designed to assess Intellectual Capital, which has three 
components, at IF-part a triangular fuzzy number scale is used, therefore with 
respect to three linguistic variables and three linguistic terms and all of 33=27 rules 
should be fired to the expert system be able to measure the intellectual capitals. 
After the data of questionnaires was aggregated degree of each component was 
determined (Table 1). The aggregate data (Table 1) can enter Fuzzy system as 
either crisp or fuzzy. In the first procedure, fuzzy numbers were embedded into 
rules through singleton fuzzification and entered fuzzy system designed at 
MATLAB 7.04. The scores of Intellectual Capital has been computed and changed 
to crisp numbers by maximum of heights defuzzification method. The following 
results were acquired (Table 2). 
 

 
Expert's 
number KC Management 

Capital Marketing Capital 

Intellectual 
Capital of 
project 1 

1 (2.2,4,5.5) (3.4,4.5,5.6) (6.1,7.2,8) 
2 (1.2,2.3,4.6) (4,4.1,4.5) (5,6.2,6.5) 
3 (3,3.5,4) (3,3.5,4) (3,3.5,4) 
4 (1.7,2.1,3.2) (2.4,3.5,6.2) (1.2,4.3,5.7) 

Intellectual 
Capital of 
project 2 

1 (6.2,7.6,8.8) (5.4,7.2,7.9) (4.4,6.2,7.4) 
2 (7.2,8.1,8.9) (3.2,4.3,5.8) (5.2,6.8,7.2) 
3 (2.2,3.5,4.2) (1.2,3.4,6.6) (5.7,6.8,9) 
4 (3,5.3,6.8) (5.2,4.6,8.9) (6.5,7.5,8.6) 

Intellectual 
Capital of 
project 3 

1 (4.2,5.1,5.4) (2.3,4.6,7.2) (4.2,6.2,6.8) 
2 (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) 
3 (3,3.5,4) (3,3.5,4) (3,3.5,4) 
4 (6.4,7.9,9.2) (3.5,6.5,7.8) (2.5,3.4,4) 

Intellectual 
Capital of 
project 4 

1 (1.4,2.5,3.2) (1.9,2.5,3) (3.2,3.5,4.8) 
2 (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) 
3 (0.4,0.5,1.2) (3.4,4.1,4.8) (0.3,0.8,0.9) 

4 (3.4,4.2,4.7) (5.2,6.7,6.8) (2.2,3.1,3.3) 
Table 1. The experts score for selected Intellectual Capitals of ITRC 
 
As shown in Table 2, Intellectual Capital of project 2 is better than project 3, and 
respectively Intellectual Capital of project 1 and 2 are in the next stages. 
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Where x and y are linguistic input variables. Xi and Yi are possible linguistic values 
for x and y; respectively. They are modeled as fuzzy sets based on reference sets 
containing x and y: Similarly the output or decision variable, o is a linguistic 
variable with a possible value, Oi modeled as a fuzzy set. The clause x is Xi and y is 
Yi can be interpreted as fuzzy propositions delivering partial set membership or 
partial truth. Consequently the partial truth of the rule premise can be evaluated, 
modifying the fuzzy set parameters of the output fuzzy sets (Matthews C., 2003). 
The language value for each one of the selected parameters in fuzzy expert system 
(KC, ManC,and MarC) are combined by: Low, Medium, and High. Therefore, there 
will be 33=27 rules out of our depth interviews as below: 
Rule 1: IF “KC” is High AND “ManC” is Medium AND "MarC" is Low THEN 
“Intellectual Capital” is Medium. 

 
6.4 Fuzzification 
Fuzzification refers to the process of taking a crisp input value and transforming it 
into the degree required by the terms. We do this by simply recognizing that many 
of the quantities that we consider to be crisp and deterministic are actually not 
deterministic at all: They carry considerable uncertainty. If the form of uncertainty 
happens to arise because of imprecision, ambiguity, or vagueness, then the 
variable is probably fuzzy and can be represented by a membership function. If the 
inputs generally originate from a piece of hardware or drive from sensor 
measurement, these crisp numerical inputs can be fuzzified in order for them to be 
used in a fuzzy inference system (Timothy J. Ross, 2005). So, as our inputs data are 
manually, we use singleton Fuzzification method to benefit of its simplicity and 
speed of calculations in our fuzzy expert DSS. 

 
6.5 Defuzzification 
The inference process is complete the resulting data for each output of the fuzzy 
classification system are a collection of fuzzy sets or a single, aggregate fuzzy set. 
The process of computing a single number that best represents the outcome of the 
fuzzy set evaluation is called defuzzification. There are several existing methods 
that can be used for defuzzification. These include the methods of maximum or the 
average heights methods, and others. These methods tend to jump erratically on 
widely non-contiguous and non-monotonic input values (Diego C. E. S., 1999). We 
chose the centroid method, also referred to as the “center-of-gravity (COG)” 
method, as it is frequently used and appears to provide a consistent and well-
balanced approach (Klir G. J. & Folger T. A., 1998). 
For each output using this defuzzification method illustrated in equation 8, the 
resultant fuzzy sets are merged into a final aggregate shape and the maximum or 
the average heights of the aggregate shape computed to smooth the procedures 
and decrease the complexity of expert system calculations for its acceleration. 
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telecommunication research center in Iran (ITRC) in order to measure some 
Intellectual Capital of its projects.  
All linguistic values KC, ManC, and MarC are fuzzy sets. We then conducted a 
group that included 4 experts in the field of Information and Communication 
Technology to determine the factors value for 4 projects, which has been done in 
ITRC in last year (2006), while the values have been signified in triangular fuzzy 
numbers that is illustrated in Table 1. 
At first level one system is designed to assess Intellectual Capital, which has three 
components, at IF-part a triangular fuzzy number scale is used, therefore with 
respect to three linguistic variables and three linguistic terms and all of 33=27 rules 
should be fired to the expert system be able to measure the intellectual capitals. 
After the data of questionnaires was aggregated degree of each component was 
determined (Table 1). The aggregate data (Table 1) can enter Fuzzy system as 
either crisp or fuzzy. In the first procedure, fuzzy numbers were embedded into 
rules through singleton fuzzification and entered fuzzy system designed at 
MATLAB 7.04. The scores of Intellectual Capital has been computed and changed 
to crisp numbers by maximum of heights defuzzification method. The following 
results were acquired (Table 2). 
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4 (3.4,4.2,4.7) (5.2,6.7,6.8) (2.2,3.1,3.3) 
Table 1. The experts score for selected Intellectual Capitals of ITRC 
 
As shown in Table 2, Intellectual Capital of project 2 is better than project 3, and 
respectively Intellectual Capital of project 1 and 2 are in the next stages. 
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Where x and y are linguistic input variables. Xi and Yi are possible linguistic values 
for x and y; respectively. They are modeled as fuzzy sets based on reference sets 
containing x and y: Similarly the output or decision variable, o is a linguistic 
variable with a possible value, Oi modeled as a fuzzy set. The clause x is Xi and y is 
Yi can be interpreted as fuzzy propositions delivering partial set membership or 
partial truth. Consequently the partial truth of the rule premise can be evaluated, 
modifying the fuzzy set parameters of the output fuzzy sets (Matthews C., 2003). 
The language value for each one of the selected parameters in fuzzy expert system 
(KC, ManC,and MarC) are combined by: Low, Medium, and High. Therefore, there 
will be 33=27 rules out of our depth interviews as below: 
Rule 1: IF “KC” is High AND “ManC” is Medium AND "MarC" is Low THEN 
“Intellectual Capital” is Medium. 

 
6.4 Fuzzification 
Fuzzification refers to the process of taking a crisp input value and transforming it 
into the degree required by the terms. We do this by simply recognizing that many 
of the quantities that we consider to be crisp and deterministic are actually not 
deterministic at all: They carry considerable uncertainty. If the form of uncertainty 
happens to arise because of imprecision, ambiguity, or vagueness, then the 
variable is probably fuzzy and can be represented by a membership function. If the 
inputs generally originate from a piece of hardware or drive from sensor 
measurement, these crisp numerical inputs can be fuzzified in order for them to be 
used in a fuzzy inference system (Timothy J. Ross, 2005). So, as our inputs data are 
manually, we use singleton Fuzzification method to benefit of its simplicity and 
speed of calculations in our fuzzy expert DSS. 

 
6.5 Defuzzification 
The inference process is complete the resulting data for each output of the fuzzy 
classification system are a collection of fuzzy sets or a single, aggregate fuzzy set. 
The process of computing a single number that best represents the outcome of the 
fuzzy set evaluation is called defuzzification. There are several existing methods 
that can be used for defuzzification. These include the methods of maximum or the 
average heights methods, and others. These methods tend to jump erratically on 
widely non-contiguous and non-monotonic input values (Diego C. E. S., 1999). We 
chose the centroid method, also referred to as the “center-of-gravity (COG)” 
method, as it is frequently used and appears to provide a consistent and well-
balanced approach (Klir G. J. & Folger T. A., 1998). 
For each output using this defuzzification method illustrated in equation 8, the 
resultant fuzzy sets are merged into a final aggregate shape and the maximum or 
the average heights of the aggregate shape computed to smooth the procedures 
and decrease the complexity of expert system calculations for its acceleration. 
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telecommunication research center in Iran (ITRC) in order to measure some 
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All linguistic values KC, ManC, and MarC are fuzzy sets. We then conducted a 
group that included 4 experts in the field of Information and Communication 
Technology to determine the factors value for 4 projects, which has been done in 
ITRC in last year (2006), while the values have been signified in triangular fuzzy 
numbers that is illustrated in Table 1. 
At first level one system is designed to assess Intellectual Capital, which has three 
components, at IF-part a triangular fuzzy number scale is used, therefore with 
respect to three linguistic variables and three linguistic terms and all of 33=27 rules 
should be fired to the expert system be able to measure the intellectual capitals. 
After the data of questionnaires was aggregated degree of each component was 
determined (Table 1). The aggregate data (Table 1) can enter Fuzzy system as 
either crisp or fuzzy. In the first procedure, fuzzy numbers were embedded into 
rules through singleton fuzzification and entered fuzzy system designed at 
MATLAB 7.04. The scores of Intellectual Capital has been computed and changed 
to crisp numbers by maximum of heights defuzzification method. The following 
results were acquired (Table 2). 
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respectively Intellectual Capital of project 1 and 2 are in the next stages. 
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Where x and y are linguistic input variables. Xi and Yi are possible linguistic values 
for x and y; respectively. They are modeled as fuzzy sets based on reference sets 
containing x and y: Similarly the output or decision variable, o is a linguistic 
variable with a possible value, Oi modeled as a fuzzy set. The clause x is Xi and y is 
Yi can be interpreted as fuzzy propositions delivering partial set membership or 
partial truth. Consequently the partial truth of the rule premise can be evaluated, 
modifying the fuzzy set parameters of the output fuzzy sets (Matthews C., 2003). 
The language value for each one of the selected parameters in fuzzy expert system 
(KC, ManC,and MarC) are combined by: Low, Medium, and High. Therefore, there 
will be 33=27 rules out of our depth interviews as below: 
Rule 1: IF “KC” is High AND “ManC” is Medium AND "MarC" is Low THEN 
“Intellectual Capital” is Medium. 

 
6.4 Fuzzification 
Fuzzification refers to the process of taking a crisp input value and transforming it 
into the degree required by the terms. We do this by simply recognizing that many 
of the quantities that we consider to be crisp and deterministic are actually not 
deterministic at all: They carry considerable uncertainty. If the form of uncertainty 
happens to arise because of imprecision, ambiguity, or vagueness, then the 
variable is probably fuzzy and can be represented by a membership function. If the 
inputs generally originate from a piece of hardware or drive from sensor 
measurement, these crisp numerical inputs can be fuzzified in order for them to be 
used in a fuzzy inference system (Timothy J. Ross, 2005). So, as our inputs data are 
manually, we use singleton Fuzzification method to benefit of its simplicity and 
speed of calculations in our fuzzy expert DSS. 

 
6.5 Defuzzification 
The inference process is complete the resulting data for each output of the fuzzy 
classification system are a collection of fuzzy sets or a single, aggregate fuzzy set. 
The process of computing a single number that best represents the outcome of the 
fuzzy set evaluation is called defuzzification. There are several existing methods 
that can be used for defuzzification. These include the methods of maximum or the 
average heights methods, and others. These methods tend to jump erratically on 
widely non-contiguous and non-monotonic input values (Diego C. E. S., 1999). We 
chose the centroid method, also referred to as the “center-of-gravity (COG)” 
method, as it is frequently used and appears to provide a consistent and well-
balanced approach (Klir G. J. & Folger T. A., 1998). 
For each output using this defuzzification method illustrated in equation 8, the 
resultant fuzzy sets are merged into a final aggregate shape and the maximum or 
the average heights of the aggregate shape computed to smooth the procedures 
and decrease the complexity of expert system calculations for its acceleration. 
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components, at IF-part a triangular fuzzy number scale is used, therefore with 
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should be fired to the expert system be able to measure the intellectual capitals. 
After the data of questionnaires was aggregated degree of each component was 
determined (Table 1). The aggregate data (Table 1) can enter Fuzzy system as 
either crisp or fuzzy. In the first procedure, fuzzy numbers were embedded into 
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MATLAB 7.04. The scores of Intellectual Capital has been computed and changed 
to crisp numbers by maximum of heights defuzzification method. The following 
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As shown in Table 2, Intellectual Capital of project 2 is better than project 3, and 
respectively Intellectual Capital of project 1 and 2 are in the next stages. 
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 Final Score 
Intellectual Capital of project 1 4.43 
Intellectual Capital of project 2 6.31 
Intellectual Capital of project 3 5.02 
Intellectual Capital of project 4 3.76 

Table 2. The final output results of fuzzy expert system 

	
8. Conclusion 
 

In this study, the proposed fuzzy expert system is a flexible system that: (a) 
simultaneously considers all the different criteria in determining the most suitable 
Intellectual Capital, (b) takes advantage of the best characteristics of the existing 
methods, (c) involves the full participation of the users in deciding the number of 
experts, alternative Intellectual Capitals, and evaluation criteria and sub-criteria,  
and (d) provides that users can investigate the impact of changes in certain 
parameters on the solution and quickly receive feedback on the consequences of 
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1.	Introduction 
 

Recently, firms have started to realize the importance of the information technology (IT) for 
effective KM activities (Alavi & Leidner, 2001) or interorganizational learning facilitating 
(Scott, 2000). It is found that the high coalignment quality of KM and IT (i.e., their high-high 
fit) achieved high KM performance and satisfaction than those whose quality fitted low 
(Sher & Lee, 2004). More specifically, effective KM project alone can’t lead to success 
without the support of IT (Kim, 2001; Sabherwal & Sabherwal, 2005); IT alone also can do 
nothing without good KM initiatives (Kim, 2001) in attaining KM success thus leads to 
organizational performance (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). Accordingly, the strategic alignment 
between KM and IT with other resources or strategies must be considered for business 
performance (Asoh, 2004). However, their high-high fit doesn’t always yield positive 
organizational outcomes since enough exceptions are found to indicate that business 
strategy and knowledge strategy (e.g., Asoh, 2004), as well as human resource management 
strategy (e.g., Shih & Chiang, 2005) are interdependent. 
It has been realized that research regarding the integrated investigation of various strategies 
is not sufficient. Furthermore, the analysis and design of the organization as a whole is 
critical to achieve efficient organizational benefits. In the practical terms, the basic alignment 
mechanism is “strategy”, and it is though that a match between strategy and organization is 
the key driven to effectiveness at realizing intended strategies. Therefore, this study focused 
on three types of strategies discussed above that are critical to business in today’s 
knowledge-based organizations, namely knowledge management (KM) strategy, 
information technology (IT) strategy, and human resource management (HRM) strategy. We 
posit that performance constructs including growth and profitability are affected by 
strategic alignment bilaterally among these strategies. 
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2. Theoretical background: Alternative perspectives of alignment (or fit) 
 

The concept of alignment (or fit) is a key issue in structural contingency theory (Drazin & 
Van de Ven, 1985). Its commonly basic proposition is that “organizational performance is a 
consequence of fit between two or more factors; such as, the fit between organization 
environment, strategy, structure, system, style, and culture (Van de Ven & Drazin, 1985). In 
this study, the terminology of fit and its concept are analogical with the term of strategic 
alignment. According to (Venkatraman, 1990), fit has three approaches: selection, 
interaction, and systems approaches; whereas six different perspectives are proposed by 
Venkatraman (1989): matching, moderation, mediation, gestalts, covariation, and profile 
deviation. The six perspectives can be classified into two categories according to the number 
of variables being simultaneously examined. Accordingly, fit as matching, moderation, and 
mediation can be categorized into the reductionistic perspective, whereas fit as gestalts, 
covariation, and profile deviation can be regarded as holistic perspective (Venkatraman, 
1990). 

 
3. Research model and hypotheses 
 

3.1 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy (H1) 
The other main purpose of the present research project is to develop a KM strategic 
alignment model (KMSAM) in the strategy-related MIS area. Consistent with the 
perspectives mentioned earlier, the emerging body of literature on KM depicts strategic 
alignment or congruence among properties of KM, units, relationships, and environment 
leading to better organizational performance and better KM and IT outcomes than those 
achieved when alignments are misfit. Additionally, the relative effectiveness of the type 
varies with context. In this vein, we describe the reductionistic-level (or bivariate-level) 
model briefly, so as to provide a rationale for the more detailed discussion about the 
underlying meanings of KM strategic alignment that follows. 
The rapid progress of IT provides a good solution to answer the question: why does a KM 
project alone not always lead to enhanced business performance when firms overlook its 
links to other resources? That is, firms with excellent IT capabilities allow them to cope with 
the present competitive and dynamic environment well (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). 
Accordingly, strategic IT management has been regarded an enabler in business 
performance, when it fits with certain aspects of the KM context, helping companies to 
survive in the highly-competitive business environment (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
IT also is regarded to be a critical enabler for KM (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Choosing the right 
ITs for different KM strategies is critical for organizations (Kim, 2001). Using various IT 
solutions to comply with KM strategy will contribute to the creation of corporate knowledge 
directories, via knowledge mapping or the building of knowledge networks. Therefore, the 
relationship between KM strategy and IT strategy is highly relevant. Meanwhile, according 
to Asoh (2004), as an enabler for KM and IM/IS, IT strategy serves as the delivery-oriented 
component that must be aligned with KM strategy to improve organizational performance. 
In the past, a few scholars have developed conceptual models that attempt to describe how 
organizations can match different technologies to their KM practices, in order to achieve 
firm value (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Sabherwal & Sabherwal, 2005). The basic notion of these 
models is that a proper fit and alignment between technology and KM in an organization 

will result in high performance. In the context of the KM development environment, higher 
KM capability requires a high quality of IT relatedness, which, in turn, depends upon how 
well their relationships have been modeled (Sher & Lee, 2004; Tanriverdi, 2005; Tippins & 
Sohi, 2003). That is, an organization’s KM strategy should provide direction in determining 
how IT can support knowledge activities within the organization. 
IT strategies can be classified into two general categories: IT environment scanning and 
strategic use of IT (Bergeron et al., 2004). System KM strategy requires IT tools that allow for 
explicit knowledge to be formalized and articulated in documents, and shared electronically 
through IT infrastructures such as intranets. In this manner, organizations should invest in 
an extensive IT system to codify knowledge. Therefore, a firm’s IT strategy should focus on 
paying more attentions to strategic use of IT internally, in order to improve the quality and 
quantity of electronic repositories or databases. 
In contrast, human KM strategy draws upon interpersonal relationships to exchange and 
share tacit knowledge across the organization. Thus, firms need a moderate investment in IT 
to connect experts in the organization. The technologies may include an e-mail system, on-
line discussion networks, videoconferencing, and other collaborative tools (Scheepers et al., 
2004). A firm’s IT strategy, therefore, should aim at scanning the external IT environment, 
searching for communication tools and other interactive technologies to support person-to-
person knowledge-sharing in organizations. 
Accordingly, IT strategies vary depending upon KM strategies. Hence, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H1: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy has a positive direct effect 

on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability 
H1-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 

environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in growth.  

H1-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 
environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in profitability.  

H1-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in growth.  

H1-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in profitability. 

 
3.2 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy (H2) 
Classifying KM strategies into centralized and de-centralized, which are analogous to the 
perspectives of ‘people-to-document’ and ‘people-to-people’ approaches, respectively, a case 
study of 4 international consulting firms with different models and KM strategies was 
conducted by Grolik et al. (2003). They asserted that with a centralized KM approach to 
training programs, the implementation of an incentive system for successful use of the 
knowledge repository was the important HR technique; whilst in a de-centralized KM 
strategy, a ‘peer-group feedback’ system for sharing implicit knowledge was the focus. The 
recruiting policies that such a strategy employ involve seeking out candidates who either 
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2. Theoretical background: Alternative perspectives of alignment (or fit) 
 

The concept of alignment (or fit) is a key issue in structural contingency theory (Drazin & 
Van de Ven, 1985). Its commonly basic proposition is that “organizational performance is a 
consequence of fit between two or more factors; such as, the fit between organization 
environment, strategy, structure, system, style, and culture (Van de Ven & Drazin, 1985). In 
this study, the terminology of fit and its concept are analogical with the term of strategic 
alignment. According to (Venkatraman, 1990), fit has three approaches: selection, 
interaction, and systems approaches; whereas six different perspectives are proposed by 
Venkatraman (1989): matching, moderation, mediation, gestalts, covariation, and profile 
deviation. The six perspectives can be classified into two categories according to the number 
of variables being simultaneously examined. Accordingly, fit as matching, moderation, and 
mediation can be categorized into the reductionistic perspective, whereas fit as gestalts, 
covariation, and profile deviation can be regarded as holistic perspective (Venkatraman, 
1990). 

 
3. Research model and hypotheses 
 

3.1 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy (H1) 
The other main purpose of the present research project is to develop a KM strategic 
alignment model (KMSAM) in the strategy-related MIS area. Consistent with the 
perspectives mentioned earlier, the emerging body of literature on KM depicts strategic 
alignment or congruence among properties of KM, units, relationships, and environment 
leading to better organizational performance and better KM and IT outcomes than those 
achieved when alignments are misfit. Additionally, the relative effectiveness of the type 
varies with context. In this vein, we describe the reductionistic-level (or bivariate-level) 
model briefly, so as to provide a rationale for the more detailed discussion about the 
underlying meanings of KM strategic alignment that follows. 
The rapid progress of IT provides a good solution to answer the question: why does a KM 
project alone not always lead to enhanced business performance when firms overlook its 
links to other resources? That is, firms with excellent IT capabilities allow them to cope with 
the present competitive and dynamic environment well (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). 
Accordingly, strategic IT management has been regarded an enabler in business 
performance, when it fits with certain aspects of the KM context, helping companies to 
survive in the highly-competitive business environment (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
IT also is regarded to be a critical enabler for KM (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Choosing the right 
ITs for different KM strategies is critical for organizations (Kim, 2001). Using various IT 
solutions to comply with KM strategy will contribute to the creation of corporate knowledge 
directories, via knowledge mapping or the building of knowledge networks. Therefore, the 
relationship between KM strategy and IT strategy is highly relevant. Meanwhile, according 
to Asoh (2004), as an enabler for KM and IM/IS, IT strategy serves as the delivery-oriented 
component that must be aligned with KM strategy to improve organizational performance. 
In the past, a few scholars have developed conceptual models that attempt to describe how 
organizations can match different technologies to their KM practices, in order to achieve 
firm value (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Sabherwal & Sabherwal, 2005). The basic notion of these 
models is that a proper fit and alignment between technology and KM in an organization 

will result in high performance. In the context of the KM development environment, higher 
KM capability requires a high quality of IT relatedness, which, in turn, depends upon how 
well their relationships have been modeled (Sher & Lee, 2004; Tanriverdi, 2005; Tippins & 
Sohi, 2003). That is, an organization’s KM strategy should provide direction in determining 
how IT can support knowledge activities within the organization. 
IT strategies can be classified into two general categories: IT environment scanning and 
strategic use of IT (Bergeron et al., 2004). System KM strategy requires IT tools that allow for 
explicit knowledge to be formalized and articulated in documents, and shared electronically 
through IT infrastructures such as intranets. In this manner, organizations should invest in 
an extensive IT system to codify knowledge. Therefore, a firm’s IT strategy should focus on 
paying more attentions to strategic use of IT internally, in order to improve the quality and 
quantity of electronic repositories or databases. 
In contrast, human KM strategy draws upon interpersonal relationships to exchange and 
share tacit knowledge across the organization. Thus, firms need a moderate investment in IT 
to connect experts in the organization. The technologies may include an e-mail system, on-
line discussion networks, videoconferencing, and other collaborative tools (Scheepers et al., 
2004). A firm’s IT strategy, therefore, should aim at scanning the external IT environment, 
searching for communication tools and other interactive technologies to support person-to-
person knowledge-sharing in organizations. 
Accordingly, IT strategies vary depending upon KM strategies. Hence, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H1: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy has a positive direct effect 

on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability 
H1-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 

environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in growth.  

H1-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 
environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in profitability.  

H1-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in growth.  

H1-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in profitability. 

 
3.2 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy (H2) 
Classifying KM strategies into centralized and de-centralized, which are analogous to the 
perspectives of ‘people-to-document’ and ‘people-to-people’ approaches, respectively, a case 
study of 4 international consulting firms with different models and KM strategies was 
conducted by Grolik et al. (2003). They asserted that with a centralized KM approach to 
training programs, the implementation of an incentive system for successful use of the 
knowledge repository was the important HR technique; whilst in a de-centralized KM 
strategy, a ‘peer-group feedback’ system for sharing implicit knowledge was the focus. The 
recruiting policies that such a strategy employ involve seeking out candidates who either 
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2. Theoretical background: Alternative perspectives of alignment (or fit) 
 

The concept of alignment (or fit) is a key issue in structural contingency theory (Drazin & 
Van de Ven, 1985). Its commonly basic proposition is that “organizational performance is a 
consequence of fit between two or more factors; such as, the fit between organization 
environment, strategy, structure, system, style, and culture (Van de Ven & Drazin, 1985). In 
this study, the terminology of fit and its concept are analogical with the term of strategic 
alignment. According to (Venkatraman, 1990), fit has three approaches: selection, 
interaction, and systems approaches; whereas six different perspectives are proposed by 
Venkatraman (1989): matching, moderation, mediation, gestalts, covariation, and profile 
deviation. The six perspectives can be classified into two categories according to the number 
of variables being simultaneously examined. Accordingly, fit as matching, moderation, and 
mediation can be categorized into the reductionistic perspective, whereas fit as gestalts, 
covariation, and profile deviation can be regarded as holistic perspective (Venkatraman, 
1990). 

 
3. Research model and hypotheses 
 

3.1 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy (H1) 
The other main purpose of the present research project is to develop a KM strategic 
alignment model (KMSAM) in the strategy-related MIS area. Consistent with the 
perspectives mentioned earlier, the emerging body of literature on KM depicts strategic 
alignment or congruence among properties of KM, units, relationships, and environment 
leading to better organizational performance and better KM and IT outcomes than those 
achieved when alignments are misfit. Additionally, the relative effectiveness of the type 
varies with context. In this vein, we describe the reductionistic-level (or bivariate-level) 
model briefly, so as to provide a rationale for the more detailed discussion about the 
underlying meanings of KM strategic alignment that follows. 
The rapid progress of IT provides a good solution to answer the question: why does a KM 
project alone not always lead to enhanced business performance when firms overlook its 
links to other resources? That is, firms with excellent IT capabilities allow them to cope with 
the present competitive and dynamic environment well (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). 
Accordingly, strategic IT management has been regarded an enabler in business 
performance, when it fits with certain aspects of the KM context, helping companies to 
survive in the highly-competitive business environment (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
IT also is regarded to be a critical enabler for KM (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Choosing the right 
ITs for different KM strategies is critical for organizations (Kim, 2001). Using various IT 
solutions to comply with KM strategy will contribute to the creation of corporate knowledge 
directories, via knowledge mapping or the building of knowledge networks. Therefore, the 
relationship between KM strategy and IT strategy is highly relevant. Meanwhile, according 
to Asoh (2004), as an enabler for KM and IM/IS, IT strategy serves as the delivery-oriented 
component that must be aligned with KM strategy to improve organizational performance. 
In the past, a few scholars have developed conceptual models that attempt to describe how 
organizations can match different technologies to their KM practices, in order to achieve 
firm value (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Sabherwal & Sabherwal, 2005). The basic notion of these 
models is that a proper fit and alignment between technology and KM in an organization 

will result in high performance. In the context of the KM development environment, higher 
KM capability requires a high quality of IT relatedness, which, in turn, depends upon how 
well their relationships have been modeled (Sher & Lee, 2004; Tanriverdi, 2005; Tippins & 
Sohi, 2003). That is, an organization’s KM strategy should provide direction in determining 
how IT can support knowledge activities within the organization. 
IT strategies can be classified into two general categories: IT environment scanning and 
strategic use of IT (Bergeron et al., 2004). System KM strategy requires IT tools that allow for 
explicit knowledge to be formalized and articulated in documents, and shared electronically 
through IT infrastructures such as intranets. In this manner, organizations should invest in 
an extensive IT system to codify knowledge. Therefore, a firm’s IT strategy should focus on 
paying more attentions to strategic use of IT internally, in order to improve the quality and 
quantity of electronic repositories or databases. 
In contrast, human KM strategy draws upon interpersonal relationships to exchange and 
share tacit knowledge across the organization. Thus, firms need a moderate investment in IT 
to connect experts in the organization. The technologies may include an e-mail system, on-
line discussion networks, videoconferencing, and other collaborative tools (Scheepers et al., 
2004). A firm’s IT strategy, therefore, should aim at scanning the external IT environment, 
searching for communication tools and other interactive technologies to support person-to-
person knowledge-sharing in organizations. 
Accordingly, IT strategies vary depending upon KM strategies. Hence, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H1: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy has a positive direct effect 

on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability 
H1-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 

environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in growth.  

H1-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 
environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in profitability.  

H1-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in growth.  

H1-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in profitability. 

 
3.2 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy (H2) 
Classifying KM strategies into centralized and de-centralized, which are analogous to the 
perspectives of ‘people-to-document’ and ‘people-to-people’ approaches, respectively, a case 
study of 4 international consulting firms with different models and KM strategies was 
conducted by Grolik et al. (2003). They asserted that with a centralized KM approach to 
training programs, the implementation of an incentive system for successful use of the 
knowledge repository was the important HR technique; whilst in a de-centralized KM 
strategy, a ‘peer-group feedback’ system for sharing implicit knowledge was the focus. The 
recruiting policies that such a strategy employ involve seeking out candidates who either 
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2. Theoretical background: Alternative perspectives of alignment (or fit) 
 

The concept of alignment (or fit) is a key issue in structural contingency theory (Drazin & 
Van de Ven, 1985). Its commonly basic proposition is that “organizational performance is a 
consequence of fit between two or more factors; such as, the fit between organization 
environment, strategy, structure, system, style, and culture (Van de Ven & Drazin, 1985). In 
this study, the terminology of fit and its concept are analogical with the term of strategic 
alignment. According to (Venkatraman, 1990), fit has three approaches: selection, 
interaction, and systems approaches; whereas six different perspectives are proposed by 
Venkatraman (1989): matching, moderation, mediation, gestalts, covariation, and profile 
deviation. The six perspectives can be classified into two categories according to the number 
of variables being simultaneously examined. Accordingly, fit as matching, moderation, and 
mediation can be categorized into the reductionistic perspective, whereas fit as gestalts, 
covariation, and profile deviation can be regarded as holistic perspective (Venkatraman, 
1990). 

 
3. Research model and hypotheses 
 

3.1 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy (H1) 
The other main purpose of the present research project is to develop a KM strategic 
alignment model (KMSAM) in the strategy-related MIS area. Consistent with the 
perspectives mentioned earlier, the emerging body of literature on KM depicts strategic 
alignment or congruence among properties of KM, units, relationships, and environment 
leading to better organizational performance and better KM and IT outcomes than those 
achieved when alignments are misfit. Additionally, the relative effectiveness of the type 
varies with context. In this vein, we describe the reductionistic-level (or bivariate-level) 
model briefly, so as to provide a rationale for the more detailed discussion about the 
underlying meanings of KM strategic alignment that follows. 
The rapid progress of IT provides a good solution to answer the question: why does a KM 
project alone not always lead to enhanced business performance when firms overlook its 
links to other resources? That is, firms with excellent IT capabilities allow them to cope with 
the present competitive and dynamic environment well (Bhatt & Grover, 2005). 
Accordingly, strategic IT management has been regarded an enabler in business 
performance, when it fits with certain aspects of the KM context, helping companies to 
survive in the highly-competitive business environment (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). 
IT also is regarded to be a critical enabler for KM (Alavi & Leidner, 2001). Choosing the right 
ITs for different KM strategies is critical for organizations (Kim, 2001). Using various IT 
solutions to comply with KM strategy will contribute to the creation of corporate knowledge 
directories, via knowledge mapping or the building of knowledge networks. Therefore, the 
relationship between KM strategy and IT strategy is highly relevant. Meanwhile, according 
to Asoh (2004), as an enabler for KM and IM/IS, IT strategy serves as the delivery-oriented 
component that must be aligned with KM strategy to improve organizational performance. 
In the past, a few scholars have developed conceptual models that attempt to describe how 
organizations can match different technologies to their KM practices, in order to achieve 
firm value (Abou-Zeid, 2003; Sabherwal & Sabherwal, 2005). The basic notion of these 
models is that a proper fit and alignment between technology and KM in an organization 

will result in high performance. In the context of the KM development environment, higher 
KM capability requires a high quality of IT relatedness, which, in turn, depends upon how 
well their relationships have been modeled (Sher & Lee, 2004; Tanriverdi, 2005; Tippins & 
Sohi, 2003). That is, an organization’s KM strategy should provide direction in determining 
how IT can support knowledge activities within the organization. 
IT strategies can be classified into two general categories: IT environment scanning and 
strategic use of IT (Bergeron et al., 2004). System KM strategy requires IT tools that allow for 
explicit knowledge to be formalized and articulated in documents, and shared electronically 
through IT infrastructures such as intranets. In this manner, organizations should invest in 
an extensive IT system to codify knowledge. Therefore, a firm’s IT strategy should focus on 
paying more attentions to strategic use of IT internally, in order to improve the quality and 
quantity of electronic repositories or databases. 
In contrast, human KM strategy draws upon interpersonal relationships to exchange and 
share tacit knowledge across the organization. Thus, firms need a moderate investment in IT 
to connect experts in the organization. The technologies may include an e-mail system, on-
line discussion networks, videoconferencing, and other collaborative tools (Scheepers et al., 
2004). A firm’s IT strategy, therefore, should aim at scanning the external IT environment, 
searching for communication tools and other interactive technologies to support person-to-
person knowledge-sharing in organizations. 
Accordingly, IT strategies vary depending upon KM strategies. Hence, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H1: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and IT strategy has a positive direct effect 

on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability 
H1-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 

environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in growth.  

H1-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for IT 
environment scanning has a positive direct effect on business performance, as 
measured in profitability.  

H1-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in growth.  

H1-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and IT strategies for the 
strategic use of IT has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured 
in profitability. 

 
3.2 Strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy (H2) 
Classifying KM strategies into centralized and de-centralized, which are analogous to the 
perspectives of ‘people-to-document’ and ‘people-to-people’ approaches, respectively, a case 
study of 4 international consulting firms with different models and KM strategies was 
conducted by Grolik et al. (2003). They asserted that with a centralized KM approach to 
training programs, the implementation of an incentive system for successful use of the 
knowledge repository was the important HR technique; whilst in a de-centralized KM 
strategy, a ‘peer-group feedback’ system for sharing implicit knowledge was the focus. The 
recruiting policies that such a strategy employ involve seeking out candidates who either 
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fall into a skill portfolio defined in terms of knowledge goals or have outstanding skills and 
experience in related domains. Furthermore, mentors or coaches and suitable rotation 
programs are ways to structure a de-centralized policy well. Again, it has been found that 
both of these KM strategies are considered to have high correlations with human resource 
flow, employee training, and reward systems. Additionally, according to Hansen et al. 
(1999), different KM strategies should reflect different drivers of their human resources. In 
the system KM strategy, adequate HR policies consist of hiring persons who are well suited 
to the reuse of knowledge and the implementation of solutions, training people in groups 
and through computer-based distance learning, and rewarding people for using and 
contributing to document databases. Additionally, with the human KM strategy, suitable 
HR policies are hiring persons who like problem-solving and can tolerate ambiguity, 
training people via one-on-one mentoring, and rewarding people for directly sharing 
knowledge with others. Therefore, both system and human KM strategies highlight the 
importance of recruitment and selection of employees (HR flow), training and development 
employment security, teams and job redesign control (work systems), and reward systems. 
 Furthermore, Shih and Chiang (2005) also assert that a satisfactory HRM strategy, that is the 
HR flow of hiring or promoting polities and training programs, the work systems of tasks 
and assignment, and reward systems of wage level and appraisal, should be compatible 
with KM strategy to optimize organizational performance. Therefore, we contend that a 
certain degree of alignment must exist between KM strategy and HRM strategy. Hence, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H2: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy has a positive direct 

effect on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability. 
H2-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth 
H2-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-3a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-3b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-4a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-4b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-5a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-5b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-6a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-6b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

Consequently, the reductionistic perspective of the strategic alignment model between KM 
strategy and IT strategy, and between KM strategy and HRM strategy is proposed and 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of their mutual reinforcement, and serving as the basis for 
business performance, we will conduct a bivariate analysis (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) to 
verify the specific dimensions of interest.  

 
Fig. 1. A reductionistic perspective of strategic alignment 

 
4. Research methodology 
 

4.1 Sample characteristics 
The characteristics of the sample are described as follows. The largest number of 
respondents is from the manufacturing industry, representing 57.1% of the responding 
companies. Most of companies have 100 to 499 employees (37.9%). Approximately 60.2% of 
the respondents have experiences more then 6 years. 

 
4.2 Hypotheses testing 
The actually patterns of the alignment were been assessed by matching approach. It is used 
to specify the various functional forms between any two related variables. As Venkatraman 
(1989) stated, the most common technique used when adopting the matching perspective is 
the deviation score model (Hoffman et al., 1992), which has been used with great success by 
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fall into a skill portfolio defined in terms of knowledge goals or have outstanding skills and 
experience in related domains. Furthermore, mentors or coaches and suitable rotation 
programs are ways to structure a de-centralized policy well. Again, it has been found that 
both of these KM strategies are considered to have high correlations with human resource 
flow, employee training, and reward systems. Additionally, according to Hansen et al. 
(1999), different KM strategies should reflect different drivers of their human resources. In 
the system KM strategy, adequate HR policies consist of hiring persons who are well suited 
to the reuse of knowledge and the implementation of solutions, training people in groups 
and through computer-based distance learning, and rewarding people for using and 
contributing to document databases. Additionally, with the human KM strategy, suitable 
HR policies are hiring persons who like problem-solving and can tolerate ambiguity, 
training people via one-on-one mentoring, and rewarding people for directly sharing 
knowledge with others. Therefore, both system and human KM strategies highlight the 
importance of recruitment and selection of employees (HR flow), training and development 
employment security, teams and job redesign control (work systems), and reward systems. 
 Furthermore, Shih and Chiang (2005) also assert that a satisfactory HRM strategy, that is the 
HR flow of hiring or promoting polities and training programs, the work systems of tasks 
and assignment, and reward systems of wage level and appraisal, should be compatible 
with KM strategy to optimize organizational performance. Therefore, we contend that a 
certain degree of alignment must exist between KM strategy and HRM strategy. Hence, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H2: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy has a positive direct 

effect on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability. 
H2-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth 
H2-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-3a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-3b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-4a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-4b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-5a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-5b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-6a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-6b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

Consequently, the reductionistic perspective of the strategic alignment model between KM 
strategy and IT strategy, and between KM strategy and HRM strategy is proposed and 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of their mutual reinforcement, and serving as the basis for 
business performance, we will conduct a bivariate analysis (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) to 
verify the specific dimensions of interest.  

 
Fig. 1. A reductionistic perspective of strategic alignment 

 
4. Research methodology 
 

4.1 Sample characteristics 
The characteristics of the sample are described as follows. The largest number of 
respondents is from the manufacturing industry, representing 57.1% of the responding 
companies. Most of companies have 100 to 499 employees (37.9%). Approximately 60.2% of 
the respondents have experiences more then 6 years. 

 
4.2 Hypotheses testing 
The actually patterns of the alignment were been assessed by matching approach. It is used 
to specify the various functional forms between any two related variables. As Venkatraman 
(1989) stated, the most common technique used when adopting the matching perspective is 
the deviation score model (Hoffman et al., 1992), which has been used with great success by 
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fall into a skill portfolio defined in terms of knowledge goals or have outstanding skills and 
experience in related domains. Furthermore, mentors or coaches and suitable rotation 
programs are ways to structure a de-centralized policy well. Again, it has been found that 
both of these KM strategies are considered to have high correlations with human resource 
flow, employee training, and reward systems. Additionally, according to Hansen et al. 
(1999), different KM strategies should reflect different drivers of their human resources. In 
the system KM strategy, adequate HR policies consist of hiring persons who are well suited 
to the reuse of knowledge and the implementation of solutions, training people in groups 
and through computer-based distance learning, and rewarding people for using and 
contributing to document databases. Additionally, with the human KM strategy, suitable 
HR policies are hiring persons who like problem-solving and can tolerate ambiguity, 
training people via one-on-one mentoring, and rewarding people for directly sharing 
knowledge with others. Therefore, both system and human KM strategies highlight the 
importance of recruitment and selection of employees (HR flow), training and development 
employment security, teams and job redesign control (work systems), and reward systems. 
 Furthermore, Shih and Chiang (2005) also assert that a satisfactory HRM strategy, that is the 
HR flow of hiring or promoting polities and training programs, the work systems of tasks 
and assignment, and reward systems of wage level and appraisal, should be compatible 
with KM strategy to optimize organizational performance. Therefore, we contend that a 
certain degree of alignment must exist between KM strategy and HRM strategy. Hence, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H2: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy has a positive direct 

effect on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability. 
H2-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth 
H2-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-3a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-3b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-4a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-4b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-5a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-5b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-6a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-6b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

Consequently, the reductionistic perspective of the strategic alignment model between KM 
strategy and IT strategy, and between KM strategy and HRM strategy is proposed and 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of their mutual reinforcement, and serving as the basis for 
business performance, we will conduct a bivariate analysis (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) to 
verify the specific dimensions of interest.  

 
Fig. 1. A reductionistic perspective of strategic alignment 

 
4. Research methodology 
 

4.1 Sample characteristics 
The characteristics of the sample are described as follows. The largest number of 
respondents is from the manufacturing industry, representing 57.1% of the responding 
companies. Most of companies have 100 to 499 employees (37.9%). Approximately 60.2% of 
the respondents have experiences more then 6 years. 

 
4.2 Hypotheses testing 
The actually patterns of the alignment were been assessed by matching approach. It is used 
to specify the various functional forms between any two related variables. As Venkatraman 
(1989) stated, the most common technique used when adopting the matching perspective is 
the deviation score model (Hoffman et al., 1992), which has been used with great success by 
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fall into a skill portfolio defined in terms of knowledge goals or have outstanding skills and 
experience in related domains. Furthermore, mentors or coaches and suitable rotation 
programs are ways to structure a de-centralized policy well. Again, it has been found that 
both of these KM strategies are considered to have high correlations with human resource 
flow, employee training, and reward systems. Additionally, according to Hansen et al. 
(1999), different KM strategies should reflect different drivers of their human resources. In 
the system KM strategy, adequate HR policies consist of hiring persons who are well suited 
to the reuse of knowledge and the implementation of solutions, training people in groups 
and through computer-based distance learning, and rewarding people for using and 
contributing to document databases. Additionally, with the human KM strategy, suitable 
HR policies are hiring persons who like problem-solving and can tolerate ambiguity, 
training people via one-on-one mentoring, and rewarding people for directly sharing 
knowledge with others. Therefore, both system and human KM strategies highlight the 
importance of recruitment and selection of employees (HR flow), training and development 
employment security, teams and job redesign control (work systems), and reward systems. 
 Furthermore, Shih and Chiang (2005) also assert that a satisfactory HRM strategy, that is the 
HR flow of hiring or promoting polities and training programs, the work systems of tasks 
and assignment, and reward systems of wage level and appraisal, should be compatible 
with KM strategy to optimize organizational performance. Therefore, we contend that a 
certain degree of alignment must exist between KM strategy and HRM strategy. Hence, the 
following hypotheses are proposed: 
 
H2: The strategic alignment between KM strategy and HRM strategy has a positive direct 

effect on business performance, as measured in growth and profitability. 
H2-1a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth 
H2-1b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 

flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-2a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-2b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-3a: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-3b: The strategic alignment between human KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-4a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-4b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for HR 
flow has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-5a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in growth. 

H2-5b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for work 
systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

H2-6a: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
growth. 

H2-6b: The strategic alignment between system KM strategies and HRM strategies for 
reward systems has a positive direct effect on business performance, as measured in 
profitability. 

Consequently, the reductionistic perspective of the strategic alignment model between KM 
strategy and IT strategy, and between KM strategy and HRM strategy is proposed and 
illustrated in Fig. 1. Because of their mutual reinforcement, and serving as the basis for 
business performance, we will conduct a bivariate analysis (Drazin & Van de Ven, 1985) to 
verify the specific dimensions of interest.  

 
Fig. 1. A reductionistic perspective of strategic alignment 
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many researchers (e.g., David et al., 1989; Lai, 1999). We employed a deviation scores 
approach as our fit assessment method. Meanwhile, according to Venkatraman (1989), the 
underlying premise of deviation score analysis is that the “absolute difference between the 
standardized scores of two variables indicates a lack of fit” (p. 431). In this vein, fit or lack of 
fit is presented by one independent variable being subtracted from another. 
To operate this method, in practice, the deviation score is entered into regression equations 
and the performance implications of fit are tested by examining the impact that this 
difference score variable has on performance. The regression equation would be written as 
follows: 

 
Y = α0 + α1X +α2Z +α3(|X – Z|) + e 

(1) 

 
If the coefficient α3 is statistically significant, then the hypothesis, regarding the performance 
effects of fit, is supported (Venkatraman, 1989). 
To minimize bias in the scaling of questionnaire items, the item scores first were 
standardized using Z scores prior to computation of the difference scores. SPSS was used to 
run linear hierarchical regression analyses. Therefore, the hierarchical procedure required 
that the independent variables were entered into the regression model in a specific order. In 
our study, the performance factor initially was regressed on KM strategy. Next, the two IT 
strategy variables were added to access their incremental contribution to the performance 
factor. Third, the two HRM strategy variables were entered into the equation. Finally, the 
KM-IT and KM-HRM strategic alignment (fit) variables were added to the previous 
regression equation, to test firm performance. 
The results of hierarchical regression analyses are presented in Table 1. The importance of a 
given independent variable as a predictor of performance is indicated by a ΔR2 symbol, 
representing the increment in unique variance it explains. Model 1 contains all variables, 
including fit variables, in the equation; this model demonstrates that system-HR flow fit (β = 
-.33, p < .01), system-work systems fit (β = -.19, p < .1), system-reward systems fit (β = -.27, p 
< .01), human-reward systems fit (β = -.23, p < .05), system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.20, p 
< .05), and human-IT environment fit (β = -.17, p < .05) all are significant determinants 
(adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.85, p < .001) of business growth. Furthermore, the value of 
ΔR2 (= 0.11) in step 4 of Model 1 is higher than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
higher explanatory power of variances of the various fit variables on growth. 
In step 4 of Model 2, system-HR flow fit (β = -.20, p < .1), system-work systems fit (β = -.18, p 
< .1), and system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.18, p < .05) were found to have significant 
impacts on profitability (adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.93, p < .001). Furthermore, the value 
of ΔR2 (= 0.10) in step 4 of Model 1 is larger than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
more explanatory power of the variances of the various fit variables on profitability. 

 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 

In summary, the reductionistic perspective, using the approach of fit as matching, definitely 
recognizes the bivariate patterns of impact upon business performance. The results show 
that the firms which are good at aligning IT strategy and HRM strategy with KM strategy 
demonstrating a high performance level. Observing their relationships in more detail, some 
of the fit patterns show a significant direct effect on growth or profitability. Hence, firms 

must employ the right IT and HRM practices with the right KM strategies. In other words, 
successful firms that use a system-oriented (codification) KM strategy utilize extensive 
selection and training procedures and have relatively high job security in their HR flow 
practices; compensation and promotion decisions tend to be tightly connected to employees’ 
work performance; these companies generally use broadly defined jobs with enriched 
design; they utilize team-based work organization; and they usually rotate jobs among 
employees to familiarize them with their colleagues’ work. All this is done to ensure that the 
reused codified knowledge can store abundant expertise derived from different employees. 
Furthermore, firms that use system-oriented (codification) KM strategies focus their IT 
strategies on strategic use of IT, meaning that they not only collect operational knowledge to 
connect people with reusable codified knowledge, they also focus on generating large 
overall revenues. 
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many researchers (e.g., David et al., 1989; Lai, 1999). We employed a deviation scores 
approach as our fit assessment method. Meanwhile, according to Venkatraman (1989), the 
underlying premise of deviation score analysis is that the “absolute difference between the 
standardized scores of two variables indicates a lack of fit” (p. 431). In this vein, fit or lack of 
fit is presented by one independent variable being subtracted from another. 
To operate this method, in practice, the deviation score is entered into regression equations 
and the performance implications of fit are tested by examining the impact that this 
difference score variable has on performance. The regression equation would be written as 
follows: 

 
Y = α0 + α1X +α2Z +α3(|X – Z|) + e 

(1) 

 
If the coefficient α3 is statistically significant, then the hypothesis, regarding the performance 
effects of fit, is supported (Venkatraman, 1989). 
To minimize bias in the scaling of questionnaire items, the item scores first were 
standardized using Z scores prior to computation of the difference scores. SPSS was used to 
run linear hierarchical regression analyses. Therefore, the hierarchical procedure required 
that the independent variables were entered into the regression model in a specific order. In 
our study, the performance factor initially was regressed on KM strategy. Next, the two IT 
strategy variables were added to access their incremental contribution to the performance 
factor. Third, the two HRM strategy variables were entered into the equation. Finally, the 
KM-IT and KM-HRM strategic alignment (fit) variables were added to the previous 
regression equation, to test firm performance. 
The results of hierarchical regression analyses are presented in Table 1. The importance of a 
given independent variable as a predictor of performance is indicated by a ΔR2 symbol, 
representing the increment in unique variance it explains. Model 1 contains all variables, 
including fit variables, in the equation; this model demonstrates that system-HR flow fit (β = 
-.33, p < .01), system-work systems fit (β = -.19, p < .1), system-reward systems fit (β = -.27, p 
< .01), human-reward systems fit (β = -.23, p < .05), system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.20, p 
< .05), and human-IT environment fit (β = -.17, p < .05) all are significant determinants 
(adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.85, p < .001) of business growth. Furthermore, the value of 
ΔR2 (= 0.11) in step 4 of Model 1 is higher than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
higher explanatory power of variances of the various fit variables on growth. 
In step 4 of Model 2, system-HR flow fit (β = -.20, p < .1), system-work systems fit (β = -.18, p 
< .1), and system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.18, p < .05) were found to have significant 
impacts on profitability (adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.93, p < .001). Furthermore, the value 
of ΔR2 (= 0.10) in step 4 of Model 1 is larger than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
more explanatory power of the variances of the various fit variables on profitability. 

 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 

In summary, the reductionistic perspective, using the approach of fit as matching, definitely 
recognizes the bivariate patterns of impact upon business performance. The results show 
that the firms which are good at aligning IT strategy and HRM strategy with KM strategy 
demonstrating a high performance level. Observing their relationships in more detail, some 
of the fit patterns show a significant direct effect on growth or profitability. Hence, firms 

must employ the right IT and HRM practices with the right KM strategies. In other words, 
successful firms that use a system-oriented (codification) KM strategy utilize extensive 
selection and training procedures and have relatively high job security in their HR flow 
practices; compensation and promotion decisions tend to be tightly connected to employees’ 
work performance; these companies generally use broadly defined jobs with enriched 
design; they utilize team-based work organization; and they usually rotate jobs among 
employees to familiarize them with their colleagues’ work. All this is done to ensure that the 
reused codified knowledge can store abundant expertise derived from different employees. 
Furthermore, firms that use system-oriented (codification) KM strategies focus their IT 
strategies on strategic use of IT, meaning that they not only collect operational knowledge to 
connect people with reusable codified knowledge, they also focus on generating large 
overall revenues. 
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many researchers (e.g., David et al., 1989; Lai, 1999). We employed a deviation scores 
approach as our fit assessment method. Meanwhile, according to Venkatraman (1989), the 
underlying premise of deviation score analysis is that the “absolute difference between the 
standardized scores of two variables indicates a lack of fit” (p. 431). In this vein, fit or lack of 
fit is presented by one independent variable being subtracted from another. 
To operate this method, in practice, the deviation score is entered into regression equations 
and the performance implications of fit are tested by examining the impact that this 
difference score variable has on performance. The regression equation would be written as 
follows: 

 
Y = α0 + α1X +α2Z +α3(|X – Z|) + e 

(1) 

 
If the coefficient α3 is statistically significant, then the hypothesis, regarding the performance 
effects of fit, is supported (Venkatraman, 1989). 
To minimize bias in the scaling of questionnaire items, the item scores first were 
standardized using Z scores prior to computation of the difference scores. SPSS was used to 
run linear hierarchical regression analyses. Therefore, the hierarchical procedure required 
that the independent variables were entered into the regression model in a specific order. In 
our study, the performance factor initially was regressed on KM strategy. Next, the two IT 
strategy variables were added to access their incremental contribution to the performance 
factor. Third, the two HRM strategy variables were entered into the equation. Finally, the 
KM-IT and KM-HRM strategic alignment (fit) variables were added to the previous 
regression equation, to test firm performance. 
The results of hierarchical regression analyses are presented in Table 1. The importance of a 
given independent variable as a predictor of performance is indicated by a ΔR2 symbol, 
representing the increment in unique variance it explains. Model 1 contains all variables, 
including fit variables, in the equation; this model demonstrates that system-HR flow fit (β = 
-.33, p < .01), system-work systems fit (β = -.19, p < .1), system-reward systems fit (β = -.27, p 
< .01), human-reward systems fit (β = -.23, p < .05), system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.20, p 
< .05), and human-IT environment fit (β = -.17, p < .05) all are significant determinants 
(adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.85, p < .001) of business growth. Furthermore, the value of 
ΔR2 (= 0.11) in step 4 of Model 1 is higher than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
higher explanatory power of variances of the various fit variables on growth. 
In step 4 of Model 2, system-HR flow fit (β = -.20, p < .1), system-work systems fit (β = -.18, p 
< .1), and system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.18, p < .05) were found to have significant 
impacts on profitability (adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.93, p < .001). Furthermore, the value 
of ΔR2 (= 0.10) in step 4 of Model 1 is larger than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
more explanatory power of the variances of the various fit variables on profitability. 

 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 

In summary, the reductionistic perspective, using the approach of fit as matching, definitely 
recognizes the bivariate patterns of impact upon business performance. The results show 
that the firms which are good at aligning IT strategy and HRM strategy with KM strategy 
demonstrating a high performance level. Observing their relationships in more detail, some 
of the fit patterns show a significant direct effect on growth or profitability. Hence, firms 

must employ the right IT and HRM practices with the right KM strategies. In other words, 
successful firms that use a system-oriented (codification) KM strategy utilize extensive 
selection and training procedures and have relatively high job security in their HR flow 
practices; compensation and promotion decisions tend to be tightly connected to employees’ 
work performance; these companies generally use broadly defined jobs with enriched 
design; they utilize team-based work organization; and they usually rotate jobs among 
employees to familiarize them with their colleagues’ work. All this is done to ensure that the 
reused codified knowledge can store abundant expertise derived from different employees. 
Furthermore, firms that use system-oriented (codification) KM strategies focus their IT 
strategies on strategic use of IT, meaning that they not only collect operational knowledge to 
connect people with reusable codified knowledge, they also focus on generating large 
overall revenues. 
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many researchers (e.g., David et al., 1989; Lai, 1999). We employed a deviation scores 
approach as our fit assessment method. Meanwhile, according to Venkatraman (1989), the 
underlying premise of deviation score analysis is that the “absolute difference between the 
standardized scores of two variables indicates a lack of fit” (p. 431). In this vein, fit or lack of 
fit is presented by one independent variable being subtracted from another. 
To operate this method, in practice, the deviation score is entered into regression equations 
and the performance implications of fit are tested by examining the impact that this 
difference score variable has on performance. The regression equation would be written as 
follows: 

 
Y = α0 + α1X +α2Z +α3(|X – Z|) + e 

(1) 

 
If the coefficient α3 is statistically significant, then the hypothesis, regarding the performance 
effects of fit, is supported (Venkatraman, 1989). 
To minimize bias in the scaling of questionnaire items, the item scores first were 
standardized using Z scores prior to computation of the difference scores. SPSS was used to 
run linear hierarchical regression analyses. Therefore, the hierarchical procedure required 
that the independent variables were entered into the regression model in a specific order. In 
our study, the performance factor initially was regressed on KM strategy. Next, the two IT 
strategy variables were added to access their incremental contribution to the performance 
factor. Third, the two HRM strategy variables were entered into the equation. Finally, the 
KM-IT and KM-HRM strategic alignment (fit) variables were added to the previous 
regression equation, to test firm performance. 
The results of hierarchical regression analyses are presented in Table 1. The importance of a 
given independent variable as a predictor of performance is indicated by a ΔR2 symbol, 
representing the increment in unique variance it explains. Model 1 contains all variables, 
including fit variables, in the equation; this model demonstrates that system-HR flow fit (β = 
-.33, p < .01), system-work systems fit (β = -.19, p < .1), system-reward systems fit (β = -.27, p 
< .01), human-reward systems fit (β = -.23, p < .05), system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.20, p 
< .05), and human-IT environment fit (β = -.17, p < .05) all are significant determinants 
(adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.85, p < .001) of business growth. Furthermore, the value of 
ΔR2 (= 0.11) in step 4 of Model 1 is higher than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
higher explanatory power of variances of the various fit variables on growth. 
In step 4 of Model 2, system-HR flow fit (β = -.20, p < .1), system-work systems fit (β = -.18, p 
< .1), and system-strategic use of IT fit (β = -.18, p < .05) were found to have significant 
impacts on profitability (adjusted R2 = 0.34, F-value = 5.93, p < .001). Furthermore, the value 
of ΔR2 (= 0.10) in step 4 of Model 1 is larger than that of step 3 (ΔR2 = 0.08), demonstrating 
more explanatory power of the variances of the various fit variables on profitability. 

 
5. Discussion and conclusions 
 

In summary, the reductionistic perspective, using the approach of fit as matching, definitely 
recognizes the bivariate patterns of impact upon business performance. The results show 
that the firms which are good at aligning IT strategy and HRM strategy with KM strategy 
demonstrating a high performance level. Observing their relationships in more detail, some 
of the fit patterns show a significant direct effect on growth or profitability. Hence, firms 

must employ the right IT and HRM practices with the right KM strategies. In other words, 
successful firms that use a system-oriented (codification) KM strategy utilize extensive 
selection and training procedures and have relatively high job security in their HR flow 
practices; compensation and promotion decisions tend to be tightly connected to employees’ 
work performance; these companies generally use broadly defined jobs with enriched 
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employees to familiarize them with their colleagues’ work. All this is done to ensure that the 
reused codified knowledge can store abundant expertise derived from different employees. 
Furthermore, firms that use system-oriented (codification) KM strategies focus their IT 
strategies on strategic use of IT, meaning that they not only collect operational knowledge to 
connect people with reusable codified knowledge, they also focus on generating large 
overall revenues. 
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2. S-HR fit: System-HR flow fit; S-work fit: System-work systems fit; S-reward fit: System-
reward systems fit; H-HR fit: Human-HR flow fit; H-work fit: Human-work systems fit; 
H-reward fit: Human-reward systems fit; S-ITE fit: System-IT environment scanning fit; S-
SUIT fit: System-strategic use of IT fit; H-ITE fit: Human-IT environment scanning fit; H-
SUIT fit: Human-strategic use of IT fit 

Table 1. Results of hierarchical regression analysis (n=161) 
 
On the other hand, firms that use human-oriented (personalization) KM strategies must 
have reward systems that encourage workers to share knowledge directly with others; 
instead of providing intensive training within the company, employees are encouraged to 
develop social networks, so that tacit knowledge can be shared. Such companies focus on 
‘maintaining’ not ‘creating’ high profit margins, and on external IT environment scanning, 
supporting the latest technologies, so as to facilitate person-to-person conversations and 
knowledge exchange. 
Contrary to our expectation, neither human-HR flow fit nor human-work systems fit have 
found to have a significant impact on performance in terms of both growth and profitability. 
That is, when human KM strategy is adopted, only the strategic alignment between human 
KM strategy and reward systems of HRM strategy is found to have a significant impact on 
business performance in terms of growth. One possible explanation may be that the strategy 
a firm used on knowledge sharing in human KM strategy is mainly by members’ face-to-
face conversation in private. The informal dialogues between organizational members are 
just encouraged through appraisal and compensation systems related to tacit knowledge 
sharing, accumulation, and creation. No matter how much training about the jobs a firm 
offered to their employees, or how often the employees rotated to another jobs, the person-
to-person social network for linking people to facilitate conversations and exchange of 
knowledge would never be diminished. 
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On the other hand, firms that use human-oriented (personalization) KM strategies must 
have reward systems that encourage workers to share knowledge directly with others; 
instead of providing intensive training within the company, employees are encouraged to 
develop social networks, so that tacit knowledge can be shared. Such companies focus on 
‘maintaining’ not ‘creating’ high profit margins, and on external IT environment scanning, 
supporting the latest technologies, so as to facilitate person-to-person conversations and 
knowledge exchange. 
Contrary to our expectation, neither human-HR flow fit nor human-work systems fit have 
found to have a significant impact on performance in terms of both growth and profitability. 
That is, when human KM strategy is adopted, only the strategic alignment between human 
KM strategy and reward systems of HRM strategy is found to have a significant impact on 
business performance in terms of growth. One possible explanation may be that the strategy 
a firm used on knowledge sharing in human KM strategy is mainly by members’ face-to-
face conversation in private. The informal dialogues between organizational members are 
just encouraged through appraisal and compensation systems related to tacit knowledge 
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On the other hand, firms that use human-oriented (personalization) KM strategies must 
have reward systems that encourage workers to share knowledge directly with others; 
instead of providing intensive training within the company, employees are encouraged to 
develop social networks, so that tacit knowledge can be shared. Such companies focus on 
‘maintaining’ not ‘creating’ high profit margins, and on external IT environment scanning, 
supporting the latest technologies, so as to facilitate person-to-person conversations and 
knowledge exchange. 
Contrary to our expectation, neither human-HR flow fit nor human-work systems fit have 
found to have a significant impact on performance in terms of both growth and profitability. 
That is, when human KM strategy is adopted, only the strategic alignment between human 
KM strategy and reward systems of HRM strategy is found to have a significant impact on 
business performance in terms of growth. One possible explanation may be that the strategy 
a firm used on knowledge sharing in human KM strategy is mainly by members’ face-to-
face conversation in private. The informal dialogues between organizational members are 
just encouraged through appraisal and compensation systems related to tacit knowledge 
sharing, accumulation, and creation. No matter how much training about the jobs a firm 
offered to their employees, or how often the employees rotated to another jobs, the person-
to-person social network for linking people to facilitate conversations and exchange of 
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1. Introduction 
 

The today society has to face great challenges due, ironically, to its own development 
capacity and speed, that resulted in phenomena like globalization and competition, in a 
more and more rapidly changing environment.  
The development of Information & Communication Technologies (ICT), which was intent to 
solve usual problems, became actually a driver for the increased complexity of socio-
economical advance.  
In this context, especially in manufacturing, the role of human resources was, for the last 
century, ambiguous, with balances between the trends that relied mostly on technology and 
those that trusted human superiority.  
Actually, it is the role of knowledge management, as a relatively new discipline, to find a 
way by which humans and technology could optimally collaborate, towards the benefits 
and satisfaction of whole society. 
This work intends to propose some functioning principles for knowledge management 
architectures, where human and software agents could coexist and share knowledge, in 
order to solve new problems. 
The authors have taken into account researches in the fields of manufacturing system, as 
well as from the area of knowledge management, control systems, organizational research 
and complexity analysis, in order to develop a model for the imbricate development of 
manufacturing and knowledge. 
The first part presents the evolution of manufacturing paradigm, underlining the parallel 
development of ICT and knowledge management.  
The second one focuses on the paradigm of Intelligent Manufacturing and presents some of 
the developed control approaches based on complexity theory and multi-agent systems.  
The following part presents some developments in the field of the knowledge management 
and the last ones introduce the authors view on the subject.  
Finally, some future trends towards a knowledge society where humans and software 
agents will symbiotically work through their mutual progress and satisfaction are 
suggested. 
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2. Historical evolution of manufacturing and knowledge management 
concepts 
 

From very long time ago people knew that information means power and that good 
decisions critically depend on the quality and quantity of analysed data, as well as on a 
good reasoning capacity.  
Wisdom and intelligence were always considered to be necessary qualities for success, even 
if not always sufficient, and procedures to acquire them were studied since the beginning of 
human civilisation. (“By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by reflection, which is noblest; 
second, by imitation, which is easiest; and third, by experience, which is the bitterest”- Confucius) 
There were identified subtle differences, between information and knowledge (“Information 
is not knowledge” - Albert Einstein) for instance, or between erudition and wisdom. Links 
between learning and reasoning capacity (“Learning without thought is labour lost; thought 
without learning is perilous”- Confucius), the genesis of new ideas and the triggering events 
for great inventions, the good balance between expertise and innovation – were and still are 
goals of study for educators, philosophers, scientists and even managers. 
But the real need of a formal approach and understanding was triggered by the 
technological qualitative bound and its implications. 
After the Second World War, tremendous changes arrived both in the industry and society 
(Figure 1). The computer era was at its beginning and, together with its implication in 
industry, human resources management took also a new shift.  
 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution of manufacturing paradigms 
 
Indeed, the era of control and automation can be dated from the middle of the XX century, 
as some of the most important connected events in science and engineering occurred 
between years ’45 and ’60 (Mehrabi et al., 2000): first electronic computer in 1946, invention 
of transistor in 1946-47, integrated circuits and the first electronic digital computer, as well 

as first applications of automatic control in industry in 1949-50; development of numerical 
control (NC) and NC languages, invention of machining center and first industrial robot 
between 1950-60. Especially after 1956, an important role in leading the research in the field 
of control was played by the International Federation of Automation and Control. 
New management challenges were also brought by the increased market demands for 
products, that resulted into a rapid development of new enterprises and, subsequently, into 
an increased competition for customers and profit. Large scale assembly systems and mass 
production shop floors expanded and improved until it became obvious that a new 
manufacturing approach was necessary. 
With customers realizing to be real drivers of the industrial development, the quality of 
products and the high productivity, though extremely important goals for manufacturing 
enterprises, were no more sufficient: in order to attract new customers and to keep the old 
ones, diversity of products as well as the capacity to bring new desirable products on the 
market became key factors in an enterprise success. 
This evolution resulted not only in supplementary attention for technologies and 
automation, but also into new managerial concepts with regard to human resources and to 
knowledge assets, and also into an increased complexity of the manufacturing enterprise as 
a system, demanding new concepts and theories for control and performance evaluation. 
The first shift of manufacturing paradigm (fig.1) was brought by new control concepts: 
Numerical Control Machines, Industrial Robots, and, later on, whole Automated 
Manufacturing Systems, have operated the change from mass production to customization 
and, more than affecting the customer position in the product life-cycle, required  new 
views of human resources management (Seppala et al., 1992; Adler, 1995). As manufacturing 
is an activity where the importance of the quality of man and machines is overwhelmed 
only by the importance of their interaction, it is interesting to note that automation imposed 
two contrasting views on human resources: the first one consider humans as the source of 
errors and relies on machines and extensive automation, and the second regards people as a 
source of fast error recovery. 
Nevertheless, as repetitive tasks were more and more assigned to machines, though 
increasing the speed and the reliability of the production, human resource became more 
creative at the design level and more skilled in order to operate at the shop floor level, as a 
result of training and instruction, and thus becoming a valuable asset for the enterprise. 
Moreover, with the increasing importance of computer-aided techniques, high qualified 
personnel needed complementary training in computer use.  
The need of a change was underlined also by the oil crisis (1973) which continued with a 
major depression in USA machine tool industry and the recession of automotive industry. 
At that moment, the Japanese manufacturing enterprises, which have emphasized the 
importance of human resource and of discipline of production, based on an accurate 
definition of design and manufacturing processes, proved their superiority on the 
international market by achieving high-quality products at low costs. 
In years ’70 the paradigm of “Flexible Manufacturing System” was defined, as a machining 
system configuration with fixed hardware and programmable software, capable to handle 
changes in work orders, production schedules, machining programs and tooling, so as to 
cost-effective manufacture several types of parts, with shortened changeover time, on the 
same system, at required (and variable) volume and given quality. The capability of storing 
and retrieving information and data proved to be one of the key factors for the efficiency of 
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as first applications of automatic control in industry in 1949-50; development of numerical 
control (NC) and NC languages, invention of machining center and first industrial robot 
between 1950-60. Especially after 1956, an important role in leading the research in the field 
of control was played by the International Federation of Automation and Control. 
New management challenges were also brought by the increased market demands for 
products, that resulted into a rapid development of new enterprises and, subsequently, into 
an increased competition for customers and profit. Large scale assembly systems and mass 
production shop floors expanded and improved until it became obvious that a new 
manufacturing approach was necessary. 
With customers realizing to be real drivers of the industrial development, the quality of 
products and the high productivity, though extremely important goals for manufacturing 
enterprises, were no more sufficient: in order to attract new customers and to keep the old 
ones, diversity of products as well as the capacity to bring new desirable products on the 
market became key factors in an enterprise success. 
This evolution resulted not only in supplementary attention for technologies and 
automation, but also into new managerial concepts with regard to human resources and to 
knowledge assets, and also into an increased complexity of the manufacturing enterprise as 
a system, demanding new concepts and theories for control and performance evaluation. 
The first shift of manufacturing paradigm (fig.1) was brought by new control concepts: 
Numerical Control Machines, Industrial Robots, and, later on, whole Automated 
Manufacturing Systems, have operated the change from mass production to customization 
and, more than affecting the customer position in the product life-cycle, required  new 
views of human resources management (Seppala et al., 1992; Adler, 1995). As manufacturing 
is an activity where the importance of the quality of man and machines is overwhelmed 
only by the importance of their interaction, it is interesting to note that automation imposed 
two contrasting views on human resources: the first one consider humans as the source of 
errors and relies on machines and extensive automation, and the second regards people as a 
source of fast error recovery. 
Nevertheless, as repetitive tasks were more and more assigned to machines, though 
increasing the speed and the reliability of the production, human resource became more 
creative at the design level and more skilled in order to operate at the shop floor level, as a 
result of training and instruction, and thus becoming a valuable asset for the enterprise. 
Moreover, with the increasing importance of computer-aided techniques, high qualified 
personnel needed complementary training in computer use.  
The need of a change was underlined also by the oil crisis (1973) which continued with a 
major depression in USA machine tool industry and the recession of automotive industry. 
At that moment, the Japanese manufacturing enterprises, which have emphasized the 
importance of human resource and of discipline of production, based on an accurate 
definition of design and manufacturing processes, proved their superiority on the 
international market by achieving high-quality products at low costs. 
In years ’70 the paradigm of “Flexible Manufacturing System” was defined, as a machining 
system configuration with fixed hardware and programmable software, capable to handle 
changes in work orders, production schedules, machining programs and tooling, so as to 
cost-effective manufacture several types of parts, with shortened changeover time, on the 
same system, at required (and variable) volume and given quality. The capability of storing 
and retrieving information and data proved to be one of the key factors for the efficiency of 
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those new (and expensive) systems. As a consequence, the development of new disciplines 
as computer-aided document management and database management was highly 
stimulated. First difficulties arisen in the transfer of information between software 
applications, as CAD and CAM, that had different approaches to integrate the same data. 
On the other hand, another of the key factors of enterprise success became the capacity to 
shorten the duration of product life cycle, especially in the design and manufacturing 
phases. One of the approaches used for accomplishing this goal was found to be the detailed 
enterprise process decomposition and specification allowing re-use, analysis and 
optimisation and anticipating the concurrent engineering paradigm.  
This new paradigm can be considered as a pioneer for the evolutionary approaches in 
intelligent information systems with direct applications in manufacturing. 
From the manufacturing point of view, terms and procedures should be more precisely 
defined, in order to allow the different kinds of flexibilities, as they were defined by 
(Browne, 1984) and (Sethi and Sethi, 1990) 
- Machine flexibility - The different operation types that a machine can perform.  
- Material handling flexibility - The ability to move the products within a 

manufacturing facility.  
- Operation flexibility - The ability to produce a product in different ways 
- Process flexibility - The set of parts that the system can produce.  
- Product flexibility - The ability to add new products in the system.  
- Routing flexibility - The different routes (through machines and workshops) that can 

be used to produce a product in the system.  
- Volume flexibility - The ease to profitably increase or decrease the output of an 

existing system.  
- Expansion flexibility - The ability to build out the capacity of a system.  
- Program flexibility - The ability to run a system automatically.  
- Production flexibility - The number of products a system currently can produce.  
- Market flexibility - The ability of the system to adapt to market demands.  
From the informational point of view, two main trends can be identified: One, which takes 
into account storing and retrieving data and information, as well as more complex 
structures as NC programmes, part design documents, software libraries a.s.o. Its aim is to 
allow cost reduction by reusability of problem solutions and to shorten product life cycle by 
using computer aided activities and automatically exchanging product details between 
different software applications. In time, this trend resulted in developing disciplines as 
document management, database design and management etc. that can be considered a 
precursor of first generation knowledge management.  
Some drawbacks already appeared: even if the number of information technologies (IT) 
providers were still reduced comparatively with today, difficulties arise when data and 
information had to be shared by different applications or transferred on other platforms. 
Investing in IT was proved not to be sufficient for increasing manufacturing efficiency over 
a certain limit, exactly because of these information portability problems. Having the right 
information at the right place and at the right time seemed to be less obvious, despite (or 
even because of) increasingly extensive databases.  
Even today there are no generally acknowledged definitions for data and information, but 
the extensive development of computer aided manufacturing was one of the first occasions 
to discriminate between content directly observable or verifiable, that can be used as it is – 

data – and analyzed and interpreted content, that can be differently understood by different 
users – information – even if they work in the same context. 
The accumulation of those drawbacks, combined with the increasing tendency of 
customization (resulting, for enterprises, in the need of extended flexibility) started a sort of 
spiral: more flexibility required more automation and more computer-aided activities 
(design, planning, manufacturing etc.), more computers, NC equipments and software 
application thus requiring more data & information sharing and transfer, meaning more 
interfacing between applications and eventually hardware, and consequently more 
specialized people – all those things implying elevated capital and time. On the other hand, 
due to the socio-economical continuous progress, more and more producers entered the 
market, competing for customers by highly customized products, lower process and shorter 
delivery times. In other words, the diversification and complexity of manufacturing 
production resulted in the complexity of manufacturing enterprises as production systems. 
The other trend was re-considering the importance of human resources. Not only new kinds 
of specialists entered the labour market – software specialists whose contribution to product 
cost reduction and quality increase was indirect and which were rather expensive, but high 
level specialists from different other areas needed training in computer use for being more 
efficient. However, even with those added costs, it became obvious that expert human 
resource was an extremely valuable asset for the enterprise, especially in the manufacturing 
area, where innovation capacities, as well as the possibility to rapidly solve new problems 
with existent means were crucial. One problem was that such experts were rare and 
expensive. Their expertise was augmented by their experience into a company, by what is 
now called organisational knowledge and this raised a second and more important problem: 
when an expert changed the company, one brought in the new working place some of the 
knowledge from the old one.   
This is the reason for this second trend developed in expert systems theory and knowledge 
engineering, cores of second generation knowledge management. 
The concepts of expert systems were developed at Stanford University since 1965, when the 
team of Professor Feigenbaum, Buchanan, Lederberg et .all realised Dendral. Dendral was a 
chemical expert system, basically using “if-then” rules, but also capable to use rules of 
thumb employed by human experts. It was followed by MYCIN, in 1970, developed by 
Edward H. Shortliffe, a physician and computer scientist at Stanford Medical School, in 
order to provide decision support in diagnosing a certain class of brain infections, where 
timing was critical. 
Two problems have to be solved in order to build expert systems: creating the program 
structure capable to operate with knowledge in a given field and then building the 
knowledge base to operate with. This last phase, called “knowledge acquisition” raised 
many problems, as for many specialists were difficult to explain their decisions in a 
language understandable by software designers. It was the task of the knowledge engineer 
to extract expert knowledge and to codify it appropriately. Moreover, it was proven that 
something exists beyond data and information – knowledge – and that is the most valuable 
part that a human specialist can provide. 
Expert systems started to be used despite the difficulties that arise in their realization and 
despite the fact that an “expert on a diskette” (Hayes-Roth et al, 1983) was not always a 
match for a human top-expert: but they were extremely fast, not so costly and could not 
leave the company and give to competitors its inner knowledge. Moreover, learning expert 
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those new (and expensive) systems. As a consequence, the development of new disciplines 
as computer-aided document management and database management was highly 
stimulated. First difficulties arisen in the transfer of information between software 
applications, as CAD and CAM, that had different approaches to integrate the same data. 
On the other hand, another of the key factors of enterprise success became the capacity to 
shorten the duration of product life cycle, especially in the design and manufacturing 
phases. One of the approaches used for accomplishing this goal was found to be the detailed 
enterprise process decomposition and specification allowing re-use, analysis and 
optimisation and anticipating the concurrent engineering paradigm.  
This new paradigm can be considered as a pioneer for the evolutionary approaches in 
intelligent information systems with direct applications in manufacturing. 
From the manufacturing point of view, terms and procedures should be more precisely 
defined, in order to allow the different kinds of flexibilities, as they were defined by 
(Browne, 1984) and (Sethi and Sethi, 1990) 
- Machine flexibility - The different operation types that a machine can perform.  
- Material handling flexibility - The ability to move the products within a 

manufacturing facility.  
- Operation flexibility - The ability to produce a product in different ways 
- Process flexibility - The set of parts that the system can produce.  
- Product flexibility - The ability to add new products in the system.  
- Routing flexibility - The different routes (through machines and workshops) that can 

be used to produce a product in the system.  
- Volume flexibility - The ease to profitably increase or decrease the output of an 

existing system.  
- Expansion flexibility - The ability to build out the capacity of a system.  
- Program flexibility - The ability to run a system automatically.  
- Production flexibility - The number of products a system currently can produce.  
- Market flexibility - The ability of the system to adapt to market demands.  
From the informational point of view, two main trends can be identified: One, which takes 
into account storing and retrieving data and information, as well as more complex 
structures as NC programmes, part design documents, software libraries a.s.o. Its aim is to 
allow cost reduction by reusability of problem solutions and to shorten product life cycle by 
using computer aided activities and automatically exchanging product details between 
different software applications. In time, this trend resulted in developing disciplines as 
document management, database design and management etc. that can be considered a 
precursor of first generation knowledge management.  
Some drawbacks already appeared: even if the number of information technologies (IT) 
providers were still reduced comparatively with today, difficulties arise when data and 
information had to be shared by different applications or transferred on other platforms. 
Investing in IT was proved not to be sufficient for increasing manufacturing efficiency over 
a certain limit, exactly because of these information portability problems. Having the right 
information at the right place and at the right time seemed to be less obvious, despite (or 
even because of) increasingly extensive databases.  
Even today there are no generally acknowledged definitions for data and information, but 
the extensive development of computer aided manufacturing was one of the first occasions 
to discriminate between content directly observable or verifiable, that can be used as it is – 

data – and analyzed and interpreted content, that can be differently understood by different 
users – information – even if they work in the same context. 
The accumulation of those drawbacks, combined with the increasing tendency of 
customization (resulting, for enterprises, in the need of extended flexibility) started a sort of 
spiral: more flexibility required more automation and more computer-aided activities 
(design, planning, manufacturing etc.), more computers, NC equipments and software 
application thus requiring more data & information sharing and transfer, meaning more 
interfacing between applications and eventually hardware, and consequently more 
specialized people – all those things implying elevated capital and time. On the other hand, 
due to the socio-economical continuous progress, more and more producers entered the 
market, competing for customers by highly customized products, lower process and shorter 
delivery times. In other words, the diversification and complexity of manufacturing 
production resulted in the complexity of manufacturing enterprises as production systems. 
The other trend was re-considering the importance of human resources. Not only new kinds 
of specialists entered the labour market – software specialists whose contribution to product 
cost reduction and quality increase was indirect and which were rather expensive, but high 
level specialists from different other areas needed training in computer use for being more 
efficient. However, even with those added costs, it became obvious that expert human 
resource was an extremely valuable asset for the enterprise, especially in the manufacturing 
area, where innovation capacities, as well as the possibility to rapidly solve new problems 
with existent means were crucial. One problem was that such experts were rare and 
expensive. Their expertise was augmented by their experience into a company, by what is 
now called organisational knowledge and this raised a second and more important problem: 
when an expert changed the company, one brought in the new working place some of the 
knowledge from the old one.   
This is the reason for this second trend developed in expert systems theory and knowledge 
engineering, cores of second generation knowledge management. 
The concepts of expert systems were developed at Stanford University since 1965, when the 
team of Professor Feigenbaum, Buchanan, Lederberg et .all realised Dendral. Dendral was a 
chemical expert system, basically using “if-then” rules, but also capable to use rules of 
thumb employed by human experts. It was followed by MYCIN, in 1970, developed by 
Edward H. Shortliffe, a physician and computer scientist at Stanford Medical School, in 
order to provide decision support in diagnosing a certain class of brain infections, where 
timing was critical. 
Two problems have to be solved in order to build expert systems: creating the program 
structure capable to operate with knowledge in a given field and then building the 
knowledge base to operate with. This last phase, called “knowledge acquisition” raised 
many problems, as for many specialists were difficult to explain their decisions in a 
language understandable by software designers. It was the task of the knowledge engineer 
to extract expert knowledge and to codify it appropriately. Moreover, it was proven that 
something exists beyond data and information – knowledge – and that is the most valuable 
part that a human specialist can provide. 
Expert systems started to be used despite the difficulties that arise in their realization and 
despite the fact that an “expert on a diskette” (Hayes-Roth et al, 1983) was not always a 
match for a human top-expert: but they were extremely fast, not so costly and could not 
leave the company and give to competitors its inner knowledge. Moreover, learning expert 
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those new (and expensive) systems. As a consequence, the development of new disciplines 
as computer-aided document management and database management was highly 
stimulated. First difficulties arisen in the transfer of information between software 
applications, as CAD and CAM, that had different approaches to integrate the same data. 
On the other hand, another of the key factors of enterprise success became the capacity to 
shorten the duration of product life cycle, especially in the design and manufacturing 
phases. One of the approaches used for accomplishing this goal was found to be the detailed 
enterprise process decomposition and specification allowing re-use, analysis and 
optimisation and anticipating the concurrent engineering paradigm.  
This new paradigm can be considered as a pioneer for the evolutionary approaches in 
intelligent information systems with direct applications in manufacturing. 
From the manufacturing point of view, terms and procedures should be more precisely 
defined, in order to allow the different kinds of flexibilities, as they were defined by 
(Browne, 1984) and (Sethi and Sethi, 1990) 
- Machine flexibility - The different operation types that a machine can perform.  
- Material handling flexibility - The ability to move the products within a 

manufacturing facility.  
- Operation flexibility - The ability to produce a product in different ways 
- Process flexibility - The set of parts that the system can produce.  
- Product flexibility - The ability to add new products in the system.  
- Routing flexibility - The different routes (through machines and workshops) that can 

be used to produce a product in the system.  
- Volume flexibility - The ease to profitably increase or decrease the output of an 

existing system.  
- Expansion flexibility - The ability to build out the capacity of a system.  
- Program flexibility - The ability to run a system automatically.  
- Production flexibility - The number of products a system currently can produce.  
- Market flexibility - The ability of the system to adapt to market demands.  
From the informational point of view, two main trends can be identified: One, which takes 
into account storing and retrieving data and information, as well as more complex 
structures as NC programmes, part design documents, software libraries a.s.o. Its aim is to 
allow cost reduction by reusability of problem solutions and to shorten product life cycle by 
using computer aided activities and automatically exchanging product details between 
different software applications. In time, this trend resulted in developing disciplines as 
document management, database design and management etc. that can be considered a 
precursor of first generation knowledge management.  
Some drawbacks already appeared: even if the number of information technologies (IT) 
providers were still reduced comparatively with today, difficulties arise when data and 
information had to be shared by different applications or transferred on other platforms. 
Investing in IT was proved not to be sufficient for increasing manufacturing efficiency over 
a certain limit, exactly because of these information portability problems. Having the right 
information at the right place and at the right time seemed to be less obvious, despite (or 
even because of) increasingly extensive databases.  
Even today there are no generally acknowledged definitions for data and information, but 
the extensive development of computer aided manufacturing was one of the first occasions 
to discriminate between content directly observable or verifiable, that can be used as it is – 

data – and analyzed and interpreted content, that can be differently understood by different 
users – information – even if they work in the same context. 
The accumulation of those drawbacks, combined with the increasing tendency of 
customization (resulting, for enterprises, in the need of extended flexibility) started a sort of 
spiral: more flexibility required more automation and more computer-aided activities 
(design, planning, manufacturing etc.), more computers, NC equipments and software 
application thus requiring more data & information sharing and transfer, meaning more 
interfacing between applications and eventually hardware, and consequently more 
specialized people – all those things implying elevated capital and time. On the other hand, 
due to the socio-economical continuous progress, more and more producers entered the 
market, competing for customers by highly customized products, lower process and shorter 
delivery times. In other words, the diversification and complexity of manufacturing 
production resulted in the complexity of manufacturing enterprises as production systems. 
The other trend was re-considering the importance of human resources. Not only new kinds 
of specialists entered the labour market – software specialists whose contribution to product 
cost reduction and quality increase was indirect and which were rather expensive, but high 
level specialists from different other areas needed training in computer use for being more 
efficient. However, even with those added costs, it became obvious that expert human 
resource was an extremely valuable asset for the enterprise, especially in the manufacturing 
area, where innovation capacities, as well as the possibility to rapidly solve new problems 
with existent means were crucial. One problem was that such experts were rare and 
expensive. Their expertise was augmented by their experience into a company, by what is 
now called organisational knowledge and this raised a second and more important problem: 
when an expert changed the company, one brought in the new working place some of the 
knowledge from the old one.   
This is the reason for this second trend developed in expert systems theory and knowledge 
engineering, cores of second generation knowledge management. 
The concepts of expert systems were developed at Stanford University since 1965, when the 
team of Professor Feigenbaum, Buchanan, Lederberg et .all realised Dendral. Dendral was a 
chemical expert system, basically using “if-then” rules, but also capable to use rules of 
thumb employed by human experts. It was followed by MYCIN, in 1970, developed by 
Edward H. Shortliffe, a physician and computer scientist at Stanford Medical School, in 
order to provide decision support in diagnosing a certain class of brain infections, where 
timing was critical. 
Two problems have to be solved in order to build expert systems: creating the program 
structure capable to operate with knowledge in a given field and then building the 
knowledge base to operate with. This last phase, called “knowledge acquisition” raised 
many problems, as for many specialists were difficult to explain their decisions in a 
language understandable by software designers. It was the task of the knowledge engineer 
to extract expert knowledge and to codify it appropriately. Moreover, it was proven that 
something exists beyond data and information – knowledge – and that is the most valuable 
part that a human specialist can provide. 
Expert systems started to be used despite the difficulties that arise in their realization and 
despite the fact that an “expert on a diskette” (Hayes-Roth et al, 1983) was not always a 
match for a human top-expert: but they were extremely fast, not so costly and could not 
leave the company and give to competitors its inner knowledge. Moreover, learning expert 
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those new (and expensive) systems. As a consequence, the development of new disciplines 
as computer-aided document management and database management was highly 
stimulated. First difficulties arisen in the transfer of information between software 
applications, as CAD and CAM, that had different approaches to integrate the same data. 
On the other hand, another of the key factors of enterprise success became the capacity to 
shorten the duration of product life cycle, especially in the design and manufacturing 
phases. One of the approaches used for accomplishing this goal was found to be the detailed 
enterprise process decomposition and specification allowing re-use, analysis and 
optimisation and anticipating the concurrent engineering paradigm.  
This new paradigm can be considered as a pioneer for the evolutionary approaches in 
intelligent information systems with direct applications in manufacturing. 
From the manufacturing point of view, terms and procedures should be more precisely 
defined, in order to allow the different kinds of flexibilities, as they were defined by 
(Browne, 1984) and (Sethi and Sethi, 1990) 
- Machine flexibility - The different operation types that a machine can perform.  
- Material handling flexibility - The ability to move the products within a 

manufacturing facility.  
- Operation flexibility - The ability to produce a product in different ways 
- Process flexibility - The set of parts that the system can produce.  
- Product flexibility - The ability to add new products in the system.  
- Routing flexibility - The different routes (through machines and workshops) that can 

be used to produce a product in the system.  
- Volume flexibility - The ease to profitably increase or decrease the output of an 

existing system.  
- Expansion flexibility - The ability to build out the capacity of a system.  
- Program flexibility - The ability to run a system automatically.  
- Production flexibility - The number of products a system currently can produce.  
- Market flexibility - The ability of the system to adapt to market demands.  
From the informational point of view, two main trends can be identified: One, which takes 
into account storing and retrieving data and information, as well as more complex 
structures as NC programmes, part design documents, software libraries a.s.o. Its aim is to 
allow cost reduction by reusability of problem solutions and to shorten product life cycle by 
using computer aided activities and automatically exchanging product details between 
different software applications. In time, this trend resulted in developing disciplines as 
document management, database design and management etc. that can be considered a 
precursor of first generation knowledge management.  
Some drawbacks already appeared: even if the number of information technologies (IT) 
providers were still reduced comparatively with today, difficulties arise when data and 
information had to be shared by different applications or transferred on other platforms. 
Investing in IT was proved not to be sufficient for increasing manufacturing efficiency over 
a certain limit, exactly because of these information portability problems. Having the right 
information at the right place and at the right time seemed to be less obvious, despite (or 
even because of) increasingly extensive databases.  
Even today there are no generally acknowledged definitions for data and information, but 
the extensive development of computer aided manufacturing was one of the first occasions 
to discriminate between content directly observable or verifiable, that can be used as it is – 

data – and analyzed and interpreted content, that can be differently understood by different 
users – information – even if they work in the same context. 
The accumulation of those drawbacks, combined with the increasing tendency of 
customization (resulting, for enterprises, in the need of extended flexibility) started a sort of 
spiral: more flexibility required more automation and more computer-aided activities 
(design, planning, manufacturing etc.), more computers, NC equipments and software 
application thus requiring more data & information sharing and transfer, meaning more 
interfacing between applications and eventually hardware, and consequently more 
specialized people – all those things implying elevated capital and time. On the other hand, 
due to the socio-economical continuous progress, more and more producers entered the 
market, competing for customers by highly customized products, lower process and shorter 
delivery times. In other words, the diversification and complexity of manufacturing 
production resulted in the complexity of manufacturing enterprises as production systems. 
The other trend was re-considering the importance of human resources. Not only new kinds 
of specialists entered the labour market – software specialists whose contribution to product 
cost reduction and quality increase was indirect and which were rather expensive, but high 
level specialists from different other areas needed training in computer use for being more 
efficient. However, even with those added costs, it became obvious that expert human 
resource was an extremely valuable asset for the enterprise, especially in the manufacturing 
area, where innovation capacities, as well as the possibility to rapidly solve new problems 
with existent means were crucial. One problem was that such experts were rare and 
expensive. Their expertise was augmented by their experience into a company, by what is 
now called organisational knowledge and this raised a second and more important problem: 
when an expert changed the company, one brought in the new working place some of the 
knowledge from the old one.   
This is the reason for this second trend developed in expert systems theory and knowledge 
engineering, cores of second generation knowledge management. 
The concepts of expert systems were developed at Stanford University since 1965, when the 
team of Professor Feigenbaum, Buchanan, Lederberg et .all realised Dendral. Dendral was a 
chemical expert system, basically using “if-then” rules, but also capable to use rules of 
thumb employed by human experts. It was followed by MYCIN, in 1970, developed by 
Edward H. Shortliffe, a physician and computer scientist at Stanford Medical School, in 
order to provide decision support in diagnosing a certain class of brain infections, where 
timing was critical. 
Two problems have to be solved in order to build expert systems: creating the program 
structure capable to operate with knowledge in a given field and then building the 
knowledge base to operate with. This last phase, called “knowledge acquisition” raised 
many problems, as for many specialists were difficult to explain their decisions in a 
language understandable by software designers. It was the task of the knowledge engineer 
to extract expert knowledge and to codify it appropriately. Moreover, it was proven that 
something exists beyond data and information – knowledge – and that is the most valuable 
part that a human specialist can provide. 
Expert systems started to be used despite the difficulties that arise in their realization and 
despite the fact that an “expert on a diskette” (Hayes-Roth et al, 1983) was not always a 
match for a human top-expert: but they were extremely fast, not so costly and could not 
leave the company and give to competitors its inner knowledge. Moreover, learning expert 
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systems could improve their performances by completing their knowledge bases and 
appropriately designed user-interface allowed them to be used for training human experts. 
Even if expert systems and their pairs, decision support systems are now considered more 
to be results of artificial intelligence, techniques used in extracting and codifying knowledge 
are important parts in knowledge management policies.  
As Feigenbaum pointed in (Feigenabum, 1989) it was a concept that complemented 
traditional use of knowledge, extracted from library resources as books and journals, 
waiting as “passive objects” to be found, interpreted and then used, by new kind of books 
that are ready to interact and collaborate with users. 
Both trends had to converge finally in order to overcome the expanding spiral of 
technological drawbacks underlined by the first trend and to adapt management techniques 
to the ever increasing value of human resources, emphasized by the second one. (Savage, 
1990) 
And, effectively, consortiums of hardware and software suppliers, important manufacturers 
interested in flexibility, research institutes and universities, such, for instance AMICE, 
managed new shift in manufacturing paradigms -  shift concretised especially in the concept 
and support of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) – Open System Architecture 
(OSA) (CIM-OSA, 1993)  
CIM-OSA defines a model-based enterprise engineering method which categorizes 
manufacturing operations into Generic and Specific (Partial and Particular) functions. These 
may then be combined to create a model which can be used for process simulation and 
analysis. The same model can also be used on line in the manufacturing enterprise for 
scheduling, dispatching, monitoring and providing process information. 
An important aspect of the CIM-OSA project is its direct involvement in standardization 
activities. The two of its main results are the Modeling Framework, and the Integrating 
Infrastructure.  
The Modeling Framework supports all phases of the CIM system life-cycle from 
requirements definition, through design specification, implementation description and 
execution of the daily enterprise operation.  
The Integrating Infrastructure provides specific information technology services for the 
execution of the Particular Implementation Model, but what is more important, it provides 
for vendor independence and portability. 
Concerning knowledge management, the integrationist paradigm in manufacturing was 
equivalent with the ability to provide the right information, in the right place, at the right 
time and thus resulted in defining the knowledge bases of the enterprise. Moreover, all 
drawbacks regarding the transfer of data/ information between different software 
applications/ platforms in the same enterprise were solved by a proper design of the 
Integrating Infrastructure and by the existence of standards. 
It still remains to be solved the problem of sharing information between different companies 
and the transfer of knowledge (Chen & Vernadat, 2002). 

 
3. Intelligent Manufacturing Systems: concepts and organization 
 

The last decade has faced an impressive rate of development of manufacturing 
organizations, mainly due to two driving forces in today’s economic: 

 Globalization, that has brought both a vast pool of resources, untapped skills, knowledge 
and abilities throughout the world and important clusters of customers in various parts 
of the world 

 Rapidly changing environment which converges towards a demand-driven economy 
Considering these factors, successful survival in the fast pace, global environment requires 
that an organization should at least be able to: 
 Discover and integrate global resources as well as to identify and respond to consumer 

demand anywhere in the world. 
 Increase its overall dynamics in order to achieve the competitive advantage of the 

fastest time to market - high dynamics of the upper management in order to rapidly 
develop effective short term strategies and planning and even higher dynamics for the 
operational levels 

 Dynamically reconfigure to adapt and respond to the changing environment, which 
implies a flexible network of independent entities linked by information technology to 
effectively share skills, knowledge and access to others' expertise 

The CIM-OSA approach and the paradigms derived from the integrationist theory in 
manufacturing insisted on very precise and detailed organization of the enterprise as a key 
factor of success.  
However, research exploring the influence of organizational structure on the enterprise 
performance in dynamic environments, already indicated (Burns and Stalker, 1961; 
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possessing too much and too little structure.  
As a general result, organizations that have too little structure do not possess the capability 
of generating appropriate behaviours (Weick, 1993), though lacking efficiency, as those 
using too much structure are deficient in flexibility (Miller and Friesen, 1980; Siggelkow, 
2001). 
Real-life market development and manufacturing systems performances have confirmed 
this dilemma for organizations competing in dynamic environments, as their sucess 
required both efficiency and flexibility. 
New manufacturing paradigm arised, from Concurrent Engineering and Virtual 
Organizations to Intelligent Manufacturing Systems, and networked enterprises, each of 
them trying to make use of collaborative autonomous structures, simple enough to be 
versatile, but connected by ellaborated protocols of communications, ready to ensure 
efficient behavior. 
To manage these new kinds of complex systems, a new approach has to be developed, 
integrating Computer and Communications in order to reinforce the analysis power of 
Control theory. This can be viewed as the C3 paradigm of control, for collaborative 
networks. (Dumitrache 2008) 
A Virtual Organization (VO) is, according to a widely accepted definition: “a flexible 
network of independent entities linked by information technology to share skills, 
knowledge and access to others' expertise in non-traditional ways”. A VO can also be 
characterized as a form of cooperation involving companies, institutions and/or individuals 
delivering a product or service on the basis of a common business understanding. The units 
participate in the collaboration and present themselves as a unified organization. 
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systems could improve their performances by completing their knowledge bases and 
appropriately designed user-interface allowed them to be used for training human experts. 
Even if expert systems and their pairs, decision support systems are now considered more 
to be results of artificial intelligence, techniques used in extracting and codifying knowledge 
are important parts in knowledge management policies.  
As Feigenbaum pointed in (Feigenabum, 1989) it was a concept that complemented 
traditional use of knowledge, extracted from library resources as books and journals, 
waiting as “passive objects” to be found, interpreted and then used, by new kind of books 
that are ready to interact and collaborate with users. 
Both trends had to converge finally in order to overcome the expanding spiral of 
technological drawbacks underlined by the first trend and to adapt management techniques 
to the ever increasing value of human resources, emphasized by the second one. (Savage, 
1990) 
And, effectively, consortiums of hardware and software suppliers, important manufacturers 
interested in flexibility, research institutes and universities, such, for instance AMICE, 
managed new shift in manufacturing paradigms -  shift concretised especially in the concept 
and support of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) – Open System Architecture 
(OSA) (CIM-OSA, 1993)  
CIM-OSA defines a model-based enterprise engineering method which categorizes 
manufacturing operations into Generic and Specific (Partial and Particular) functions. These 
may then be combined to create a model which can be used for process simulation and 
analysis. The same model can also be used on line in the manufacturing enterprise for 
scheduling, dispatching, monitoring and providing process information. 
An important aspect of the CIM-OSA project is its direct involvement in standardization 
activities. The two of its main results are the Modeling Framework, and the Integrating 
Infrastructure.  
The Modeling Framework supports all phases of the CIM system life-cycle from 
requirements definition, through design specification, implementation description and 
execution of the daily enterprise operation.  
The Integrating Infrastructure provides specific information technology services for the 
execution of the Particular Implementation Model, but what is more important, it provides 
for vendor independence and portability. 
Concerning knowledge management, the integrationist paradigm in manufacturing was 
equivalent with the ability to provide the right information, in the right place, at the right 
time and thus resulted in defining the knowledge bases of the enterprise. Moreover, all 
drawbacks regarding the transfer of data/ information between different software 
applications/ platforms in the same enterprise were solved by a proper design of the 
Integrating Infrastructure and by the existence of standards. 
It still remains to be solved the problem of sharing information between different companies 
and the transfer of knowledge (Chen & Vernadat, 2002). 
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In the framework of increasing effectiveness and quality of service in a global e-economy, 
networked, collaborative manufacturing paradigm includes: design, programming, 
operation and diagnosis of automation behaviour in distributed environments, system 
integration models, configuration and parameterization for communication connected 
devices, heterogeneous networks for automation-based quality of services, life-cycle aspects 
for distributed automation systems and remote maintenance. (Thoben et al, 2008) 
The enterprise itself is regarded as a network integrating advanced technologies, computers, 
communication systems, control strategies as well as cognitive agents (both humans and/or 
advanced intelligent systems) able not only to manage processes and products, but also to 
generate new behaviours for adapting themselves to a dynamic market. The study of the 
emergent behaviour of those cognitive agents imposes new theories, as the theory of 
complexity. 
Collaborative networked organizations (CNO) represent a new dynamic world, based on 
cooperation, competitiveness, world-excellence and agility. They are complex production 
structures – scaling from machine tools, robots, conveyors, etc., to knowledge networks, 
including humans – and should normally be designed as hives of autonomous but 
cooperative/ collaborative entities. 
The problem is, one cannot design such a structure, provided they are highly dynamical and 
result from changing market necessities that can bring former “business foes” to become 
associates on vice-versa. In order for an enterprise to be a sound candidate for a CNO, it has 
to solve at least the following aspects of its functioning: 
 Increased autonomous behaviour and self-X ability (self-recovery, self-configuration, 

self-organization, self-protection etc.),  
 Increased abstraction level, from signals to data, to information, to knowledge, to 

decision or even wisdom; 
 Integrated solutions for manufacturing execution systems, logistics execution systems 

a.s.o. 
 Coherent representation of interrelations between data-information-knowledge 
This is the reason for the great focus on problems like enterprise interoperability and 
especially a new kind of knowledge management, allowing to structures virtually different 
to coherently exchange true knowledge. Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) is a 
paradigm that reflects the concern for those problems. 
The above mentioned C3 paradigm of control has shifted, for this new class of systems, to a 
C4 one, integrating Computers, Communications and Cognition and resulted in the 
emphasis of the great importance of knowledge in attaining intelligent behaviour. 
(Dumitrache 2008) 
However, the nature and the basic characteristics of "intelligence" are still subject for endless 
debates and there is no widely recognized ontology of the field. Usually, it is associated with 
some abilities, as problem solving, communication and learning capabilities. 
In fact, adaptation is probably one of the first identified phenomenons linked to intelligence 
and it can be viewed as a sort of common factor in different approaches of intelligence 
definitions. The adjustment of behavioral patterns is one of the clearest acts of adaptation. 
This correction is the result of applying different methodologies, concepts, approaches, 
logical schemes, etc. that finally represent the ability of reasoning and logical deduction. On 
a higher level of adaptation, intelligence requests also the capacity of dynamical self-

organization of communities of agents into common goal-oriented groups, in answer to new 
problems. 
At the level of abstract systems, adaptation can be viewed as following: a system that adapts 
well can minimize perturbations in its interaction with the environment and behaves 
successfully. As a simple case study, this adaptation can be done by a system that reacts to 
external stimuli by appropriately enacting different predefined processes. If the system has 
not a sufficient capacity of discerning between external events or it has no appropriate 
process to trigger as a response to a given stimulus, it is unable to adapt anymore. This is the 
reason for the learning capacity is one of the most important factors for adaptation and thus 
for intelligence. There is a wide set of applications that involve system adaptation, such as 
communication systems, banking, energy management, transportation, manufacturing, 
a.s.o. Besides the necessity to have an adaptive behavior, all those systems have in common, 
in different degrees, other similarities, like the high dynamics, multiple solutions to a given 
problem, high heterogeneity. 
 

 
Fig. 2. A systemic view of enterprise 
 
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) can be viewed as large pools of human and 
software agents, with different levels of expertise and different local goals, which have to act 
together, in variable configurations of temporary communities in order to react to 
dynamically changing inputs (Figure 2.) and to accomplish dynamically changing 
objectives. 
As systems acting in unpredictable and turbulent environments, IMS have to solve 
problems as: 
Integrated production planning and scheduling (mathematical models and combinations of 
operation research, estimation of solution appropriateness, parametric scalable modules for 
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devices, heterogeneous networks for automation-based quality of services, life-cycle aspects 
for distributed automation systems and remote maintenance. (Thoben et al, 2008) 
The enterprise itself is regarded as a network integrating advanced technologies, computers, 
communication systems, control strategies as well as cognitive agents (both humans and/or 
advanced intelligent systems) able not only to manage processes and products, but also to 
generate new behaviours for adapting themselves to a dynamic market. The study of the 
emergent behaviour of those cognitive agents imposes new theories, as the theory of 
complexity. 
Collaborative networked organizations (CNO) represent a new dynamic world, based on 
cooperation, competitiveness, world-excellence and agility. They are complex production 
structures – scaling from machine tools, robots, conveyors, etc., to knowledge networks, 
including humans – and should normally be designed as hives of autonomous but 
cooperative/ collaborative entities. 
The problem is, one cannot design such a structure, provided they are highly dynamical and 
result from changing market necessities that can bring former “business foes” to become 
associates on vice-versa. In order for an enterprise to be a sound candidate for a CNO, it has 
to solve at least the following aspects of its functioning: 
 Increased autonomous behaviour and self-X ability (self-recovery, self-configuration, 

self-organization, self-protection etc.),  
 Increased abstraction level, from signals to data, to information, to knowledge, to 

decision or even wisdom; 
 Integrated solutions for manufacturing execution systems, logistics execution systems 

a.s.o. 
 Coherent representation of interrelations between data-information-knowledge 
This is the reason for the great focus on problems like enterprise interoperability and 
especially a new kind of knowledge management, allowing to structures virtually different 
to coherently exchange true knowledge. Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) is a 
paradigm that reflects the concern for those problems. 
The above mentioned C3 paradigm of control has shifted, for this new class of systems, to a 
C4 one, integrating Computers, Communications and Cognition and resulted in the 
emphasis of the great importance of knowledge in attaining intelligent behaviour. 
(Dumitrache 2008) 
However, the nature and the basic characteristics of "intelligence" are still subject for endless 
debates and there is no widely recognized ontology of the field. Usually, it is associated with 
some abilities, as problem solving, communication and learning capabilities. 
In fact, adaptation is probably one of the first identified phenomenons linked to intelligence 
and it can be viewed as a sort of common factor in different approaches of intelligence 
definitions. The adjustment of behavioral patterns is one of the clearest acts of adaptation. 
This correction is the result of applying different methodologies, concepts, approaches, 
logical schemes, etc. that finally represent the ability of reasoning and logical deduction. On 
a higher level of adaptation, intelligence requests also the capacity of dynamical self-

organization of communities of agents into common goal-oriented groups, in answer to new 
problems. 
At the level of abstract systems, adaptation can be viewed as following: a system that adapts 
well can minimize perturbations in its interaction with the environment and behaves 
successfully. As a simple case study, this adaptation can be done by a system that reacts to 
external stimuli by appropriately enacting different predefined processes. If the system has 
not a sufficient capacity of discerning between external events or it has no appropriate 
process to trigger as a response to a given stimulus, it is unable to adapt anymore. This is the 
reason for the learning capacity is one of the most important factors for adaptation and thus 
for intelligence. There is a wide set of applications that involve system adaptation, such as 
communication systems, banking, energy management, transportation, manufacturing, 
a.s.o. Besides the necessity to have an adaptive behavior, all those systems have in common, 
in different degrees, other similarities, like the high dynamics, multiple solutions to a given 
problem, high heterogeneity. 
 

 
Fig. 2. A systemic view of enterprise 
 
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems (IMS) can be viewed as large pools of human and 
software agents, with different levels of expertise and different local goals, which have to act 
together, in variable configurations of temporary communities in order to react to 
dynamically changing inputs (Figure 2.) and to accomplish dynamically changing 
objectives. 
As systems acting in unpredictable and turbulent environments, IMS have to solve 
problems as: 
Integrated production planning and scheduling (mathematical models and combinations of 
operation research, estimation of solution appropriateness, parametric scalable modules for 
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production optimisation, integration of intelligent technologies as hybrid intelligent 
systems) 
Real-time production control (recognition situations and related problem solving, decision 
support, reactive and proactive rescheduling algorithms and production control support 
systems). 
Management of distributed, cooperative systems (multi-agent systems in hierarchical and 
heterarchical architecture, models for describing production networks, behaviour networks 
analysis and negotiation mechanisms and communication protocols for efficient behavioural 
patterns involving inter-related spatial and temporal effects) 
Manufacturing enterprise intelligence should then encompass features as: 
Adaptivity – as a primary intelligence level, implying the capacity of acting on rules “if-
then-else” 
Reasoning – as a higher level that includes preparation of new possible scenarios and 
strategies “what if...” 
Knowledge representation and processing (including focusing, feature identification and 
organization in connectionist structures) 
Considering the problematic and the structure of Intelligent Manufacturing it became 
obvious that it corresponds to at least some definitions of Complex Adaptive Systems: 
Definition 1: A CAS is a complex system that includes reactive units, i.e., units capable of 
exhibiting systematically different attributes in reaction to changed environmental 
conditions.  
Definition 2: A CAS is a complex system that includes goal-directed units, i.e., units that 
are reactive and that direct at least some of their reactions towards the achievement of built-
in (or evolved) goals.  
Definition 3: A CAS is a complex system that includes planner units, i.e., units that are goal-
directed and that attempt to exert some degree of control over their environment to facilitate 
achievement of these goals. 
The balance between control and emergence is a real challenge for designing CAS involving 
non-linear phenomena, incomplete data and knowledge - a combinatorial explosion of 
states, dynamic changes in environment. 
It is easy to discern that there is a strong similitude between CAS characteristics underlined 
in the above definitions and the main features of intelligent agents, as they are widely 
recognized (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995) : 

- reactivity: agents should be able to perceive their environment and respond timely 
and accordingly to external events, in order to satisfy their design objectives 

- pro-activeness: agents should be able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the 
initiative 

- social ability: intelligent agents should be capable of interacting with other agents in 
order to exchange information and knowledge susceptible to support the 
accomplishment of their objectives 

Consequently, it is only natural the fact that control approaches for CAS are mainly based 
on multi-agent structures (MAS) and theory.  
Starting with the well-known Albus model (Albus, 1997) of an intelligent agent, their 
structure includes, implicitly or explicitly, the following modules:  

- World Model (WM) – which includes the information and knowledge detained by 
the agents and that acts both as a knowledge manager in problem solving and as 
an integrator of environmental information;  

- Behaviour Generation (BG) which ensures the pro-activity of the agent by planning 
different scenarios of activities to be performed by the agent in order to accomplish 
a given goal and its reactivity by scheduling a scenario conforming to external 
events occurred;  

- Value Judgement (VJ) which evaluates scenarios generated by BG module,  
estimating their effects accordingly with WM knowledge and taking into account 
the agent designed objectives by cost-objectives functions 

- Decision Making (DM) which finally choose the scenario to be executed by the 
agent 

The WM module is the core of an agent and even if its performances can be improved by 
modifying evaluation procedures in VJ and decision criteria in DM, the real problem solving 
“power” of an agent resides in the quality and quantity of  knowledge it possess. 
Autonomous manufacturing and logistics systems integrate mathematical models of hybrid 
systems with intelligent agents into hierarchical multi-purpose architectures, solving all 
problems of effectiveness and optimal delivering products to customers. 
As a system, the enterprise (or a network of enterprises) will be considered as a complex 
system, integrating materials, resources, technologies, not only by information technologies 
infrastructures and management, but especially at knowledge level. The behavior resulted 
by the appropriate and synergic functioning of all enterprise active components and 
processes are criteria of enterprise success. 
An intelligent enterprise should be characterized by the capacity to be flexible and adaptive 
in the market environment, but, in addition, it has also to cope with complexity, as it has to 
process an enormous quantity of information and a comparable amount of processes to 
trigger. Moreover, the environment itself – the global market that includes not only 
customers and providers, but also competing enterprises – is highly perturbed and 
unpredictable.  
This context requires from the enterprise the ability to sense unbalances, perturbations and 
threats, react and adapt quickly, anticipate and predict developments and finally, actively 
influence the environment. The enterprise as a system has to refine its behavior within 
timescales much shorter than its employees can do it.  
Moreover, the enterprise can be included in cooperative networks that, as meta-systems, 
should attain the same performances, but on a greater level of complexity. 
Consequently, it is necessary to adapt the system theory to such challenges, in order to deal 
with system abstractions that are extremely large and complex.  
The complexity management paradigm is challenging the traditional management 
assumptions, by considering that the behavior of the system is not predictable, based on 
previous information of its evolution, but, on the contrary, it is highly non-linear. As a 
consequence, the behavior of a complex system is emergent, in the sense that it results from 
the interaction of many participant's behaviors and cannot be predicted from the knowledge 
of what each component does. Moreover, an action can lead to several possible outcomes, 
some of them being disproportionate with the action itself, and it became obvious that the 
"whole" is very different from the composition of parts. 
As a consequence, it results that directing an organizational network towards a given 
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production optimisation, integration of intelligent technologies as hybrid intelligent 
systems) 
Real-time production control (recognition situations and related problem solving, decision 
support, reactive and proactive rescheduling algorithms and production control support 
systems). 
Management of distributed, cooperative systems (multi-agent systems in hierarchical and 
heterarchical architecture, models for describing production networks, behaviour networks 
analysis and negotiation mechanisms and communication protocols for efficient behavioural 
patterns involving inter-related spatial and temporal effects) 
Manufacturing enterprise intelligence should then encompass features as: 
Adaptivity – as a primary intelligence level, implying the capacity of acting on rules “if-
then-else” 
Reasoning – as a higher level that includes preparation of new possible scenarios and 
strategies “what if...” 
Knowledge representation and processing (including focusing, feature identification and 
organization in connectionist structures) 
Considering the problematic and the structure of Intelligent Manufacturing it became 
obvious that it corresponds to at least some definitions of Complex Adaptive Systems: 
Definition 1: A CAS is a complex system that includes reactive units, i.e., units capable of 
exhibiting systematically different attributes in reaction to changed environmental 
conditions.  
Definition 2: A CAS is a complex system that includes goal-directed units, i.e., units that 
are reactive and that direct at least some of their reactions towards the achievement of built-
in (or evolved) goals.  
Definition 3: A CAS is a complex system that includes planner units, i.e., units that are goal-
directed and that attempt to exert some degree of control over their environment to facilitate 
achievement of these goals. 
The balance between control and emergence is a real challenge for designing CAS involving 
non-linear phenomena, incomplete data and knowledge - a combinatorial explosion of 
states, dynamic changes in environment. 
It is easy to discern that there is a strong similitude between CAS characteristics underlined 
in the above definitions and the main features of intelligent agents, as they are widely 
recognized (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995) : 

- reactivity: agents should be able to perceive their environment and respond timely 
and accordingly to external events, in order to satisfy their design objectives 

- pro-activeness: agents should be able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the 
initiative 

- social ability: intelligent agents should be capable of interacting with other agents in 
order to exchange information and knowledge susceptible to support the 
accomplishment of their objectives 

Consequently, it is only natural the fact that control approaches for CAS are mainly based 
on multi-agent structures (MAS) and theory.  
Starting with the well-known Albus model (Albus, 1997) of an intelligent agent, their 
structure includes, implicitly or explicitly, the following modules:  

- World Model (WM) – which includes the information and knowledge detained by 
the agents and that acts both as a knowledge manager in problem solving and as 
an integrator of environmental information;  

- Behaviour Generation (BG) which ensures the pro-activity of the agent by planning 
different scenarios of activities to be performed by the agent in order to accomplish 
a given goal and its reactivity by scheduling a scenario conforming to external 
events occurred;  

- Value Judgement (VJ) which evaluates scenarios generated by BG module,  
estimating their effects accordingly with WM knowledge and taking into account 
the agent designed objectives by cost-objectives functions 

- Decision Making (DM) which finally choose the scenario to be executed by the 
agent 

The WM module is the core of an agent and even if its performances can be improved by 
modifying evaluation procedures in VJ and decision criteria in DM, the real problem solving 
“power” of an agent resides in the quality and quantity of  knowledge it possess. 
Autonomous manufacturing and logistics systems integrate mathematical models of hybrid 
systems with intelligent agents into hierarchical multi-purpose architectures, solving all 
problems of effectiveness and optimal delivering products to customers. 
As a system, the enterprise (or a network of enterprises) will be considered as a complex 
system, integrating materials, resources, technologies, not only by information technologies 
infrastructures and management, but especially at knowledge level. The behavior resulted 
by the appropriate and synergic functioning of all enterprise active components and 
processes are criteria of enterprise success. 
An intelligent enterprise should be characterized by the capacity to be flexible and adaptive 
in the market environment, but, in addition, it has also to cope with complexity, as it has to 
process an enormous quantity of information and a comparable amount of processes to 
trigger. Moreover, the environment itself – the global market that includes not only 
customers and providers, but also competing enterprises – is highly perturbed and 
unpredictable.  
This context requires from the enterprise the ability to sense unbalances, perturbations and 
threats, react and adapt quickly, anticipate and predict developments and finally, actively 
influence the environment. The enterprise as a system has to refine its behavior within 
timescales much shorter than its employees can do it.  
Moreover, the enterprise can be included in cooperative networks that, as meta-systems, 
should attain the same performances, but on a greater level of complexity. 
Consequently, it is necessary to adapt the system theory to such challenges, in order to deal 
with system abstractions that are extremely large and complex.  
The complexity management paradigm is challenging the traditional management 
assumptions, by considering that the behavior of the system is not predictable, based on 
previous information of its evolution, but, on the contrary, it is highly non-linear. As a 
consequence, the behavior of a complex system is emergent, in the sense that it results from 
the interaction of many participant's behaviors and cannot be predicted from the knowledge 
of what each component does. Moreover, an action can lead to several possible outcomes, 
some of them being disproportionate with the action itself, and it became obvious that the 
"whole" is very different from the composition of parts. 
As a consequence, it results that directing an organizational network towards a given 
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production optimisation, integration of intelligent technologies as hybrid intelligent 
systems) 
Real-time production control (recognition situations and related problem solving, decision 
support, reactive and proactive rescheduling algorithms and production control support 
systems). 
Management of distributed, cooperative systems (multi-agent systems in hierarchical and 
heterarchical architecture, models for describing production networks, behaviour networks 
analysis and negotiation mechanisms and communication protocols for efficient behavioural 
patterns involving inter-related spatial and temporal effects) 
Manufacturing enterprise intelligence should then encompass features as: 
Adaptivity – as a primary intelligence level, implying the capacity of acting on rules “if-
then-else” 
Reasoning – as a higher level that includes preparation of new possible scenarios and 
strategies “what if...” 
Knowledge representation and processing (including focusing, feature identification and 
organization in connectionist structures) 
Considering the problematic and the structure of Intelligent Manufacturing it became 
obvious that it corresponds to at least some definitions of Complex Adaptive Systems: 
Definition 1: A CAS is a complex system that includes reactive units, i.e., units capable of 
exhibiting systematically different attributes in reaction to changed environmental 
conditions.  
Definition 2: A CAS is a complex system that includes goal-directed units, i.e., units that 
are reactive and that direct at least some of their reactions towards the achievement of built-
in (or evolved) goals.  
Definition 3: A CAS is a complex system that includes planner units, i.e., units that are goal-
directed and that attempt to exert some degree of control over their environment to facilitate 
achievement of these goals. 
The balance between control and emergence is a real challenge for designing CAS involving 
non-linear phenomena, incomplete data and knowledge - a combinatorial explosion of 
states, dynamic changes in environment. 
It is easy to discern that there is a strong similitude between CAS characteristics underlined 
in the above definitions and the main features of intelligent agents, as they are widely 
recognized (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995) : 

- reactivity: agents should be able to perceive their environment and respond timely 
and accordingly to external events, in order to satisfy their design objectives 

- pro-activeness: agents should be able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the 
initiative 

- social ability: intelligent agents should be capable of interacting with other agents in 
order to exchange information and knowledge susceptible to support the 
accomplishment of their objectives 

Consequently, it is only natural the fact that control approaches for CAS are mainly based 
on multi-agent structures (MAS) and theory.  
Starting with the well-known Albus model (Albus, 1997) of an intelligent agent, their 
structure includes, implicitly or explicitly, the following modules:  

- World Model (WM) – which includes the information and knowledge detained by 
the agents and that acts both as a knowledge manager in problem solving and as 
an integrator of environmental information;  

- Behaviour Generation (BG) which ensures the pro-activity of the agent by planning 
different scenarios of activities to be performed by the agent in order to accomplish 
a given goal and its reactivity by scheduling a scenario conforming to external 
events occurred;  

- Value Judgement (VJ) which evaluates scenarios generated by BG module,  
estimating their effects accordingly with WM knowledge and taking into account 
the agent designed objectives by cost-objectives functions 

- Decision Making (DM) which finally choose the scenario to be executed by the 
agent 

The WM module is the core of an agent and even if its performances can be improved by 
modifying evaluation procedures in VJ and decision criteria in DM, the real problem solving 
“power” of an agent resides in the quality and quantity of  knowledge it possess. 
Autonomous manufacturing and logistics systems integrate mathematical models of hybrid 
systems with intelligent agents into hierarchical multi-purpose architectures, solving all 
problems of effectiveness and optimal delivering products to customers. 
As a system, the enterprise (or a network of enterprises) will be considered as a complex 
system, integrating materials, resources, technologies, not only by information technologies 
infrastructures and management, but especially at knowledge level. The behavior resulted 
by the appropriate and synergic functioning of all enterprise active components and 
processes are criteria of enterprise success. 
An intelligent enterprise should be characterized by the capacity to be flexible and adaptive 
in the market environment, but, in addition, it has also to cope with complexity, as it has to 
process an enormous quantity of information and a comparable amount of processes to 
trigger. Moreover, the environment itself – the global market that includes not only 
customers and providers, but also competing enterprises – is highly perturbed and 
unpredictable.  
This context requires from the enterprise the ability to sense unbalances, perturbations and 
threats, react and adapt quickly, anticipate and predict developments and finally, actively 
influence the environment. The enterprise as a system has to refine its behavior within 
timescales much shorter than its employees can do it.  
Moreover, the enterprise can be included in cooperative networks that, as meta-systems, 
should attain the same performances, but on a greater level of complexity. 
Consequently, it is necessary to adapt the system theory to such challenges, in order to deal 
with system abstractions that are extremely large and complex.  
The complexity management paradigm is challenging the traditional management 
assumptions, by considering that the behavior of the system is not predictable, based on 
previous information of its evolution, but, on the contrary, it is highly non-linear. As a 
consequence, the behavior of a complex system is emergent, in the sense that it results from 
the interaction of many participant's behaviors and cannot be predicted from the knowledge 
of what each component does. Moreover, an action can lead to several possible outcomes, 
some of them being disproportionate with the action itself, and it became obvious that the 
"whole" is very different from the composition of parts. 
As a consequence, it results that directing an organizational network towards a given 
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production optimisation, integration of intelligent technologies as hybrid intelligent 
systems) 
Real-time production control (recognition situations and related problem solving, decision 
support, reactive and proactive rescheduling algorithms and production control support 
systems). 
Management of distributed, cooperative systems (multi-agent systems in hierarchical and 
heterarchical architecture, models for describing production networks, behaviour networks 
analysis and negotiation mechanisms and communication protocols for efficient behavioural 
patterns involving inter-related spatial and temporal effects) 
Manufacturing enterprise intelligence should then encompass features as: 
Adaptivity – as a primary intelligence level, implying the capacity of acting on rules “if-
then-else” 
Reasoning – as a higher level that includes preparation of new possible scenarios and 
strategies “what if...” 
Knowledge representation and processing (including focusing, feature identification and 
organization in connectionist structures) 
Considering the problematic and the structure of Intelligent Manufacturing it became 
obvious that it corresponds to at least some definitions of Complex Adaptive Systems: 
Definition 1: A CAS is a complex system that includes reactive units, i.e., units capable of 
exhibiting systematically different attributes in reaction to changed environmental 
conditions.  
Definition 2: A CAS is a complex system that includes goal-directed units, i.e., units that 
are reactive and that direct at least some of their reactions towards the achievement of built-
in (or evolved) goals.  
Definition 3: A CAS is a complex system that includes planner units, i.e., units that are goal-
directed and that attempt to exert some degree of control over their environment to facilitate 
achievement of these goals. 
The balance between control and emergence is a real challenge for designing CAS involving 
non-linear phenomena, incomplete data and knowledge - a combinatorial explosion of 
states, dynamic changes in environment. 
It is easy to discern that there is a strong similitude between CAS characteristics underlined 
in the above definitions and the main features of intelligent agents, as they are widely 
recognized (Wooldridge & Jennings, 1995) : 

- reactivity: agents should be able to perceive their environment and respond timely 
and accordingly to external events, in order to satisfy their design objectives 

- pro-activeness: agents should be able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by taking the 
initiative 

- social ability: intelligent agents should be capable of interacting with other agents in 
order to exchange information and knowledge susceptible to support the 
accomplishment of their objectives 

Consequently, it is only natural the fact that control approaches for CAS are mainly based 
on multi-agent structures (MAS) and theory.  
Starting with the well-known Albus model (Albus, 1997) of an intelligent agent, their 
structure includes, implicitly or explicitly, the following modules:  

- World Model (WM) – which includes the information and knowledge detained by 
the agents and that acts both as a knowledge manager in problem solving and as 
an integrator of environmental information;  

- Behaviour Generation (BG) which ensures the pro-activity of the agent by planning 
different scenarios of activities to be performed by the agent in order to accomplish 
a given goal and its reactivity by scheduling a scenario conforming to external 
events occurred;  

- Value Judgement (VJ) which evaluates scenarios generated by BG module,  
estimating their effects accordingly with WM knowledge and taking into account 
the agent designed objectives by cost-objectives functions 

- Decision Making (DM) which finally choose the scenario to be executed by the 
agent 

The WM module is the core of an agent and even if its performances can be improved by 
modifying evaluation procedures in VJ and decision criteria in DM, the real problem solving 
“power” of an agent resides in the quality and quantity of  knowledge it possess. 
Autonomous manufacturing and logistics systems integrate mathematical models of hybrid 
systems with intelligent agents into hierarchical multi-purpose architectures, solving all 
problems of effectiveness and optimal delivering products to customers. 
As a system, the enterprise (or a network of enterprises) will be considered as a complex 
system, integrating materials, resources, technologies, not only by information technologies 
infrastructures and management, but especially at knowledge level. The behavior resulted 
by the appropriate and synergic functioning of all enterprise active components and 
processes are criteria of enterprise success. 
An intelligent enterprise should be characterized by the capacity to be flexible and adaptive 
in the market environment, but, in addition, it has also to cope with complexity, as it has to 
process an enormous quantity of information and a comparable amount of processes to 
trigger. Moreover, the environment itself – the global market that includes not only 
customers and providers, but also competing enterprises – is highly perturbed and 
unpredictable.  
This context requires from the enterprise the ability to sense unbalances, perturbations and 
threats, react and adapt quickly, anticipate and predict developments and finally, actively 
influence the environment. The enterprise as a system has to refine its behavior within 
timescales much shorter than its employees can do it.  
Moreover, the enterprise can be included in cooperative networks that, as meta-systems, 
should attain the same performances, but on a greater level of complexity. 
Consequently, it is necessary to adapt the system theory to such challenges, in order to deal 
with system abstractions that are extremely large and complex.  
The complexity management paradigm is challenging the traditional management 
assumptions, by considering that the behavior of the system is not predictable, based on 
previous information of its evolution, but, on the contrary, it is highly non-linear. As a 
consequence, the behavior of a complex system is emergent, in the sense that it results from 
the interaction of many participant's behaviors and cannot be predicted from the knowledge 
of what each component does. Moreover, an action can lead to several possible outcomes, 
some of them being disproportionate with the action itself, and it became obvious that the 
"whole" is very different from the composition of parts. 
As a consequence, it results that directing an organizational network towards a given 
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behavior, expressed in inter-related goals, represents an objective that requests other tools 
than mathematical modeling, behavior prediction and linear control. Alternative modeling 
and analysis approaches include hybrid and heuristic techniques, agent-based models, 
knowledge management and simulation, that seem to represent a more proper way of 
study. 
Digital manufacturing implies intelligent control and integration of micro-electromechanical 
systems, mechatronics, manufacturing execution systems, multi-agent systems, human-
machine systems and e-technologies to digitally control with increased agility the entire 
manufacturing chain, from design to manufacturing, to maintenance and service, over the 
whole product and processes life-cycle. 

 
4. Evolution of Knowledge Management in manufacturing  
 

 
Fig. 3. Evolution of Knowledge Management 
 
Modern manufacturing (Figure 3) has started in extensively using data, which are the first 
level of knowledge, in order to ensure a constant quality of products and an optimization of 
manufacturing processes in terms of time. Sometimes referred as raw intelligence or evidence 
(Waltz, 2003), data result from observation and measurement and can be retrieved in 
primitive messages of low level automation. In order to properly use data for analysis and 

optimization, they have to be organized: sorted, classified, indexed a.s.o. and this 
contextualization transform data in information. 
Information needs understanding and information management implies not only filtering 
and correlation of data, but also association and extrapolation of new obtained information. 
As manufacturing paradigms evolved through Flexible Manufacturing Systems and 
Computer Integrated Systems, procedures of information management were improved 
until, from models that synthesized static and dynamic relationships between information, a 
new level of intelligence arise: knowledge. 
Knowledge is, for data and information, what is integrated enterprise for flexible 
manufacturing. This notion, together with standardization supported by the Integrated 
Infrastructure, has marked a shift in knowledge management – a discipline that started to be 
recognized and developed. Knowledge engineering and data mining, supporting first 
generation of knowledge management, brought their support in developing new types of 
manufacturing systems. 
CAS theory holds that living systems (i.e. organizations made up of living, independent 
agents, such as people) self-organize and continuously fit themselves, individually and 
collectivelly, to user-changing conditions in their environment. 
Knowledge (in the form of theories and „mental models”) according to CAS theory, can be 
represented by „rules”that agents (or people) follow in their ongoing attempts to adapt 
themselves sucessfully to their environment. 
It is expected from the complexity theory to understand how knowledge forms at the level 
of individual agents and then influences knowledge processing at the level of the collective 
to produce shared organizational knowledge. The application of complexity theory to a 
broad range of business and organizational development issues is widening in practice. 
There is a profound connection between complexity theory and knowledge management.  
At the end of ‘2000, the process of knowledge management mainly implies the identification 
and analysis of knowledge, the purpose being the development of new knowledge that will 
be used to realize organizational goals. Because knowledge is usually gathered from a 
geographical and informational distributed system, knowledge management architecture 
should fulfill the following: 
• detection and identification of knowledge 
• storage and modeling of knowledge 
• inference of conclusions 
• retrieval and visualization of knowledge 
• decision making 
This view is representing what was called “first generation knowledge management” and 
can already be retrieved at the core of modern manufacturing paradigms, supporting 
concepts as concurrent/ collaborative engineering, virtual factory, and extended enterprises.  
However, things will not stop here: challenges and pressure from the “outside” of 
manufacturing systems became stronger – including extreme customization, necessity of 
low production costs and short delivery times as well as necessity of networking 
enterprises, on short or long time horizon. 
Actually, the most important driver of the evolution of both manufacturing and knowledge 
management paradigms seems to be the necessity of enterprise collaboration, with 
approaches at ontological level for knowledge sharing. 
There are two main philosophical orientations in knowledge management (Sanchez, 1997): 
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behavior, expressed in inter-related goals, represents an objective that requests other tools 
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knowledge management and simulation, that seem to represent a more proper way of 
study. 
Digital manufacturing implies intelligent control and integration of micro-electromechanical 
systems, mechatronics, manufacturing execution systems, multi-agent systems, human-
machine systems and e-technologies to digitally control with increased agility the entire 
manufacturing chain, from design to manufacturing, to maintenance and service, over the 
whole product and processes life-cycle. 
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manufacturing. This notion, together with standardization supported by the Integrated 
Infrastructure, has marked a shift in knowledge management – a discipline that started to be 
recognized and developed. Knowledge engineering and data mining, supporting first 
generation of knowledge management, brought their support in developing new types of 
manufacturing systems. 
CAS theory holds that living systems (i.e. organizations made up of living, independent 
agents, such as people) self-organize and continuously fit themselves, individually and 
collectivelly, to user-changing conditions in their environment. 
Knowledge (in the form of theories and „mental models”) according to CAS theory, can be 
represented by „rules”that agents (or people) follow in their ongoing attempts to adapt 
themselves sucessfully to their environment. 
It is expected from the complexity theory to understand how knowledge forms at the level 
of individual agents and then influences knowledge processing at the level of the collective 
to produce shared organizational knowledge. The application of complexity theory to a 
broad range of business and organizational development issues is widening in practice. 
There is a profound connection between complexity theory and knowledge management.  
At the end of ‘2000, the process of knowledge management mainly implies the identification 
and analysis of knowledge, the purpose being the development of new knowledge that will 
be used to realize organizational goals. Because knowledge is usually gathered from a 
geographical and informational distributed system, knowledge management architecture 
should fulfill the following: 
• detection and identification of knowledge 
• storage and modeling of knowledge 
• inference of conclusions 
• retrieval and visualization of knowledge 
• decision making 
This view is representing what was called “first generation knowledge management” and 
can already be retrieved at the core of modern manufacturing paradigms, supporting 
concepts as concurrent/ collaborative engineering, virtual factory, and extended enterprises.  
However, things will not stop here: challenges and pressure from the “outside” of 
manufacturing systems became stronger – including extreme customization, necessity of 
low production costs and short delivery times as well as necessity of networking 
enterprises, on short or long time horizon. 
Actually, the most important driver of the evolution of both manufacturing and knowledge 
management paradigms seems to be the necessity of enterprise collaboration, with 
approaches at ontological level for knowledge sharing. 
There are two main philosophical orientations in knowledge management (Sanchez, 1997): 
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behavior, expressed in inter-related goals, represents an objective that requests other tools 
than mathematical modeling, behavior prediction and linear control. Alternative modeling 
and analysis approaches include hybrid and heuristic techniques, agent-based models, 
knowledge management and simulation, that seem to represent a more proper way of 
study. 
Digital manufacturing implies intelligent control and integration of micro-electromechanical 
systems, mechatronics, manufacturing execution systems, multi-agent systems, human-
machine systems and e-technologies to digitally control with increased agility the entire 
manufacturing chain, from design to manufacturing, to maintenance and service, over the 
whole product and processes life-cycle. 
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Personal Knowledge Approach – that assumes knowledge is personal in nature and very 
difficult to extract from people. It must be transferred by moving people within or between 
organizations. Learning can only be encouraged by bringing the right people together under 
the right circumstances. 
Organizational Knowledge Approach – implies that knowledge can be articulated and codified 
to create organizational knowledge assets. Knowledge can be disseminated (using 
information technology) in the form of documents, drawings, best practice models and so 
on. Learning processes can be designed to remedy knowledge deficiencies through 
structured, managed, scientific processes. 
The Intelligent Manufacturing paradigm takes into account a synergic combination of these 
orientations and hopes to lead and attempts to realize a new shift in knowledge 
management: wisdom. Wisdom means not only using existing knowledge for solving new 
problems, but mainly the capacity to issue new problems to be solved. 

 
5. Knowledge management and intelligent enterprise 
 

In (Davis et al, 2007) is presented a very interesting study emphasizing the effect of the 
balance between organizational structure and enterprise efficiency for different kind of 
enterprises and environments. The conclusions of the study have revealed the following: 
There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between structure and performance, that is 
asymmetric: too little structure leads to a catastrophic performance decline while too much 
structure leads to only a gradual decay 
The key dimension of the market dynamism is unpredictability that underlines the tension 
between too much and too little structure. The range of optimal structures varies inversely 
with unpredictability: in unpredictable environments, there is only a very narrow range of 
optimal structures with catastrophic drops on either side that are likely to be difficult to 
manage. 
Other dimensions of market dynamism (i.e. velocity, complexity, and ambiguity) have their 
own unique effects on performance 
Similar to organization studies, network research presented in the mentioned paper 
indicates an environmental contingency such that the optimal structure decreases within 
increasing market dynamism. As in organization studies, the logic is that flexibility becomes 
more valuable than efficiency as market dynamism increases because of the more pressing 
need to adjust to environmental change. 
The balance of organizational structure is also important for the complexity approach. 
Complexity theory seeks to understand how system level adaptation to environmental 
change emerges from the actions of its agents (Anderson, 1999; Carroll and Burton, 2000; 
Eisenhardt & Bhatia, 2001). 
The common conceptualizations of an enterprise as a network of business units, partially 
connected by commonalities such as the same brand and innovation processes (e.g., 
Galbraith, 1973; Galunic & Eisenhardt, 2001; Gilbert, 2005), and strategy consisting of 
unique, yet intertwined decisions such as manufacturing and marketing (e.g., Rivkin, 2000) 
are also more concrete operationalizations of the abstract concept of a complex adaptive 
systems. 
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems require new solutions based on the know-how from 
control engineering, software engineering and complex systems/ artificial life research. 

New design promise scalability, reusability, integrability and robustness, based on the 
concepts of emergent and self-organizing systems, inspired by biological ones (living 
organisms). 
Production structures can be considered as Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS), as 
manufacturing systems presently work in a fast changing environment full of uncertainties. 
Autonomous manufacturing and logistics systems integrate mathematical models of hybrid 
systems with intelligent agents into hierarchical multi-purpose architectures, solving all 
problems of effectiveness and optimal delivering products to customers. 
Complex adaptive systems are to be considered as being rather probabilistic than 
deterministic in nature and factors such as non-linearity can magnify apparently 
insignificant differences in initial conditions into huge consequences. It means that the long 
term predictions for complex systems are not reliable. A reliable prediction procedure 
should be one based on iteration with small increments.  
On the other hand, solving a problem into the framework of a complex system is not, for 
enterprises or enterprise networks, a task with an infinite time horizon. Sometimes, the 
solving time is almost as important as the solution.  
Bearing this in mind, the approach presented in this paper will allow to start with different 
evolutions, that will be eventually eliminated when they will prove inappropriate. 
In short, the complexity theory has attested that  complex systems are highly dependent on 
their initial state and their future evolution cannot be forecasted based on the past. 
Moreover, the scaling factor of a non-linear system is highly important for the prediction 
accuracy  
An answer to the double challenge imposed by the intelligent enterprise as a system and by 
the complexity of problems it has to solve is a representation that uses both functional and 
managerial autonomous units (Dumitrache & Caramihai, 2008), (Dumitrache et al, 2009). 
There is no more question to control such a system in order to accomplish a given objective, 
but to structure its composing parts so as to allow to every one to act when the appropriate 
context appears. 
Reconsidering the intelligent manufacturing enterprise, as mentioned above, as a pool of 
agents that have to accomplish both explicitely defined goals of themselves and implicitely 
defined global goals of the enterprise, it can be deduced that they also have to reach a 
balance between goal-directed and reactive behavior.  
More precisely, as stated in (Wooldridge, 2000) we want agents to attempt to achieve their 
goals systematically, but not blindly executing their scenarios even when the goal is no 
longer valid. An agent should react to a new situation, in time for the reaction to be of use, 
but it should not continually react, never focusing enough on a goal to finally achieve it.  
This balance can be obtained, as in the case of an manufacturing enterprise, by actually 
combining the functioning principles of the multi-agent architecture – that shapes the 
dynamic grouping of agents in global-goal oriented comunities – and the decision making 
inner mechanisms of agents. 
Our approach is considering people as particular enterprise resources: even if the particular 
knowledge of an individual about "how to accomplish" a goal cannot be extracted, ones 
skills can be systematically taken into account and used as a primitive action, incorporated 
in more complex ones. 
Actually, knowledge management is recognizing and taking into account two main kind of 
knowledge co-existing in an organization (Dalkir, 2005): explicit knowledge, which is the only 
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Personal Knowledge Approach – that assumes knowledge is personal in nature and very 
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information technology) in the form of documents, drawings, best practice models and so 
on. Learning processes can be designed to remedy knowledge deficiencies through 
structured, managed, scientific processes. 
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form of knowledge possessed by non-human agents, and which has been codified and 
structured and tacit knowledge, which is the intangible knowledge that only human agents 
can have. 
Organizational knowledge management approach focus especially on procedures to 
transform tacit knowledge into explicit, but as it is widely recognized the fact that such an 
objective will not be completely fulfilled, we will present in the following and multi-agent 
knowledge management architecture that takes into account both kind of agents (human 
and non-human) and both king of knowledge, focusing only on communication and 
grouping of agents. 
It will be denoted by "knowledge" or by "knowledge module" a sequence (partly ordered) of 
primitive actions and/ or activities that are necessary to fulfill a given objective. Every 
action/ activity can have assigned – if necessary – resources, costs, duration, parameters 
a.s.o. 
It will be also considered that by an activity (as a managerial unit) is denoted the 
implementation of knowledge (as a functional unit) and, respectively, at a lower level of 
granularity, by a task, the implementation of a primitive action. 
It results from here that: 
- the definition of a "knowledge module" is iterative (it can include other knowledge 
modules); 
- it is always important for solving a problem to define primarily a list (part of a common 
dictionary) of primitive actions – implying, at the organizational level, an important focus 
on generating, articulating, categorizing and systematically leveraging organizational 
knowledge assets. 
Figure 4 represents a problem solving approach in the following circumstances: a new 
problem is raised, eventually by the strategic level of a manufacturing enterprise. At this 
level, problem specification is made taking into account very general knowledge, as 
enterprise purpose, technologies and theories that are available a.s.o. Problem specification 
is made in terms of initial conditions and final results. 
The operational level is the one where different stakeholders (individuals, departments), 
with diverse skills, store and share knowledge. 
The problem solving is performed by a technique of puzzle "trial and error": activities that 
start with the specified initial conditions are considered to be potential parts of the solution. 
Their results are simulated and analyzed and will be the initial conditions for the step two of 
the iterative process of solution generation.  
The procedure will continue until the desired final conditions will be attained or until no 
advance could be made. A solution will be a sequence of activities where the first one has 
the initial conditions of the problem and the last one has the desired outcomes. 
It is clear that in an appropriate context, a problem could have several solutions. On the 
other hand, the state space of possible solutions could explode, imposing the necessity of a 
control mechanism that will eliminate trajectories which are obviously false. This 
mechanism is represented by a value judgment block.  
Criteria for eliminating unpromising partial solutions could reside in implementation 
conditions (unavailable infrastructure, for instance), or in more complex and flexible 
domain-dependent structures, that can improve by learning. 
Obviously, a very important problem is the implementation of such a knowledge 
architecture. Some of the implementation requirements include distribution, capacity of 

decomposition and aggregation for knowledge modules as well as knowledge hierarchy and 
classification. 
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world with large uncertainties and unwanted signals. 
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group of intelligent agents (humans or machines).  These agents have a particular 
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includes also a set of rules that describes how the environment will behave under various 
conditions. 
Each management unit has a set of values or cost functions, that it uses to evaluate that state 
of the world and by which its performance is evaluated. 
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where  
Rg[Ck, i] – is a knowledge representation of grouping 
Ra[Ck, i] – is a representation of focusing attention 
Dp(Ra[Ck, i], Jg, i)  - decision-making process 
Jg, i – represents a cost function associated for each level i 
Knowledge is represented on each level with a different granularity and by using GFS 
(Grouping, Focusing Attention, Combinatorial Search) operators which organize a decision 
process. At each level of the architecture is implemented a dual concept-feed-forward and 
feedback control and the GFS operators are implemented on different levels. 

 
7. Future trends 
 

„Recent developments in manufacturing and logistics systems have been transformed by 
the influence of information and communication, e-Work and e-Service collaboration and 
wireless mobility, enabling better services and quality to consumers and to communities, 
while bringing new challenges and priorities” (Nof et.al, 2008) – such was the beginning of 
the milestone report presented by the IFAC Coordinating Committee on Manufacturing & 
Logistics Systems at the last IFAC Congress. And indeed, last years have seen a tremendous 
technological development, best reflected in manufacturing, which necessitates new 
approaches of management in order to cope with. 
Knowledge management in particular, owing to its evolution that parallels that of 
manufacturing paradigms, is expected to issue new methods allowing humans to both 
benefit from - and increase the value of – technological advances.  
It can be foreseen a hybrid knowledge structure, where the interaction between human and 
non-human knowledge stakeholders will became transparent and will allow creation and 
use of meta-knowledge.  
Until then, some of the following developments could be expected, combining knowledge 
management advances with technological ones: 

- Integration of human and technical resources to enhance workforce performance 
and satisfaction 

- „Instantaneous” transformation of information gathered from a vast array of 
diverse sources into useful knowledge, for effective decision making 

- Directing of manufacturing efforts towards the realization of ecological products, 
though contributing to sustainable development 

- Development of innovative manufacturing processes and products with a focus on 
decreasing dimensional scale 

- Collaborative networks, including human and software agents as an hierarchical 
and heterarchical architecture 

- Development of a new theory of complex systems, taking into account the 
emergent and hybrid representation of manufacturing systems 

Finally, the agility for manufacturing, and the wisdom, for knowledge management, will 
represent challenges for the new generation of embedded intelligent manufacturing. 
Knowledge management is essential in the globalization framework, where success is 
effectively based on the cooperation capacity and on creative intelligence. 
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Abstract 
With this research we invest in the integration of four important areas of knowledge 
interweaved within the sphere of engineering management research: Actor-Network 
Theory, project management, engineering design and engineering education research. Each 
of these areas represents a pole of a tetrahedron and they are all equidistant. Our approach 
has the ability and concern of putting them all at the same distance and with equivalent 
value, taking advantage of cruising fertilization among them. This entails a research in the 
frontiers of the engineering and the social where other elements emerge. In fact any 
technological system is a sociotechnical system and design and development must take this 
fact into account, which surprisingly enough doesn’t seem to be completely accepted. This 
research is on the integration of knowledge and blurring of frontiers within these four areas. 
The actor-network embodies the change of settings and facilitates negotiations among 
heterogeneous actors, translating ideas and meanings and constructing innovations. Actor-
Network Theory helps viewing the integration of these different areas as a fruitful 
integrative process of trade-offs and translations. This integrative process is intended to 
manage knowledge creation and serve as a context to a reflexive process of organizational 
learning and engineering academic learning. Narrative is a strategy we intend to use to 
facilitate the understanding of contexts and the circulation of common and emergent 
meanings. 
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Abstract 
With this research we invest in the integration of four important areas of knowledge 
interweaved within the sphere of engineering management research: Actor-Network 
Theory, project management, engineering design and engineering education research. Each 
of these areas represents a pole of a tetrahedron and they are all equidistant. Our approach 
has the ability and concern of putting them all at the same distance and with equivalent 
value, taking advantage of cruising fertilization among them. This entails a research in the 
frontiers of the engineering and the social where other elements emerge. In fact any 
technological system is a sociotechnical system and design and development must take this 
fact into account, which surprisingly enough doesn’t seem to be completely accepted. This 
research is on the integration of knowledge and blurring of frontiers within these four areas. 
The actor-network embodies the change of settings and facilitates negotiations among 
heterogeneous actors, translating ideas and meanings and constructing innovations. Actor-
Network Theory helps viewing the integration of these different areas as a fruitful 
integrative process of trade-offs and translations. This integrative process is intended to 
manage knowledge creation and serve as a context to a reflexive process of organizational 
learning and engineering academic learning. Narrative is a strategy we intend to use to 
facilitate the understanding of contexts and the circulation of common and emergent 
meanings. 
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1. Introduction 
	

In this paper we address the four areas of knowledge identified in the title integrated in a 
space of knowledge management and organizational learning. We also address the use of 
narratives as an effective strategy to facilitate alignment, learning and decision making. 
Actor-Network Theory (ANT) was created within the sociology of sciences (École de Mines de 
Paris, by Latour and Callon, followed by Law, from Lancaster, UK) and was essentially a 
retrospective approach which followed actors in past settings (Callon, 1986), (Latour, 1987; 
1996) and (Law, 1986). ANT analysis focus in a very innovative way on the interpretation of 
connexions and negotiations among actors (heterogeneous actors like people, teams, 
organizations, rules, policies, programs, and technological artefacts), but tends to miss the 
enormous potentialities it offers in the processes of designing the making of technological 
artefacts. Despite Michel Callon’s reference to “designing in the making” in the title of his 
chapter in the book edited by Bijker, Callon (1987), this approach is generally retrospective 
and revolves around reflection and explanations on how things could have been different if 
other actions had been taken. There are some attempts to put ANT into acting in “real time”, 
for example in the information system domain, by Tatnall (1999) and Monteiro (2000), but 
these attempts are after all and again mainly ex-post. Anyway we can feel that Callon (2002) 
was himself already alert to some emergent potentialities of ANT. We may also think that 
Hepso (2001) was looking to more real action. But in fact these attempts were a dead end 
and our idea is that, more than in action or in the making, we should focus on using ANT in 
design and development of technological systems (Figueiredo, 2008). So, ANT needs to 
improve its abilities to be helpful in the making (design and development) of technological 
systems which entails the construction of sociotechnical systems. Although we used it 
mainly in requirements analysis and specification of technological artefacts in project 
management (Gonçalves and Figueiredo, 2008), ANT provides ways of looking into the 
making of technological systems from a different perspective. That is, ANT can be a new 
language of design. ANT embeds the social (social actors) and technology (technological 
artefacts also as actors) into the same network of negotiations and provides a view that can 
embody the bottom value of technology, integrating new relevant actors, discarding others, 
crafting specifications and requisites, that is, purifying the design of systems (actor-
networks).  Grabbing new actors and loosing some of the actors previously involved is a due 
process that provides open innovation, dismantling routines and closed specs. 
Project management (PM), as a knowledge and research specific area has some internal 
contradictions. Some of them concern PM autonomy. If we focus on design we address 
project management in innovation contexts and we need to allow the braking of routines, as 
some traditional practices doesn’t apply. Within engineering design, project management 
needs to assume new roles and some practices need to be reconstructed. That is why 
collections (bodies of knowledge) of best practices such as PMBOK (2004), a collection 
edited by the Project Management Institute, although widely used, are not considered 
significant enough in these more specialised realms of PM application. Goldratt’s Critical 
Chain (1997), based on the theory of constrains (TOC), promises an alternative approach but 
it also has limitations and doesn’t offer interesting alternatives to this specific problem 
(design). Also in specific areas of knowledge as for example information systems the world 
references explore alternative approaches, as James Cadle (2007) and Mark Fuller, Joe 
Valacich, and Joey George (2007) note. In this important field (information systems), 
methodologies as Rational Unified Process (RUP) and Agile increase their visibility. There 

are also some encouraging signs of new and complementary approaches in risk analysis, 
maturity studies, project collaborative tools design, project management in services, and 
system dynamics. We can see some emerging domains, like project management offices 
(PMOs), project portfolio analysis, multicriteria decision in risk analysis, agile project 
management (Ambler, 1999), and more. Overall then, we are convinced that addressing the 
project management in designing technological systems with an ANT approach provides a 
helpful view that can be applied from the very early stages of the engineering design act, 
requirement analysis and specifications (Ford and Coulston, 2008), right through its 
completion (Gonçalves and Figueiredo, 2009), i.e. all along the project life cycle (Figueiredo, 
2008b). Project management is a transversal area of knowledge that also needs to integrate 
technology in its use, that is, needs to adopt a sociotechnical approach. Charles Rosenberg 
introduced the metaphor of ecology of knowledge that established constructivism as the 
dominant mode of analysis of science exploring knowledge embedded in material artefacts 
and skilled practices (Rosenberg, 1997). And the interplaying of the technical and the social 
is so dramatic in project management that the high rate of failure in project accomplishment 
is constantly addressed to social failures (communication, stakeholder involvement, team 
quality, leadership). 
Engineering Design in the practitioner domain is at the very kernel of engineering activity. 
Design is context dependent and user oriented. Design needs specific skills, an inquiry mind 
able to understand the piece and the system in which it operates, a sociotechnical mind able 
to understand technology and its uses, an understanding of the organization, 
communication within the group and with the stakeholders, a hearing ability to understand 
needs, and permeable borders allowing things going out and others coming in through the 
borders of the system in design. Design operates in micro and macro mode, travelling 
through the boundaries of both modes. These two modes need to communicate and act 
together, with knowledge emerging from the interactivity of this process. Design fructifies 
in specific informal cultures, so to manage design projects the approaches needs more 
flexibility. Once again we stress that the actor-network metaphor is refreshing, as actors 
have freewill and free options resulting from negotiations occurring among them and 
without any frame limiting or imposing conducts and controlling their behaviour. 
Engineering Education Research is for us, academics, a space of reflexion and action with a 
variety of inputs. What can we learn from practitioners, what can we learn from concepts 
and how can we apply them out in practice, how can we learn from both sides and how can 
we teach-learn from the interaction of these approaches. Namely we can address the two 
distinct modes of knowledge production identified by Gibbons (1994) as Mode 1 and Mode 
2 (a context-driven and problem-focussed process more common in the entrepreneurial 
sphere). Can we act interplaying with both academic and entrepreneurial contexts? Can we 
engage in observing and playing ourselves around deploying strategies of knowledge 
production, of knowledge emergence and transference, addressing both Mode 1 (Jorgensen, 
2008) and Mode 2, and understanding the tacit and cultural barriers that emerge and 
dissolve with the evolving of the actor-network, or the networked-actor? Can we take 
advantages of using the lenses of ANT to understand the mechanisms of knowledge 
production and knowledge emergence and how they relate with the design value and with 
the organizational learning and students learning?  
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2008) and Mode 2, and understanding the tacit and cultural barriers that emerge and 
dissolve with the evolving of the actor-network, or the networked-actor? Can we take 
advantages of using the lenses of ANT to understand the mechanisms of knowledge 
production and knowledge emergence and how they relate with the design value and with 
the organizational learning and students learning?  
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What do these four areas of knowledge have in common? They all inhabit the as yet under-
explored terrain where engineering and technology and the social sciences interplay, share 
domains and overlap fundaments. They all demand from the researcher more then a pure 
technological profile as they need a strong perception of the social. Allan Bromley, formerly 
Yale University dean once said “in the average engineering project, the first 10 per cent of 
the decisions made / effectively commit between 80 and 90 per cent of all the resources that 
subsequently flow into the project. Unfortunately, most engineers are ill-equipped to 
participate in these important initial decisions because they are not purely technical 
decisions. Although they have important technical dimensions, they also involve economics, 
ethics, politics, appreciation of local and international affairs and general management 
considerations. Our current engineering curricula tend to focus on preparing engineers to 
handle the other 90 percent; the nut-and-bolt decisions that follow after the first 10 per cent 
have been made. We need more engineers who can tackle the entire range of decisions.” We 
need engineers that can cope with this, which means engineers with a design approach why 
of thinking and inquiry mind, a sociotechnical mind, communication skills, an 
understanding of the organization and social value. 
This presents a major challenge, a need for researchers and engineers with a strong 
interdisciplinary sensibility and background, able to understand both the technical and the 
social. This integrative framework pretends to facilitate the emergence of knowledge in a 
design context and the management of this knowledge in aligned purposes. This approach 
also stresses the specific systemic paradigm of integration within a sensibility of border 
management and the inherent domain overlapping. This integrative approach also intends 
to explore the peculiarities of an ANT approach to engineering design and knowledge 
management, and to provide some refreshing considerations on project management and 
engineering education research. 

 
2. Knowledge construction and learning 
	

There is controversy about the different types of knowledge (tacit, explicit, soft, hard, 
informal, formal, and others) and how they can be constructed, captured, codified, used and 
“transferred”. The New Production of Knowledge (Gibbons et al, 1994) explored two 
distinct models of knowledge production (we would say construction), Mode 1 
(characterized by the hegemony of theoretical or, at any rate, experimental science; by an 
internally-driven taxonomy of disciplines; and by the autonomy of scientists and their host 
institutions, the universities) and Mode 2 (socially distributed, application-oriented, trans-
disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabilities, a context-driven process more 
common in the entrepreneurial sphere). These two modes are distinct but they are related 
and they co-exist, sometimes in the same evolving processes. We can say that in a business 
model mode 1 has only the first part (upstream) of the value chain, away from the market 
and practice purposes.  The differences between these two approaches were recently 
characterized by Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Cunha (2006) as summarized in Table 1:  
 
 
 
 
 

 Mode 1 Mode 2 
Context academic, scientific, prestige 

and uniqueness 
economic and social 
applications, utility and profits 
for the stakeholders are the 
purposes 

Dissemination linear model, diffusion problems are set and solved in 
the context of application, actor-
networks 

Research fundamental/applied, exactly 
what does this mean? 
Knowledge is mainly for 
scientific purposes 

fundamental and applied melt, 
theory and practice entangle, 
multiple sites. Knowledge is 
built and used in the context 

Community discipline based, 
homogeneous teams, 
university based, shared 
among fellows 

transdisciplinarity, integrated 
teams, networks of 
heterogeneous actors 

Orientation explanation, incremental solution focussed 
Method repeatability is important, 

reuse 
repeatability is not vital, 
sometimes it even impossible 

Quality assurance context and use dependent, 
peer-review is the most 
important guarantee, 
refutability 

context dependent: may involve 
peer-review, customer 
satisfaction 

Definition of 
success 

scientific excellence and 
academic prestige 

efficiency/effectiveness, 
satisfy multiple stakeholders, 
commercial success, social value 

Table 1. Adapted from Gibbons’ Modes 1 and 2 of knowledge production 
 
Sustaining our learning strategies in such differences and inscribing them into the design 
mind, with a sociotechnical and systemic approach, it is easy to agree that active learning 
and project-based learning are urgent strategies to adopt in the academia, in the engineering 
learning field. 
“Active learning puts the responsibility of organizing what is to be learned in the hands of 
the learners themselves, and ideally lends itself to a more diverse range of learning 
styles.....” (Dodge, 1998). Richard Felder and Rebecca Brent are among the most well known 
apologists of this learn strategy and curiously they mainly address the engineering arena 
“Active Learning and engineering education are seen as a natural pair”, Richard Felder and 
Rebecca Brent (2003a e 2003b). In a similar approach we can also visit Michael Prince (2004). 
Project-based learning is not new, it is a concept that showed up in the twenties namely with 
the experiences of William Kilpatrick, follower of John Dewey in his reflexive incursion into 
education systems. This kind of “teaching” is learning oriented as defined by Bolonha and 
involves students in projects all along its course in school in order they can construct 
competencies in the specific study domain, see Bess Keller (2007) and Graaff and Kolmos 
(2007).  
To make it simple and picture like, when you are in a car discovering the way to a place you 
don’t know in a quarter where you have never been, if you are driving you learn and 
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social. This integrative framework pretends to facilitate the emergence of knowledge in a 
design context and the management of this knowledge in aligned purposes. This approach 
also stresses the specific systemic paradigm of integration within a sensibility of border 
management and the inherent domain overlapping. This integrative approach also intends 
to explore the peculiarities of an ANT approach to engineering design and knowledge 
management, and to provide some refreshing considerations on project management and 
engineering education research. 
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(characterized by the hegemony of theoretical or, at any rate, experimental science; by an 
internally-driven taxonomy of disciplines; and by the autonomy of scientists and their host 
institutions, the universities) and Mode 2 (socially distributed, application-oriented, trans-
disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabilities, a context-driven process more 
common in the entrepreneurial sphere). These two modes are distinct but they are related 
and they co-exist, sometimes in the same evolving processes. We can say that in a business 
model mode 1 has only the first part (upstream) of the value chain, away from the market 
and practice purposes.  The differences between these two approaches were recently 
characterized by Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Cunha (2006) as summarized in Table 1:  
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Sustaining our learning strategies in such differences and inscribing them into the design 
mind, with a sociotechnical and systemic approach, it is easy to agree that active learning 
and project-based learning are urgent strategies to adopt in the academia, in the engineering 
learning field. 
“Active learning puts the responsibility of organizing what is to be learned in the hands of 
the learners themselves, and ideally lends itself to a more diverse range of learning 
styles.....” (Dodge, 1998). Richard Felder and Rebecca Brent are among the most well known 
apologists of this learn strategy and curiously they mainly address the engineering arena 
“Active Learning and engineering education are seen as a natural pair”, Richard Felder and 
Rebecca Brent (2003a e 2003b). In a similar approach we can also visit Michael Prince (2004). 
Project-based learning is not new, it is a concept that showed up in the twenties namely with 
the experiences of William Kilpatrick, follower of John Dewey in his reflexive incursion into 
education systems. This kind of “teaching” is learning oriented as defined by Bolonha and 
involves students in projects all along its course in school in order they can construct 
competencies in the specific study domain, see Bess Keller (2007) and Graaff and Kolmos 
(2007).  
To make it simple and picture like, when you are in a car discovering the way to a place you 
don’t know in a quarter where you have never been, if you are driving you learn and 
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What do these four areas of knowledge have in common? They all inhabit the as yet under-
explored terrain where engineering and technology and the social sciences interplay, share 
domains and overlap fundaments. They all demand from the researcher more then a pure 
technological profile as they need a strong perception of the social. Allan Bromley, formerly 
Yale University dean once said “in the average engineering project, the first 10 per cent of 
the decisions made / effectively commit between 80 and 90 per cent of all the resources that 
subsequently flow into the project. Unfortunately, most engineers are ill-equipped to 
participate in these important initial decisions because they are not purely technical 
decisions. Although they have important technical dimensions, they also involve economics, 
ethics, politics, appreciation of local and international affairs and general management 
considerations. Our current engineering curricula tend to focus on preparing engineers to 
handle the other 90 percent; the nut-and-bolt decisions that follow after the first 10 per cent 
have been made. We need more engineers who can tackle the entire range of decisions.” We 
need engineers that can cope with this, which means engineers with a design approach why 
of thinking and inquiry mind, a sociotechnical mind, communication skills, an 
understanding of the organization and social value. 
This presents a major challenge, a need for researchers and engineers with a strong 
interdisciplinary sensibility and background, able to understand both the technical and the 
social. This integrative framework pretends to facilitate the emergence of knowledge in a 
design context and the management of this knowledge in aligned purposes. This approach 
also stresses the specific systemic paradigm of integration within a sensibility of border 
management and the inherent domain overlapping. This integrative approach also intends 
to explore the peculiarities of an ANT approach to engineering design and knowledge 
management, and to provide some refreshing considerations on project management and 
engineering education research. 
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There is controversy about the different types of knowledge (tacit, explicit, soft, hard, 
informal, formal, and others) and how they can be constructed, captured, codified, used and 
“transferred”. The New Production of Knowledge (Gibbons et al, 1994) explored two 
distinct models of knowledge production (we would say construction), Mode 1 
(characterized by the hegemony of theoretical or, at any rate, experimental science; by an 
internally-driven taxonomy of disciplines; and by the autonomy of scientists and their host 
institutions, the universities) and Mode 2 (socially distributed, application-oriented, trans-
disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabilities, a context-driven process more 
common in the entrepreneurial sphere). These two modes are distinct but they are related 
and they co-exist, sometimes in the same evolving processes. We can say that in a business 
model mode 1 has only the first part (upstream) of the value chain, away from the market 
and practice purposes.  The differences between these two approaches were recently 
characterized by Dias de Figueiredo and Rupino da Cunha (2006) as summarized in Table 1:  
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mind, with a sociotechnical and systemic approach, it is easy to agree that active learning 
and project-based learning are urgent strategies to adopt in the academia, in the engineering 
learning field. 
“Active learning puts the responsibility of organizing what is to be learned in the hands of 
the learners themselves, and ideally lends itself to a more diverse range of learning 
styles.....” (Dodge, 1998). Richard Felder and Rebecca Brent are among the most well known 
apologists of this learn strategy and curiously they mainly address the engineering arena 
“Active Learning and engineering education are seen as a natural pair”, Richard Felder and 
Rebecca Brent (2003a e 2003b). In a similar approach we can also visit Michael Prince (2004). 
Project-based learning is not new, it is a concept that showed up in the twenties namely with 
the experiences of William Kilpatrick, follower of John Dewey in his reflexive incursion into 
education systems. This kind of “teaching” is learning oriented as defined by Bolonha and 
involves students in projects all along its course in school in order they can construct 
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Yale University dean once said “in the average engineering project, the first 10 per cent of 
the decisions made / effectively commit between 80 and 90 per cent of all the resources that 
subsequently flow into the project. Unfortunately, most engineers are ill-equipped to 
participate in these important initial decisions because they are not purely technical 
decisions. Although they have important technical dimensions, they also involve economics, 
ethics, politics, appreciation of local and international affairs and general management 
considerations. Our current engineering curricula tend to focus on preparing engineers to 
handle the other 90 percent; the nut-and-bolt decisions that follow after the first 10 per cent 
have been made. We need more engineers who can tackle the entire range of decisions.” We 
need engineers that can cope with this, which means engineers with a design approach why 
of thinking and inquiry mind, a sociotechnical mind, communication skills, an 
understanding of the organization and social value. 
This presents a major challenge, a need for researchers and engineers with a strong 
interdisciplinary sensibility and background, able to understand both the technical and the 
social. This integrative framework pretends to facilitate the emergence of knowledge in a 
design context and the management of this knowledge in aligned purposes. This approach 
also stresses the specific systemic paradigm of integration within a sensibility of border 
management and the inherent domain overlapping. This integrative approach also intends 
to explore the peculiarities of an ANT approach to engineering design and knowledge 
management, and to provide some refreshing considerations on project management and 
engineering education research. 
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mind, with a sociotechnical and systemic approach, it is easy to agree that active learning 
and project-based learning are urgent strategies to adopt in the academia, in the engineering 
learning field. 
“Active learning puts the responsibility of organizing what is to be learned in the hands of 
the learners themselves, and ideally lends itself to a more diverse range of learning 
styles.....” (Dodge, 1998). Richard Felder and Rebecca Brent are among the most well known 
apologists of this learn strategy and curiously they mainly address the engineering arena 
“Active Learning and engineering education are seen as a natural pair”, Richard Felder and 
Rebecca Brent (2003a e 2003b). In a similar approach we can also visit Michael Prince (2004). 
Project-based learning is not new, it is a concept that showed up in the twenties namely with 
the experiences of William Kilpatrick, follower of John Dewey in his reflexive incursion into 
education systems. This kind of “teaching” is learning oriented as defined by Bolonha and 
involves students in projects all along its course in school in order they can construct 
competencies in the specific study domain, see Bess Keller (2007) and Graaff and Kolmos 
(2007).  
To make it simple and picture like, when you are in a car discovering the way to a place you 
don’t know in a quarter where you have never been, if you are driving you learn and 
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probably you can reuse the knowledge you constructed in order to repeat the path, but if 
you are not driving, if you are just going in the car you can’t. The difference in both cases is 
the way you are situated in the system. Similarly in an interesting book by Ivan Illich (1974) 
there was a citation of José Antonio Viera-Gallo, secretary of Justice of Salvador Allende 
saying “El socialismo puede llegar solo en bicicleta”, which is a good metaphor on the same 
reality. Addressing technology Illich intends that the structure of production devices can 
irremediably incorporate class prejudice (Ivan Illich - Energy and Equity). Action and 
knowledge, as technology, are situated and socially constructed. 
In organizational terms learning is a survival condition. Learning, knowledge production, 
organizational contexts, and culture are things (actors) we need to network in order to 
stimulate organizational creativity and innovation. No design activity is possible without 
the degrees of liberty of a situated context. Double-loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1978), 
generative learning (Senge, 1990), adaptive process (Cyert and March, 1963), and the 
behavioural approaches are just a few among a myriad of topics that consolidated 
organizational learning as a discipline. Organizational learning focused originally on the 
practice of four core disciplines, or capacities, systems thinking toped as the fifth (Senge, 
1990):  
• systems thinking 
• team learning 
• shared vision 
• mental models 
• personal mastery 
The situated context is constructed and often by special leaders that are able to motivate 
people and engage teams. Leadership is about change. A leader is a constructor of visions, 
realities, hopes, ways, means, and a flexible planner that plans and re-plans all the time 
(planning and organizing, doing and re-planning is a constructive practice). True leadership 
is earned, internally – in the unit, or the organization, or the community. Leadership could 
be seen as a “distributed leadership,” meaning that the role is fluid, shared by various 
people in a group according to their capabilities as conditions change, (Mintzberg, 1977). 
Leadership, change, learning, and knowledge management are important topics in 
engineering design. And we need to understand different cultures. Addressing the cultural 
problem in a wider way Hofstede defined four/five cultural dimensions (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity – femininity, and long versus short term 
orientation) (Hofstede, 1980). In smaller teams the cultural differences can be addressed as 
psychological and social types and can be addressed as conditioned competences. And like 
this we are readdressed to organizational learning as managing competences. 

 
3. Knowledge narratives 
	

As knowledge is socially constructed and depends on interactions and negotiations among 
the different actors of the group or community, a way to create the appropriate conditions 
for translation is narrative.  
Narrative is an interpretive approach born in the social sciences and gradually gaining 
recognition in various disciplines outside the social sciences. The approach is intended to 
enable capture of social representation processes addressing ambiguity, complexity, and 
dynamism of individual, group, and organisational phenomena. Context plays a crucial role 

in the social construction of reality and knowledge, especially in engineering design and 
organizational environments. Narrative can be used to gain insight into organisational 
change, or can lead to cultural change (Faber, 1998). Storytelling can help in absorbing 
complex tacit knowledge or can also serve as a source of implicit communication 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001). Czarniawska (2004) researches on how narrative constructs 
identity, Abma (2000) on how narrative can aid education, Gabriel (1998) on how stories 
contribute to sensemaking. Narrative may also provide insight into decision making 
(O’Connor, 1997) or the processes of knowledge transfer (Connell, 2004) and (Darwent, 
2000). 
Narrative is inherently multidisciplinary and lends itself to a qualitative enquiry in order to 
capture the rich data within stories. Surveys, questionnaires and quantitative analyses of 
behaviour are not sufficient to capture the complexity of meaning embodied within stories. 
Traditional scientific theory adopts a rational and empirical approach to achieve an objective 
description of the forces in the world, and scientists attempt to position themselves outside 
the realm of the study to observe. In this way traditional science is kept within a narrow 
positivist frame, dealing with random samples and statistical analyses. Using the story 
metaphor, people create order and construct senses and meanings within particular 
contexts. Narrative analysis takes the story itself as object of inquiry. 
In our integrative approach we think that narratives can be used as boundary objects, a 
notion   Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer (1989) coined. Boundary objects are plastic 
enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several actors using them, and steady 
enough to keep an identity (commonly accepted) across settings. These objects can be softly 
structured when in common use and become structured in individual-situated use. 
Boundary objects are normally explored (in the literature) within a geographic metaphor but 
they also make sense through temporal boundaries. When we report and explicitly express 
our lessons learned at the end (closing) of a project we are designing boundary objects to the 
future, in order we can interplay with them and through them with different communities 
(project teams) also separated in time.  
Exactly as knowledge exists as a spectrum “at one extreme, it is almost completely tacit, that 
is semiconscious and unconscious knowledge held in peoples' heads and bodies. At the 
other end of the spectrum, knowledge is almost completely explicit or codified, structured 
and accessible to people other than the individuals originating it”(Leonard and Sensiper, 
1998). Most knowledge of course exists between the extremes. Explicit elements are 
objective, while tacit elements are subjective empirical and created in real time by doing and 
questioning options. So does boundary objects, they can be abstract concepts or concrete 
facts. In this sense taxonomies are boundary objects as they represent an ontological 
dimension. Systems of classification are part of the building of information environments 
(Bowker and Star, 1999). Narratives too, they help on this travel of means, where means are 
common experience in progress. As they both represent means of translation we clearly 
agree that ANT ca help in the negotiation of these means at the very core of the knowledge 
construction and learning processes. 

 
4. Knowledge management 
 

The most usual panacea in knowledge management (KM) is about the knowledge to 
information translations that some consider as algorithms to convert knowledge into 
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there was a citation of José Antonio Viera-Gallo, secretary of Justice of Salvador Allende 
saying “El socialismo puede llegar solo en bicicleta”, which is a good metaphor on the same 
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irremediably incorporate class prejudice (Ivan Illich - Energy and Equity). Action and 
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realities, hopes, ways, means, and a flexible planner that plans and re-plans all the time 
(planning and organizing, doing and re-planning is a constructive practice). True leadership 
is earned, internally – in the unit, or the organization, or the community. Leadership could 
be seen as a “distributed leadership,” meaning that the role is fluid, shared by various 
people in a group according to their capabilities as conditions change, (Mintzberg, 1977). 
Leadership, change, learning, and knowledge management are important topics in 
engineering design. And we need to understand different cultures. Addressing the cultural 
problem in a wider way Hofstede defined four/five cultural dimensions (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity – femininity, and long versus short term 
orientation) (Hofstede, 1980). In smaller teams the cultural differences can be addressed as 
psychological and social types and can be addressed as conditioned competences. And like 
this we are readdressed to organizational learning as managing competences. 

 
3. Knowledge narratives 
	

As knowledge is socially constructed and depends on interactions and negotiations among 
the different actors of the group or community, a way to create the appropriate conditions 
for translation is narrative.  
Narrative is an interpretive approach born in the social sciences and gradually gaining 
recognition in various disciplines outside the social sciences. The approach is intended to 
enable capture of social representation processes addressing ambiguity, complexity, and 
dynamism of individual, group, and organisational phenomena. Context plays a crucial role 

in the social construction of reality and knowledge, especially in engineering design and 
organizational environments. Narrative can be used to gain insight into organisational 
change, or can lead to cultural change (Faber, 1998). Storytelling can help in absorbing 
complex tacit knowledge or can also serve as a source of implicit communication 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001). Czarniawska (2004) researches on how narrative constructs 
identity, Abma (2000) on how narrative can aid education, Gabriel (1998) on how stories 
contribute to sensemaking. Narrative may also provide insight into decision making 
(O’Connor, 1997) or the processes of knowledge transfer (Connell, 2004) and (Darwent, 
2000). 
Narrative is inherently multidisciplinary and lends itself to a qualitative enquiry in order to 
capture the rich data within stories. Surveys, questionnaires and quantitative analyses of 
behaviour are not sufficient to capture the complexity of meaning embodied within stories. 
Traditional scientific theory adopts a rational and empirical approach to achieve an objective 
description of the forces in the world, and scientists attempt to position themselves outside 
the realm of the study to observe. In this way traditional science is kept within a narrow 
positivist frame, dealing with random samples and statistical analyses. Using the story 
metaphor, people create order and construct senses and meanings within particular 
contexts. Narrative analysis takes the story itself as object of inquiry. 
In our integrative approach we think that narratives can be used as boundary objects, a 
notion   Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer (1989) coined. Boundary objects are plastic 
enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several actors using them, and steady 
enough to keep an identity (commonly accepted) across settings. These objects can be softly 
structured when in common use and become structured in individual-situated use. 
Boundary objects are normally explored (in the literature) within a geographic metaphor but 
they also make sense through temporal boundaries. When we report and explicitly express 
our lessons learned at the end (closing) of a project we are designing boundary objects to the 
future, in order we can interplay with them and through them with different communities 
(project teams) also separated in time.  
Exactly as knowledge exists as a spectrum “at one extreme, it is almost completely tacit, that 
is semiconscious and unconscious knowledge held in peoples' heads and bodies. At the 
other end of the spectrum, knowledge is almost completely explicit or codified, structured 
and accessible to people other than the individuals originating it”(Leonard and Sensiper, 
1998). Most knowledge of course exists between the extremes. Explicit elements are 
objective, while tacit elements are subjective empirical and created in real time by doing and 
questioning options. So does boundary objects, they can be abstract concepts or concrete 
facts. In this sense taxonomies are boundary objects as they represent an ontological 
dimension. Systems of classification are part of the building of information environments 
(Bowker and Star, 1999). Narratives too, they help on this travel of means, where means are 
common experience in progress. As they both represent means of translation we clearly 
agree that ANT ca help in the negotiation of these means at the very core of the knowledge 
construction and learning processes. 

 
4. Knowledge management 
 

The most usual panacea in knowledge management (KM) is about the knowledge to 
information translations that some consider as algorithms to convert knowledge into 
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probably you can reuse the knowledge you constructed in order to repeat the path, but if 
you are not driving, if you are just going in the car you can’t. The difference in both cases is 
the way you are situated in the system. Similarly in an interesting book by Ivan Illich (1974) 
there was a citation of José Antonio Viera-Gallo, secretary of Justice of Salvador Allende 
saying “El socialismo puede llegar solo en bicicleta”, which is a good metaphor on the same 
reality. Addressing technology Illich intends that the structure of production devices can 
irremediably incorporate class prejudice (Ivan Illich - Energy and Equity). Action and 
knowledge, as technology, are situated and socially constructed. 
In organizational terms learning is a survival condition. Learning, knowledge production, 
organizational contexts, and culture are things (actors) we need to network in order to 
stimulate organizational creativity and innovation. No design activity is possible without 
the degrees of liberty of a situated context. Double-loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1978), 
generative learning (Senge, 1990), adaptive process (Cyert and March, 1963), and the 
behavioural approaches are just a few among a myriad of topics that consolidated 
organizational learning as a discipline. Organizational learning focused originally on the 
practice of four core disciplines, or capacities, systems thinking toped as the fifth (Senge, 
1990):  
• systems thinking 
• team learning 
• shared vision 
• mental models 
• personal mastery 
The situated context is constructed and often by special leaders that are able to motivate 
people and engage teams. Leadership is about change. A leader is a constructor of visions, 
realities, hopes, ways, means, and a flexible planner that plans and re-plans all the time 
(planning and organizing, doing and re-planning is a constructive practice). True leadership 
is earned, internally – in the unit, or the organization, or the community. Leadership could 
be seen as a “distributed leadership,” meaning that the role is fluid, shared by various 
people in a group according to their capabilities as conditions change, (Mintzberg, 1977). 
Leadership, change, learning, and knowledge management are important topics in 
engineering design. And we need to understand different cultures. Addressing the cultural 
problem in a wider way Hofstede defined four/five cultural dimensions (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity – femininity, and long versus short term 
orientation) (Hofstede, 1980). In smaller teams the cultural differences can be addressed as 
psychological and social types and can be addressed as conditioned competences. And like 
this we are readdressed to organizational learning as managing competences. 

 
3. Knowledge narratives 
	

As knowledge is socially constructed and depends on interactions and negotiations among 
the different actors of the group or community, a way to create the appropriate conditions 
for translation is narrative.  
Narrative is an interpretive approach born in the social sciences and gradually gaining 
recognition in various disciplines outside the social sciences. The approach is intended to 
enable capture of social representation processes addressing ambiguity, complexity, and 
dynamism of individual, group, and organisational phenomena. Context plays a crucial role 

in the social construction of reality and knowledge, especially in engineering design and 
organizational environments. Narrative can be used to gain insight into organisational 
change, or can lead to cultural change (Faber, 1998). Storytelling can help in absorbing 
complex tacit knowledge or can also serve as a source of implicit communication 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001). Czarniawska (2004) researches on how narrative constructs 
identity, Abma (2000) on how narrative can aid education, Gabriel (1998) on how stories 
contribute to sensemaking. Narrative may also provide insight into decision making 
(O’Connor, 1997) or the processes of knowledge transfer (Connell, 2004) and (Darwent, 
2000). 
Narrative is inherently multidisciplinary and lends itself to a qualitative enquiry in order to 
capture the rich data within stories. Surveys, questionnaires and quantitative analyses of 
behaviour are not sufficient to capture the complexity of meaning embodied within stories. 
Traditional scientific theory adopts a rational and empirical approach to achieve an objective 
description of the forces in the world, and scientists attempt to position themselves outside 
the realm of the study to observe. In this way traditional science is kept within a narrow 
positivist frame, dealing with random samples and statistical analyses. Using the story 
metaphor, people create order and construct senses and meanings within particular 
contexts. Narrative analysis takes the story itself as object of inquiry. 
In our integrative approach we think that narratives can be used as boundary objects, a 
notion   Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer (1989) coined. Boundary objects are plastic 
enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several actors using them, and steady 
enough to keep an identity (commonly accepted) across settings. These objects can be softly 
structured when in common use and become structured in individual-situated use. 
Boundary objects are normally explored (in the literature) within a geographic metaphor but 
they also make sense through temporal boundaries. When we report and explicitly express 
our lessons learned at the end (closing) of a project we are designing boundary objects to the 
future, in order we can interplay with them and through them with different communities 
(project teams) also separated in time.  
Exactly as knowledge exists as a spectrum “at one extreme, it is almost completely tacit, that 
is semiconscious and unconscious knowledge held in peoples' heads and bodies. At the 
other end of the spectrum, knowledge is almost completely explicit or codified, structured 
and accessible to people other than the individuals originating it”(Leonard and Sensiper, 
1998). Most knowledge of course exists between the extremes. Explicit elements are 
objective, while tacit elements are subjective empirical and created in real time by doing and 
questioning options. So does boundary objects, they can be abstract concepts or concrete 
facts. In this sense taxonomies are boundary objects as they represent an ontological 
dimension. Systems of classification are part of the building of information environments 
(Bowker and Star, 1999). Narratives too, they help on this travel of means, where means are 
common experience in progress. As they both represent means of translation we clearly 
agree that ANT ca help in the negotiation of these means at the very core of the knowledge 
construction and learning processes. 

 
4. Knowledge management 
 

The most usual panacea in knowledge management (KM) is about the knowledge to 
information translations that some consider as algorithms to convert knowledge into 
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probably you can reuse the knowledge you constructed in order to repeat the path, but if 
you are not driving, if you are just going in the car you can’t. The difference in both cases is 
the way you are situated in the system. Similarly in an interesting book by Ivan Illich (1974) 
there was a citation of José Antonio Viera-Gallo, secretary of Justice of Salvador Allende 
saying “El socialismo puede llegar solo en bicicleta”, which is a good metaphor on the same 
reality. Addressing technology Illich intends that the structure of production devices can 
irremediably incorporate class prejudice (Ivan Illich - Energy and Equity). Action and 
knowledge, as technology, are situated and socially constructed. 
In organizational terms learning is a survival condition. Learning, knowledge production, 
organizational contexts, and culture are things (actors) we need to network in order to 
stimulate organizational creativity and innovation. No design activity is possible without 
the degrees of liberty of a situated context. Double-loop learning (Argyris and Schon, 1978), 
generative learning (Senge, 1990), adaptive process (Cyert and March, 1963), and the 
behavioural approaches are just a few among a myriad of topics that consolidated 
organizational learning as a discipline. Organizational learning focused originally on the 
practice of four core disciplines, or capacities, systems thinking toped as the fifth (Senge, 
1990):  
• systems thinking 
• team learning 
• shared vision 
• mental models 
• personal mastery 
The situated context is constructed and often by special leaders that are able to motivate 
people and engage teams. Leadership is about change. A leader is a constructor of visions, 
realities, hopes, ways, means, and a flexible planner that plans and re-plans all the time 
(planning and organizing, doing and re-planning is a constructive practice). True leadership 
is earned, internally – in the unit, or the organization, or the community. Leadership could 
be seen as a “distributed leadership,” meaning that the role is fluid, shared by various 
people in a group according to their capabilities as conditions change, (Mintzberg, 1977). 
Leadership, change, learning, and knowledge management are important topics in 
engineering design. And we need to understand different cultures. Addressing the cultural 
problem in a wider way Hofstede defined four/five cultural dimensions (power distance, 
uncertainty avoidance, individualism, masculinity – femininity, and long versus short term 
orientation) (Hofstede, 1980). In smaller teams the cultural differences can be addressed as 
psychological and social types and can be addressed as conditioned competences. And like 
this we are readdressed to organizational learning as managing competences. 
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As knowledge is socially constructed and depends on interactions and negotiations among 
the different actors of the group or community, a way to create the appropriate conditions 
for translation is narrative.  
Narrative is an interpretive approach born in the social sciences and gradually gaining 
recognition in various disciplines outside the social sciences. The approach is intended to 
enable capture of social representation processes addressing ambiguity, complexity, and 
dynamism of individual, group, and organisational phenomena. Context plays a crucial role 

in the social construction of reality and knowledge, especially in engineering design and 
organizational environments. Narrative can be used to gain insight into organisational 
change, or can lead to cultural change (Faber, 1998). Storytelling can help in absorbing 
complex tacit knowledge or can also serve as a source of implicit communication 
(Ambrosini and Bowman, 2001). Czarniawska (2004) researches on how narrative constructs 
identity, Abma (2000) on how narrative can aid education, Gabriel (1998) on how stories 
contribute to sensemaking. Narrative may also provide insight into decision making 
(O’Connor, 1997) or the processes of knowledge transfer (Connell, 2004) and (Darwent, 
2000). 
Narrative is inherently multidisciplinary and lends itself to a qualitative enquiry in order to 
capture the rich data within stories. Surveys, questionnaires and quantitative analyses of 
behaviour are not sufficient to capture the complexity of meaning embodied within stories. 
Traditional scientific theory adopts a rational and empirical approach to achieve an objective 
description of the forces in the world, and scientists attempt to position themselves outside 
the realm of the study to observe. In this way traditional science is kept within a narrow 
positivist frame, dealing with random samples and statistical analyses. Using the story 
metaphor, people create order and construct senses and meanings within particular 
contexts. Narrative analysis takes the story itself as object of inquiry. 
In our integrative approach we think that narratives can be used as boundary objects, a 
notion   Susan Leigh Star and James Griesemer (1989) coined. Boundary objects are plastic 
enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several actors using them, and steady 
enough to keep an identity (commonly accepted) across settings. These objects can be softly 
structured when in common use and become structured in individual-situated use. 
Boundary objects are normally explored (in the literature) within a geographic metaphor but 
they also make sense through temporal boundaries. When we report and explicitly express 
our lessons learned at the end (closing) of a project we are designing boundary objects to the 
future, in order we can interplay with them and through them with different communities 
(project teams) also separated in time.  
Exactly as knowledge exists as a spectrum “at one extreme, it is almost completely tacit, that 
is semiconscious and unconscious knowledge held in peoples' heads and bodies. At the 
other end of the spectrum, knowledge is almost completely explicit or codified, structured 
and accessible to people other than the individuals originating it”(Leonard and Sensiper, 
1998). Most knowledge of course exists between the extremes. Explicit elements are 
objective, while tacit elements are subjective empirical and created in real time by doing and 
questioning options. So does boundary objects, they can be abstract concepts or concrete 
facts. In this sense taxonomies are boundary objects as they represent an ontological 
dimension. Systems of classification are part of the building of information environments 
(Bowker and Star, 1999). Narratives too, they help on this travel of means, where means are 
common experience in progress. As they both represent means of translation we clearly 
agree that ANT ca help in the negotiation of these means at the very core of the knowledge 
construction and learning processes. 
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The most usual panacea in knowledge management (KM) is about the knowledge to 
information translations that some consider as algorithms to convert knowledge into 
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something transferable, into forms that can be handled, manipulated, stored and even 
automated. We do not agree with this rationalist - mechanic simplification. We align with 
the others that having different ideas among themselves simply don’t agree with these 
functionalist and instrumental approaches (Polanyi, Hildreth and Kimble, Hargadon, Vicari 
et al…) and think that KM can only be addressed from a different paradigm. This paradigm 
believes technology is not sufficient. In an organizational environment technology is 
necessary, but not sufficient. But being necessary or sufficient we need to address 
technology as a sociotechnical thing, embedded in the way it is used, managed, designed 
and developed. We think that in order to address organizational knowledge and its 
management we can never separate technology from people and this applies to the full 
engineering process cycle (requirements analysis, design, development, test, maintenance, 
and, in terms of knowledge, use and reuse). 
The design process should be situated in this full cycle. Organizational knowledge 
management should address knowledge construction as a socially emergent outcome that 
results from the translations within the actor-networks that includes technology, rules, 
people, cultures, and organizational communities. 
Engineering design has to recognise that if the requirements are not situated in a context of 
action and use they cannot assure a valuable result, that is, the result of the engineering 
process (full cycle) can be compromised. That is the reason why an earlier stage of the 
processes needs to be addressed with specific care and a methodological approach. In our 
approach this early stage is addressed as an emergent actor-network that needs to create the 
appropriate conditions for translation in an aligned fashion through a process of 
problematization, interessement, enrolment (inscription) and mobilization (Callon, 1986). This 
actor-network should encompass not only the initial situational process, but the full 
engineering process cycle (ANT, Actor-network Theory). This actor-network acts as the 
tissue where (and within) design and knowledge is constructed and where this construction 
is nourished and motivated.   
In this process our inquiry approach can use convergent thinking (the questioner attempts 
to converge on and reveal facts) and divergent thinking (the questioner attempts to diverge 
from facts to the possibilities that can be created from them, which requires the use of 
surprising alternatives, sometimes out of the box, using inductive and abductive types of 
reasoning) (Dym et al, 2005), so we need to develop qualities that allow us to integrate both 
thinking types. 
In this subject we can understand the importance of divergent thinking in engineering 
design (Cooperrider, 2008) and Torrence (1988), and visiting Cropley (2006) we can explore 
the combination and productive interplay among divergent and convergent thinking. In 
these references we clearly address two domains: the knowledge domain and the concept 
domain. There is a huge difference between the two as concepts need not to be verifiable, a 
concept is a concept, but knowledge always does. Recently Hatchuel and Weil (2003) took 
along this reflexion and explored the creation of a concept dynamic tree, introducing a new 
theory. Hatchuel and Le Masson (2007), Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006) developed 
what is called the CK Theory (where C states for Concepts and K for Knowledge). This 
theory basically explores the idea that organizations have two available sets – a knowledge 
base (K - knowledge) of disperse things (objects, facts, rules, knowing) and a space of 
intentional query about things that cannot be answered within the knowledge base (C - 
concepts). These two spaces, having different structures and logics, are both expandable, 

interdependent and they allow negotiations through each other. They are spaces of 
translation. Within these two sets, concepts leave C and are processed into K where new 
knowledge emerges, and other processes are sustained in K and move into C to trigger the 
creation of new concepts and so on. Theory CK “offers a unified model for creative and 
innovative design”, Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006). 
We can bridge this with the collaborative design topic explored in Zouari (2007) because in 
the space of knowledge we have interaction and cooperation among the actors. 
We can look at this space of action (knowledge, concepts and application of knowledge in 
practice) in terms of ANT. In the three views represented in Figure 1 the arrows represent 
translations from setting to setting. C and K are actor-networks of intangible assets only and 
A, the space of action and applications, is already a typical actor-network with all kind of 
heterogeneous actors. ANT can deal with the basic tissue of translation and dynamic 
capability of the boundaries of these three spaces. In fact, ANT’s agnosticism and free 
association, and the fact that the actors are heterogeneous by nature allow us to tune across 
different spaces in either micro or macro views.  And these travels in meanings represent 
strong roots for knowledge creation, learning and knowledge management. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Theory CK revisited 

 
5. Knowledge, design and learning 
 

In both practice and academia, we long ago passed from a teaching  thinking modus into a 
design paradigm approach. We are mainly doing a choice on the way we think. In this way 
of thinking we need to construct systems as something that will work and we need to 
understand why, for what and to whom. In this way of thinking we get enrolled by 
purposes that are not only technical, they are user dependent, context dependent. We as 
designers should be concerned with utility, the bottom value. The best expected utility 
value, the best for our design purposes. Metaphors, analogies, divergences, thinking out of 
the box and serendipity are traditionally recognized ingredients to fuel creative thinking, so 
they must be considered as design tools. Design motivates involvement and learning, it 
motivates new things happening, it has a purpose of action, so it deals with decisions, 
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something transferable, into forms that can be handled, manipulated, stored and even 
automated. We do not agree with this rationalist - mechanic simplification. We align with 
the others that having different ideas among themselves simply don’t agree with these 
functionalist and instrumental approaches (Polanyi, Hildreth and Kimble, Hargadon, Vicari 
et al…) and think that KM can only be addressed from a different paradigm. This paradigm 
believes technology is not sufficient. In an organizational environment technology is 
necessary, but not sufficient. But being necessary or sufficient we need to address 
technology as a sociotechnical thing, embedded in the way it is used, managed, designed 
and developed. We think that in order to address organizational knowledge and its 
management we can never separate technology from people and this applies to the full 
engineering process cycle (requirements analysis, design, development, test, maintenance, 
and, in terms of knowledge, use and reuse). 
The design process should be situated in this full cycle. Organizational knowledge 
management should address knowledge construction as a socially emergent outcome that 
results from the translations within the actor-networks that includes technology, rules, 
people, cultures, and organizational communities. 
Engineering design has to recognise that if the requirements are not situated in a context of 
action and use they cannot assure a valuable result, that is, the result of the engineering 
process (full cycle) can be compromised. That is the reason why an earlier stage of the 
processes needs to be addressed with specific care and a methodological approach. In our 
approach this early stage is addressed as an emergent actor-network that needs to create the 
appropriate conditions for translation in an aligned fashion through a process of 
problematization, interessement, enrolment (inscription) and mobilization (Callon, 1986). This 
actor-network should encompass not only the initial situational process, but the full 
engineering process cycle (ANT, Actor-network Theory). This actor-network acts as the 
tissue where (and within) design and knowledge is constructed and where this construction 
is nourished and motivated.   
In this process our inquiry approach can use convergent thinking (the questioner attempts 
to converge on and reveal facts) and divergent thinking (the questioner attempts to diverge 
from facts to the possibilities that can be created from them, which requires the use of 
surprising alternatives, sometimes out of the box, using inductive and abductive types of 
reasoning) (Dym et al, 2005), so we need to develop qualities that allow us to integrate both 
thinking types. 
In this subject we can understand the importance of divergent thinking in engineering 
design (Cooperrider, 2008) and Torrence (1988), and visiting Cropley (2006) we can explore 
the combination and productive interplay among divergent and convergent thinking. In 
these references we clearly address two domains: the knowledge domain and the concept 
domain. There is a huge difference between the two as concepts need not to be verifiable, a 
concept is a concept, but knowledge always does. Recently Hatchuel and Weil (2003) took 
along this reflexion and explored the creation of a concept dynamic tree, introducing a new 
theory. Hatchuel and Le Masson (2007), Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006) developed 
what is called the CK Theory (where C states for Concepts and K for Knowledge). This 
theory basically explores the idea that organizations have two available sets – a knowledge 
base (K - knowledge) of disperse things (objects, facts, rules, knowing) and a space of 
intentional query about things that cannot be answered within the knowledge base (C - 
concepts). These two spaces, having different structures and logics, are both expandable, 

interdependent and they allow negotiations through each other. They are spaces of 
translation. Within these two sets, concepts leave C and are processed into K where new 
knowledge emerges, and other processes are sustained in K and move into C to trigger the 
creation of new concepts and so on. Theory CK “offers a unified model for creative and 
innovative design”, Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006). 
We can bridge this with the collaborative design topic explored in Zouari (2007) because in 
the space of knowledge we have interaction and cooperation among the actors. 
We can look at this space of action (knowledge, concepts and application of knowledge in 
practice) in terms of ANT. In the three views represented in Figure 1 the arrows represent 
translations from setting to setting. C and K are actor-networks of intangible assets only and 
A, the space of action and applications, is already a typical actor-network with all kind of 
heterogeneous actors. ANT can deal with the basic tissue of translation and dynamic 
capability of the boundaries of these three spaces. In fact, ANT’s agnosticism and free 
association, and the fact that the actors are heterogeneous by nature allow us to tune across 
different spaces in either micro or macro views.  And these travels in meanings represent 
strong roots for knowledge creation, learning and knowledge management. 
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designers should be concerned with utility, the bottom value. The best expected utility 
value, the best for our design purposes. Metaphors, analogies, divergences, thinking out of 
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something transferable, into forms that can be handled, manipulated, stored and even 
automated. We do not agree with this rationalist - mechanic simplification. We align with 
the others that having different ideas among themselves simply don’t agree with these 
functionalist and instrumental approaches (Polanyi, Hildreth and Kimble, Hargadon, Vicari 
et al…) and think that KM can only be addressed from a different paradigm. This paradigm 
believes technology is not sufficient. In an organizational environment technology is 
necessary, but not sufficient. But being necessary or sufficient we need to address 
technology as a sociotechnical thing, embedded in the way it is used, managed, designed 
and developed. We think that in order to address organizational knowledge and its 
management we can never separate technology from people and this applies to the full 
engineering process cycle (requirements analysis, design, development, test, maintenance, 
and, in terms of knowledge, use and reuse). 
The design process should be situated in this full cycle. Organizational knowledge 
management should address knowledge construction as a socially emergent outcome that 
results from the translations within the actor-networks that includes technology, rules, 
people, cultures, and organizational communities. 
Engineering design has to recognise that if the requirements are not situated in a context of 
action and use they cannot assure a valuable result, that is, the result of the engineering 
process (full cycle) can be compromised. That is the reason why an earlier stage of the 
processes needs to be addressed with specific care and a methodological approach. In our 
approach this early stage is addressed as an emergent actor-network that needs to create the 
appropriate conditions for translation in an aligned fashion through a process of 
problematization, interessement, enrolment (inscription) and mobilization (Callon, 1986). This 
actor-network should encompass not only the initial situational process, but the full 
engineering process cycle (ANT, Actor-network Theory). This actor-network acts as the 
tissue where (and within) design and knowledge is constructed and where this construction 
is nourished and motivated.   
In this process our inquiry approach can use convergent thinking (the questioner attempts 
to converge on and reveal facts) and divergent thinking (the questioner attempts to diverge 
from facts to the possibilities that can be created from them, which requires the use of 
surprising alternatives, sometimes out of the box, using inductive and abductive types of 
reasoning) (Dym et al, 2005), so we need to develop qualities that allow us to integrate both 
thinking types. 
In this subject we can understand the importance of divergent thinking in engineering 
design (Cooperrider, 2008) and Torrence (1988), and visiting Cropley (2006) we can explore 
the combination and productive interplay among divergent and convergent thinking. In 
these references we clearly address two domains: the knowledge domain and the concept 
domain. There is a huge difference between the two as concepts need not to be verifiable, a 
concept is a concept, but knowledge always does. Recently Hatchuel and Weil (2003) took 
along this reflexion and explored the creation of a concept dynamic tree, introducing a new 
theory. Hatchuel and Le Masson (2007), Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006) developed 
what is called the CK Theory (where C states for Concepts and K for Knowledge). This 
theory basically explores the idea that organizations have two available sets – a knowledge 
base (K - knowledge) of disperse things (objects, facts, rules, knowing) and a space of 
intentional query about things that cannot be answered within the knowledge base (C - 
concepts). These two spaces, having different structures and logics, are both expandable, 

interdependent and they allow negotiations through each other. They are spaces of 
translation. Within these two sets, concepts leave C and are processed into K where new 
knowledge emerges, and other processes are sustained in K and move into C to trigger the 
creation of new concepts and so on. Theory CK “offers a unified model for creative and 
innovative design”, Hatchuel Le Masson and Weil (2006). 
We can bridge this with the collaborative design topic explored in Zouari (2007) because in 
the space of knowledge we have interaction and cooperation among the actors. 
We can look at this space of action (knowledge, concepts and application of knowledge in 
practice) in terms of ANT. In the three views represented in Figure 1 the arrows represent 
translations from setting to setting. C and K are actor-networks of intangible assets only and 
A, the space of action and applications, is already a typical actor-network with all kind of 
heterogeneous actors. ANT can deal with the basic tissue of translation and dynamic 
capability of the boundaries of these three spaces. In fact, ANT’s agnosticism and free 
association, and the fact that the actors are heterogeneous by nature allow us to tune across 
different spaces in either micro or macro views.  And these travels in meanings represent 
strong roots for knowledge creation, learning and knowledge management. 
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In both practice and academia, we long ago passed from a teaching  thinking modus into a 
design paradigm approach. We are mainly doing a choice on the way we think. In this way 
of thinking we need to construct systems as something that will work and we need to 
understand why, for what and to whom. In this way of thinking we get enrolled by 
purposes that are not only technical, they are user dependent, context dependent. We as 
designers should be concerned with utility, the bottom value. The best expected utility 
value, the best for our design purposes. Metaphors, analogies, divergences, thinking out of 
the box and serendipity are traditionally recognized ingredients to fuel creative thinking, so 
they must be considered as design tools. Design motivates involvement and learning, it 
motivates new things happening, it has a purpose of action, so it deals with decisions, 
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something transferable, into forms that can be handled, manipulated, stored and even 
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interdependent and they allow negotiations through each other. They are spaces of 
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heterogeneous actors. ANT can deal with the basic tissue of translation and dynamic 
capability of the boundaries of these three spaces. In fact, ANT’s agnosticism and free 
association, and the fact that the actors are heterogeneous by nature allow us to tune across 
different spaces in either micro or macro views.  And these travels in meanings represent 
strong roots for knowledge creation, learning and knowledge management. 
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knowledge production, a memory system and a learning ability. If you intercept more then 
one knowledge community then you mix and share motives, fears, problem solutions, 
analogies, associations and you increase again your own knowledge and both community’s 
collective knowledge. The design approach, inserted in a sociotechnical chain of building 
artefacts, bridges the gap between the research concept and practice, (Romme, 2003). Design 
can be a methodology but mainly it is a paradigm (Van Aken, 2004), a way of looking into 
things understanding their qualities, looking at things in construction within a context. As 
seen in this loops of conceptual concentration, design is integrative and systemic. We 
address design in all engineering assertions but mainly in the assertion of “design as a 
discipline”, as defined in Figueiredo and Cunha (2006). This discipline is central in every 
engineering branch (sometimes addressing one technology only) and particularly in the 
Engineering and Management domain where it normally involve more than one 
technologies. 

 
6. Design project management 
	

The mainstream research in project management has been criticised in recent years for its 
heavy reliance on the functionalist and instrumental view of projects and organisations 
(Hodgson and Cicmil, 2006). In fact we think projects do not exist as a given reality, ready 
made and neutral, but they are like networks of actions of interdependent actors through a 
process of negotiations and translations aligned to evolving shared meanings and goals. The 
target is moving and the reassemble of goals need to be a process of remaking and not only 
a steering exercise. In fact the project goal is constructed by the team (with the help of 
different stakeholders) and not only a cold spot in the horizon of our view. 
What we just said is not easily accepted as in fact the mainstream, the project management 
body of knowledge (PMBOK), has for long emphasised the role of project actors basically as 
implementers, planning, doing and controlling what was mainly planned and mostly 
decided in a kind of closed time and defined territory.  If we really think that in project 
management the most important role is the control of time, cost and scope and we think that 
this is enough, not foreseeing the other important roles actors interplay within the projects, 
then we are trapped by the classic mechanicists and ultra rational paradigm. So, broadening 
the scope of the very foundations of the project management discipline to include these new 
topics, less descriptive and rational, more intangible and more “open than closed”, together 
with a systemic mind (and a sociotechnical mind), represents a new track that is not yet the 
common track, even if it is of crucial importance, mainly in projects involving innovation 
and design. 
Unveiled in 2001 in Japan, P2P (Project and Program Management) was an attempt to 
address program conception, design, strategy management, architectures, communities of 
practice, and integration management of program execution. The major objectives of P2M 
are solutions to complex issues, accelerated innovation and trying to increase added value. 
Inscribed in a Japanese strategy, the sustainability of this approach to project and program 
management needs to be assessed. The Guidebook of Project and Program Management for 
Enterprise Innovation depicts the philosophy and paradigms behind the initiative. 
We have two types of project management: operational and innovation driven. Operational 
project management pursues efficiency. Project goals and objectives are given by others. The 
basic concept of operational project management still is to define objectives such as scope, 

costs, time and quality based on basic architecture design developed by others acquiring 
desired results in line with the intention of stakeholders while stressing business processes. 
Innovative program and project management, as addressed in P2M, requires a paradigm 
shift from predefined project objectives to creative formulation of goals. P2M should 
address both formulation and complex problem solving while enhancing value through the 
community.  
P2M is an interesting attempt to address creativity in project management but we must 
admit that some (basic and intangible) elements are and always would be in the centre of 
project success. Leadership and team building support to creativity and innovation in the 
operative work of a project management team are some of these elements. That is, the 
dynamics of creative success emanates from an ambience where generation and 
implementation of new ideas is stimulated. This ambience needs to be special and socially 
attractive, and with plain “windows” to the exterior, an exterior that must be invited to 
come inside whenever it seems possible and rewarding. 

 
7. Conclusion 
	

In an academic world dominated by mechanistic paradigms with positive approaches to the 
way research has to be conducted, some connections and interactions may seam irrelevant. 
We intend integration is important and we encourage the investment in systemic thinking, 
in training design thinking, in developing a sociotechnical mind, and in taking advantage of 
the actor-network metaphor. These seem to be success factors for today’s (pos-industrial) 
engineering. And are these mainly important to the 10 per cent Allan Bromley referred (see 
section 1)? We would say no, they are important along all the one hundred per cent of the 
full engineering cycle and project management cycle. If this is so it must be internalized and 
some engineering education must take place in newer forms and subjects. And this effort 
needs to address the mechanics of mind, how it works and how your own values are 
crafted. Domains like communication, organization of work, psychology of people, 
organizational forms, an ethical mind, and many more, need to be integrated in the 
engineering design approach.  
As in each day the importance of design in engineering (shorter production cycles, 
dynamics of technological innovation, reinforcing of competition) and the centrality of 
project oriented organizations increases (more and more firms are becoming project 
oriented, or are organizing themselves in a project logic) we need to focus our energies in 
these two broad domains. We exercised the Actor-Network metaphor in both of the 
domains, trying to demonstrate the advantages and the robustness of our thinking. Actor-
Network is a way of looking into realities as landscapes and as trees, and this micro/macro 
ability is one of its advantages. But ANT can also address political tensions and power 
tensions that arise in design and project management situated teams. 
The concepts presented in this paper are kind of work in progress as we are leading a project 
on this very subject that aligns the different community’s collaboration and integration. 
Brown and Davis (2004) said the phenomenon of culture shock, the tension generated among 
different cultures, was an essential ingredient for enhancing learning and suggested that this 
should be directly managed when establishing the community’s interaction. We think alike 
and claim that boundary objects are things to be considered in this creative and learning 
innovative process.  
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artefacts, bridges the gap between the research concept and practice, (Romme, 2003). Design 
can be a methodology but mainly it is a paradigm (Van Aken, 2004), a way of looking into 
things understanding their qualities, looking at things in construction within a context. As 
seen in this loops of conceptual concentration, design is integrative and systemic. We 
address design in all engineering assertions but mainly in the assertion of “design as a 
discipline”, as defined in Figueiredo and Cunha (2006). This discipline is central in every 
engineering branch (sometimes addressing one technology only) and particularly in the 
Engineering and Management domain where it normally involve more than one 
technologies. 
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made and neutral, but they are like networks of actions of interdependent actors through a 
process of negotiations and translations aligned to evolving shared meanings and goals. The 
target is moving and the reassemble of goals need to be a process of remaking and not only 
a steering exercise. In fact the project goal is constructed by the team (with the help of 
different stakeholders) and not only a cold spot in the horizon of our view. 
What we just said is not easily accepted as in fact the mainstream, the project management 
body of knowledge (PMBOK), has for long emphasised the role of project actors basically as 
implementers, planning, doing and controlling what was mainly planned and mostly 
decided in a kind of closed time and defined territory.  If we really think that in project 
management the most important role is the control of time, cost and scope and we think that 
this is enough, not foreseeing the other important roles actors interplay within the projects, 
then we are trapped by the classic mechanicists and ultra rational paradigm. So, broadening 
the scope of the very foundations of the project management discipline to include these new 
topics, less descriptive and rational, more intangible and more “open than closed”, together 
with a systemic mind (and a sociotechnical mind), represents a new track that is not yet the 
common track, even if it is of crucial importance, mainly in projects involving innovation 
and design. 
Unveiled in 2001 in Japan, P2P (Project and Program Management) was an attempt to 
address program conception, design, strategy management, architectures, communities of 
practice, and integration management of program execution. The major objectives of P2M 
are solutions to complex issues, accelerated innovation and trying to increase added value. 
Inscribed in a Japanese strategy, the sustainability of this approach to project and program 
management needs to be assessed. The Guidebook of Project and Program Management for 
Enterprise Innovation depicts the philosophy and paradigms behind the initiative. 
We have two types of project management: operational and innovation driven. Operational 
project management pursues efficiency. Project goals and objectives are given by others. The 
basic concept of operational project management still is to define objectives such as scope, 

costs, time and quality based on basic architecture design developed by others acquiring 
desired results in line with the intention of stakeholders while stressing business processes. 
Innovative program and project management, as addressed in P2M, requires a paradigm 
shift from predefined project objectives to creative formulation of goals. P2M should 
address both formulation and complex problem solving while enhancing value through the 
community.  
P2M is an interesting attempt to address creativity in project management but we must 
admit that some (basic and intangible) elements are and always would be in the centre of 
project success. Leadership and team building support to creativity and innovation in the 
operative work of a project management team are some of these elements. That is, the 
dynamics of creative success emanates from an ambience where generation and 
implementation of new ideas is stimulated. This ambience needs to be special and socially 
attractive, and with plain “windows” to the exterior, an exterior that must be invited to 
come inside whenever it seems possible and rewarding. 
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in training design thinking, in developing a sociotechnical mind, and in taking advantage of 
the actor-network metaphor. These seem to be success factors for today’s (pos-industrial) 
engineering. And are these mainly important to the 10 per cent Allan Bromley referred (see 
section 1)? We would say no, they are important along all the one hundred per cent of the 
full engineering cycle and project management cycle. If this is so it must be internalized and 
some engineering education must take place in newer forms and subjects. And this effort 
needs to address the mechanics of mind, how it works and how your own values are 
crafted. Domains like communication, organization of work, psychology of people, 
organizational forms, an ethical mind, and many more, need to be integrated in the 
engineering design approach.  
As in each day the importance of design in engineering (shorter production cycles, 
dynamics of technological innovation, reinforcing of competition) and the centrality of 
project oriented organizations increases (more and more firms are becoming project 
oriented, or are organizing themselves in a project logic) we need to focus our energies in 
these two broad domains. We exercised the Actor-Network metaphor in both of the 
domains, trying to demonstrate the advantages and the robustness of our thinking. Actor-
Network is a way of looking into realities as landscapes and as trees, and this micro/macro 
ability is one of its advantages. But ANT can also address political tensions and power 
tensions that arise in design and project management situated teams. 
The concepts presented in this paper are kind of work in progress as we are leading a project 
on this very subject that aligns the different community’s collaboration and integration. 
Brown and Davis (2004) said the phenomenon of culture shock, the tension generated among 
different cultures, was an essential ingredient for enhancing learning and suggested that this 
should be directly managed when establishing the community’s interaction. We think alike 
and claim that boundary objects are things to be considered in this creative and learning 
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knowledge production, a memory system and a learning ability. If you intercept more then 
one knowledge community then you mix and share motives, fears, problem solutions, 
analogies, associations and you increase again your own knowledge and both community’s 
collective knowledge. The design approach, inserted in a sociotechnical chain of building 
artefacts, bridges the gap between the research concept and practice, (Romme, 2003). Design 
can be a methodology but mainly it is a paradigm (Van Aken, 2004), a way of looking into 
things understanding their qualities, looking at things in construction within a context. As 
seen in this loops of conceptual concentration, design is integrative and systemic. We 
address design in all engineering assertions but mainly in the assertion of “design as a 
discipline”, as defined in Figueiredo and Cunha (2006). This discipline is central in every 
engineering branch (sometimes addressing one technology only) and particularly in the 
Engineering and Management domain where it normally involve more than one 
technologies. 

 
6. Design project management 
	

The mainstream research in project management has been criticised in recent years for its 
heavy reliance on the functionalist and instrumental view of projects and organisations 
(Hodgson and Cicmil, 2006). In fact we think projects do not exist as a given reality, ready 
made and neutral, but they are like networks of actions of interdependent actors through a 
process of negotiations and translations aligned to evolving shared meanings and goals. The 
target is moving and the reassemble of goals need to be a process of remaking and not only 
a steering exercise. In fact the project goal is constructed by the team (with the help of 
different stakeholders) and not only a cold spot in the horizon of our view. 
What we just said is not easily accepted as in fact the mainstream, the project management 
body of knowledge (PMBOK), has for long emphasised the role of project actors basically as 
implementers, planning, doing and controlling what was mainly planned and mostly 
decided in a kind of closed time and defined territory.  If we really think that in project 
management the most important role is the control of time, cost and scope and we think that 
this is enough, not foreseeing the other important roles actors interplay within the projects, 
then we are trapped by the classic mechanicists and ultra rational paradigm. So, broadening 
the scope of the very foundations of the project management discipline to include these new 
topics, less descriptive and rational, more intangible and more “open than closed”, together 
with a systemic mind (and a sociotechnical mind), represents a new track that is not yet the 
common track, even if it is of crucial importance, mainly in projects involving innovation 
and design. 
Unveiled in 2001 in Japan, P2P (Project and Program Management) was an attempt to 
address program conception, design, strategy management, architectures, communities of 
practice, and integration management of program execution. The major objectives of P2M 
are solutions to complex issues, accelerated innovation and trying to increase added value. 
Inscribed in a Japanese strategy, the sustainability of this approach to project and program 
management needs to be assessed. The Guidebook of Project and Program Management for 
Enterprise Innovation depicts the philosophy and paradigms behind the initiative. 
We have two types of project management: operational and innovation driven. Operational 
project management pursues efficiency. Project goals and objectives are given by others. The 
basic concept of operational project management still is to define objectives such as scope, 

costs, time and quality based on basic architecture design developed by others acquiring 
desired results in line with the intention of stakeholders while stressing business processes. 
Innovative program and project management, as addressed in P2M, requires a paradigm 
shift from predefined project objectives to creative formulation of goals. P2M should 
address both formulation and complex problem solving while enhancing value through the 
community.  
P2M is an interesting attempt to address creativity in project management but we must 
admit that some (basic and intangible) elements are and always would be in the centre of 
project success. Leadership and team building support to creativity and innovation in the 
operative work of a project management team are some of these elements. That is, the 
dynamics of creative success emanates from an ambience where generation and 
implementation of new ideas is stimulated. This ambience needs to be special and socially 
attractive, and with plain “windows” to the exterior, an exterior that must be invited to 
come inside whenever it seems possible and rewarding. 
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In an academic world dominated by mechanistic paradigms with positive approaches to the 
way research has to be conducted, some connections and interactions may seam irrelevant. 
We intend integration is important and we encourage the investment in systemic thinking, 
in training design thinking, in developing a sociotechnical mind, and in taking advantage of 
the actor-network metaphor. These seem to be success factors for today’s (pos-industrial) 
engineering. And are these mainly important to the 10 per cent Allan Bromley referred (see 
section 1)? We would say no, they are important along all the one hundred per cent of the 
full engineering cycle and project management cycle. If this is so it must be internalized and 
some engineering education must take place in newer forms and subjects. And this effort 
needs to address the mechanics of mind, how it works and how your own values are 
crafted. Domains like communication, organization of work, psychology of people, 
organizational forms, an ethical mind, and many more, need to be integrated in the 
engineering design approach.  
As in each day the importance of design in engineering (shorter production cycles, 
dynamics of technological innovation, reinforcing of competition) and the centrality of 
project oriented organizations increases (more and more firms are becoming project 
oriented, or are organizing themselves in a project logic) we need to focus our energies in 
these two broad domains. We exercised the Actor-Network metaphor in both of the 
domains, trying to demonstrate the advantages and the robustness of our thinking. Actor-
Network is a way of looking into realities as landscapes and as trees, and this micro/macro 
ability is one of its advantages. But ANT can also address political tensions and power 
tensions that arise in design and project management situated teams. 
The concepts presented in this paper are kind of work in progress as we are leading a project 
on this very subject that aligns the different community’s collaboration and integration. 
Brown and Davis (2004) said the phenomenon of culture shock, the tension generated among 
different cultures, was an essential ingredient for enhancing learning and suggested that this 
should be directly managed when establishing the community’s interaction. We think alike 
and claim that boundary objects are things to be considered in this creative and learning 
innovative process.  
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knowledge production, a memory system and a learning ability. If you intercept more then 
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analogies, associations and you increase again your own knowledge and both community’s 
collective knowledge. The design approach, inserted in a sociotechnical chain of building 
artefacts, bridges the gap between the research concept and practice, (Romme, 2003). Design 
can be a methodology but mainly it is a paradigm (Van Aken, 2004), a way of looking into 
things understanding their qualities, looking at things in construction within a context. As 
seen in this loops of conceptual concentration, design is integrative and systemic. We 
address design in all engineering assertions but mainly in the assertion of “design as a 
discipline”, as defined in Figueiredo and Cunha (2006). This discipline is central in every 
engineering branch (sometimes addressing one technology only) and particularly in the 
Engineering and Management domain where it normally involve more than one 
technologies. 
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heavy reliance on the functionalist and instrumental view of projects and organisations 
(Hodgson and Cicmil, 2006). In fact we think projects do not exist as a given reality, ready 
made and neutral, but they are like networks of actions of interdependent actors through a 
process of negotiations and translations aligned to evolving shared meanings and goals. The 
target is moving and the reassemble of goals need to be a process of remaking and not only 
a steering exercise. In fact the project goal is constructed by the team (with the help of 
different stakeholders) and not only a cold spot in the horizon of our view. 
What we just said is not easily accepted as in fact the mainstream, the project management 
body of knowledge (PMBOK), has for long emphasised the role of project actors basically as 
implementers, planning, doing and controlling what was mainly planned and mostly 
decided in a kind of closed time and defined territory.  If we really think that in project 
management the most important role is the control of time, cost and scope and we think that 
this is enough, not foreseeing the other important roles actors interplay within the projects, 
then we are trapped by the classic mechanicists and ultra rational paradigm. So, broadening 
the scope of the very foundations of the project management discipline to include these new 
topics, less descriptive and rational, more intangible and more “open than closed”, together 
with a systemic mind (and a sociotechnical mind), represents a new track that is not yet the 
common track, even if it is of crucial importance, mainly in projects involving innovation 
and design. 
Unveiled in 2001 in Japan, P2P (Project and Program Management) was an attempt to 
address program conception, design, strategy management, architectures, communities of 
practice, and integration management of program execution. The major objectives of P2M 
are solutions to complex issues, accelerated innovation and trying to increase added value. 
Inscribed in a Japanese strategy, the sustainability of this approach to project and program 
management needs to be assessed. The Guidebook of Project and Program Management for 
Enterprise Innovation depicts the philosophy and paradigms behind the initiative. 
We have two types of project management: operational and innovation driven. Operational 
project management pursues efficiency. Project goals and objectives are given by others. The 
basic concept of operational project management still is to define objectives such as scope, 

costs, time and quality based on basic architecture design developed by others acquiring 
desired results in line with the intention of stakeholders while stressing business processes. 
Innovative program and project management, as addressed in P2M, requires a paradigm 
shift from predefined project objectives to creative formulation of goals. P2M should 
address both formulation and complex problem solving while enhancing value through the 
community.  
P2M is an interesting attempt to address creativity in project management but we must 
admit that some (basic and intangible) elements are and always would be in the centre of 
project success. Leadership and team building support to creativity and innovation in the 
operative work of a project management team are some of these elements. That is, the 
dynamics of creative success emanates from an ambience where generation and 
implementation of new ideas is stimulated. This ambience needs to be special and socially 
attractive, and with plain “windows” to the exterior, an exterior that must be invited to 
come inside whenever it seems possible and rewarding. 
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In an academic world dominated by mechanistic paradigms with positive approaches to the 
way research has to be conducted, some connections and interactions may seam irrelevant. 
We intend integration is important and we encourage the investment in systemic thinking, 
in training design thinking, in developing a sociotechnical mind, and in taking advantage of 
the actor-network metaphor. These seem to be success factors for today’s (pos-industrial) 
engineering. And are these mainly important to the 10 per cent Allan Bromley referred (see 
section 1)? We would say no, they are important along all the one hundred per cent of the 
full engineering cycle and project management cycle. If this is so it must be internalized and 
some engineering education must take place in newer forms and subjects. And this effort 
needs to address the mechanics of mind, how it works and how your own values are 
crafted. Domains like communication, organization of work, psychology of people, 
organizational forms, an ethical mind, and many more, need to be integrated in the 
engineering design approach.  
As in each day the importance of design in engineering (shorter production cycles, 
dynamics of technological innovation, reinforcing of competition) and the centrality of 
project oriented organizations increases (more and more firms are becoming project 
oriented, or are organizing themselves in a project logic) we need to focus our energies in 
these two broad domains. We exercised the Actor-Network metaphor in both of the 
domains, trying to demonstrate the advantages and the robustness of our thinking. Actor-
Network is a way of looking into realities as landscapes and as trees, and this micro/macro 
ability is one of its advantages. But ANT can also address political tensions and power 
tensions that arise in design and project management situated teams. 
The concepts presented in this paper are kind of work in progress as we are leading a project 
on this very subject that aligns the different community’s collaboration and integration. 
Brown and Davis (2004) said the phenomenon of culture shock, the tension generated among 
different cultures, was an essential ingredient for enhancing learning and suggested that this 
should be directly managed when establishing the community’s interaction. We think alike 
and claim that boundary objects are things to be considered in this creative and learning 
innovative process.  
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1.	Introduction    
 

In recent years, many organizations consider knowledge management (KM) to be 
strategically important to their business.  KM is envisaged to contribute to the organizations 
in the following manners (KPMG, 2003): 

 Bring synergies among different teams, units or departments 
 Accelerate innovation and boosting revenues for market development. 
 Improve quality in operational and functional processes 
 Reduce costs and exposure to business risks 

With the above ‘promises’, KM is also enticing to software development and maintenance 
organizations, especially in managing software engineering activities.  Within software 
engineering activities, software maintenance (SM) has yet to receive proper attention 
(SWEBOK, 2004). It is a costly process, where previous works (Fjeldstad & Hamlen, 1979; 
Lientz et al., 1981; Pigoski, 1997; Schach et al., 2003) estimated SM costs of between 60% to 
90% of total software life cycle costs.  
In Software Engineering area, KM have been studied mostly on Software Development 
environment, but in Software Maintenance (SM) environment, KM has not been widely 
used nor studied. Therefore, studies on KM in SM shall be beneficial to the SM communities 
to assist them to perform their daily activities .  
The motivation to apply KM in SM in driven by the fact that the SM activities are 
knowledge-intensive (Rodriguez, 2004a), and depend largely on expertise of the 
maintainers. Most of the time, maintainers depend on experience and “hunches” when 
making decisions. Some of these expertise are documented as explicit knowledge, but more 
are hidden as tacit knowledge due to scarcity of documentation (Viscaino et al., 2003). As 
SM organizations grow and becoming more distributed, members shall need to collaborate 
and share these individual knowledge. Various artefacts are ‘created’ and shared during the 
SM activities. Among them are: 

 Problem reports (PR) (a.k.a. incident report, call tickets) – recorded in helpdesk 
application, the PR shall remain open and notes are appended until the problem is 
resolved, or Maintenance Request (MR) is raised. 
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 MR – A request for maintenance task, either to fix production bug raised via PR, 
business enhancement, or perfective and preventive maintenance. Normally MR 
shall be registered in a Software Configuration Management (SCM) application. 
MR shall be versioned and remain open until the tasks are completed. 

 Business Requirement Documents (BRD) (a.k.a. requirement specifications) -  For 
business changes, a BRD is normally required to explain the current application 
and the intended changes 

 Software Requirement Documents (SRD) (a.k.a. software specifications) – In 
addition to BRD, SRD details out the technical specifications to guide maintainers 
on the required changes 

 Test Plan – a guideline for QA to perform testing on the MR 
 Release Notes – a list of changes made for a specific release or version. 
 Known Issues – a list of known issues for high-priority MR that could not be 

completed, with the workarounds, if applicable. 
In many SM organizations, the above artefacts are kept in SCM, using various ‘containers’ 
such as MS-Word, MS- Excel, pdf and hence making searching difficult. As such, 
maintainers often have to resort to checking the code to derive the knowledge (Das et 
al.,2007). Notwithstanding, many other information that are important to maintainers 
resides somewhere else. For example, the domain knowledge often resides within users 
community, either explicit in form of  best practices, policies and procedures, circulars and 
others, or implicit, in the mind and experience of the expert users. Are these knowledge 
important and pertinent to the other parties? In SM, the answer is a resounding yes. As 
expert users and maintainers leave the organization, the implicit knowledge are gone with 
them. This is where KM is useful to consolidate all these information together and allow 
users and maintainers to contribute, share and store knowledge. 
In this chapter, we shall present the followings: review the definitions and concepts of KM, 
KMS and SM collaborative environment; propose a KMS framework for collaborative SM 
environment; present a Multi Agent System (MAS) tools to support users and maintainers in 
knowledge sharing; and an combined ontology to structure the required knowledge to be 
used by the MAS tool 

 
2. Knowledge Management 
 

As an overview, knowledge is defined as “a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual 
information and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. It originates and is applied in the mind of knowers. In organizations, it 
often becomes embedded not only in documents an repositories but also in organizational routines, 
processes, practices and norms.” (Davenport & Prusak, 2000).  
Meanwhile, KM, in technical perspective, is defined as the strategies and processes of 
identifying, understanding, capturing,  sharing, and leveraging knowledge (Abdullah et al., 
2006; Alavi & Leidner, 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Selamat et al., 2006). For individual 
knowledge creation cycle, Nonaka & Takeuchi SECI framework (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), 
based on Polanyi’s tacit and explicit knowledge, models the knowledge creation stages of 
socialization, internalization, combination and externalization. This SECI model has been 
used and synthesized by many others to model the KM for team and organization levels. 

The knowledge creation cycle in SM environment and the collaboration technologies used 
are depicted in the following Fig. 1. 
 
Tacit to tacit knowledge  
via Socialization 
SM knowledge are exchanged through 
experience sharing, brainstorming, 
observation and practice.  
 
Today technologies:  
Collaboration tools - teleconferencing, 
desktop video conferencing tools, live-
meetings, village wells, synchronous 
collaboration 

Tacit to explicit knowledge  
via Externalization 
Articulate tacit knowledge into explicit via 
concepts, metaphor, or models. In SM cases, 
these could be in form of screenshots of errors, 
shadow sessions, emails, conversations  
 
Today technologies:  
Email, terminal sessions, chat 

Explicit to tacit knowledge  
via Internalization 
Knowledge is documented or verbalized, to 
help maintainers internalize and transfer 
knowledge, and also help other maintainers 
to ‘re-experience’ bug scenarios. 
 
Today technologies:  
Helpdesk and SCM applications are used to 
store bug reports and changes. Visualization 
tool to read or listen to success stories. 

Explicit to explicit knowledge  
via Combination 
Knowledge are combined, sorted, added , 
exchanged  and categorized, via specifications, 
SCM entries and error analysis 
 
Today’s technologies:  
Collaboration tools - E-mail, GroupWare, 
Homepages, consolidates in SCM. Data mining 
to sort, and filter information. 

Fig. 1.  SM Collaboration technologies in Knowledge Creation Cycle- Adapted from Nonaka 
& Takeuchi SECI Model 

 
2.1 Knowledge Management Framework 
KM frameworks for modeling organization knowledge cycles are useful to understand 
strategies and processes of identifying, understanding, capturing,  sharing, and leveraging 
knowledge within the teams, departmental units and organizations. Among few are 
frameworks by Szulanski’s model of knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996), APQC’s 
organizational KM model (Arthur Anderson and APQC, 1996), Choo’s model of knowing 
organization (Choo, 1996), Selamat et al.’s KM framework with feedback loop (Selamat et 
al., 2006) and Holsapple and Joshi’s 3-fold collaborative KM framework (Holsapple & Joshi, 
2002). This framework synthesizes the knowledge resources from Leonard-Barton, and 
Petrach and Sveiby models; KM activities from Nonaka, APQC, Wiig, Van der Spek and 
Alavi’s models, and KM influences from Wiig, APQC, Van der Speck, Szulanski and 
Leonard-Barton models.  The summary of the above frameworks are listed in the following 
Table 1: 
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exchanged  and categorized, via specifications, 
SCM entries and error analysis 
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Collaboration tools - E-mail, GroupWare, 
Homepages, consolidates in SCM. Data mining 
to sort, and filter information. 

Fig. 1.  SM Collaboration technologies in Knowledge Creation Cycle- Adapted from Nonaka 
& Takeuchi SECI Model 
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 MR – A request for maintenance task, either to fix production bug raised via PR, 
business enhancement, or perfective and preventive maintenance. Normally MR 
shall be registered in a Software Configuration Management (SCM) application. 
MR shall be versioned and remain open until the tasks are completed. 

 Business Requirement Documents (BRD) (a.k.a. requirement specifications) -  For 
business changes, a BRD is normally required to explain the current application 
and the intended changes 

 Software Requirement Documents (SRD) (a.k.a. software specifications) – In 
addition to BRD, SRD details out the technical specifications to guide maintainers 
on the required changes 

 Test Plan – a guideline for QA to perform testing on the MR 
 Release Notes – a list of changes made for a specific release or version. 
 Known Issues – a list of known issues for high-priority MR that could not be 

completed, with the workarounds, if applicable. 
In many SM organizations, the above artefacts are kept in SCM, using various ‘containers’ 
such as MS-Word, MS- Excel, pdf and hence making searching difficult. As such, 
maintainers often have to resort to checking the code to derive the knowledge (Das et 
al.,2007). Notwithstanding, many other information that are important to maintainers 
resides somewhere else. For example, the domain knowledge often resides within users 
community, either explicit in form of  best practices, policies and procedures, circulars and 
others, or implicit, in the mind and experience of the expert users. Are these knowledge 
important and pertinent to the other parties? In SM, the answer is a resounding yes. As 
expert users and maintainers leave the organization, the implicit knowledge are gone with 
them. This is where KM is useful to consolidate all these information together and allow 
users and maintainers to contribute, share and store knowledge. 
In this chapter, we shall present the followings: review the definitions and concepts of KM, 
KMS and SM collaborative environment; propose a KMS framework for collaborative SM 
environment; present a Multi Agent System (MAS) tools to support users and maintainers in 
knowledge sharing; and an combined ontology to structure the required knowledge to be 
used by the MAS tool 

 
2. Knowledge Management 
 

As an overview, knowledge is defined as “a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual 
information and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. It originates and is applied in the mind of knowers. In organizations, it 
often becomes embedded not only in documents an repositories but also in organizational routines, 
processes, practices and norms.” (Davenport & Prusak, 2000).  
Meanwhile, KM, in technical perspective, is defined as the strategies and processes of 
identifying, understanding, capturing,  sharing, and leveraging knowledge (Abdullah et al., 
2006; Alavi & Leidner, 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Selamat et al., 2006). For individual 
knowledge creation cycle, Nonaka & Takeuchi SECI framework (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), 
based on Polanyi’s tacit and explicit knowledge, models the knowledge creation stages of 
socialization, internalization, combination and externalization. This SECI model has been 
used and synthesized by many others to model the KM for team and organization levels. 

The knowledge creation cycle in SM environment and the collaboration technologies used 
are depicted in the following Fig. 1. 
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meetings, village wells, synchronous 
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Tacit to explicit knowledge  
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Articulate tacit knowledge into explicit via 
concepts, metaphor, or models. In SM cases, 
these could be in form of screenshots of errors, 
shadow sessions, emails, conversations  
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Email, terminal sessions, chat 
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 MR – A request for maintenance task, either to fix production bug raised via PR, 
business enhancement, or perfective and preventive maintenance. Normally MR 
shall be registered in a Software Configuration Management (SCM) application. 
MR shall be versioned and remain open until the tasks are completed. 

 Business Requirement Documents (BRD) (a.k.a. requirement specifications) -  For 
business changes, a BRD is normally required to explain the current application 
and the intended changes 

 Software Requirement Documents (SRD) (a.k.a. software specifications) – In 
addition to BRD, SRD details out the technical specifications to guide maintainers 
on the required changes 

 Test Plan – a guideline for QA to perform testing on the MR 
 Release Notes – a list of changes made for a specific release or version. 
 Known Issues – a list of known issues for high-priority MR that could not be 

completed, with the workarounds, if applicable. 
In many SM organizations, the above artefacts are kept in SCM, using various ‘containers’ 
such as MS-Word, MS- Excel, pdf and hence making searching difficult. As such, 
maintainers often have to resort to checking the code to derive the knowledge (Das et 
al.,2007). Notwithstanding, many other information that are important to maintainers 
resides somewhere else. For example, the domain knowledge often resides within users 
community, either explicit in form of  best practices, policies and procedures, circulars and 
others, or implicit, in the mind and experience of the expert users. Are these knowledge 
important and pertinent to the other parties? In SM, the answer is a resounding yes. As 
expert users and maintainers leave the organization, the implicit knowledge are gone with 
them. This is where KM is useful to consolidate all these information together and allow 
users and maintainers to contribute, share and store knowledge. 
In this chapter, we shall present the followings: review the definitions and concepts of KM, 
KMS and SM collaborative environment; propose a KMS framework for collaborative SM 
environment; present a Multi Agent System (MAS) tools to support users and maintainers in 
knowledge sharing; and an combined ontology to structure the required knowledge to be 
used by the MAS tool 
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As an overview, knowledge is defined as “a fluid mix of framed experience, values, contextual 
information and expert insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. It originates and is applied in the mind of knowers. In organizations, it 
often becomes embedded not only in documents an repositories but also in organizational routines, 
processes, practices and norms.” (Davenport & Prusak, 2000).  
Meanwhile, KM, in technical perspective, is defined as the strategies and processes of 
identifying, understanding, capturing,  sharing, and leveraging knowledge (Abdullah et al., 
2006; Alavi & Leidner, 2000; Davenport & Prusak, 2000; Selamat et al., 2006). For individual 
knowledge creation cycle, Nonaka & Takeuchi SECI framework (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995), 
based on Polanyi’s tacit and explicit knowledge, models the knowledge creation stages of 
socialization, internalization, combination and externalization. This SECI model has been 
used and synthesized by many others to model the KM for team and organization levels. 

The knowledge creation cycle in SM environment and the collaboration technologies used 
are depicted in the following Fig. 1. 
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meetings, village wells, synchronous 
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via Externalization 
Articulate tacit knowledge into explicit via 
concepts, metaphor, or models. In SM cases, 
these could be in form of screenshots of errors, 
shadow sessions, emails, conversations  
 
Today technologies:  
Email, terminal sessions, chat 
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via Internalization 
Knowledge is documented or verbalized, to 
help maintainers internalize and transfer 
knowledge, and also help other maintainers 
to ‘re-experience’ bug scenarios. 
 
Today technologies:  
Helpdesk and SCM applications are used to 
store bug reports and changes. Visualization 
tool to read or listen to success stories. 

Explicit to explicit knowledge  
via Combination 
Knowledge are combined, sorted, added , 
exchanged  and categorized, via specifications, 
SCM entries and error analysis 
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Collaboration tools - E-mail, GroupWare, 
Homepages, consolidates in SCM. Data mining 
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knowledge within the teams, departmental units and organizations. Among few are 
frameworks by Szulanski’s model of knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996), APQC’s 
organizational KM model (Arthur Anderson and APQC, 1996), Choo’s model of knowing 
organization (Choo, 1996), Selamat et al.’s KM framework with feedback loop (Selamat et 
al., 2006) and Holsapple and Joshi’s 3-fold collaborative KM framework (Holsapple & Joshi, 
2002). This framework synthesizes the knowledge resources from Leonard-Barton, and 
Petrach and Sveiby models; KM activities from Nonaka, APQC, Wiig, Van der Spek and 
Alavi’s models, and KM influences from Wiig, APQC, Van der Speck, Szulanski and 
Leonard-Barton models.  The summary of the above frameworks are listed in the following 
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Dimension/ 
Framework 

Model 

KM Activities Strategy Enabler/ Enabling 
condition 

Activities Process  

Wiig (1993) 
3 pillars of KM 

Creation,  
Manifestation,  
Use,  
Transfer 

Pillar 1 - Survey and 
categorize, Analyze 
knowledge and activities, 
Elicit, coding and organize 
Pillar 2 - Appraise and 
evaluate, Action 
Pillar 3 - Synthesize, 
Handle, use and control, 
Leverage, distribute and 
automate 

    

Nonaka & 
Takeuchi (1995) 
Knowledge 
creation 

Socialization, 
Externalization, 
Combination, 
Internalization 

5-phase model of K-
creation process: 
Sharing tacit 
knowledge,Concept 
creation,Concept 
justification,Archetype 
building,Cross-levelling 

  Intention,  
Autonomy,  
Creative Chaos,  
Redundancy,  
Requisite Variety 

Szulanski (1996) 
Knowledge 
Transfer model 

Knowledge transfer - Initiation, 
Implementation, Ramp-up, Integration 

  K-transfer influences - 
Characteristics of k-
transfer, k-sources, 
recipient, context 

APQC (1996) 
Organizational 
KM model 

Share, Create, Identify, Collect, Adapt, 
Organize, Apply 

  Leadership, Culture, 
Technology, 
Measurement 

Van der Spek & 
Spijkervet 
(1997) 
Four-Cycle KM 
stage 

  Conceptualize,  
Reflect,  
Act,  
Retrospect 

    

Choo (1998) 
The Knowing 
Organization 

Sense making, K-creation, Decision making 
    

Davenport & 
Prusak (2000) 
Working 
Knowledge 

Knowledge generation-Acquisition, Rental, 
Dedicated resources, Fusion, Adaptation, 
Networks 
Knowledge codification and coordination-
Mapping and modeling knowledge, 
Capturing tacit knowledge, Codifying 
knowledge 

Monopolies, 
Incompleteness 
of information, 
Asymmetry of 
knowledge, 
Localness, 
Artificial 
scarcity, Trade 
barriers 

Price system - 
reciprocity, repute, 
altruism, trust 
Knowledge market - 
buyer, seller, brokers 

Hansen, Nohvia 
& Tiernes (1999) 
KM Strategy 

    Codification, 
Personalization 

  

Australia KM 
Standards (2001) 
Integrated KM 
framework 

Knowledge process - Sharing, Acquisition, 
Creation 

Knowledge 
alignment -  
Context, 
Analysis, 
Planning 

Knowledge 
Foundations - Culture, 
Technology, Sustaining 
systems 

Holsapple and 
Joshi (2002) 
3-fold 
collaborative 
KM framework 

Acquiring,  
Selecting,  
Internalizing,  
Using 

    KM Influences - 
Resource, 
Managerial,Enviroment
al influences 
Knowledge Resources - 
Participants 
knowledge, Culture, 

Infrastructure, Purpose, 
Strategies 

Handzig & 
Hasan (2003) 
Integrated 
Organizational 
KM framework 

      Enablers - Knowledge 
process, Knowledge 
stock, External 
environment 
Organizational factors - 
Organizational 
environment, 
Technological 
infrastructure 

Table 1.  KM Frameworks - Theoretical Construct 

 
2.2 Knowledge Management System Framework 
To conceptualize the KM frameworks into a Knowledge Management System (KMS ), a 
KMS framework shall need to be defined for collaborative SM environment. KMS is defined 
as “I.T-based system developed to support and augment the organizational process of knowledge 
creation, storage, retrieval, transfer and application” (Alavi & Leidner, 2000). In general, a KMS 
framework consists of influential factors of KMS initiatives and their interdependent 
relationships and a model of KMS implementation (Foo et al., 2006). However, systems and 
technology alone does not create knowledge (Davenport & Prusak, 2000), various other 
social “incentives” and organizational strategy and culture  are often required to stimulate 
use of technology to share knowledge. 
In this chapter, we review some of the related KMS frameworks and identified the 
components that could be synthesized for knowledge-based collaborative SM framework.  
 

Dimension 
Framework Model 

Activities & 
process Functionality 

Technology 

Tools Architecture 

Meso & Smith 
(2000) 
Technical 
perspective of 
KMS architecture 

Using, finding, creating, packaging 
 
Know how, know what, know why, Self-
motivated creativity, Personal tacit, 
Cultural tacit, Organizational tacit, 
regulatory assets 

Computer-mediated 
collaboration, Electronic task 
management, Messaging, Video 
conferencing, GDSS, Web 
browser, Data Mining, Search 
and retrieval, Intelligent Agent, 
Document Management 

Natarajan & 
Shekar (2000) 
Dual-KM 
Framework 

Generation,  
storage,  
application 

  

Knowledge 
enterprise - 
OSI 7-layer 
model 

Hahn & 
Subramani (2000) 
Framework of 
KMS 

  
classifying KMS based on the locus of the 
knowledge and the a priori structuring of 
contents 

Document repository, 
Data warehousing, 
Yellow pages of experts, 
Electronic discussion forum, 
collaborative filtering, 
Intranets & search engine 
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KM Activities Strategy Enabler/ Enabling 
condition 
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Transfer model 
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Working 
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Hansen, Nohvia 
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KM Strategy 

    Codification, 
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framework 
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KMS framework shall need to be defined for collaborative SM environment. KMS is defined 
as “I.T-based system developed to support and augment the organizational process of knowledge 
creation, storage, retrieval, transfer and application” (Alavi & Leidner, 2000). In general, a KMS 
framework consists of influential factors of KMS initiatives and their interdependent 
relationships and a model of KMS implementation (Foo et al., 2006). However, systems and 
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Peer-to-peer (P2P),  
Hybrid 

Table 2. KMS Frameworks - Theoretical Construct 

 
3. Collaborative Software Maintenance Environment 
 

As an overview, software maintenance (SM) is defined as “The totality of activities required to 
provide cost-effective support to software system. Activities are performed during the pre-delivery 
stage as well as the post-delivery stage” (IEEE 14764, 2006; SWEBOK, 2004). SM activities are 
complex, knowledge-intensive (Rodriguez et al., 2004a), and depend largely on expertise of 
the maintainers and expert users, as depicted in Fig. 1. Software maintenance processes and 
activities have been largely standardized. Standard organizations such as ISO, IEEE, and 
CMMI have detailed the activities to be carried-out by software maintainers (April et al., 
2005; IEEE 14764, 2006). At a very minimum, the activities include process implementation, 
problem and modification analysis, modification implementation, maintenance review and 
acceptance, migration and software retirements.  

Fig. 2.  Sources of Knowledge in SM 
 
However, many software maintenance organizations may have their own best-practice 
processes and activities to suit the organizational and business practices. Detail activities 
may vary depending on the following setups: 

 Types of maintenance organizations – such as  in-house maintenance, vendor or 
outsourced maintenance, or commercial-of-the-shelf (COTS) application 
maintenance.  

 Team setup – such as similar or separate development and maintenance team. 
 Types of software or applications being maintained (Pressman, 2005) 
 Maintenance approach or model – For example, those using Waterfall approach 

may differ from those using Agile approach. 
As a broad example, the SM activities are depicted in Fig. 3 below: 
 

Fig. 3.  Sample maintenance activities 
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Meanwhile, the knowledge needed in SM can be summarized as follows (Ghali, 1993; 
Rodriguez, 2004a; Rus & Lindvall, 2001): 

 Organizational knowledge, such as roles and resources. The parties involved in 
software maintenance activities consist of various application users and software 
maintainers. The list may include end-user, superuser, maintenance manager, 
business analyst, systems analyst, project manager, QA personnel, build manager, 
implementation personnel and trainer. Attached to these roles are the area of 
expertise. 

 Managerial knowledge - such as resource management, task and project tracking 
and management. 

 Technical knowledge – such as requirement analysis, system analysis, development 
tools , testing and implementation. Critical to this is also the knowledge on 
supporting groupware and CASE tools such as Software Configuration 
Management (SCM), helpdesk and testing tools 

 Domain knowledge – knowledge of the products and business processes.  
 Knowledge on source of knowledge – where the knowledge resides, such as source 

codes, documentation, supporting CASE tools and more importantly, the where 
the experts are.  

There are various issues associated with the above knowledge, which makes organizing, 
storing, sharing and disseminating knowledge difficult. Among the problems are: 

 The ‘containers’ could be in different  electronic forms, which sometimes need to be 
mined and manually extracted. Or worse, in paper form which require more effort 
to place it in KMS 

 Documentation are most of the time not up-to-date. As mentioned earlier, Earlier 
studies indicates around 50% of efforts are spent on this activity and rely more on 
source code than any other source of information (Fjeldstad & Hamlen, 1979; 
Schach et al.,2003) 

 Domain knowledge are becoming more important to software maintainers (Santos, 
2005).  However, this knowledge are often not available within the software 
maintenance CoP, especially in vendor and distributed environment. Changes to 
business processes and changes to application affects not only the business users, 
but also software maintainers 

 Human experts hold most of the tacit knowledge that are not readily available to 
others. are the major source of knowledge. However, there are still reservation 
toward knowledge sharing. ‘'If getting promotion, or holding your job, or finding a new 
one is based on the knowledge you possess - what incentive is there to reveal that knowledge 
and share it?' (Wilson, 2002).  

 The above problems are further exacerbated in distributed maintenance teams, 
where members resides in different location and time-zones. As such, face-to-face 
meetings are seldom and tacit knowledge transfer is difficult. 

Managing knowledge in this area is therefore critical to ensure that both users and 
maintainers can perform SM activities properly and timely, by sharing and obtaining vital 
knowledge. 
 
 
 

3.1 Knowledge-based Framework for Collaborative Software Maintenance 
KMS for SM has been studied late 1980s by Jarke and Rose (1988), who introduced a 
prototype KMS to control database software development and maintenance, mainly to 
facilitate program comprehension. The KMS is a decision-based approach that facilitates 
communication across time and among multiple maintainers and users, thus improving 
maintenance support. However, facilitating program comprehension is not enough as SM is 
more than just understanding codes and extracting knowledge from codes.  
Similarly, Deraman (1998) introduced an KMS model for SM which, albeit very simple, 
could provide us with the main essence of SM knowledge – the Software Knowledge, 
Change Request Knowledge and their functional interaction. However, these alone, are not 
enough for users and maintainers. Newer technologies such as software agents are used to 
capture SM process knowledge in researches conducted by Viscaino et al.(2004) and 
Rodriguez et al. (2004b). However, no KMS framework for SM was conceptualized by these 
studies. 
Looking at the wider perspective of software engineering (SE), KMS in SE have been studied 
by many, including Santos et al. (2005), Rus and Lindval (2001) and Aurum et al.(2003). Rus 
and Lindval described the three main tasks of SE (individual, team and organization) and 
identified the three level of KM support for each task. The 1st level includes the core support 
for SE activities, document management and competence management. Meanwhile, the 2nd 
level incorporates methods to store organizational memory using method such as design 
rationale and tools such as source control and SCM. The 3rd KM support level includes 
packaged knowledge to support Knowledge definition, acquisition and organization. The 
above should describes the KMS framework for SE. However, this model do not consider 
the social, physiological and cultural aspects of KM, as identified by the previous other 
generic KMS frameworks. 
In order to propose a suitable KMS framework for SM,, a review of current KMS framework 
for generic KMS,  and related SE/SM KMS are conducted. The theoretical constructs for KM 
frameworks, KMS frameworks and knowledge components in SM  are summarized, and 
components suitable for SM KMS framework are identified, as follows: 

 Required knowledge, such as organizational knowledge, managerial knowledge, 
technical knowledge, enterprise business domain knowledge and knowledge on 
source of knowledge, are derived from Ghali (1993), Rus and Lindval (2001) and 
Rodriguez et al. (2004a) 

 KM Activities are derived from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), Holsapple and Joshi 
(1998). This includes Acquiring knowledge, Selecting knowledge, using 
knowledge, Providing/ Creating knowledge and Storing knowledge. 

 SM governance tools are from Rus and Lindval (2001), IEEE 14764 (2006) and Mohd 
Nor et al.(2008a). To support these flow of SM information, tools such as Helpdesk, 
Software Configuration Management (SCM), Source Control and Project 
Management (PM) are crucial to monitor MRs. 

 KM Components and Infrastructure are derived from Abdullah et al. (2006), Meso 
& Smith (2000) and Rus and Lindval (2001) frameworks. The major components 
includes computer-mediated collaboration, Experience Mgmt System, Document 
Management, KM portal, EDMS, OLAP, and Middlewares tools. 

 Automation and knowledge discovery tools are from Meso and Smith (2000), 
Abdullah et al. (2006),  Rodriguez et al. (2004b) and new internet tools in the 
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 Domain knowledge are becoming more important to software maintainers (Santos, 
2005).  However, this knowledge are often not available within the software 
maintenance CoP, especially in vendor and distributed environment. Changes to 
business processes and changes to application affects not only the business users, 
but also software maintainers 

 Human experts hold most of the tacit knowledge that are not readily available to 
others. are the major source of knowledge. However, there are still reservation 
toward knowledge sharing. ‘'If getting promotion, or holding your job, or finding a new 
one is based on the knowledge you possess - what incentive is there to reveal that knowledge 
and share it?' (Wilson, 2002).  

 The above problems are further exacerbated in distributed maintenance teams, 
where members resides in different location and time-zones. As such, face-to-face 
meetings are seldom and tacit knowledge transfer is difficult. 

Managing knowledge in this area is therefore critical to ensure that both users and 
maintainers can perform SM activities properly and timely, by sharing and obtaining vital 
knowledge. 
 
 
 

3.1 Knowledge-based Framework for Collaborative Software Maintenance 
KMS for SM has been studied late 1980s by Jarke and Rose (1988), who introduced a 
prototype KMS to control database software development and maintenance, mainly to 
facilitate program comprehension. The KMS is a decision-based approach that facilitates 
communication across time and among multiple maintainers and users, thus improving 
maintenance support. However, facilitating program comprehension is not enough as SM is 
more than just understanding codes and extracting knowledge from codes.  
Similarly, Deraman (1998) introduced an KMS model for SM which, albeit very simple, 
could provide us with the main essence of SM knowledge – the Software Knowledge, 
Change Request Knowledge and their functional interaction. However, these alone, are not 
enough for users and maintainers. Newer technologies such as software agents are used to 
capture SM process knowledge in researches conducted by Viscaino et al.(2004) and 
Rodriguez et al. (2004b). However, no KMS framework for SM was conceptualized by these 
studies. 
Looking at the wider perspective of software engineering (SE), KMS in SE have been studied 
by many, including Santos et al. (2005), Rus and Lindval (2001) and Aurum et al.(2003). Rus 
and Lindval described the three main tasks of SE (individual, team and organization) and 
identified the three level of KM support for each task. The 1st level includes the core support 
for SE activities, document management and competence management. Meanwhile, the 2nd 
level incorporates methods to store organizational memory using method such as design 
rationale and tools such as source control and SCM. The 3rd KM support level includes 
packaged knowledge to support Knowledge definition, acquisition and organization. The 
above should describes the KMS framework for SE. However, this model do not consider 
the social, physiological and cultural aspects of KM, as identified by the previous other 
generic KMS frameworks. 
In order to propose a suitable KMS framework for SM,, a review of current KMS framework 
for generic KMS,  and related SE/SM KMS are conducted. The theoretical constructs for KM 
frameworks, KMS frameworks and knowledge components in SM  are summarized, and 
components suitable for SM KMS framework are identified, as follows: 

 Required knowledge, such as organizational knowledge, managerial knowledge, 
technical knowledge, enterprise business domain knowledge and knowledge on 
source of knowledge, are derived from Ghali (1993), Rus and Lindval (2001) and 
Rodriguez et al. (2004a) 

 KM Activities are derived from Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), Holsapple and Joshi 
(1998). This includes Acquiring knowledge, Selecting knowledge, using 
knowledge, Providing/ Creating knowledge and Storing knowledge. 

 SM governance tools are from Rus and Lindval (2001), IEEE 14764 (2006) and Mohd 
Nor et al.(2008a). To support these flow of SM information, tools such as Helpdesk, 
Software Configuration Management (SCM), Source Control and Project 
Management (PM) are crucial to monitor MRs. 

 KM Components and Infrastructure are derived from Abdullah et al. (2006), Meso 
& Smith (2000) and Rus and Lindval (2001) frameworks. The major components 
includes computer-mediated collaboration, Experience Mgmt System, Document 
Management, KM portal, EDMS, OLAP, and Middlewares tools. 

 Automation and knowledge discovery tools are from Meso and Smith (2000), 
Abdullah et al. (2006),  Rodriguez et al. (2004b) and new internet tools in the 
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market. Tools such as GDSS, Intelligent Agents, Data mining/warehouse, Expert 
system and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). Active tools such as RSS are also useful 
to get the right knowledge to the right users at the right time. 

 KM Influences are derive from Holsapple and Joshi (2002) and Abdullah (2006). 
Among these are the managerial influences and strategy, and  psychological and 
cultural influences. 

To summarize the collaborative SM in perspective of People, Process, Technology and 
Knowledge Content, the following dimensions are proposed: 
 

Knowledge Dimension  Relevance to SM 

People Organization Routine, rules, culture 
Enterprise Domain knowledge 

Team Knowledge on roles, expertise and their location 
Individual Technical skills - requirement analysis, systems analysis, 

programming, testing and implementation 
Managerial skills - MR management, resource planning 
Domain expertise 

Process Organizational Best practices, culture, strategy, psychological influences 
Regulatory Audit, data security 
Best Practices SM best practices, Software Configuration Management (SCM) 

process, Versioning process 
Technol
ogy 

SM tools SCM, Version Control, Source Control, Project Management, 
Helpdesk tools 

KM tools KMS portal, Search engine, Data warehouse, EDMS, OLAP, and 
Middlewares tools 

Collaboration email, e-group, wikis, SMS, MMS, mobile technologies 
Automation &  
K- discovery 

GDSS, Intelligent Agents, Data mining/warehouse, Expert 
system, RSS and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 

Content Domain knowledge Products,  Business rules 
Knowledge Map Ontology, yellowpages 
Software artifacts  

Table 3. People, Process, Technology and Content Model for Knowledge-based 
Collaborative SM 
 
Based on the above, the model for knowledge-based collaborative SM framework is 
proposed, as per Fig. 4 below: 
 

Fig. 4. Knowledge-based Collaborative SM Framework 

 
3.2 Managing Knowledge in Collaborative SM 
To provide for all the above components for knowledge-based collaborative SM system is 
the ultimate goal. However, this will require tremendous efforts and overall revamp of the 
SM process management tools. In our previous studies, much of the knowledge-based SM 
tools are siloed and not integrated to allow seamless knowledge combination, which 
hampers knowledge acquisition and sharing. This was further supported by a survey on 
managing knowledge of SM process in higher learning institutions (HLI) in Klang Valley, 
Malaysia, several major issues were identified as follows (Mohd Nor & Abdullah, 2008b): 

 80% of the surveyed SM organization do not use KMS to store knowledge acquired 
during the maintenance activities. Hence, this could contribute to problems and 
lateness in getting the information from other experts.  

 In various aspects of SM activities (helpdesk, planning and analysis and coding 
and testing), between 60% to 80% of respondents consider domain knowledge 
important to assist them in daily SM activities. However, they admit that the 
knowledge generated from these activities are not stored in KMS or other electronic 
means, thus making them harder to extract, shared and turned explicit. 

 Substantial efforts are spent collaborating with users, experts, SAs, and vendors to 
ascertain the problems and requirements. In the survey, 41%  and 20% of helpdesk 
time are used to collaborate with maintenance team and users, respectively. 
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Meanwhile, in the planning and analysis, 22% of the time is spent discussing issues 
with users, 20% with colleagues and another 20% with developers. Without a 
systematic approach to these information acquisition and sharing, these efforts 
shall remain a major issue. 

 Overall, in term of the perceived problems, quality of application documentation  
and inadequate system support remain as major issues. 

One good way of solving the above issues is via automation. According to Davenport and 
Prusak (2001), one of the main goal of a KM system is to automate, as much as possible, the 
tasks of acquiring, disseminating and storing of knowledge. With all the sources of 
knowledge located and traversing in different repositories via different tools, keeping track 
of information useful for both users and maintainers could be a nightmare.  
In this chapter, we shall introduce an automation mechanism to allow users and maintainers 
to acquire, share and use knowledge during software maintenance activities, vis-à-vis the 
following functionalities:  

 Assist users in reporting errors, by checking for previously related reported errors, 
known issues and related enterprise business domain rules. This would help to 
reduce unnecessary duplicate errors that Helpdesk personnel need to handle. 

 Assist Helpdesk personnel to monitor helpdesk call tickets, create Maintenance 
Request (MR) and assign it to the respective maintainers 

 Assist Maintainers to check for the earlier reported MRs, Domain business rules 
and the domain experts, as well as monitoring the assigned MRs. 

 Store the domain and SM knowledge created during maintenance process onto a 
repository. 

 
4. Multi-Agent System 
 

The agent-oriented approach is gaining acceptability in supporting maintainers in 
automating their daily activities (Dam and Winikoff, 2003; Viscaino et al., 2003; Rodriquez et 
al., 2004b). Intelligent software agent is a computer system capable of flexible autonomous 
action in some environments. Being flexible means that the agent is reactive (maintains an 
ongoing interaction with its environment, and responds to changes), proactive (taking 
initiatives) and social (interact with other agents) (Wooldridge,2002). Hence, a MAS is a 
system consisting of a number of agents, which interact with each others. 
We propose a MAS tool to enable both users and software maintainers to automate some of 
the SM activities and capture and share the enterprise business domain knowledge and 
automatically link them to the application and SM process information.  
Prometheus methodology was used to design the MAS and based on analyses of goals, data 
cohesion and agent interaction, the proposed MAS System Overview and architecture are 
depicted below in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively (Mohd Nor et al., 2008c). 
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Meanwhile, in the planning and analysis, 22% of the time is spent discussing issues 
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helpdesk personnel. If bugs is valid, Helpdesk Agent shall liaise with MR Agent to 
create new MR. 

 MR Agent – Other than creating new MRs, this agent shall also assist planner to 
approve/reject MRs, monitor the progress of MRs and assign MRs to maintainers, 
via Maintainer Agent. 

 Maintainer Agent – represents maintainers (analysts, programmers and testers) to 
monitor MR statuses and assign to maintainer groups for development. This agent 
also liaise with Domain Knowledge Agent and SM Knowledge Agent to obtain 
knowledge to assist analysts and tester in their works.. 

 SM Process Agent – For new artifacts and object changed, SM Knowledge Agent 
shall update the SM knowledge base, as well as the Domain knowledge. This agent 
also monitors the releases and versions, and provides maintainers with the 
information requested. 

 
4.1 Combined Enterprise Domain and SM Ontology 
The term ontology, in our context, can be best defined as a formal explicit description of 
concepts or entities, and their properties, relationships and constraints [Gruninger & Fox, 
1995; Noy & McGuinness, 2001).  The uses of ontology to support the agent-based tool, 
development of ontology is critical in the following ways: 

 Agents use ontology to share common terms and to communicate to other agents 
(Wooldridge, 2002). 

 Agent must understand the environment in which they operate. When agent 
retrieves or store the knowledge, it needs to know how the knowledge is 
structured. These semantics form the ontology of the knowledge (Yusko, 2005). 

Critical to the previously identified MAS agents are the ontologies for domain and SM 
process knowledge. The above agents shall use ontology to make sense of the complex 
relations between reported errors, MRs, versions and releases, known issues, domain 
knowledge and users, experts and maintainers profiles.  
Henceforth, we outline a combined ontology which links and extends the enterprise 
business domain to SM process ontology and model the combined ontology using Protégé 
ontology editor. For SM process ontology, the Ruiz ontology (Ruiz et al., 2004), which was 
based on Kitchenham et al. (1999) SM ontology, shall be used as the basis, due to similarity 
of the concepts in author’s SM environment. For Domain business ontology, the hierarchical 
domain ontology proposed by Kabilan (2007), and business process metadata from Ulrich 
(2002) shall be used as the basis for our enterprise business domain  ontology. In summary, 
the following sub-ontologies are proposed (Mohd Nor et al., 2008d): 

 Product subontology – defines the software products that are maintained. These 
include the various artifacts (components, modules, versions, documents, etc.) 

 Process subontology – includes the explicit processes used to carry out different 
activities. These processes defines the methods for problem reporting, problem 
identification and various maintenance activities 

 Activity subontology – defines the various activities being performed by 
maintainers, such as support, managerial, maintenance and testing. 

 Organization subontology – specifies the organizational units, the roles and the 
personnel involved. 

 Enterprise business domain subontology – which includes: 
o Domain process type - top most layer which includes the generic high-

level functionality. 
o Complex process and basic process – describes hierarchical business 

processes. A complex process may have several basic processes. 
o Process use – how process uses the application. 

The redefined schema for the Activity and Product subontologies are drawn using OWL-Vis 
in Protégé ontology editor and are illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The linkages 
between the above SM sub-ontologies and Enterprise business domain sub-ontologies are 
depicted in Fig. 9. 
Compared to other related SM ontologies, The strength of this ontology lies with the much 
needed details on the links between Domain sub-ontology and the SM sub-ontologies. With 
this linkage, changes to either Enterprise Domain knowledge or SM artifacts could be 
traversed and specific actions could be triggered. Also, the agents could relate the current 
reported errors with  the previously reported errors via these ontological links. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

In recent years, many organizations consider knowledge management (KM) to be 
strategically important to their business.  In general, Knowledge Sharing (KS), Knowledge 
Transfer (KT) and Knowledge Management System (KMS) are among the themes to bring 
synergies among different teams, units or departments, to accelerate innovation, improve 
quality and reduce costs and exposure to business risks. In Software Engineering area, KM 
have been studied mostly on Software Development environment, but Software 
Maintenance (SM) environment are often neglected. SM environment is complex, 
knowledge-driven and highly collaborative and therefore, KM is critical to SM to provides 
an environment for creating and sharing knowledge. 
One of the major challenges faced by software maintainers is inadequate knowledge to 
perform daily activities. Maintainers spent considerable efforts checking codes and 
collaborating with other parties to obtain information. In a survey in selected I.T. 
departments in higher learning institutions in Malaysia, inadequate enterprise business 
domain knowledge are deemed important but are seldom stored in KMS or other electronic 
means. Therefore, resolving these issues should be given high priority. 
To overcome the problems associated with lack of knowledge in SM environment, we 
propose a MAS tool to enable both users and software maintainers to capture and share the 
enterprise business domain knowledge and automatically link them to the application and 
SM process information. Prometheus methodology is used to design the MAS and as a 
result, six agent types are proposed: User Agent, Helpdesk Agent, Maintenance Request 
Agent, Maintainer Agent, SM Process Agent and Domain Knowledge Agent. Critical to the 
systematic information organization is the ontology for domain and SM process knowledge, 
to allow software agents to communicate among each others, and to understand the 
information structure when retrieving or storing the knowledge. Henceforth, we outline a 

combined ontology which links and extends the enterprise business domain to SM process 
ontology and model the combined ontology using Protégé ontology editor. 
With this tool, users and maintainers shall benefits from systematic organization of domain 
and SM process knowledge, as well as ensuring that changes to either application or domain 
business knowledge are corroborated and shared among the business users and 
maintainers. The new tool shall also promote automation and integration of  systems or 
tools to support maintenance processes 
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1.	Introduction      
    

Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoPs) are groups of people who get together to discuss 
and share their knowledge on a given domain using a virtual environment. Experiences are 
exchanged within the community. Members use community knowledge to solve their own 
problems and share the solution with the community. Thus, the more the community helps 
its members, the more its knowledge grows, and the more it becomes attractive to new 
members. Key to the concept of VCoPs is the management of knowledge acquired or 
developed by the community, which must be indexed and stored as to be easily retrieved. 
This is not an easy task since knowledge is stored in people's mind. It is therefore difficult to 
capture, to represent and to make persistent so other people can use.  
The creation of VCoPs is well aligned with a strong tendency of the modern world, which 
presents a shift from an industrial society paradigm to that of a knowledge society. In this 
type of society, where knowledge is the sole really meaningful resource, it is important to 
have spaces for the representation and sharing of information that reflect the thought of 
professionals, researchers, teachers,  students, etc..  
On the other hand, the was designed to support resource sharing at a global level. It has, 
however, many limitations. The Semantic Web appears as a possible solution for some of 
these limitations. It represents a revolution in information processing and, consequently, a 
revolution in the way knowledge is organized. The Semantic Web requires all available 
resources to have enough expressiveness so machines and/or software agents are able to 
“understand” the real meaning of data. The use of these Semantic Web technologies can be 
very useful in the construction of tools to support VCoPs.  
The central idea of this chapter is to structure the concepts of knowledge representation and 
retrieval, as well as to characterize how semantics can contribute in the management of 
knowledge within a virtual community of practice. 
The first part of the chapter is an introduction to knowledge management. It describes some 
basic domain concepts, showing the relation between data, information and knowledge.  
The second part, discusses Virtual Communities of Practice and the role of knowledge in 
this environment. Since the domain of a VCoP characterizes a shared interest, each member 
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of the community is expected to have a minimum degree of domain knowledge. This 
common understanding can be used to the advantage of knowledge management. The use 
of ontology to represent the domain associated to Semantic Web technologies can contribute 
in the communication process, helping users to store, access and visualize information in a 
more transparent, democratic and intuitive way. 
The third part of the chapter discusses how semantics can be used to help in the 
representation and retrieval of knowledge. Usually, when semantics is attributed to data or 
information, it facilitates their automatic processing. There are several tools that help in the 
retrieval of information in shared environments, but they still present problems, mainly 
linked to the lack of semantic treatment in documents and queries. This is due to 
imprecision and ambiguities inherent to the communication process. Meaning (semantics) is 
in the mind of people and not in graphic signs.  
The fourth part discusses how the use of well-defined contexts may help reduce this 
problem. Ontology is being widely used to represent information context in shared 
environments, as they can be used to define domains, generating a set of words that identify 
it. Ontology therefore allows a common and shared comprehension of a domain, playing an 
important role in knowledge exchange by introducing a semantic structure for the data 
belonging to that domain.  
The chapter concludes discussing in sections 5 the aspects that must be tackled by VCoP 
Environments to help manage the documents generated within the community, facilitating 
storage, indexation and retrieval. It discusses how these environments may contribute to the 
generation of new knowledge, encompassing the four modes of knowledge conversion 
represented in Nonaka and Takeuchi’s spiral model, introducing Semantic Web 
Technologies. Section 6 concludes the chapter. 

 
2. Knowledge Management: an overview 
 

The term “Knowledge Management” appeared in the mid 90's and is the meeting point of 
the Information Technology and Administration domains. Landini and Damiani (2001) 
define knowledge management as a systematic process for connecting people to other 
people and to knowledge they need to act efficiently and create new knowledge. Its main 
objective is to enhance an enterprise's performance and that of its workers, not simply by 
sharing knowledge, even though this is a valuable sub product of the process, but through 
the identification, capture, validation and knowledge transference. Knowledge management 
has also been defined as a necessary process to capture, code and transfer knowledge so an 
enterprise can fully attain its objectives  (Archer, 2006).  
Initially, knowledge management was seen as an innovative manner of solving several 
organizational problems, creating what was referenced by Peter Druker (2006) as 
“Knowledge Society”. The global importance of knowledge management has only recently 
been recognized, being treated as a critical resource for the success of enterprises. 
However, knowledge management is still in its infancy. If, on one hand, technology and the 
development of information networks foster knowledge dissemination, on the other hand it 
facilitates direct publication by the author. This leads to a lack of patterns in the 
documents/information made available in the Internet, making search and retrieval more 
difficult. Thus, information technology is faced with the increasing challenge of offering this 
“new society” knowledge that is reliable, precise, on time and relevant. 

In addition to the lack of patterns, information processing to generate knowledge is, on its 
own right, a complex activity, since information, depending on the context and knowledge 
domain, may have several meanings. A term may represent different concepts with different 
conceptual relations depending on the situation.  
Despite the evolution in the communication processes, enterprises have encountered 
difficulties in defining processes that minimize or solve the problems related to knowledge 
management, maintaining themselves competitive in face of the numerous innovation needs 
(Davenport & Prusak, 1998). To fulfill this objective, it is necessary to create mechanisms 
and processes that facilitate knowledge manipulation. This implies understanding what is 
“knowledge”, as well as the distinction between knowledge, information and data. 

 
2.1 Data 
According to Setzer (2006), data are mathematical entities and therefore purely syntactic. 
This means data can be fully described through formal structural representations. He 
suggests that information may be mentally characterized, but not physically defined, 
declaring that it is not possible to process information directly in a computer without it 
being reduced to data. Data processing in a computer is limited exclusively to their 
structural manipulation. He ends by arguing that knowledge is an internal, personal 
abstraction of something that was experienced by someone. In this argument, knowledge 
cannot be totally described, but may be conceptualized in terms of information. 
Mizzaro (1997) arguments that, from a computational point of view, data is everything that 
is given as input to be processed, while information is everything that this process returns as 
output. Thus, there is no distinction, in computational processes, between data, information 
and knowledge, where all, assuming an input role, would be named data.  
A more formal definition of data can be found in Davenport and Prusak (1998), where “Data 
are sets of distinct and objective facts related to an event”. As proposed by Peter Drucker, 
cited in (Davenport & Prusak, 1998), information is “data covered of small relevance”. Thus 
it is necessary to aggregate value to this data so information can be obtained. This can be 
done through methods specified in Davenport and Prusak (1998): 

 Contextualization: the purpose for which the data has been collected is known. 
 Categorization: the data's essential analysis units or components are known. 
 Calculus: data can be mathematically or statistically analyzed. 
 Correction: errors are eliminated from the data. 
 Condensation: data can be summarized into a more concise form. 

 
2.2 Information 
Information, according to Claude Shannon (2005), is “something that adds to a 
representation[...] We receive information when what we know is modified. Information is 
that which logically justifies the change or reinforcement of a representation or state of 
things. Representations may be explicit as in a map or proposition, or implicit as in the state 
of an activity oriented to the receptor”. 
In this approach, the concept of information is seen as something the receptor agent 
receives, through a message, from an emitting agent in a communication process. Its 
representation measure or importance is given by the Entropy, that defines the measure of 
importance of a word in the context of a given domain (Hotho et al., 2005). 
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In opposition to Claude Shannon`s model, Dretske referenced in (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 
1995), arguments that a genuine information theory is a theory about message contents, and 
not a theory about the model in which this content is incorporated. Information is a flow of 
messages, while knowledge is created by that same message flow, anchored in the beliefs 
and commitments of its beholder. Thus knowledge is related to the human action (Nonaka 
& Takeuchi, 1995). 
According to Setzer (2006), information is an informal abstraction that is in the mind of a 
person, representing something meaningful to her, and cannot be formalized through a 
mathematical or logic theory. The information contained in a data depends on what a 
person knows about a theme and, in general, that can vary from person to person. Thus, 
what constitutes information for a person may not be more than data for others. 
A fundamental distinction between data and information is that the first is purely syntactic 
and the second necessarily contains semantics. It is interesting to note that it is very hard to 
introduce and process semantics in a computer because the machine is purely syntactic 
(Setzer 2006). Today, there are several on going researches in this sense, being the Semantic 
Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) one of them. Its objective is to provide semantics to resources 
scattered in the web, making them processable by computers. 

 
2.3 Knowledge 
Knowledge is the object of Knowledge Management and Knowledge Engineering that aim 
to capture it, even though comprehension of its meaning is still controversial.  
Knowledge, defined in Davenport and Prusak (1998), “is a fluid mixture of condensed 
experience, values, context information and experimental insight, that offers a structure for 
evaluation and incorporation of new experiences and information. It has an origin and is 
applied in the mind of experts. In organizations it is often embedded not only in documents 
and repositories, but also in routines, processes and organizational norms. “ 
Knowledge, in (Goble et. al., 2004), is described as information put into use to execute a goal 
or to fulfill an intention, being knowledge the result of the familiarity obtained by 
experience or association with some other knowledge. 
According to Fischler and Firschein, referenced in (Haykin, 1998), knowledge refers to 
stored information or to models used by a person or machine to interpret, predict and 
respond appropriately to the exterior world. In a comparison between knowledge and data, 
knowledge is a complex symbolic representation of some aspect of the universe of discourse 
while data is a simple symbolic representation. 
Knowledge can exist in two forms: tacit and explicit. “Explicit knowledge” is the knowledge 
that can be easily collected, organized and transferred through digital means while “tacit 
knowledge” is knowledge that is personal, in a specific context and hard to formalize and 
communicate. 
 Explicit knowledge is the knowledge that exists in documents, books, software and other 
means. Knowledge expressed in the explicit form may be easily reproduced and distributed 
at low cost, or no cost, but for that same reason is harder to guarantee its unauthorized use.  
Tacit knowledge is knowledge a person acquires during her life and is in her head. It may be 
the most valuable knowledge of a person or organization. Usually it is hard to be formalized 
and explained to another person, since it is highly localized, subjective and inherent to a 
person's abilities and requires, for its transfer, a direct involvement of the sources and users 
and an active teaching and learning process (Bolisani et. al., 2006).  

For Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), knowledge is created through a cyclic process where tacit 
knowledge is converted into formalisms, symbols and becomes publicly available as explicit 
knowledge and vice-versa. To transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, making it 
reusable by other people, is not an easy task. As described before, tacit knowledge is 
personal and hard to be articulated in a formal language as it involves several factors 
(emotional, psychological and others). 
For knowledge transformation to occur, and thus its expansion, a social interaction is 
necessary between tacit and explicit knowledge. From there, the accumulated individual 
knowledge will need to be again socialized as to generate new concepts when applied to 
new needs. The conversion process from tacit into explicit and vice-versa may occur in four 
ways (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995): 

 Socialization: conversion from tacit to tacit. Is the experience sharing process 
between individuals in a group and usually occurs due to observation, imitation 
and practice. In this manner it is possible to transfer tacit knowledge between 
individuals and the association of a given type of knowledge to different individual 
contexts; 

 Externalization: conversion from tacit into explicit. Is the organization process that 
transforms tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge through the use of metaphors, 
analogies, concepts, hypothesis and models, permitting the creation of new and 
explicit concepts based on the tacit knowledge; 

 Combination: conversion from explicit into explicit. Is the concept systematization 
process in a knowledge system. It involves the combination of a set of explicit 
knowledge (such as classification, summarization, research and information 
categorization) using database technology and may lead to the creation of new 
knowledge; 

 Internalization: conversion from explicit into tacit. Is the process through which 
explicit knowledge becomes a learning tool through the use of manuals and 
documents, and assumes again an abstract and subjective context for each member 
of the organization.  
 

 
Fig. 1. SECI Model (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). 
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These four types of knowledge conversion: socialization (shared knowledge), 
externalization (conceptual knowledge), combination (systemic knowledge) and 
internalization (operational knowledge) in time form a Knowledge Spiral (Figure 1) 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Tacit knowledge constitutes the base of organizational 
knowledge since it is in the minds of the organization's members and can be transmitted to 
the other members. In this case, these clusters can be modeled through Communities of 
Practice (CoPs).  

 
3. Communities 
 

The term “community” according to Koch and Lacher (2000), is defined as a group of people 
that share the same interest or are inserted in the same context. Generally speaking, a 
community can be defined as a group of people that share the same purposes as to permit 
and/or contribute to a problem's solution. That is, groups of people and/or professionals 
with similar interests and/or work. Therefore, the basic elements that form any community 
are the individuals, the way they relate and the context or domain in which these 
individuals are inserted.  
A community can be seen as the identity of a group of people. There are several examples of 
communities such as all the students in a university program, the people that live in a 
neighborhood or the persons interested in a given subject such as football or films. These 
groups may gather to exchange knowledge, that may be collected and stored for future 
reference and retrieval, helping people that are looking for help in different situations. 

 
3.1 Overview of Communities of Practice 
There are several types of communities with different characteristics. One of these are the 
Communities of Practice (CoPs). The term “Community of Practice” was first used in the 
beginning of the 90's by Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger to designate the learning that 
occurred through working practice, even though, in fact, these type of communities already 
existed, as when company workers learned in their working environment.  
Lave and Wenger, in 1991, proposed a knowledge acquisition model as a social process 
where persons could participate in the common learning at different levels, according to 
authority and antiquity in the group. Thus a member would start with a peripheral 
participation, acquiring for example, the community's domain knowledge, moving on to an 
insertion in the knowledge acquisition context associated to specific community working 
practices that would became more complex as learning progresses, elevating the member's 
level of authority.   
The key factor that distinguishes CoPs from other types of communities are its objectives, 
emphasizing knowledge sharing within the group of practitioners through activities such as 
brainstorming and exchange of reading materials such as articles, news, and experiences. 
Thus, what links members of a CoP are the interest relations they have in common. 
These groups are organized so professionals from given domains may exchange relevant 
information about their day-to-day, i.e., their best practices and the way they structure their 
processes, in addition to sharing solutions to their most common problems. CoPs can be 
seen as environments that existed in the past, where young apprentices learned from their 
masters, and when they become masters passed on their acquired knowledge to new 

apprentices. In this environment there is an exchange of knowledge, and in some cases, 
apprentices may also pass knowledge to their masters. 
A key characteristic of CoPs is that each community must center on a given knowledge 
domain (context), and each member must have a minimum level of domain knowledge to be 
able to participate in the community. A shared context is essential to the development of a 
community as it gives sense and direction to the discussions that occur and may help 
members decide the direction the community will take. The context may include purpose, 
content, history, and values and make explicit the shared domain knowledge, being decisive 
for the success or failure of a CoP.   
Another important aspect of a CoP is the community itself, i.e., the way members are kept 
engaged in joint activities, discussions, mutual help and information sharing. 
Interaction is another key requirement for members to belong to this type of community. 
The functioning of CoPs starts in the way people become members. Persons belong to a CoP 
when they start to share their best practices. They are linked to each other through the 
mutual involvement in common activities. This is the coupling that links CoP members as a 
social entity (Wenger et. al., 2002). 
The production of practices by the CoP members is also very important for its definition. It 
is concentrated in the shared repositories that represent the material traits of the 
community. Examples of products include: written archives, proceedings, experiences, 
documents, policies, rituals, specific idioms, blogs, wikis, forums and chats.   
Furthermore, the community members must have the same set of goals and purposes. Such 
purpose set is centered on knowledge sharing between practitioner groups and, for this 
reason, efficient CoPs are structured mainly around activities of knowledge sharing (for 
example: video conferences, forums, reading and writing material, meetings, brainstorming, 
relations and exchange of reading material). A well consolidated community develops its 
own language and offers its members better communication. 
In the literature there are several CoP classifications. Vestal (2003) suggests there are four 
types of communities: 

 Innovation communities: to elaborate new solutions using the existing knowledge; 
 Help communities: to solve problems; 
 Best Practice communities: searching, validating and disseminating information;   
 Knowledge-Stewarding: connecting people, collecting and organizing information 

and knowledge in organizations. 
Each one of these types of CoPs will demand different efforts, levels of functionality and 
support. Another classification is given by Archer (2006) that identifies four classifications 
for CoPs: 

 Internal Communities of Practice: Communities internal to an organization. They 
add value to the organization in several ways such as: help conduct strategies, start 
of new business lines, rapid solution of problems, transference of best practices, 
development of professional abilities and recruiting and retention of company 
talents.  

 Communities of Practice in Network Organizations: a network organization is a 
relation between independent organizations. These networks have grown rapidly 
in number and extension in the last years, and most enterprises belong to at least 
one network. A supply chain, for example, is a network organization. Organization 
members in a network work in strait and continuous cooperation in projects and 
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insertion in the knowledge acquisition context associated to specific community working 
practices that would became more complex as learning progresses, elevating the member's 
level of authority.   
The key factor that distinguishes CoPs from other types of communities are its objectives, 
emphasizing knowledge sharing within the group of practitioners through activities such as 
brainstorming and exchange of reading materials such as articles, news, and experiences. 
Thus, what links members of a CoP are the interest relations they have in common. 
These groups are organized so professionals from given domains may exchange relevant 
information about their day-to-day, i.e., their best practices and the way they structure their 
processes, in addition to sharing solutions to their most common problems. CoPs can be 
seen as environments that existed in the past, where young apprentices learned from their 
masters, and when they become masters passed on their acquired knowledge to new 

apprentices. In this environment there is an exchange of knowledge, and in some cases, 
apprentices may also pass knowledge to their masters. 
A key characteristic of CoPs is that each community must center on a given knowledge 
domain (context), and each member must have a minimum level of domain knowledge to be 
able to participate in the community. A shared context is essential to the development of a 
community as it gives sense and direction to the discussions that occur and may help 
members decide the direction the community will take. The context may include purpose, 
content, history, and values and make explicit the shared domain knowledge, being decisive 
for the success or failure of a CoP.   
Another important aspect of a CoP is the community itself, i.e., the way members are kept 
engaged in joint activities, discussions, mutual help and information sharing. 
Interaction is another key requirement for members to belong to this type of community. 
The functioning of CoPs starts in the way people become members. Persons belong to a CoP 
when they start to share their best practices. They are linked to each other through the 
mutual involvement in common activities. This is the coupling that links CoP members as a 
social entity (Wenger et. al., 2002). 
The production of practices by the CoP members is also very important for its definition. It 
is concentrated in the shared repositories that represent the material traits of the 
community. Examples of products include: written archives, proceedings, experiences, 
documents, policies, rituals, specific idioms, blogs, wikis, forums and chats.   
Furthermore, the community members must have the same set of goals and purposes. Such 
purpose set is centered on knowledge sharing between practitioner groups and, for this 
reason, efficient CoPs are structured mainly around activities of knowledge sharing (for 
example: video conferences, forums, reading and writing material, meetings, brainstorming, 
relations and exchange of reading material). A well consolidated community develops its 
own language and offers its members better communication. 
In the literature there are several CoP classifications. Vestal (2003) suggests there are four 
types of communities: 

 Innovation communities: to elaborate new solutions using the existing knowledge; 
 Help communities: to solve problems; 
 Best Practice communities: searching, validating and disseminating information;   
 Knowledge-Stewarding: connecting people, collecting and organizing information 

and knowledge in organizations. 
Each one of these types of CoPs will demand different efforts, levels of functionality and 
support. Another classification is given by Archer (2006) that identifies four classifications 
for CoPs: 

 Internal Communities of Practice: Communities internal to an organization. They 
add value to the organization in several ways such as: help conduct strategies, start 
of new business lines, rapid solution of problems, transference of best practices, 
development of professional abilities and recruiting and retention of company 
talents.  

 Communities of Practice in Network Organizations: a network organization is a 
relation between independent organizations. These networks have grown rapidly 
in number and extension in the last years, and most enterprises belong to at least 
one network. A supply chain, for example, is a network organization. Organization 
members in a network work in strait and continuous cooperation in projects and 
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These four types of knowledge conversion: socialization (shared knowledge), 
externalization (conceptual knowledge), combination (systemic knowledge) and 
internalization (operational knowledge) in time form a Knowledge Spiral (Figure 1) 
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Tacit knowledge constitutes the base of organizational 
knowledge since it is in the minds of the organization's members and can be transmitted to 
the other members. In this case, these clusters can be modeled through Communities of 
Practice (CoPs).  

 
3. Communities 
 

The term “community” according to Koch and Lacher (2000), is defined as a group of people 
that share the same interest or are inserted in the same context. Generally speaking, a 
community can be defined as a group of people that share the same purposes as to permit 
and/or contribute to a problem's solution. That is, groups of people and/or professionals 
with similar interests and/or work. Therefore, the basic elements that form any community 
are the individuals, the way they relate and the context or domain in which these 
individuals are inserted.  
A community can be seen as the identity of a group of people. There are several examples of 
communities such as all the students in a university program, the people that live in a 
neighborhood or the persons interested in a given subject such as football or films. These 
groups may gather to exchange knowledge, that may be collected and stored for future 
reference and retrieval, helping people that are looking for help in different situations. 

 
3.1 Overview of Communities of Practice 
There are several types of communities with different characteristics. One of these are the 
Communities of Practice (CoPs). The term “Community of Practice” was first used in the 
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The functioning of CoPs starts in the way people become members. Persons belong to a CoP 
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Furthermore, the community members must have the same set of goals and purposes. Such 
purpose set is centered on knowledge sharing between practitioner groups and, for this 
reason, efficient CoPs are structured mainly around activities of knowledge sharing (for 
example: video conferences, forums, reading and writing material, meetings, brainstorming, 
relations and exchange of reading material). A well consolidated community develops its 
own language and offers its members better communication. 
In the literature there are several CoP classifications. Vestal (2003) suggests there are four 
types of communities: 

 Innovation communities: to elaborate new solutions using the existing knowledge; 
 Help communities: to solve problems; 
 Best Practice communities: searching, validating and disseminating information;   
 Knowledge-Stewarding: connecting people, collecting and organizing information 

and knowledge in organizations. 
Each one of these types of CoPs will demand different efforts, levels of functionality and 
support. Another classification is given by Archer (2006) that identifies four classifications 
for CoPs: 

 Internal Communities of Practice: Communities internal to an organization. They 
add value to the organization in several ways such as: help conduct strategies, start 
of new business lines, rapid solution of problems, transference of best practices, 
development of professional abilities and recruiting and retention of company 
talents.  

 Communities of Practice in Network Organizations: a network organization is a 
relation between independent organizations. These networks have grown rapidly 
in number and extension in the last years, and most enterprises belong to at least 
one network. A supply chain, for example, is a network organization. Organization 
members in a network work in strait and continuous cooperation in projects and 
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community as it gives sense and direction to the discussions that occur and may help 
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content, history, and values and make explicit the shared domain knowledge, being decisive 
for the success or failure of a CoP.   
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Interaction is another key requirement for members to belong to this type of community. 
The functioning of CoPs starts in the way people become members. Persons belong to a CoP 
when they start to share their best practices. They are linked to each other through the 
mutual involvement in common activities. This is the coupling that links CoP members as a 
social entity (Wenger et. al., 2002). 
The production of practices by the CoP members is also very important for its definition. It 
is concentrated in the shared repositories that represent the material traits of the 
community. Examples of products include: written archives, proceedings, experiences, 
documents, policies, rituals, specific idioms, blogs, wikis, forums and chats.   
Furthermore, the community members must have the same set of goals and purposes. Such 
purpose set is centered on knowledge sharing between practitioner groups and, for this 
reason, efficient CoPs are structured mainly around activities of knowledge sharing (for 
example: video conferences, forums, reading and writing material, meetings, brainstorming, 
relations and exchange of reading material). A well consolidated community develops its 
own language and offers its members better communication. 
In the literature there are several CoP classifications. Vestal (2003) suggests there are four 
types of communities: 

 Innovation communities: to elaborate new solutions using the existing knowledge; 
 Help communities: to solve problems; 
 Best Practice communities: searching, validating and disseminating information;   
 Knowledge-Stewarding: connecting people, collecting and organizing information 

and knowledge in organizations. 
Each one of these types of CoPs will demand different efforts, levels of functionality and 
support. Another classification is given by Archer (2006) that identifies four classifications 
for CoPs: 

 Internal Communities of Practice: Communities internal to an organization. They 
add value to the organization in several ways such as: help conduct strategies, start 
of new business lines, rapid solution of problems, transference of best practices, 
development of professional abilities and recruiting and retention of company 
talents.  

 Communities of Practice in Network Organizations: a network organization is a 
relation between independent organizations. These networks have grown rapidly 
in number and extension in the last years, and most enterprises belong to at least 
one network. A supply chain, for example, is a network organization. Organization 
members in a network work in strait and continuous cooperation in projects and 
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processes that involve partnership, common products and/or services. Reasons to 
build these networks include rapid market insertion, capacity to concentrate in 
essential competencies, increase of competency due to the network partners, as well 
as the need to guarantee the availability of resources and materials. 

 Formal Networks of Practice: are formal networks that include organizations but 
are not part of other formal relations. They have a composition that is controlled by 
taxes and/or acceptance by some central authority that also helps in the 
organization, facilitating and supporting the members in their communication, 
events and discussions.  

 Self-Organizing Networks of Practice: are networks of individuals with ad-hoc 
relations and without formal ties. It is an informal network, loosely organized, that 
has no central administration authority or responsible person, where joining is 
voluntary and there is almost no explicit compromise. The members may choose to 
join or leave the community when they want. Most of these networks are virtual, 
thus the communication strategy is based essentially on knowledge codification.  

 
3.2 Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoP) 
The Internet, as an agile, flexible and low cost communication mean, was the propulsion 
factor for the adoption, in large scale, of virtual communities. VCoP can be seen as an 
environment where people with common interests exchange information through an on-line 
network, such as the Internet. Through these information exchanges, the participants 
develop links with other community members and with the community as a whole. 
Furthermore, the members tend to be physically distant, geographically in different 
locations. 
VCoPs are organized using e-mail, chats, forums, wikis and website technologies for 
communication, and offer an environment where professionals from given domains can 
exchange relevant information about their best practices (such as experiences, history, tools, 
etc.) and the way they structure their processes, as well as share solutions for their most 
common problems.  
An important VCoP characteristic is asynchronous communication, i.e., it is not limited to 
having all parts interacting at the same time. With this, using the Internet, a disperse group 
of people can talk asynchronously according to their convenience, during a long period of 
time, facilitating exchanges that simply could not happen physically. This tends to augment 
the communication intensity between its members and provide for their basic needs. 
Another important VCoP aspect is scalability since the number of members in a virtual 
community tends to be bigger than in other types of communities, with members being able 
to enter and leave the community in a more rapid and intense fashion. However, for any 
VCoP to have success it must be able to increase the number of participants without loosing 
the “sense of community”, i.e., all the individuals in the community must continue to have 
the same objectives. 
A problem found in VCoP is establishing a confidence relation between members. As the 
members will possibly never meet in person, it may be hard to trust entirely another 
member's practice. Thus, an important aspect in VCoP are the security issues related to its 
members and practices. VCoPs must implement safety measures to allow entrance of new 
members and their practice sharing within the community. 

Cothrel and William (2000) have studied Virtual Communities to determine the best way to 
establish and/or maintain them. They have developed a model that identifies the main 
activities that must be available to obtain success in the creation of a virtual community. 
They are:  

 Member Development: is the need to promote the growth of the community and 
substitute the members that leave. It is necessary to clearly define the objectives 
and member demography as to promote the community.  

 Content Management: is related to information content, alliances and 
infrastructure. Content management must create the members' profile, divide them 
in sub-communities according to specific topics, capture, disseminate knowledge 
and create processes that facilitate member involvement.  

 Relations Management: must be developed based on explicit general rules that help 
members solve conflicts that often arise, on their own or with the help of 
moderators.  

According to Kimble and Hildreth (2006), in their work related to CoPs, Wenger identified 
two fundamental processes that form a duality: participation and reification. Participation is 
“a social experience of living in the world in terms of joining (adhering) social communities 
and of active participation in the organizations' social life. Reification is the “process of 
giving form to our experience, producing objects that solidify that experience”. Still 
according to Wenger, participation and reification are analytically separable, but in fact 
inseparable. Participation is the process through which people become active participants in 
the community's practice and reification gives concrete form to the community's experience 
to produce artifacts.  
In VCoPs the participation process is harder to be sustained as the members are dispersed 
and are not obliged to participate. Reification, at this point, has a more important role in 
VCoPs. Reification maintains a VCoP feasible. It is therefore necessary a reification process 
that allows members to formalize their experiences so they can be transmitted to others. 

  
4. Semantics in the Representation and Retrieval of Knowledge  
 

Once knowledge becomes the organization's main strategic asset, their success depends on 
their ability to gather, produce, maintain and disseminate knowledge. The development of 
procedures and routines to optimize creation, retrieval and sharing of knowledge and 
information is crucial. This implies in creating knowledge management procedures that are 
machine processable, since there are enormous amounts of information scattered 
throughout an organization.  
One of the main difficulties in knowledge management is information representation, as a 
given information may have several different semantic relations at the same time, such as, 
for example, the homonym semantic relation, the synonym relation and the subclass 
relation. Thus, to treat knowledge one must have in hands the information obtained from 
data.  
According to Geisler (2008), the relation between data, information and knowledge can be 
summarized as follows: for data to be considered information it is necessary some type of 
analysis, a consensus of adopted terms as to their meaning is expected, and to have 
knowledge, it is necessary to be in synthony with the target public so it can execute an 
information related action.  
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VCoPs. Reification maintains a VCoP feasible. It is therefore necessary a reification process 
that allows members to formalize their experiences so they can be transmitted to others. 

  
4. Semantics in the Representation and Retrieval of Knowledge  
 

Once knowledge becomes the organization's main strategic asset, their success depends on 
their ability to gather, produce, maintain and disseminate knowledge. The development of 
procedures and routines to optimize creation, retrieval and sharing of knowledge and 
information is crucial. This implies in creating knowledge management procedures that are 
machine processable, since there are enormous amounts of information scattered 
throughout an organization.  
One of the main difficulties in knowledge management is information representation, as a 
given information may have several different semantic relations at the same time, such as, 
for example, the homonym semantic relation, the synonym relation and the subclass 
relation. Thus, to treat knowledge one must have in hands the information obtained from 
data.  
According to Geisler (2008), the relation between data, information and knowledge can be 
summarized as follows: for data to be considered information it is necessary some type of 
analysis, a consensus of adopted terms as to their meaning is expected, and to have 
knowledge, it is necessary to be in synthony with the target public so it can execute an 
information related action.  
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inseparable. Participation is the process through which people become active participants in 
the community's practice and reification gives concrete form to the community's experience 
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In VCoPs the participation process is harder to be sustained as the members are dispersed 
and are not obliged to participate. Reification, at this point, has a more important role in 
VCoPs. Reification maintains a VCoP feasible. It is therefore necessary a reification process 
that allows members to formalize their experiences so they can be transmitted to others. 
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Once knowledge becomes the organization's main strategic asset, their success depends on 
their ability to gather, produce, maintain and disseminate knowledge. The development of 
procedures and routines to optimize creation, retrieval and sharing of knowledge and 
information is crucial. This implies in creating knowledge management procedures that are 
machine processable, since there are enormous amounts of information scattered 
throughout an organization.  
One of the main difficulties in knowledge management is information representation, as a 
given information may have several different semantic relations at the same time, such as, 
for example, the homonym semantic relation, the synonym relation and the subclass 
relation. Thus, to treat knowledge one must have in hands the information obtained from 
data.  
According to Geisler (2008), the relation between data, information and knowledge can be 
summarized as follows: for data to be considered information it is necessary some type of 
analysis, a consensus of adopted terms as to their meaning is expected, and to have 
knowledge, it is necessary to be in synthony with the target public so it can execute an 
information related action.  
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Thus, knowledge comes from the interpretation of data within a context, i.e., from 
information. Librelotto et. al. (2005) define interpretation as the mapping between a set of 
structured data and a model of some set of objects in a domain with respect to the desired 
meaning for these objects and the relations between them. Thus interpretation can be seen as 
a mapping between notations. For example, the sequence of binary codes (for pictures) or 
characters in an alphabet (for texts) and what these notations pretend to signify in a given 
domain.    
It can be said that notations are symbols without meaning unless they are given an 
interpretation. For notations to have meaning they must be mapped to an object in a model. 
Thus one can conclude that to interpret is to apply the desired semantics to the notation. 
The knowledge generation process arises from a process in which given information is 
compared with many others and combined with people's values and experiences, being 
these combinations subjected to laws universally accepted. When speaking of knowledge, 
some hypothesis and delimitations are necessary. 
Thus knowledge cannot be described; what is described is information. Also, knowledge 
does not depend only on personal interpretation, as information, since it requires an 
experience of the knowledge object. Thus knowledge is in the purely subjective sphere.  
In this sense, when humans interpret (understand) something, they symbolically represent 
the domain objects in some model, as well as the relations between these objects. Humans 
have the semantics of a domain in their minds, which is well structured and interpreted. 
However, as humans are not capable of manipulating the complexity of the whole, they 
need to find models (reduced/partial) to understand and work reality.  
When a person reads a poetry book, for example, he reads notations in the pages and 
interprets them according to his mental model. He interprets giving them semantics. If one 
wishes to spread knowledge contained in a text, it must be made available to other persons, 
expecting them to furnish a semantic interpretation using his mental models. Therefore 
there will be knowledge in that text only if there is interpretation. 
The objective of knowledge representation research is that computers may help in the 
spreading of knowledge. For this to be possible, it is necessary to partially automate the 
interpretation process, which means that it is necessary to build and represent in a computer 
usable format some portion of human's mental models. 

 
4.1 Structuring Knowledge 
To automate the knowledge management process, it is necessary to structure the existing 
domain knowledge in such a manner that a computer can process and make decisions based 
on that knowledge. This means passing from the information level to the knowledge level.  
Knowledge Representation is something that substitutes the object or real phenomenon as to 
permit an entity to determine the consequences of an act through thought instead of 
realization (Davis et al., 1993). Knowledge representation is thus a way of structuring and 
codifying what is known about a domain.  
There are several ways of organizing knowledge that can be differentiated between the logic 
adequacy, that observes if the formalism being used is capable of expressing the knowledge 
that one wishes to represent, and the notation convenience, that verifies the representation 
language conventions.  The ways of structuring knowledge can be divided in  (Librelotto et. 
al., 2005): 

 Universal type for internal representation of information: 

 Feature Structures. 
 Systems based on lists of terms: normally this type of list has a simple structure for 

knowledge representation. Their main representatives are:  
 Dictionaries; 
 Indexes. 

 Systems based on graphs: determine associations between the terms through a set 
of semantic relations. The best known examples are:  

 Taxonomies; 
 Thesaurus; 
 Ontology. 

Feature Structures, when used to describe information, puts them in compartments that 
associate the name of an attribute to a value. This value may be an atomic value or another 
feature structure. 
A dictionary is a set of language vocabulary or terms proper to a science or art, usually 
organized in alphabetical order with their respective meaning, or its version in another 
language. May also be seen as a mapping of terms to its description or definition. The main 
characteristics of a dictionary, according to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), are: 

 Is a simple document for the definition of terms that require clearing, with the 
objective of enhancing communication and reducing the risk of ambiguity; 

 Is continually evaluated and, as new terms are found, the dictionary evolves with 
the addition of these new terms; 

 Is made in parallel to the requirements specification. 
An index is a detailed list of terms, subjects, people's names, geographical names, 
happenings, etc., usually in alphabetical order, with an indication of its location in the 
repository or publication in which they are defined or in which they appear. 
For example, a remissive index in a book is an index in alphabetical order containing the 
different subjects treated in the book, with an indication of the page, chapter, etc. in which 
they appear. Thus, while an index points to all the occurrences of a concept, facilitating 
retrieval, a dictionary only gives a concept's definition. 
Taxonomy is a classification science. It is a classification system that describes the 
hierarchical relationship between concepts, identifying members in classes and subclasses. 
According to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), a good taxonomy must present only one dimension, 
the categories must be mutually exclusive, a concept must be found in one place only, and it 
must be exhaustive, with all possibilities included.  
Thesaurus is an instrument that gathers terms chosen from a conceptual structure 
previously established, for indexing and retrieval of documents and information in a given 
domain. If compared to a taxonomy, a thesaurus may be seen as an extension of a 
taxonomy, more complete for the description of a domain, allowing other types of relations 
between terms, in addition to a simple hierarchy. For example, given a term, the thesaurus 
indicates the terms that have the same meaning, its super class, its subclasses, etc.  
Thus, a thesaurus is the vocabulary of a controlled indexation language, formally organized, 
in such a way that the relations between the concepts are made explicit. Situated between an 
ontology and a taxonomy, the thesaurus describes relations of synonymy and hierarchies.  
As for ontologies, there are today different definitions and characterizations. An often 
referenced definition is that given by Gruber (1995) that states that and ontology is an 
explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization. This means that an ontology 
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Thus, knowledge comes from the interpretation of data within a context, i.e., from 
information. Librelotto et. al. (2005) define interpretation as the mapping between a set of 
structured data and a model of some set of objects in a domain with respect to the desired 
meaning for these objects and the relations between them. Thus interpretation can be seen as 
a mapping between notations. For example, the sequence of binary codes (for pictures) or 
characters in an alphabet (for texts) and what these notations pretend to signify in a given 
domain.    
It can be said that notations are symbols without meaning unless they are given an 
interpretation. For notations to have meaning they must be mapped to an object in a model. 
Thus one can conclude that to interpret is to apply the desired semantics to the notation. 
The knowledge generation process arises from a process in which given information is 
compared with many others and combined with people's values and experiences, being 
these combinations subjected to laws universally accepted. When speaking of knowledge, 
some hypothesis and delimitations are necessary. 
Thus knowledge cannot be described; what is described is information. Also, knowledge 
does not depend only on personal interpretation, as information, since it requires an 
experience of the knowledge object. Thus knowledge is in the purely subjective sphere.  
In this sense, when humans interpret (understand) something, they symbolically represent 
the domain objects in some model, as well as the relations between these objects. Humans 
have the semantics of a domain in their minds, which is well structured and interpreted. 
However, as humans are not capable of manipulating the complexity of the whole, they 
need to find models (reduced/partial) to understand and work reality.  
When a person reads a poetry book, for example, he reads notations in the pages and 
interprets them according to his mental model. He interprets giving them semantics. If one 
wishes to spread knowledge contained in a text, it must be made available to other persons, 
expecting them to furnish a semantic interpretation using his mental models. Therefore 
there will be knowledge in that text only if there is interpretation. 
The objective of knowledge representation research is that computers may help in the 
spreading of knowledge. For this to be possible, it is necessary to partially automate the 
interpretation process, which means that it is necessary to build and represent in a computer 
usable format some portion of human's mental models. 

 
4.1 Structuring Knowledge 
To automate the knowledge management process, it is necessary to structure the existing 
domain knowledge in such a manner that a computer can process and make decisions based 
on that knowledge. This means passing from the information level to the knowledge level.  
Knowledge Representation is something that substitutes the object or real phenomenon as to 
permit an entity to determine the consequences of an act through thought instead of 
realization (Davis et al., 1993). Knowledge representation is thus a way of structuring and 
codifying what is known about a domain.  
There are several ways of organizing knowledge that can be differentiated between the logic 
adequacy, that observes if the formalism being used is capable of expressing the knowledge 
that one wishes to represent, and the notation convenience, that verifies the representation 
language conventions.  The ways of structuring knowledge can be divided in  (Librelotto et. 
al., 2005): 

 Universal type for internal representation of information: 

 Feature Structures. 
 Systems based on lists of terms: normally this type of list has a simple structure for 

knowledge representation. Their main representatives are:  
 Dictionaries; 
 Indexes. 

 Systems based on graphs: determine associations between the terms through a set 
of semantic relations. The best known examples are:  

 Taxonomies; 
 Thesaurus; 
 Ontology. 

Feature Structures, when used to describe information, puts them in compartments that 
associate the name of an attribute to a value. This value may be an atomic value or another 
feature structure. 
A dictionary is a set of language vocabulary or terms proper to a science or art, usually 
organized in alphabetical order with their respective meaning, or its version in another 
language. May also be seen as a mapping of terms to its description or definition. The main 
characteristics of a dictionary, according to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), are: 

 Is a simple document for the definition of terms that require clearing, with the 
objective of enhancing communication and reducing the risk of ambiguity; 

 Is continually evaluated and, as new terms are found, the dictionary evolves with 
the addition of these new terms; 

 Is made in parallel to the requirements specification. 
An index is a detailed list of terms, subjects, people's names, geographical names, 
happenings, etc., usually in alphabetical order, with an indication of its location in the 
repository or publication in which they are defined or in which they appear. 
For example, a remissive index in a book is an index in alphabetical order containing the 
different subjects treated in the book, with an indication of the page, chapter, etc. in which 
they appear. Thus, while an index points to all the occurrences of a concept, facilitating 
retrieval, a dictionary only gives a concept's definition. 
Taxonomy is a classification science. It is a classification system that describes the 
hierarchical relationship between concepts, identifying members in classes and subclasses. 
According to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), a good taxonomy must present only one dimension, 
the categories must be mutually exclusive, a concept must be found in one place only, and it 
must be exhaustive, with all possibilities included.  
Thesaurus is an instrument that gathers terms chosen from a conceptual structure 
previously established, for indexing and retrieval of documents and information in a given 
domain. If compared to a taxonomy, a thesaurus may be seen as an extension of a 
taxonomy, more complete for the description of a domain, allowing other types of relations 
between terms, in addition to a simple hierarchy. For example, given a term, the thesaurus 
indicates the terms that have the same meaning, its super class, its subclasses, etc.  
Thus, a thesaurus is the vocabulary of a controlled indexation language, formally organized, 
in such a way that the relations between the concepts are made explicit. Situated between an 
ontology and a taxonomy, the thesaurus describes relations of synonymy and hierarchies.  
As for ontologies, there are today different definitions and characterizations. An often 
referenced definition is that given by Gruber (1995) that states that and ontology is an 
explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization. This means that an ontology 
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Thus, knowledge comes from the interpretation of data within a context, i.e., from 
information. Librelotto et. al. (2005) define interpretation as the mapping between a set of 
structured data and a model of some set of objects in a domain with respect to the desired 
meaning for these objects and the relations between them. Thus interpretation can be seen as 
a mapping between notations. For example, the sequence of binary codes (for pictures) or 
characters in an alphabet (for texts) and what these notations pretend to signify in a given 
domain.    
It can be said that notations are symbols without meaning unless they are given an 
interpretation. For notations to have meaning they must be mapped to an object in a model. 
Thus one can conclude that to interpret is to apply the desired semantics to the notation. 
The knowledge generation process arises from a process in which given information is 
compared with many others and combined with people's values and experiences, being 
these combinations subjected to laws universally accepted. When speaking of knowledge, 
some hypothesis and delimitations are necessary. 
Thus knowledge cannot be described; what is described is information. Also, knowledge 
does not depend only on personal interpretation, as information, since it requires an 
experience of the knowledge object. Thus knowledge is in the purely subjective sphere.  
In this sense, when humans interpret (understand) something, they symbolically represent 
the domain objects in some model, as well as the relations between these objects. Humans 
have the semantics of a domain in their minds, which is well structured and interpreted. 
However, as humans are not capable of manipulating the complexity of the whole, they 
need to find models (reduced/partial) to understand and work reality.  
When a person reads a poetry book, for example, he reads notations in the pages and 
interprets them according to his mental model. He interprets giving them semantics. If one 
wishes to spread knowledge contained in a text, it must be made available to other persons, 
expecting them to furnish a semantic interpretation using his mental models. Therefore 
there will be knowledge in that text only if there is interpretation. 
The objective of knowledge representation research is that computers may help in the 
spreading of knowledge. For this to be possible, it is necessary to partially automate the 
interpretation process, which means that it is necessary to build and represent in a computer 
usable format some portion of human's mental models. 

 
4.1 Structuring Knowledge 
To automate the knowledge management process, it is necessary to structure the existing 
domain knowledge in such a manner that a computer can process and make decisions based 
on that knowledge. This means passing from the information level to the knowledge level.  
Knowledge Representation is something that substitutes the object or real phenomenon as to 
permit an entity to determine the consequences of an act through thought instead of 
realization (Davis et al., 1993). Knowledge representation is thus a way of structuring and 
codifying what is known about a domain.  
There are several ways of organizing knowledge that can be differentiated between the logic 
adequacy, that observes if the formalism being used is capable of expressing the knowledge 
that one wishes to represent, and the notation convenience, that verifies the representation 
language conventions.  The ways of structuring knowledge can be divided in  (Librelotto et. 
al., 2005): 

 Universal type for internal representation of information: 

 Feature Structures. 
 Systems based on lists of terms: normally this type of list has a simple structure for 

knowledge representation. Their main representatives are:  
 Dictionaries; 
 Indexes. 

 Systems based on graphs: determine associations between the terms through a set 
of semantic relations. The best known examples are:  

 Taxonomies; 
 Thesaurus; 
 Ontology. 

Feature Structures, when used to describe information, puts them in compartments that 
associate the name of an attribute to a value. This value may be an atomic value or another 
feature structure. 
A dictionary is a set of language vocabulary or terms proper to a science or art, usually 
organized in alphabetical order with their respective meaning, or its version in another 
language. May also be seen as a mapping of terms to its description or definition. The main 
characteristics of a dictionary, according to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), are: 

 Is a simple document for the definition of terms that require clearing, with the 
objective of enhancing communication and reducing the risk of ambiguity; 

 Is continually evaluated and, as new terms are found, the dictionary evolves with 
the addition of these new terms; 

 Is made in parallel to the requirements specification. 
An index is a detailed list of terms, subjects, people's names, geographical names, 
happenings, etc., usually in alphabetical order, with an indication of its location in the 
repository or publication in which they are defined or in which they appear. 
For example, a remissive index in a book is an index in alphabetical order containing the 
different subjects treated in the book, with an indication of the page, chapter, etc. in which 
they appear. Thus, while an index points to all the occurrences of a concept, facilitating 
retrieval, a dictionary only gives a concept's definition. 
Taxonomy is a classification science. It is a classification system that describes the 
hierarchical relationship between concepts, identifying members in classes and subclasses. 
According to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), a good taxonomy must present only one dimension, 
the categories must be mutually exclusive, a concept must be found in one place only, and it 
must be exhaustive, with all possibilities included.  
Thesaurus is an instrument that gathers terms chosen from a conceptual structure 
previously established, for indexing and retrieval of documents and information in a given 
domain. If compared to a taxonomy, a thesaurus may be seen as an extension of a 
taxonomy, more complete for the description of a domain, allowing other types of relations 
between terms, in addition to a simple hierarchy. For example, given a term, the thesaurus 
indicates the terms that have the same meaning, its super class, its subclasses, etc.  
Thus, a thesaurus is the vocabulary of a controlled indexation language, formally organized, 
in such a way that the relations between the concepts are made explicit. Situated between an 
ontology and a taxonomy, the thesaurus describes relations of synonymy and hierarchies.  
As for ontologies, there are today different definitions and characterizations. An often 
referenced definition is that given by Gruber (1995) that states that and ontology is an 
explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization. This means that an ontology 
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Thus, knowledge comes from the interpretation of data within a context, i.e., from 
information. Librelotto et. al. (2005) define interpretation as the mapping between a set of 
structured data and a model of some set of objects in a domain with respect to the desired 
meaning for these objects and the relations between them. Thus interpretation can be seen as 
a mapping between notations. For example, the sequence of binary codes (for pictures) or 
characters in an alphabet (for texts) and what these notations pretend to signify in a given 
domain.    
It can be said that notations are symbols without meaning unless they are given an 
interpretation. For notations to have meaning they must be mapped to an object in a model. 
Thus one can conclude that to interpret is to apply the desired semantics to the notation. 
The knowledge generation process arises from a process in which given information is 
compared with many others and combined with people's values and experiences, being 
these combinations subjected to laws universally accepted. When speaking of knowledge, 
some hypothesis and delimitations are necessary. 
Thus knowledge cannot be described; what is described is information. Also, knowledge 
does not depend only on personal interpretation, as information, since it requires an 
experience of the knowledge object. Thus knowledge is in the purely subjective sphere.  
In this sense, when humans interpret (understand) something, they symbolically represent 
the domain objects in some model, as well as the relations between these objects. Humans 
have the semantics of a domain in their minds, which is well structured and interpreted. 
However, as humans are not capable of manipulating the complexity of the whole, they 
need to find models (reduced/partial) to understand and work reality.  
When a person reads a poetry book, for example, he reads notations in the pages and 
interprets them according to his mental model. He interprets giving them semantics. If one 
wishes to spread knowledge contained in a text, it must be made available to other persons, 
expecting them to furnish a semantic interpretation using his mental models. Therefore 
there will be knowledge in that text only if there is interpretation. 
The objective of knowledge representation research is that computers may help in the 
spreading of knowledge. For this to be possible, it is necessary to partially automate the 
interpretation process, which means that it is necessary to build and represent in a computer 
usable format some portion of human's mental models. 

 
4.1 Structuring Knowledge 
To automate the knowledge management process, it is necessary to structure the existing 
domain knowledge in such a manner that a computer can process and make decisions based 
on that knowledge. This means passing from the information level to the knowledge level.  
Knowledge Representation is something that substitutes the object or real phenomenon as to 
permit an entity to determine the consequences of an act through thought instead of 
realization (Davis et al., 1993). Knowledge representation is thus a way of structuring and 
codifying what is known about a domain.  
There are several ways of organizing knowledge that can be differentiated between the logic 
adequacy, that observes if the formalism being used is capable of expressing the knowledge 
that one wishes to represent, and the notation convenience, that verifies the representation 
language conventions.  The ways of structuring knowledge can be divided in  (Librelotto et. 
al., 2005): 

 Universal type for internal representation of information: 

 Feature Structures. 
 Systems based on lists of terms: normally this type of list has a simple structure for 

knowledge representation. Their main representatives are:  
 Dictionaries; 
 Indexes. 

 Systems based on graphs: determine associations between the terms through a set 
of semantic relations. The best known examples are:  

 Taxonomies; 
 Thesaurus; 
 Ontology. 

Feature Structures, when used to describe information, puts them in compartments that 
associate the name of an attribute to a value. This value may be an atomic value or another 
feature structure. 
A dictionary is a set of language vocabulary or terms proper to a science or art, usually 
organized in alphabetical order with their respective meaning, or its version in another 
language. May also be seen as a mapping of terms to its description or definition. The main 
characteristics of a dictionary, according to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), are: 

 Is a simple document for the definition of terms that require clearing, with the 
objective of enhancing communication and reducing the risk of ambiguity; 

 Is continually evaluated and, as new terms are found, the dictionary evolves with 
the addition of these new terms; 

 Is made in parallel to the requirements specification. 
An index is a detailed list of terms, subjects, people's names, geographical names, 
happenings, etc., usually in alphabetical order, with an indication of its location in the 
repository or publication in which they are defined or in which they appear. 
For example, a remissive index in a book is an index in alphabetical order containing the 
different subjects treated in the book, with an indication of the page, chapter, etc. in which 
they appear. Thus, while an index points to all the occurrences of a concept, facilitating 
retrieval, a dictionary only gives a concept's definition. 
Taxonomy is a classification science. It is a classification system that describes the 
hierarchical relationship between concepts, identifying members in classes and subclasses. 
According to (Librelotto et. al., 2005), a good taxonomy must present only one dimension, 
the categories must be mutually exclusive, a concept must be found in one place only, and it 
must be exhaustive, with all possibilities included.  
Thesaurus is an instrument that gathers terms chosen from a conceptual structure 
previously established, for indexing and retrieval of documents and information in a given 
domain. If compared to a taxonomy, a thesaurus may be seen as an extension of a 
taxonomy, more complete for the description of a domain, allowing other types of relations 
between terms, in addition to a simple hierarchy. For example, given a term, the thesaurus 
indicates the terms that have the same meaning, its super class, its subclasses, etc.  
Thus, a thesaurus is the vocabulary of a controlled indexation language, formally organized, 
in such a way that the relations between the concepts are made explicit. Situated between an 
ontology and a taxonomy, the thesaurus describes relations of synonymy and hierarchies.  
As for ontologies, there are today different definitions and characterizations. An often 
referenced definition is that given by Gruber (1995) that states that and ontology is an 
explicit and formal specification of a shared conceptualization. This means that an ontology 
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conceptualizes an abstract model of some world phenomenon into some consensual 
knowledge, shared by all. Furthermore, the concepts, properties, functions, axioms must be 
explicitly specified and be computer manipulated. In this sense, an ontology is an extension 
of a thesaurus. 
Ontologies do not always have the same structure, but some characteristics and components 
may be found in most of them. For Gruber (1995) the basic ontology components are its 
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that represent data. For Uschold and Jasper (1999), an ontology may have a variety of forms, 
but necessarily includes a vocabulary of terms and some specification of their meaning. This 
includes definitions and an indication of how the concepts are inter related, collectively 
imposing a structure to the domain and restricting the possible interpretations of the terms. 
Therefore there is a strong connection between the means of expressing knowledge seen 
above. Ontology, thesaurus, taxonomy, index and dictionary are similar in the following 
aspects: 

 They are approaches to structure, classify, model and represent concepts and 
relations belonging to a domain; 

 Allows a community to adopt and use the same set of terms in a clear and non 
ambiguous manner;  

 The meaning of each term is specified in some way in a certain level of detail.  
However, the concepts and their relations are described and defined in different manners 
among these types of knowledge representation. Furthermore, different aspects of the 
knowledge structure are implemented in each one of them. Among them, the one 
considered more adequate for knowledge representation in communities are the ontologies 
as they offer the following advantages: concept reuse in different domains, domain 
structuring in an unambiguous manner, sharing and interoperability of knowledge between 
different domains.  
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talent of the workers involved in the processes may boost and add value to products and 
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process (Von krogh, Ichijo and Nonaka, 2000). Conversation is an excellent way of 
exchanging ideas, experiences, opinions and personal belief, making it a fundamental 
human activity for augmenting organizational knowledge. As they foster group discussion 
and induce the sharing of new insights, conversations, if well managed, help in the 
efficiency of relationships and solicitude among collaborators. 
Environments must provide services that offer an efficient support and promote the four 
modes of knowledge transformation and innovation described in Nonaka and Takeuchi 
(1995), creating the “ba” atmosphere, allowing the creation of solid relations and efficient 
collaboration. These spaces may be physical (meeting room) or virtual (computer network). 
In the environments, tools must allow knowledge to be created at an individual level to be 

then transformed into group knowledge and finally into organizational knowledge. Even 
though these levels are independent, they are constantly Interacting, leading to Innovation. 
According to Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995), when organizations innovate, they not only 
process information outside-in, aiming to solve existing problems and adapting to an 
environment in transformation. They create new knowledge and information, inside-out, 
aiming to redefine the problems as well as the solutions, and in this process recreate the 
environment. In this theory, the key to the creation of knowledge is to mobilize and convert 
tacit knowledge. In this dynamic model, knowledge creation is anchored in the premise that 
human knowledge is created and expanded through the social interaction between tacit and 
explicit knowledge.  
Independent of the knowledge creation phase, good relationships eliminate fear and 
distrust, demolishing personal and organizational barriers. Efficient conversations provide a 
greater level of creativity; stimulate sharing of tacit knowledge and the creation and 
justification of concepts; are essential to the development of powerful prototypes and 
lubricate the flow of knowledge through the different organizational levels (von Krogh, 
Ichijo and Nonaka, 2000).   
VCoPs should represent this “ba” space, vouching for its members, promoting socialization 
between them, creating trust, through mechanisms that guarantee the quality of 
information, offering solutions for the access, categorization and sharing of knowledge, 
offering an environment that facilitates the creation, exchange, retention and reuse of 
knowledge. These environments introduce a new dimension to relations, allowing members 
to work as a team, collaboratively, increasing their individual and collective knowledge.  
Most VCoPs offer resources that facilitate and promote social interaction and information 
sharing. Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization are supported by 
the use of social software and knowledge management technology. Social software 
commonly used in VCoPs include: Email, Instant Messaging, Chats, Forums, Blogs, Wikis, 
Video Conferencing, Virtual Worlds, etc. In addition, VCoPs also offer users the option to 
upload data and media.  
All these processes generate different types of information that must be managed by the 
community. Knowledge made available by VCoP members, explicitly or implicitly (through 
different communication methods or by the upload of documents), must be formalized, 
captured and stored in information repositories. To organize and allow retrieval, knowledge 
management techniques may be used. 
In a study undertaken by Choo et al. (2000), a diagram of the main resources found in the 
internet and how they contribute to the four modes of knowledge  transformation (Figure 2) 
is presented. 
Although these environments have been useful in establishing new communities and 
contributed to their success, the task of knowledge conversion has been left on the hands of 
the community members. Users are responsible for deciding what information to load into 
the community, help solving other member's problems, etc. The environment offers the 
communication means and facilitates knowledge transformation. However, the 
environment is not capable of participating in the process. 
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Fig. 2. Intranet Support for Nonaka & Takeuchi's Knowledge Processes (Choo et al., 2000). 
 
With the introduction of new “intelligent” technology the tendency is that these tasks, that 
are currently being undertaken by members, be transferred to the environment, that should 
be capable of interfering in the knowledge transformation process. 
This can be achieved by introducing Semantic Web concepts into VCoPs. The Semantic Web 
project aims the performance of more complex tasks in the information retrieval process. It 
proposes the existence of collections of structured information and inference rules that will 
lead to automatic reasoning.  For this, techniques associate semantics to the information 
stored in the web as to make it “understandable” to the computer that is then capable of 
processing them. According to Berners-Lee (2001), if the Semantic Web is adequately 
projected it may promote the evolution of human knowledge as a whole.  
The Semantic Web principles are implemented in technology layers and patterns (Figure 3).  
The Unicode layer handles character formatting. The URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) layer 
allows semantic binding between identifiable resources in the Semantic Web. The XML 
layer, with the definition of namespaces and schema establish that Semantic Web definitions 
may be integrated with other patterns based on XML. The RDF (Resource Description 
Framework) and RDF Schema layers define metadata structure that ensures structural 
interoperability and allows machine-understood information resource sharing. The Ontology 
layer provides additional vocabulary to help understand terms found in the Internet. It 
supports vocabulary evolution and defines relations between concepts. The Digital Signature 
layer detects modifications in documents. The Logic layer permits rule definition. The Proof 
layer executes these rules and evaluates, in conjunction with the Trust layer, the mechanisms 
that allow applications to trust or not the proofs undertaken. 

 
Fig. 3. Semantic Web Layers. 

The use of ontology within a community brings several advantages. It helps define the 
domain of interest of the community, establishing a common vocabulary for better 
communication between its members, and serves as an indexing structure for the 
community content, facilitating recovery. 
Inference rules can be defined to promote Knowledge extraction. Resources within a 
community may come in many different formats and types such as images, videos, binary 
files, as well as text documents that include not only traditional documents as books and 
papers, but also email messages, forum discussions, wikis, etc. 
Text information resources may be classified in two groups. The first includes reports, 
papers, manual, books, etc. A common characteristic to all these elements is that their 
authors have made explicit the knowledge they wish to share with the community. 
Knowledge may be extracted from them “manually”, simply by reading. If an analysis of a 
great volume of documents is necessary to obtain the knowledge for a given activity, the 
knowledge extraction process may be automated, or semi-automated, using text mining 
techniques (Feldman & Sanger, 2006). By integrating knowledge extraction and inference 
techniques available in the Logic, Proof and Trust layer of the Semantic Web, it is possible to 
transform explicit knowledge into more explicit knowledge contributing to the Combination 
phase.  
A second group of text information includes email messages, forum discussions, 
annotations in a Wiki page, etc. In this second group the main characteristic is that the 
community members do not purposefully explicit their knowledge. They appear in the form 
of answers to questions, tips to solve a problem,  metaphors, analogies, concepts, hypothesis 
and models. These exchanges between members help them to articulate tacit knowledge that 
would otherwise be difficult to transmit. It is important for the environment to be able to 
treat this information, contributing to the Externalization process.  Once more, the use of 
Semantic Web concepts may facilitate the process, helping to transform tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge.  
As an example of what can be done, suppose a forum for the discussion of hardware 
installation. If a member has problems installing any hardware, he may post a message 
explaining his problem, and other members may give him solution ideas. He may test these 
ideas and give feedback to the forum, saying what worked and what didn’t. If the problem 
is not solved, other iterations occur. The process continues until the user is satisfied. 
Eventually there may be problems that continue unsolved even after a long discussion. 
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layer detects modifications in documents. The Logic layer permits rule definition. The Proof 
layer executes these rules and evaluates, in conjunction with the Trust layer, the mechanisms 
that allow applications to trust or not the proofs undertaken. 
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domain of interest of the community, establishing a common vocabulary for better 
communication between its members, and serves as an indexing structure for the 
community content, facilitating recovery. 
Inference rules can be defined to promote Knowledge extraction. Resources within a 
community may come in many different formats and types such as images, videos, binary 
files, as well as text documents that include not only traditional documents as books and 
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Text information resources may be classified in two groups. The first includes reports, 
papers, manual, books, etc. A common characteristic to all these elements is that their 
authors have made explicit the knowledge they wish to share with the community. 
Knowledge may be extracted from them “manually”, simply by reading. If an analysis of a 
great volume of documents is necessary to obtain the knowledge for a given activity, the 
knowledge extraction process may be automated, or semi-automated, using text mining 
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techniques available in the Logic, Proof and Trust layer of the Semantic Web, it is possible to 
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A second group of text information includes email messages, forum discussions, 
annotations in a Wiki page, etc. In this second group the main characteristic is that the 
community members do not purposefully explicit their knowledge. They appear in the form 
of answers to questions, tips to solve a problem,  metaphors, analogies, concepts, hypothesis 
and models. These exchanges between members help them to articulate tacit knowledge that 
would otherwise be difficult to transmit. It is important for the environment to be able to 
treat this information, contributing to the Externalization process.  Once more, the use of 
Semantic Web concepts may facilitate the process, helping to transform tacit knowledge into 
explicit knowledge.  
As an example of what can be done, suppose a forum for the discussion of hardware 
installation. If a member has problems installing any hardware, he may post a message 
explaining his problem, and other members may give him solution ideas. He may test these 
ideas and give feedback to the forum, saying what worked and what didn’t. If the problem 
is not solved, other iterations occur. The process continues until the user is satisfied. 
Eventually there may be problems that continue unsolved even after a long discussion. 
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A big challenge is to capture the implicit knowledge contained in these communication 
processes. The procedure to solve the original problem may be inferred from the sequence 
of messages exchanged in that specific topic of the forum. If this is possible, the problem and 
its solution may be stored in the community’s knowledge base, making it accessible. If other 
members have the same or similar problems, they will be able to use this knowledge 
without having to post a new message to the forum and pass through the same process as 
the first user. As in forums, messages sent by email or Wiki annotations may also contain 
embedded knowledge. 

 
6. Conclusions 
 

Using an infinity of tools and the web’s ease of communication, VCoPs gain space and are 
today an important domain of research and application, allowing the development of more 
complete and useful environments for the management of knowledge, i.e., the sharing of 
their best practices by the community members. 
For an effective knowledge transfer between community members it is necessary a high 
level of confidence between the members and a strong cooperation and collaboration 
culture. This confidence is developed through work practices that promote and allow 
members to work together in projects and problems. With this, the members tend to 
cooperate and collaborate within the community implementing an effective management of 
the knowledge that circulates through the VCoPs. 
VCoPs need computer-based tools that facilitate communication between its members to 
survive. These tools must provide an efficient management of its information resources. 
Most environments that support VCoPs offer support for conversation and sharing between 
group members, as well as repository technology for managing documents. They provide  
community members with mechanisms to support them when they want to formalize and 
persist their knowledge and they offer support to the communication processes.  
However, these environments only facilitate but do not interfere in the knowledge 
transformation process. This is done solely be the community members. The adoption of 
Web Semantic technology in the context of VCoPs presents an interesting option for 
knowledge management in these communities. The possibility of automatically “reasoning” 
about the information contained in the repositories may contribute to the knowledge 
transformation process. In this case, the environment will no longer be only a support tool, 
but an active member of the community.  
Its main contribution would be in the Externalization phase of Knowledge transformation, 
sometimes considered the key to knowledge creation as it creates new and explicit 
knowledge from tacit knowledge contained in people's minds. Furthermore, with the use of 
Semantic Web technologies, VCoP management tends to be easier, since, it is expected it will 
ameliorate the relations between community members as these members, due to the facility 
of insertion and knowledge search, tend to make available more of their knowledge, 
synergistically enriching the community. 
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framework for the evaluation and assessment of business models for e-business.  
Timmers (1998) proposed a business mode, it elements of a business model are (1) the 
business architecture for product, service and information flows (2) description of potential 
benefits (3) description of the sources of revenues. Business model are defined as summary 
of the value creation logic of an organization or a business network including assumptions 
about its partners, competitors and customers. Wald and Stammers (2001) proposed a model 
for e-businesses based on the separation between standard processes and e-processes.   
Business, when properly linked with knowledge process and aligned with an organization’s 
culture, aids a firm’s strategic growth. The implementation of their e-business application 
also can benefit from experience acquired from their knowledge management practices.  
For example, Plessis and Boon (2004) studied e-business in South Africa and found that 
knowledge management is a prerequisite for e-business and its increasing customer-centric 
focus and is an integral part of both customer relationship management and e-business. Bose 
and Sugumaran (2003) found a U.S. application of KM technology in customer relationship 
management, particularly for creating, structuring, disseminating, and applying knowledge. 
The development of e-business, focus knowledge organizations is needed to enhance 
customer relationship management, supply management, and product development (Fahey 
et al., 2001). 
DSS is a computer-based system that aids the process of decision-making (Finlay, 1994).  
DSS are interactive computer-based systems that help decision makers utilize data and 
models to solve unstructured problems. DSS can also enhance the tacit to explicit knowledge 
conversion by eliciting one or more what-if cases (i. e., model instances) that the knowledge 
worker wants to explore. That is, as the knowledge worker changes one or more model 
coefficients or right hand side values to explore its effect on the modeled solution.  That is, 
the knowledge worker is converting the tacit knowledge that can be shared with other 
workers and leveraged to enhance decision. DSSs which perform selected cognitive 
decision-making functions and are based on artificial intelligence or intelligent agent’s 
technologies are called Intelligent Decision Support Systems (IDSS) (Gadomaski, et al., 2001).   
IDSS was applied to solve problems faced by rice framers desiring to achieve maximum 
yields in choosing the proper enterprise management strategies.  IDSS is needed and is 
economically feasible for generic problems that require repetitive decisions. Dhar and Stein 
(2000) use term to characterize the degree of intelligence provided by a decision support tool. 
It describes intelligence density as representing the amount of useful decision support 
information that a decision maker gets from using the output from some analytic system for 
a certain amount of time (2000).   
Data mining is a decision-making functions (decision support tool). Data mining (DM) has 
as its dominant goal, the generation of no-obvious yet useful information for decision 
makers from very large data warehouse (DW). DM is the technique by which relationship 
and patterns in data are identified in large database (Fayyadand and Uthurusamy, 1995). 
Data Warehouse, an integral part of the process, provides an infrastructure that enables 
businesses to extract, cleanse, and store vast amount of corporate data from operational 
systems for efficient and accurate responses to user queries.  DW empowers the knowledge 
workers with information that allows them to make decisions based on a solid foundation of 
fact (Devlin, 1997). In DW environment, DM techniques can be used to discover untapped 
pattern of data that enable the creation of new information. DM and DW are potentially 
critical technologies to enable the knowledge creation and management process (Berson and 

Smit, 1997). The DW is to provide the decision-maker with an intelligent analysis platform 
that enhances all phase of the knowledge management process. DSS or IDSS and DM can be 
used to enhance knowledge management and its three associated processes: i.e., tacit to 
explicit knowledge conversion, explicit knowledge leveraging, and explicit knowledge 
conversion (Lau et al., 2004). . The purpose of this study is to proposed KM architecture and 
discusses how to working DSS and data mining can enhance KM. 
A firm can integrate an ERP (e- business) system with an IDSS in integrate existing DSS that 
currently sit on top of a firms’ ERP system across multiple firms. Dharand Stein (2000). 
describes six steps of processing to transform data into knowledge.  Figure 1 is showed as a 
framework of e-business and IDSS.  The integration of ERP and IDSS can extend to include 
the collaboration of multiple enterprises.  Firms need to share information with their 
supplier-facing partners. Firm need to gather information from their customer-facing 
partners (i.e. retailers, customers). Firm need to increase intelligent density through the 
various IDSS tools and technologies integrated with their respective e-business system.  In 
multi- enterprise collaboration, it develop relationship with its partners through systems 
such as CRM, SCM, Business-to-Business (B2B), data warehouse, firms are able to provide 
their decision makers with analytical capabilities (i. e. OLAP, Data Mining, MOLAP).  From 
Figure 1, the integrated of e-business and IDSS included ERP system, Enterprise Application 
integration and IDSS system.  
 

Fig. 1. Framework of e-business, knowledge management, data mining and IDSS, Source 
from: Lee and Cheng (2007) 
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framework for the evaluation and assessment of business models for e-business.  
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It describes intelligence density as representing the amount of useful decision support 
information that a decision maker gets from using the output from some analytic system for 
a certain amount of time (2000).   
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makers from very large data warehouse (DW). DM is the technique by which relationship 
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framework for the evaluation and assessment of business models for e-business.  
Timmers (1998) proposed a business mode, it elements of a business model are (1) the 
business architecture for product, service and information flows (2) description of potential 
benefits (3) description of the sources of revenues. Business model are defined as summary 
of the value creation logic of an organization or a business network including assumptions 
about its partners, competitors and customers. Wald and Stammers (2001) proposed a model 
for e-businesses based on the separation between standard processes and e-processes.   
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framework for the evaluation and assessment of business models for e-business.  
Timmers (1998) proposed a business mode, it elements of a business model are (1) the 
business architecture for product, service and information flows (2) description of potential 
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2. Knowledge Management 
 

2.1 Knowledge and Knowledge Management 
We define KM to be the process of selectively applying knowledge from previous 
experiences of decision making to current and future decision making activities with the 
manifestations of the same process only in different organizations. Knowledge 
management is the process established to capture and use knowledge in an organization 
for the purpose of improving organization performance (Marakas, 1999). Knowledge 
management is emerging as the new discipline that provides the mechanisms for 
systematically managing the knowledge that evolves with enterprise.  Most large 
organizations have been experimenting with knowledge management with a view to 
improving profits, being competitively innovative, or simply to survive (Davenport and 
Prusak, 1998; Hendriks and Virens, 1999; Kalakota and Robinson, 1999; Loucopoulos and 
Kavakli, 1999).  Knowledge management systems refer to a class of information systems 
applied to managing organization knowledge, which is an IT-based system developed to 
support the Organizational knowledge management behavior: acquisition, generation, 
codification, storage, transfer, retrieval (Alavi and Leidner, 2001).  In face of the volatility 
and rate of change in business environment, globalization of marketing and labor pools, 
effective management of knowledge of organization is undoubtedly recognized as, 
perhaps, the most significant in determining organizational success, and has become an 
increasingly critical issue for technology implementation and management. In other 
words, KMS are meant to support knowledge processes.  Knowledge management 
systems are the tools for managing knowledge, helping organizations in problem-solving 
activities and facilitating to making of decisions.  Such systems have been used in the 
areas of medicine, engineering, product design, finance, construction and so on 
(Apostolou and Mentzas, 1999; Chau et al., 2002; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Hendriks 
and Virens, 1999).   
Knowledge assets are the knowledge of markets, products, technologies and 
organizations, that a business owns or needs to own and which enable its business process 
to generate profits, and value, etc. KM is not only managing these knowledge assets, but 
managing the processes that act upon the assets.  These processes include: developing 
knowledge, preserving knowledge, using knowledge, and sharing knowledge.  From an 
organizational point of view, Barclay and Murray (1997) consider knowledge 
management as a business activity with two primary aspects. (1) Treating the knowledge 
component of business activities as explicit concern of business reflected in strategy, 
policy, and practice at all levels of the organization. (2) Making a direct connection 
between an organization’s intellectual assets – both explicit and tacit – and positive 
business results. 
The key elements of knowledge management are collaboration, content management and 
information sharing (Duffy, 2001).  Collaboration refers to colleagues exchanging ideas 
and generating new knowledge. Common terms used to describe collaboration include 
knowledge creation, generation, production, development, use and organizational 
learning (Duffy, 2001).  Content management refers to the management of an 
organization’s internal and external knowledge using information skills and information 
technology tools.  Terms associated with content management include information 
classification, codification, storage and access, organization and coordination (Alavi and 
Leidner, 2001; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Denning, 1999).  Information sharing refers 

to ways and means to distribute information and encourage colleagues to share and reuse 
knowledge in the firm.  These activities mat be described as knowledge distribution, 
transfer or sharing (Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Duffy, 1999).  
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) view implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge as 
complementary entities.  There contend that there are four modes (Socialization, 
Externalization, Combination, and Internalization) in which organizational knowledge is 
created through the interaction and conversion between implicit and explicit knowledge.  
Figure 2 is denoted as conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge and voice versa (or a 
cyclical conversion of tacit to explicit knowledge). 
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boundary and new knowledge is created by using the process of interactions, observing, 
discussing, analyzing, spending time together or living in same environment. The 
socialization is also known as converting new knowledge through shared experiences.  
Organizations gain new knowledge from outside its boundary also like interacting with 
customers, suppliers and stack holders. By internalization explicit knowledge is created 
using tacit knowledge and is shared across the organization. When this tacit knowledge is 
read or practiced by individuals then it broadens the learning spiral of knowledge 
creation. Organization tries to innovate or learn when this new knowledge is shared in 
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socialization process. Organizations provide training programs for its employees at 
different stages of their working with the company.  By reading these training manuals 
and documents employees internalize the tacit knowledge and try to create new 
knowledge after the internalization process. Therefore, integration organizational 
elements through a knowledge management system created organizational information 
technology infrastructure and organizational cluster (see Figure 3).  

Fig. 3. Integration organizational elements through a knowledge management system 

 
2.3 SECI process and knowledge creation flow	
Nonaka (1994) proposes the SCEI model, which asserts that knowledge creation is a spiral 
process of interactions between explicit and tacit knowledge.  Socialization is a process of 
creating tacit knowledge through share experience. Externalization is a process of 
conversion of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge supported by metaphors and 
analogies.  Combination involves the conversion of explicit knowledge into more 
complex sets of explicit knowledge by combining different bodies of explicit knowledge 
held by individuals through communication and diffusion processes and the 
systemization of knowledge.  Internalization is the conversion of explicit knowledge into 
tacit knowledge. The four models of knowledge creation allow us to conceptualize the 
actualization of knowledge with social institutions through a series of self-transcendental 
processes.  An organization itself will not be capable of creating knowledge without 
individuals, but knowledge spiral will not occur if knowledge is not shared with others or 
does not spread out the organization.  Thus, organizational knowledge creation can be 
viewed as an upward spiral process, starting at the individual level moving up to the 
collective (group) level, and then to the organization al level, sometimes reaching out to 
the inter-organizational level.  Figure 4 illustrates the spiral SECI model across 
individual, group, organization, and inter-organization granularities.   
The core behavioral assumption in the model is that knowledge creating companies 
continually encourage the flow of knowledge between individuals and staff groups to 
improve both tacit and explicit knowledge stocks.  The critical knowledge management 
assumption of the SECI process is the knowledge is created and improved as it flows 
through different levels of the organization and between individuals and groups.  Thus 
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knowledge value is created through synergies between knowledge holders (both 
individual and group) within a supportive and developmental organization context.  The 
core competencies of organization are linkage to explicit and tacit knowledge (see Figure 
5).  Figure 6 is denoted as the key elements of the SECI model. 
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socialization process. Organizations provide training programs for its employees at 
different stages of their working with the company.  By reading these training manuals 
and documents employees internalize the tacit knowledge and try to create new 
knowledge after the internalization process. Therefore, integration organizational 
elements through a knowledge management system created organizational information 
technology infrastructure and organizational cluster (see Figure 3).  
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socialization process. Organizations provide training programs for its employees at 
different stages of their working with the company.  By reading these training manuals 
and documents employees internalize the tacit knowledge and try to create new 
knowledge after the internalization process. Therefore, integration organizational 
elements through a knowledge management system created organizational information 
technology infrastructure and organizational cluster (see Figure 3).  
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Fig. 6. The key elements of the SECI model (Nonaka, et al., 2000; Nonaka, et all., 2001) 
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．The data mining environment is usually client/server architecture or a web-based 

architecture. 
．Data mining tools are readily combined with spreadsheets and other software 

development tools.  Thus, the mined data can be analyzed and processed quickly and 
easily. 

．Striking it rich often involves finding an unexpected result and requires end users to 
think creatively. 

．Because of the large amounts of data and massive search efforts, it is sometimes 
necessary to used parallel processing for data mining. 

 
3.1 Data mining in data warehouse environment 
The data warehouse is a valuable and easily available data source for data mining 
operations. Data extractions the data mining tools work on come from the data warehouse. 
Figure 7 illustrates how data mining fits in the data warehouse environment. Notice how 
the data warehouse environment supports data mining.  
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Fig. 6. The key elements of the SECI model (Nonaka, et al., 2000; Nonaka, et all., 2001) 
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statistical and machine learning techniques to build models that predict customer 
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．The data mining environment is usually client/server architecture or a web-based 

architecture. 
．Data mining tools are readily combined with spreadsheets and other software 

development tools.  Thus, the mined data can be analyzed and processed quickly and 
easily. 

．Striking it rich often involves finding an unexpected result and requires end users to 
think creatively. 

．Because of the large amounts of data and massive search efforts, it is sometimes 
necessary to used parallel processing for data mining. 
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and other communications technologies has enabled cost-effective access to and delivery 
of information to remote users throughout the world.  Due to these factors, the overall 
for BA, KM, and DSS is projected to grow substantially. 
Link all decision support systems, data mining delivers information. Please refer to Figure 
8 showing the progression of decision support. 
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Fig. 8. Decision support progresses to data mining 
 
Progressive organizations gather enterprise data from the source operational systems, 
move the data through a transformation and cleansing process, and store the data in data 
warehouse in a form suitable for multidimensional analysis. 

 
3.3 Integration of knowledge management and data warehouse 
 

3.3.1 Data warehouse and Knowledge management 
Knowledge management system (KMS) is a systematic process for capturing, integrating, 
organizing, and communicating knowledge accumulated by employees.  It is a vehicle to 
share corporate knowledge so that the employees may be more effective and be 
productive in their work.  Knowledge management system must store all such 
knowledge in knowledge repository, sometimes called a knowledge warehouse.  If a 
data warehouse contains structured information, a knowledge warehouse holds 
unstructured information.  Therefore, a knowledge framework must have tools for 
searching and retrieving unstructured information.  Figure 9 is integration of KM and 
data warehouse.  
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management into enterprise environment for next-generation decision support system. 
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and other communications technologies has enabled cost-effective access to and delivery 
of information to remote users throughout the world.  Due to these factors, the overall 
for BA, KM, and DSS is projected to grow substantially. 
Link all decision support systems, data mining delivers information. Please refer to Figure 
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Fig. 8. Decision support progresses to data mining 
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knowledge can stored in the model base.  The framework is based on the relationship 
shown in Figure 10. Framework for Integrating DSS and KMS 

 

Fig. 10. Framework for Integrating DSS and KMS Source from :Bolloju and Turban (2002) 
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Enterprise resource planning (ERP) is a method of using computer technology to link 
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an entire company. ERP system supports most of the business system that maintains in a 
single database the data needed for a variety of business functions such as Manufacturing, 
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Reengineering (BPR) vendors such that SAP was expected to provide lockstep regimented 
sharing the data across various business functions. 
These systems were based on a top-down model of information strategy implementation 
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The BPR vendors such that SAP are still evolving to develop better external information 
flow linkages in terms of CRM and SCM.  The ERP functionality, with its internal focus, 

complements the external focus of CRM and SCM to provide a based for creating 
E-business applications. 
Figure 11 shows how all the various application clusters are integrated to form the future 
model of the organization.  The blueprint is useful because it assists managers in 
identifying near-term and long-term integration opportunities.  Figure 11 also illustrates 
the underlying premise of e-business design.  Companies run on interdependent 
application clusters.  If one application cluster of the company does not function well, the 
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4.2 Knowledge process framework with business 
A business process is defined as a set of logically related tasks performance to achieve a 
defined business outcome (Davenport and Robinson, 1999).  The knowledge process 
through facilitating the transfer or creation of knowledge serves the business process.  
E-business is defined as Internet-mediated integration of business, applications, and 
information systems (Kalakota and Robinson, 1999).  E-business is considered as a new 
business model that emerging in the Web-driven environment and has descended across 
the corporate world.  Business, when properly linked with knowledge process and 
aligned with an organization’s culture, aids a firm’s strategic growth.  The 
implementation of their e-business application also can benefit from experience acquired 
from their KM practices.  For example, Plessis and Boon (2004) studied e-business in 
South Africa and found that knowledge management is a prerequisite foe e-business and 
its increasing customer-centric focus and is an integral part of both customer relationship 
management and e-business.  Bose and Sugumaran (2003) found a U.S. application of 
KM technology in customer relationship management, particularly for creating, 
structuring, disseminating, and applying knowledge.  The development of e-business, 
focus knowledge organizations is needed to enhance customer relationship management, 
supply management, and product development (Fahey, et al., 2001). 
The Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems developed by the Business Process 
Reengineering (BPR) vendors such that SAP was expected to provide lockstep regimented 
sharing the data across various business functions.  These systems were based on a 
top-down model of information strategy implementation and execution, and focused 
primarily on the coordination of companies’ internal functions.  The BPR vendors such 
that SAP are still evolving to develop better external information flow linkages in terms of 
customer relationship management (CRM) and supply chain management (SCM).  The 
ERP functionality, with its internal focus, complements the external focus of CRM and 
SCM to provide a based for creating E-business applications.  The continue challenge 
remains in terms of ensuring the adaptability and flexibility of information interfaces and 
information flows.  The more recent development of E-business architectures based on 
software components self-contained packages of functionality that can be snapped 
together to create complete business applications (Malhotra, 2000).  Knowledge 
management and e-business would seem to supplement each other (Bose and Sugumaran, 
2003).  According the above argument, we have Framework of knowledge process with 
business process, and are shown as Figure 12. 
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2003).  According the above argument, we have Framework of knowledge process with 
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e-business would seem to supplement each other (Bose and Sugumaran, 2003).  
Enterprise develop relationship with their partners through system such as CRM, SCM, 
Business to Business (B2B) procurement, and Online Stores (Data Warehouse), firms are 
able to provide their decision makers with analytical capabilities.  According to Power 
(2002), academics and practitioners have discussed building DSS in terms of four major 
components: (a) the user interface (b) the database, (c) the model and analytical tools, and 
(d) the IDSS architecture and network.  Marakas (1999) proposes a generalized 
architecture made of five distinct parts: (a) the data management system, (b) the model 
management system, (c) the knowledge engine, (d) the user interface, and (e) the user(s). 
To collaborate at a multi-enterprise level, the firm connects with its partners through EAI 
technology, processes, and information with all their partners along their extended value 
chains. These partners in turn may also integrate their respective technologies, process, 
and information, thus creating a network like multi-enterprise collaborative structure.  
The implementation of multi-enterprise collaboration architecture is showed as Figure 13. 
In Figure 13, during the planning process, data and models are manipulated through 
DBMS, knowledge management system (KMS) and model base management systems 
(MBMS), respectively. Instructions for data modifications and model executions may 
come from the ES interface directly. The MBMS obtains the relevant input data for model 
executions from the MBMS and, in return, results generated from model executions are 
sent back to DBMS for storage. The data base also provides facts for ES as part of the 
Knowledge base. Using these facts together with the predefined rules, the interface ending 
on the ES performs model validations and planning evaluations, according to what a 
domain expert is support to do. In Data Warehouse, firms are able to provide their 
decision makers through with analytical capabilities and Data mining.  
Many data mining practitioners seem to agree on a set of data mining functions that can 
be used in specific application areas.  Various data mining techniques are applicable to 
each type of function.  Table 1 is showed as the application areas, examples of mining 
functions, mining process, and mining techniques.   
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area 

Examples of Mining functions Mining 
Process 

Mining 
Techniques 

Fraud 
Detection 

Credit card frauds 
Internal audits 
Warehouse pilferage 

Determination of variations Data Visualization 
Memory-based 

Reasoning 

Risk 

Assessment 

Credit card upgrade 
Mortgage Loans 
Customer Retention 
Credit Ratings 

Detection and analysis of link Decision Trees 
Memory-based 

Reasoning 

Market 

Analysis 

Market basket analysis 
Target marketing 
Cross selling 
Customer Relationship 
Marketing 

Predictive Modeling 
Database segmentation 

Cluster Detection 
Decision Trees 
Link Analysis 

Genetic Algorithm 

Table 1. Data mining functions and application areas 
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5. Case Study 
 

5.1 Chinese Motor Corporation’s knowledge 
 

5.1.1 Company Overview 
CMC (Chinese Motor Corporation) was founded in June of 1969 and signed a technical 
collaboration with Mitsubishi Motors Corporation the following year.  The Tang-Mei 
plant was completed at the end of 1973, establishing the manufacturing base for CMC’s 
future growth.  The company has been listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange (TSE) since 
March 1991. 
Beginning with producing commercial vehicles, CMC is the leader of Taiwan’s 
commercial vehicles manufactures. While the company’s Yang-Mei plant produced less 
than 3000 vehicles per month through 1975, by the year 1983, total output had surpassed 
the 100, 000 unit mark. This was, in part, made possible by our most advanced painting 
facility in Taiwan.  This was as well a prelude to the rapid growth that accompanied 
Taiwan’s emergence as an industrial and economic power. Since 1987, CMC’s revenues 
began an extended run of double-digit growth, gaining accolades as one of Taiwan’s 
best-managed companies. 
In 1993, the company garnered both ISO 9002 certification and the National Quality 
Award of Taiwan.   In 1997, the company also obtained ISO 14001 environment 
Management certification. The company has invested in china’s South East Motor 
Corporation (SEM) since 1995 our investment in China gives us access to one of the 
world’s fastest-growing economies, while increased production capacity enables us to 
develop new models and penetrate foreign markets. 
CMC is adept at taking advantage of market opportunities, and promoting fiscal 
transparency along with a merit-based personnel system that has molded its employees 
into a cohesive unit. Meanwhile, a cooperative, win-win purchasing system involving the 
enterprise and its suppliers has enhanced flexibility and improved quality. Thorough 
implementation of strategic policy has allowed the company to accurately access markets, 
and manufacture the right vehicle, at the right time 

 
5.1.2 Enterprise Operation 
CMC's business operations are guided by the principles expressed in the acronym HIT, 
which stands for Harmony, Innovation, and Top.   
Harmony --True harmony allows the amicable resolution of problems and issues in a 
spirit of cooperation, creating a win-win situation.  This is much like the interplay of 
instruments in any fine symphony orchestra. CMC's management strives to conduct its 
affairs to the benefit of all its constituencies: customers, employees, the government, 
society, shareowners, and suppliers. This creates a harmonious environment that offers 
mutual rewards. 
Innovation --Innovation is the active process of invention, discovery, and improvement. It 
can also view as a continuous process of renewal providing a vision and wisdom that 
transcends transient condition. CMC is forever striving to enhance its existing competitive 
advantage through conceptual innovation in its product, technology, manufacturing 
process, management, and services. 
Top-- Top is the litmus test for quality, much like the athlete who sets his sights on the 
ultimate goal. CMC expects Top performance in all phases of enterprise operations, 

strategic planning implementation, and long-term vision. Overall, the top concept benefits 
Taiwan's whole society. 
Under enterprise operation, CMC build the knowledge management objective and 
organization. The strategic of building knowledge management are: higher-level manager 
support, plastic a sharing business culture, to plant one’s feet on solid ground, to praise 
knowledge management contribution and application, to establish a platform of 
knowledge management.   
E-Business model design and implementation in Supply-Chain Management based on 
DySco Framework. It has five stages: data-base, virtual communities, training center, 
intellectual capital and systematical knowledge. In data-base, it contains product 
knowledge, manufacturing knowledge, R & D knowledge, and management knowledge 
and sale management.  CMC knowledge management flow and structure are shown on 
figure 14. 

Fig. 14. CMC knowledge flow and structure Source from: Lee (2008) 
 
The China Motor Training Center is a professional training center. It has top quality space 
layout and all-inclusive design. It can be used for educational training, conferences, 
seminars, audio video reports, and product exhibition. CMC center is contains the 
following five features: 
Convenient Location -- The China Motor Training Center is located next to the You Shi 
exit on the Zhong Shan Expressway. It is only a ten-minute drive from the Pu Shin Train 
Station and the Yang Mei Train Station. The location and transportation are convenient. 
Complete Function -- A unique space designed specifically for training and conferences. A 
learning environment is in place with facilities that serve every function including quiet, 
interruption free classrooms, dining rooms, guest rooms, and recreation facilities.  
Professional Facility -- Advanced audio/video equipment and teaching aids assure a high 
quality of learning and conferences. Guest rooms are decorated elegantly and warmly and 
are furnished in wood.  
Training Consultation--Professional educators and trainers provide consultation on course 
teaching, training program design, instructor engagement, and location arrangement. 
Total Service -- Complete coordination with businesses for various customs ordered 
accessories for special events, such as billboard advertisement placement, banners, 
flowers, etc. Provide free service for event decoration, and there is professional staff to 
provide  
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society, shareowners, and suppliers. This creates a harmonious environment that offers 
mutual rewards. 
Innovation --Innovation is the active process of invention, discovery, and improvement. It 
can also view as a continuous process of renewal providing a vision and wisdom that 
transcends transient condition. CMC is forever striving to enhance its existing competitive 
advantage through conceptual innovation in its product, technology, manufacturing 
process, management, and services. 
Top-- Top is the litmus test for quality, much like the athlete who sets his sights on the 
ultimate goal. CMC expects Top performance in all phases of enterprise operations, 

strategic planning implementation, and long-term vision. Overall, the top concept benefits 
Taiwan's whole society. 
Under enterprise operation, CMC build the knowledge management objective and 
organization. The strategic of building knowledge management are: higher-level manager 
support, plastic a sharing business culture, to plant one’s feet on solid ground, to praise 
knowledge management contribution and application, to establish a platform of 
knowledge management.   
E-Business model design and implementation in Supply-Chain Management based on 
DySco Framework. It has five stages: data-base, virtual communities, training center, 
intellectual capital and systematical knowledge. In data-base, it contains product 
knowledge, manufacturing knowledge, R & D knowledge, and management knowledge 
and sale management.  CMC knowledge management flow and structure are shown on 
figure 14. 
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The China Motor Training Center is a professional training center. It has top quality space 
layout and all-inclusive design. It can be used for educational training, conferences, 
seminars, audio video reports, and product exhibition. CMC center is contains the 
following five features: 
Convenient Location -- The China Motor Training Center is located next to the You Shi 
exit on the Zhong Shan Expressway. It is only a ten-minute drive from the Pu Shin Train 
Station and the Yang Mei Train Station. The location and transportation are convenient. 
Complete Function -- A unique space designed specifically for training and conferences. A 
learning environment is in place with facilities that serve every function including quiet, 
interruption free classrooms, dining rooms, guest rooms, and recreation facilities.  
Professional Facility -- Advanced audio/video equipment and teaching aids assure a high 
quality of learning and conferences. Guest rooms are decorated elegantly and warmly and 
are furnished in wood.  
Training Consultation--Professional educators and trainers provide consultation on course 
teaching, training program design, instructor engagement, and location arrangement. 
Total Service -- Complete coordination with businesses for various customs ordered 
accessories for special events, such as billboard advertisement placement, banners, 
flowers, etc. Provide free service for event decoration, and there is professional staff to 
provide  
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5. Case Study 
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5.1.3 CMC business process and profit 
(1) Division Profile 
Setting up a joint venture in Mainland China, known as South East Auto Industry LTD, 
which is one of the fast-growing auto-manufacturer in Mainland China. The capacity by 
two shifts is 160,000 units in 2004, and projected to expand up to 300,000 units in next 
stage.  It participates in Mitsubishi's component complementary system. In the 
Mitsubishi Asian Car-Freeca (KZ) project, CMC is supplying 25% and 98% of parts to 
Mitsubishi's affiliate in the Philippines and Vietnam. 
(2) One-Stop-Shopping purchasing center of auto-parts 
CMC provides all kinds of exterior/interior and electrical parts, which can be easily 
applied to your vehicle to enhance your competitiveness in your local market. Being 
familiar with all parts suppliers in every category, total about 115 QS-9000-certificated 
suppliers in our parts supplying system, CMC is able to easily search for the right 
manufacturers that make products according to your drawings and engineering 
specifications. With our strong engineer teams in products-development division and 
quality-assurance division, CMC and its suppliers can work together for your products, 
especially in system integration, to provide a quick-responses and in-time delivery service. 
Now, we have been supplying our parts to United State, Southeast Asia, Japan and India. 
As a result, CMC is the best choice of regional agent for OEM/ODM parts in your 
out-sourcing program. Please check the below parts category, and find out what you 
need. 

 
5.1.4 CMC implements steps for driving knowledge management 
CMC is the leader of Taiwan commercial vehicles manufacturers.  On driving e-business 
and knowledge management, CMC is a benchmark of learning in Taiwan companies.  
CMC implements steps for driving knowledge management are: 
1. Communication and common view  
Owing to the change of enterprise environment, CMC has more and more clear and 
definite knowledge requirement. For example, CMC’s technical department has straight 
knowledge requirement.  It thinks to keep a successful experiment and technology. 
Therefore, CMC studies the possibility of entering knowledge management.  In 2000 the 
former year, CMC the Internet part went deep into studying and a common view.  The 
latter year, CMC investigated and visited some knowledge management successful 
companies.  Knowledge management is long-term driving work; CMC stipulates and
develops a knowledge view. IT becomes “big Chinese nation knowledge style enterprise 
benchmark”. This benchmark is a guideline for employee communication and motion 
knowledge. CMC has four strategies: developing core knowledge, building knowledge 
platform, making sharing culture, and creating community network.  It creates CMC 
knowledge development system, so CMC has changed from traditional business 
knowledge system.  
2. Interior popularization   
Three steps on CMC’s knowledge interior popularization are: guide period, horizontal 
popularize, and basic level popularize. There are 42 discussion platforms in group discuss 
area. In improved area, there are 2700 articles of “knowledge” which employees afford. 
3. Select suitable software technical company 
Eland technical company (Taiwan) provided mellow knowledge management system. It 

provided Java solution, Web solution and good platform equipment. The product of 
Eland technical company for example, Work-flow can easily integrate other company. 

 
5.2 Sequent Computer’s Knowledge 
 

5.2.1 Background	 	
Sequent Computers is a virtual “David-holding-a-slingshot” unlike its major competitors 
HP, IBM, DEC and Sun Microsystems in the UNIX systems industry. Based in Beaverton, 
Oregon, it employs only 2,700 in 53 field locations in the US, Europe and Asia. As small as 
the company is, it is valued for providing multi-million dollar solutions to many 
industries. As such, the expertise of employees has become critical to its success.  
Aware that customers value its knowledgeable sales force, Sequent began to manage 
knowledge like an asset in 1993. It began by analyzing its business model by identifying 
and targeting its knowledge-sensitive points where improvement will yield the best 
results. The analysis revealed that the company would do best by focusing on its direct 
sales channel that is in close contact to its customers. The goal then was to make 
knowledge available to everyone so that each front-line employee in direct contact with 
the customers would be able to respond to them with the collective intelligence of the 
organization.   

 
5.2.2 The Sequent Corporate Electronic Library (SCEL)	 	
Sequent started KM by building the necessary technology infrastructure. SCEL or Sequent 
Corporate Electronic Library, an intranet site that contains corporate and individual 
knowledge domains focused on market and sales support to help employees do their jobs 
better.  
IT and KM are two separate functions critical to SCEL. IT provides the technology, and 
human and financial resources to support KM programs. KM is responsible for the 
company's patent portfolio and the corporate library. A cross-functional SCEL team 
consists of librarians, a Web master, programmers, a SCEL architect, a SCEL evangelist, 
and other members linked to other parts of the organization.  
SCEL includes a combination of database management systems, full text retrieval engines, 
file system storage, and complex structure of programs, all of which are integrated to 
Sequin’s worldwide internal Web and accessible to all employees through Web browsers.  
SCEL works on a publisher/consumer relationship. Every employee is a 
publisher/consumer if they use SCEL. Publishers put knowledge into the system and 
consumers use that knowledge. Applying a laissez faire capitalist approach to knowledge, 
content is not controlled centrally. However, the influx of useful information as 
determined by the users is regulated by the SCEL team. User feedback is encouraged 
within the system. Outstanding presentations, strategy and script for sales calls and 
design documents are readily available. SCEL's other features are metadata capture, 
hyper-mail and a soon-to-be-developed partner library.  
Sequent fosters a laissez-faire KM philosophy – the company's approach to practice and 
content is decidedly hands-off. Knowledge that comes to the system is not dictated by 
management but controlled by its direct users – whether information is helpful and meets 
their knowledge quality standards.   
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quality-assurance division, CMC and its suppliers can work together for your products, 
especially in system integration, to provide a quick-responses and in-time delivery service. 
Now, we have been supplying our parts to United State, Southeast Asia, Japan and India. 
As a result, CMC is the best choice of regional agent for OEM/ODM parts in your 
out-sourcing program. Please check the below parts category, and find out what you 
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Therefore, CMC studies the possibility of entering knowledge management.  In 2000 the 
former year, CMC the Internet part went deep into studying and a common view.  The 
latter year, CMC investigated and visited some knowledge management successful 
companies.  Knowledge management is long-term driving work; CMC stipulates and
develops a knowledge view. IT becomes “big Chinese nation knowledge style enterprise 
benchmark”. This benchmark is a guideline for employee communication and motion 
knowledge. CMC has four strategies: developing core knowledge, building knowledge 
platform, making sharing culture, and creating community network.  It creates CMC 
knowledge development system, so CMC has changed from traditional business 
knowledge system.  
2. Interior popularization   
Three steps on CMC’s knowledge interior popularization are: guide period, horizontal 
popularize, and basic level popularize. There are 42 discussion platforms in group discuss 
area. In improved area, there are 2700 articles of “knowledge” which employees afford. 
3. Select suitable software technical company 
Eland technical company (Taiwan) provided mellow knowledge management system. It 

provided Java solution, Web solution and good platform equipment. The product of 
Eland technical company for example, Work-flow can easily integrate other company. 
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5.2.1 Background	 	
Sequent Computers is a virtual “David-holding-a-slingshot” unlike its major competitors 
HP, IBM, DEC and Sun Microsystems in the UNIX systems industry. Based in Beaverton, 
Oregon, it employs only 2,700 in 53 field locations in the US, Europe and Asia. As small as 
the company is, it is valued for providing multi-million dollar solutions to many 
industries. As such, the expertise of employees has become critical to its success.  
Aware that customers value its knowledgeable sales force, Sequent began to manage 
knowledge like an asset in 1993. It began by analyzing its business model by identifying 
and targeting its knowledge-sensitive points where improvement will yield the best 
results. The analysis revealed that the company would do best by focusing on its direct 
sales channel that is in close contact to its customers. The goal then was to make 
knowledge available to everyone so that each front-line employee in direct contact with 
the customers would be able to respond to them with the collective intelligence of the 
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Sequent started KM by building the necessary technology infrastructure. SCEL or Sequent 
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5.2.3 Results	 	
The KM efforts of Sequent have yielded good results. According to the company's KM 
leaders, SCEL has helped Sequent raise project average selling price, and reduce delivery 
and response time at all stages in the sales and post sales process. It has also increased the 
customer-specific and generic knowledge captured by its employees and customers. SCEL 
has focused the sales teams more effectively on proper targets and has made the 
assimilation process for new employees more efficient. Finally, the company has increased 
the customer-perceived value of its offerings, in hard (financial) and soft (loyalty) ways.  

 
5.2.4 Key Learning	 	
Based on Sequent's experience with SCEL, Swanson offers the following key leanings:  

 Look for the business linkage. Think how knowledge can influence the world of 
its customers: for instance, sales folks are motivated by faster close cycles.  
 Business means not just revenue generation, but also improving efficiency 
internally through best practice in operational processes.  
 Technology is important. However, since more and more applications are being 
developed with the Web technology in mind, KM managers need not be 
preoccupied with the migration and development of new KM/ IT tools.  
 Culture is very important. But do not wait for the culture to change to start 
implementing knowledge networks.  
 Start small and don't worry about imperfections.  

 
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper we have proposed a framework for integrating DSS and KMS as an 
extension to data warehouse model.  The data warehouse and data mining will not only 
facilitate the capturing and coding of knowledge but will also enhance the retrieval and 
sharing of knowledge across the enterprise. The primary goal of the framework is to 
provide the decision marker with an intelligent analysis platform that enhances all phases 
of knowledge.  In order to accomplish these goals, the DW used to search for and extract 
useful information from volumes of document and data.  DSS can enhance the tacit to 
explicit knowledge conversion through the specification models.  Specifically, in the 
model building process the knowledge worker is asked to explicitly specify the goal or 
objective of the model, the decision variables, and perhaps the relative importance of the 
decision variables. The knowledge warehouse will include a feedback loop to enhance its 
own knowledge base with the passage of time, as the tested and approved of knowledge 
analysis is fed back into the knowledge warehouse as additional source of knowledge.  
A case study of China Motor Corporation is showing the process of knowledge used on 
e-business. It introduces CMC Enterprise Operation, CMC knowledge flow and structure, 
CMC implements steps for driving knowledge management, and CMC business process 
and profit. It is a guideline for enterprise entering knowledge process.  This is an 
important issue as the system of future, including knowledge systems are designed to 
work together with applications that are developed on various platforms. 
A case study of Sequent Computer is started KM by building the necessary technology 
infrastructure. SCEL or Sequent Corporate Electronic Library, an intranet site that 

contains corporate and individual knowledge domains focused on market and sales 
support to help employees do their jobs better. 
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and response time at all stages in the sales and post sales process. It has also increased the 
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has focused the sales teams more effectively on proper targets and has made the 
assimilation process for new employees more efficient. Finally, the company has increased 
the customer-perceived value of its offerings, in hard (financial) and soft (loyalty) ways.  
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has focused the sales teams more effectively on proper targets and has made the 
assimilation process for new employees more efficient. Finally, the company has increased 
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1.	Introduction    
 

The issues of community social network mapping on the web have been intensively studied 
in recent years. Basically, we found that social networking among communities has become 
a popular issue within the virtual sphere. It relates to the practice of interacting with others 
online via blogsphere, forums, social media sites and other outlets. Surprisingly, Internet 
has caused great changes to the way people do business. In this chapter, we are focusing on 
the networks of business in the Internet since it has become an important way of spreading 
the information of a business via online. Business networking is a marketing method by 
which business opportunities are created through networks of like-minded business people. 
There are several popular businesses networking organization that create models of 
networking activity that, when followed, allow the business person to build new business 
relationship and generate business opportunities at the same time. Business that increased 
using the business social networks as a means of growing their circle of business contacts 
and promoting themselves online and at the same time develop such a “territory” in several 
regions in the country. Since businesses are expanding globally, social networks make it 
easier to keep in touch with other contacts around the world. 
Currently, searching and finding the relevant information become a high demand from the 
users. However, due to the rapid expansion of web pages available in the Internet lately, 
searching the relevant and up-to-date information has become an important issue especially 
for the industrial and business firms. Conventional search engines use heuristics to decide 
which web pages are the best match for the keyword. Results are retrieved from the 
repository which located at their local server to provide fast searched. As we know, search 
engine is an important component in searching information worldwide. However, the user 
is often facing an enormous result that inaccurate or not up-to-date. Sometimes, the 
conventional search engine typically returned the long lists of results that saddle the user to 
find the most relevant information needs. Google, Yahoo! and AltaVista are the examples of 
available search engine used by the users. However, the results obtain from the search 
engines sometimes misrelated to the users query. Moreover, 68% of the search engine users 
will click a search result within the first page of results and 92% of them will click a result 
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within the first three pages of search results (iProspect, 2008). This statistic concluded that 
the users need to view page by pages to get the relevant result. Thus, this will consume the 
time to go through all the result provides by search engine. From our experienced, the 
relevant result also will not always promise found even after looking at page 5 and above. 
Internet also can create the abundance problem such as; limited coverage of the Web 
(hidden Web sources), limited query interface: keyword-oriented search and also a limited 
customisation to individual users.  Thus, the result must be organized so that them looks 
more in effective and adapted way. In previous research, we present the model to evaluate 
the searched results using genetic algorithm (GA). In GA, we considered the user profiles 
and keywords of the web pages accessed by the crawler agents. Then we used the 
information in GA for retrieving the best web pages related to the business communities to 
invest at the Iskandar Malaysia in various sectors such as education, entertainment, medical 
healthcare etc.  
The main objective of this chapter is to provide the user with a searching interface that 
enabling them to quickly find the relevant information. In addition, we are using the crawler 
agent to make a fast crawling process and retrieve the web documents as many as it can and 
scalable. In the previous paper, we also using genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the result 
search by the crawlers to overcome the problem mention above. We further improve the GA 
with relevance feedback to enhance the capabilities of the search system and to find more 
relevant results. From the experiments, we have found that a feedback mechanism will give 
the search system the user’s suggestions about the found documents, which leads to a new 
query using the proposed GA. In the new search stage, more relevant documents are 
retrieved by the agents to be judged by the user. From the experiments, the improved GA 
(IGA) has given a significant improvement in finding the related business communities to 
potentially invest at Iskandar Malaysia in comparison with the traditional GA model.  
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 defined the problem that related to this 
chapter. Section 3 is details on improved genetic algorithm and section 4 are the results and 
discussion. Section 5 explains the results and discussion of this chapter and Section 6 
presented the case study. Finally, section 7 describes the conclusion. 

 
2. Problem Definition 
 

In this chapter, we define the business networks as βŊ whereby it will be represent as a 
graph G= (V, E) where V is a set of vertices (URL or nodes) and E is a set of links (URLs) that 
link two elements of V. Fig. 1 shows the networks that represent as a graph. As explained in 
(Pizutti, 2008), a networks of community is a group of vertices that have a high density of 
edges among them but have lower density of edges between groups. The problem with the 
community network is when the total of group, g is unknown how can the related g’ can be 
found? Basically, adjacency matrix is used to find the connection between g.  For instance, if 
the networks consist of V nodes then the networks can be represented as NN  adjacency 
matrix (Pizutti, 2008). Nevertheless, we used the binary coding [0, 1] to represent the 
occurrence of terms in the network or each web page so that we can find the related 
networks. In the results section, we will show how the searching technique using genetic 
algorithm and improved genetic algorithm works in order to get the most related 
information to the V. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Networks that represent as a graph 

 
3. Improved Genetic Algorithm 
 

As claim by Zhu (Zhu et al., 2007), a traditional and very important technique in 
evolutionary computing (EC) is genetic algorithm (GA). GA are not particularly a learning 
algorithms but they offer a powerful and domain-independent search capability that can be 
used in many learning tasks, since learning and self-organization can be considered as 
optimization problems in many cases. Nowadays, GA have been applied to various domain, 
including timetable, scheduling, robot control, signature verification, image processing, 
packing, routing (Selamat, 2005), pipeline control systems, machine learning (Bies, 2006) 
(Goldberg, 1989) and information retrieval (Zhu, 2007) (Selamat, 2005) (Koorangi). 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are not new to information retrieval. So, it is not surprising that 
there have recently appeared many applications of GA's to IR. Genetic algorithm (GA) is an 
evolutionary algorithm that used for many functions such as optimization and evolves the 
problem solutions (Luger, 2002). GA used fitness function to evaluate each solution to 
decide whether it will contribute to the next generation of solutions. Then, through 
operations analogous to gene transfer in sexual reproduction, the algorithm creates a new 
population of candidate solutions (Luger, 2002). Figure 2 shows the basic flow of genetic 
algorithm process.  
Fitness function evaluates the feature of an individual. It should be designed to provide 
assessment of the performance of an individual in the current population. In the application 
of a genetic algorithm to information retrieval, one has to provide an evaluation or fitness 
function for each problem to be solved. The fitness function must be suited to the problem at 
hand because its choice is crucial for the genetic algorithm to function well. 
Jaccard coefficient is used in this research to measure the fitness of a given representation. 
The total fitness for a given representation is computed as the average of the similarity 
coefficient for each of the training queries against a given document representation (David, 
1998). Document representation evolves as described above by genetic operators (e.g. 
crossover and mutation). Basically, the average similarity coefficient of all queries and all 
document representations should increase. 
Text-based search system is used for constructing root set about user query. However, the 
root set from text-based search system does not contain all authoritative and hub sources 
about user query (Kim, 2007). In order to optimize the result, we are using the genetic 
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presented the case study. Finally, section 7 describes the conclusion. 
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potentially invest at Iskandar Malaysia in comparison with the traditional GA model.  
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 defined the problem that related to this 
chapter. Section 3 is details on improved genetic algorithm and section 4 are the results and 
discussion. Section 5 explains the results and discussion of this chapter and Section 6 
presented the case study. Finally, section 7 describes the conclusion. 
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algorithm that works as a keyword expansion whereby it expends the initial keywords to 
certain appropriate threshold. 

Input: N, size of population; 
Pc, Pm: ratio of crossover and mutation. 
Output: an optimization solution 

 
Procedure: 
Begin 
Initialize with population of size N at generation t=0; 
 
Repeat while (|Pop (t+1)|<N) 
Select two parent solutions from Pop (t) by fitness function 
Copy the selected parents into child solutions (Cloning process) 
Randomly generated a number, r, 0≤r≤1 

 
If(r<Pc) 

Carry out crossover operation on the child solution 
Randomly generated a number, r, 0≤r≤1 

If(r<Pm) // in this process mutation are set to 0 to prevent changes, Pm=0; 
Carry out mutation operation on the child solution 
Place the child solution in the new population, denoted by Pop (t+1) 

End While 
 

Until termination conditions are satisfied return the best solution in Population 
End. 

 
Fig. 3. Improved genetic algorithm pseudocode 

 
3.1 Process in Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) 
The main difference between GA and IGA is how to generate new individuals in the next 
population. We combine two mechanisms to generate new individuals. IGA used the 
Jaccard coefficient (formula 1) since the vector space model (VSM) has been used in this 
research.  
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Then, we implement the elitism process to the selected best chromosomes (parents) and 
clone them into the appropriate size of population. The main purpose of using the elitism is 
to maintain the best parents and keep the population in the best solution until the end of the 
optimization process. 
We proceed to the cloning process to keep the child as same as the best parents. After that, 
we used two point crossover and mutation to prevent the solution stuck at the local 
optimum. The process is repeated until the stopping conditional is fulfilled.  
 

In addition, relevance feedback is used because it is one of the techniques for improving 
retrieval effectiveness. The user first identifies some relevant ( rD ) and irrelevant 

documents ( irD ) in the initial list of retrieved documents and then the system expands the 
query,q  by extracting some additional terms from the sample relevant and irrelevant 

documents to produce eq . 
 

Fig. 4. Improved genetic algorithm flow chart design 

 
4. Experimental Setup 
 

We retrieved the web pages of business networks that related to Iskandar Malaysia (Table 
1). The seed URLs are retrieved from the website and several URLs need to be retrieved 
from each of the URL. The related web pages can be defined in many categories such as ICT 
or computers, government, bank and etc. There are several processes involve in this 
research such as initialization, web crawling, optimization and visualization. Below are the 
details about the processes: 

 
4.1 Initialization	
Crawling process start with defines the initial seed URLs to explore the related business web 
pages from the Internet. The list of URLs is obtained from the Iskandar Malaysia website. 
The business web pages can be defined in many categories such as ICT or computers, 
government, universities, bank and etc. Table 1 shows some examples of related URLs from 
Iskandar Malaysia’s web pages. 
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No Categories URLs 
1 ICT/ computer / information 

technology 
http://www.msc.com.my 

2 Government/ business areas http://www.iskandarjohoropen.com 
http://www.khazanah.com.my 
http://www.epu.jpm.my 
http://www.kpdnhep.gov.my 
http://www.mida.gov.my 
http://www.kpkt.gov.my 
http://www.imi.gov.my 
http://www.customs.gov.my 
http://www.jpj.gov.my 
http://www.jkr.gov.my 
http://www.marine.gov.my 
http://www.rmp.gov.my 
http://www.nusajayacity.com 
http://www.ptp.com.my 
http://www.iskandarinvestment.com 
http://www.cyberport.my 
http://www.royaljohorcountryclub.com 

3 Bank http://www.bnm.gov.my 
4 Tourism http://www.tourismjohor.com 

http://www.dangabay.com 
Table 1. Related URLs from Iskandar Malaysia’s web pages 

 
4.2 Web crawling 
Crawler will take place on retrieved the related business web pages after initialized the seed 
URLs. The crawler will use the breadth-first search technique.  

 
4.3 Optimization 
Optimization is the process of making something better. The advantages of optimization are 
to save the building time and memory. In this phase, GA is used to select the best result in 
the searching process whereby the keyword entered by the user will be expanded to 
produce the new keyword. In the improved genetic algorithm we set the parameter slightly 
different from the conventional genetic algorithm. Table 2 is details on paramater setting for 
improved genetic algorithm compared to previous genetic algorithm and Table 3 shows 
some example of user queries. 
 

Techniques Population Generation Crossover rate, Pc Mutation rate, Pm Elitism 

GA 5 5 0.4 0.005 No 
IGA 16 100 0 0 Yes 

Table 2. Setting paramaters for improved genetic algorithm 
 

Queries Information Expanded queries 
Q1 iskandar malaysia development IRDA 

Q2 iskandar IRDA, Malaysia, johor 

Q3 iskandar malaysia IRDA, development 

Q4 iskandar johor open Johor, Iskandar 
Q5 IRDA iskandar johor IRDA 

Table 3. Example of user queries and expanded queries found by the system 
 
The detail processes in the system are as below: 

1. User enter query into the system. 
2. Match the user query with list of keywords in the database. 
3. Results without GA are represented to the users. 
4. Used user profiles when selecting the relevant results found by the system. 
5. Encode the documents retrieved by user selected query to chromosomes (initial 

population). 
6. Population feed into genetic operator process such as selection, crossover and 

mutation. 
7. Repeat Step 5 until maximum generation is reached. Then, get an optimize query 

chromosome for document retrieval. 
8. Decode optimize query chromosome to query and retrieve new document (with 

GA process) from database. 
Most of the information in the Internet is in the form of web texts. How to express this semi-
structured and unstructured information of Web texts is the basic preparatory work of web 
mining (Song, 2007). Vector space model (VSM) is one of the most widely used model in the 
application of GAs to information retrieval. In this research, VSM has been chosen as a 
model to describe documents and queries in the test collections. We collect the data from the 
(Iskandar Malaysia, 2009) to retrieve the related web pages link to it.  

 
4.5 Term Vectorization and Document Representation 
Before any process can be done, we first implement the pre-processing to the retrieve data. 
To determine the documents terms, we used procedure as shows in Fig. 4. Vector space 
model (VSM) is one of the most widely used models in the application of GAs into 
information retrieval. Thus, VSM has been chosen as a model to describe documents and 
queries in the test collections. Let say, we have a dictionary,D ; 
 

 itttD ,...,, 21  (2) 

 
where i  is the number of distinguished keywords in the dictionary. Each document in the 
collection is described as i -dimensional weight vector; 
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No Categories URLs 
1 ICT/ computer / information 

technology 
http://www.msc.com.my 

2 Government/ business areas http://www.iskandarjohoropen.com 
http://www.khazanah.com.my 
http://www.epu.jpm.my 
http://www.kpdnhep.gov.my 
http://www.mida.gov.my 
http://www.kpkt.gov.my 
http://www.imi.gov.my 
http://www.customs.gov.my 
http://www.jpj.gov.my 
http://www.jkr.gov.my 
http://www.marine.gov.my 
http://www.rmp.gov.my 
http://www.nusajayacity.com 
http://www.ptp.com.my 
http://www.iskandarinvestment.com 
http://www.cyberport.my 
http://www.royaljohorcountryclub.com 

3 Bank http://www.bnm.gov.my 
4 Tourism http://www.tourismjohor.com 

http://www.dangabay.com 
Table 1. Related URLs from Iskandar Malaysia’s web pages 

 
4.2 Web crawling 
Crawler will take place on retrieved the related business web pages after initialized the seed 
URLs. The crawler will use the breadth-first search technique.  

 
4.3 Optimization 
Optimization is the process of making something better. The advantages of optimization are 
to save the building time and memory. In this phase, GA is used to select the best result in 
the searching process whereby the keyword entered by the user will be expanded to 
produce the new keyword. In the improved genetic algorithm we set the parameter slightly 
different from the conventional genetic algorithm. Table 2 is details on paramater setting for 
improved genetic algorithm compared to previous genetic algorithm and Table 3 shows 
some example of user queries. 
 

Techniques Population Generation Crossover rate, Pc Mutation rate, Pm Elitism 

GA 5 5 0.4 0.005 No 
IGA 16 100 0 0 Yes 

Table 2. Setting paramaters for improved genetic algorithm 
 

Queries Information Expanded queries 
Q1 iskandar malaysia development IRDA 

Q2 iskandar IRDA, Malaysia, johor 

Q3 iskandar malaysia IRDA, development 

Q4 iskandar johor open Johor, Iskandar 
Q5 IRDA iskandar johor IRDA 

Table 3. Example of user queries and expanded queries found by the system 
 
The detail processes in the system are as below: 

1. User enter query into the system. 
2. Match the user query with list of keywords in the database. 
3. Results without GA are represented to the users. 
4. Used user profiles when selecting the relevant results found by the system. 
5. Encode the documents retrieved by user selected query to chromosomes (initial 

population). 
6. Population feed into genetic operator process such as selection, crossover and 

mutation. 
7. Repeat Step 5 until maximum generation is reached. Then, get an optimize query 

chromosome for document retrieval. 
8. Decode optimize query chromosome to query and retrieve new document (with 

GA process) from database. 
Most of the information in the Internet is in the form of web texts. How to express this semi-
structured and unstructured information of Web texts is the basic preparatory work of web 
mining (Song, 2007). Vector space model (VSM) is one of the most widely used model in the 
application of GAs to information retrieval. In this research, VSM has been chosen as a 
model to describe documents and queries in the test collections. We collect the data from the 
(Iskandar Malaysia, 2009) to retrieve the related web pages link to it.  

 
4.5 Term Vectorization and Document Representation 
Before any process can be done, we first implement the pre-processing to the retrieve data. 
To determine the documents terms, we used procedure as shows in Fig. 4. Vector space 
model (VSM) is one of the most widely used models in the application of GAs into 
information retrieval. Thus, VSM has been chosen as a model to describe documents and 
queries in the test collections. Let say, we have a dictionary,D ; 
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where i  is the number of distinguished keywords in the dictionary. Each document in the 
collection is described as i -dimensional weight vector; 
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where i  is the number of distinguished keywords in the dictionary. Each document in the 
collection is described as i -dimensional weight vector; 
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Fig. 4. Pre-processing procedure 
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where jw represents the weight of the thj keyword jt for ij ,...2,1 and is calculated by 

the Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF.IDF) method. Each query in the 
collection is also described as a weight vector, q; 
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where ju represents the weight of the thj keyword jt for ij ,...2,1  and is calculated by 

the Term Frequency (TF) method.  
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Based on natural selection in environments and natural genetics in biology, the GA is 
evolved according to the principle of survival of the fittest and is mostly applied in many 
optimization problems. When applying the binary GA to the document classification, most 
research uses gene positions in the chromosome to represent candidate keywords. In this 
paper, we used GA as an optimization method to expanding the keywords to form new 
queries. Basically, genetic algorithm is the heuristics search that previously applied in data 
mining (Chou et al., 2008). Each term is represented as a vector. Given a collection of 
documents D,  
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be the set of distinctive words/terms in the collection. A weight ijw  > 0 is associated with 

each term it of a document jd  ∈ D. For a term that does not appear in document  
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Then, the terms are encoded as chromosome such as: 

Doc1 = 0000001000001000 

Doc2 = 0110000110100000 

Doc3 = 1000001000000100 

Doc4 = 0001100011010111 

Doc5 = 0000011000000100 

These chromosomes are called the initial population that will be feed into genetic operator 
process. The length of chromosome depends on number of keywords of documents 
retrieved from user query. From our example the length of each chromosome is 16. We used 
fitness function to evaluate how good the solution will be. After evaluated the population’s 
fitness, the next step is the chromosome selection. Satisfied fitness chromosomes are selected 
for reproduction. Poor chromosomes or lower fitness chromosomes may be selected a few or 
not at all.  

 
4. Results and discussion 
 

From Table 4, we can see how slightly the results between the conventional GA and IGA. 
This is because of the small improvement made to the conventional GA. 0.85% of the 
precision average increase and 0.37% of the recall average increase from the conventional 
GA to IGA. However Q2 and Q5 do not shows any improvement. These results shows that 
the IGA can perform better than conventional GA even the results are slightly different. 
From the results also, we can detected the community of the Iskandar Malaysia since the 
results can be expanded to many other terms that related to Iskandar Malaysia. 
 

Queries GA IGA 
P R F1 P R F1 

Q1 98.01 49.50 65.78 99.34 50.17 66.67 
Q2 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Q3 95.86 50.00 65.72 96.05 50.15 65.89 
Q4 51.22 33.87 40.78 53.95 34.91 42.39 
Q5 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Table 4. Results on conventional genetic algorithm and improved genetic algorithm 
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5. Case Study: Iskandar Malaysia 
 

Iskandar Malaysia (formerly known as Wilayah Pembangunan Iskandar) is one of the well-
known community company that closely related to social communities in Malaysia. There 
are five existing clusters within Iskandar Malaysia that are mostly not fully developed. The 
most developed is the electrical and electronics (E&E) cluster which as noted, is actually an 
integral part of the Singapore E&E cluster, though the part within Iskandar Malaysia 
occupies the lower end of the value chain. 
Fig. 5 shows an example of the main networks of Iskandar Malaysia whereby this network 
will brings many advantages to the country in order to improve the quality of the social 
networking in business matter. 

 
Fig. 5. Business networks of Iskandar Malaysia 
 
Table 1 shows several numbers of related URLs for Iskandar Malaysia. Most of the URLs are 
connected to the governments and business areas web pages. So, logically we found that the 
business networks can be spreading into several fields that can attract investors to come and 
invest in Malaysia. As stated before, our main objective is to show the related industries or 
links connected to this web page so that we can see the total or statistics of the investors and 
profits of the business areas.  
From the results, we can see the expansion of the related web pages from the first URL. In 
Fig. 6 we show that the networks can be spreading into many categories and influence the 
business industries improvement. This result clearly explained that the objective to see the 
related industries can be achieved by using the mention technique. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Expansion of business networks of Iskandar Malaysia 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, we have shown how an evolutionary algorithm can help to reformulate a 
user query to improve the results of the corresponding search. The evolutionary algorithm is 
in charge of selecting the appropriate combination of terms for the new query. To do this, 
the algorithm uses fitness function a measure of the proximity between the query terms 
selected in the considered individual. Then, the top ranked documents are retrieved using 
these terms. We have carried out some experiments to have an idea of the possible 
improvement that the IGA can achieve. In these experiments, we have used the precision 
obtained from the user relevance judgments as fitness function. Results have shown that in 
this case, the IGA achieve a slight improvement compared to the conventional GA. 
However, we want to emphasize that this feedback mechanism improves the search system 
by considering users suggestions concerning the found documents, which leads to a new 
query using IGA. In the new search stage, more relevant documents are given to the user. 
As a conclusion, the conventional genetic algorithm model was improved. In the future, we 
hope that the system can be improved further and the results can achieve higher accuracy 
rate in solving the data mining problems. 
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occupies the lower end of the value chain. 
Fig. 5 shows an example of the main networks of Iskandar Malaysia whereby this network 
will brings many advantages to the country in order to improve the quality of the social 
networking in business matter. 

 
Fig. 5. Business networks of Iskandar Malaysia 
 
Table 1 shows several numbers of related URLs for Iskandar Malaysia. Most of the URLs are 
connected to the governments and business areas web pages. So, logically we found that the 
business networks can be spreading into several fields that can attract investors to come and 
invest in Malaysia. As stated before, our main objective is to show the related industries or 
links connected to this web page so that we can see the total or statistics of the investors and 
profits of the business areas.  
From the results, we can see the expansion of the related web pages from the first URL. In 
Fig. 6 we show that the networks can be spreading into many categories and influence the 
business industries improvement. This result clearly explained that the objective to see the 
related industries can be achieved by using the mention technique. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Expansion of business networks of Iskandar Malaysia 

 
6. Conclusion 
 

In this chapter, we have shown how an evolutionary algorithm can help to reformulate a 
user query to improve the results of the corresponding search. The evolutionary algorithm is 
in charge of selecting the appropriate combination of terms for the new query. To do this, 
the algorithm uses fitness function a measure of the proximity between the query terms 
selected in the considered individual. Then, the top ranked documents are retrieved using 
these terms. We have carried out some experiments to have an idea of the possible 
improvement that the IGA can achieve. In these experiments, we have used the precision 
obtained from the user relevance judgments as fitness function. Results have shown that in 
this case, the IGA achieve a slight improvement compared to the conventional GA. 
However, we want to emphasize that this feedback mechanism improves the search system 
by considering users suggestions concerning the found documents, which leads to a new 
query using IGA. In the new search stage, more relevant documents are given to the user. 
As a conclusion, the conventional genetic algorithm model was improved. In the future, we 
hope that the system can be improved further and the results can achieve higher accuracy 
rate in solving the data mining problems. 
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1.	Introduction     
 

Systems Engineering (SE) processes comprise highly creative and knowledge-intensive tasks 
that involve extensive problem-solving and decision-making activities among 
interdisciplinary teams  (Meinadier, 2002).  SE projects involve the definition of multiple 
artifacts that present different formalization degrees, such as requirements specification, 
system architecture, and hardware/ software components. Transitions between the project 
phases stem from decision making processes supported both by generally available domain 
knowledge and engineering experience.  
We argue that Knowledge about engineering processes constitutes one of the most valuable 
assets for SE organizations. Most often, this knowledge is only known implicitly, relying 
heavily on the personal experience background of system engineers.  To fully exploit this 
intellectual capital, it must be made explicit and shared among project teams. Consistent 
and comprehensive knowledge management methods need to be applied to capture and 
integrate the individual knowledge items emerging in the course of a system engineering 
project.  
Knowledge management (KM) is a scientific discipline that stems from management theory 
and concentrates on the systematic creation, leverage, sharing and reuse of knowledge 
resources in a company (Awas el al, 2003). Knowledge management approaches are 
generally divided into personalization approaches that focus on human resources and 
communication, and codification approaches that emphasize the collection and organization 
of knowledge (McMahon et al. 2004). 
In this work, we consider the latter approach for KM. Special focus is put on the 
comprehensive modeling of system engineering project knowledge. This knowledge partly 
resides in the product itself, while a lot of different types of knowledge are generated during 
the engineering processes. The background information such as why engineers came up 
with the final shape or geometry, what constraints were to be considered in engineering 
processes, and so on, can not be found either (Chan-Hong.P et al.2007). In other words, most 
of design rationale either disappear or exist partially in the form of engineering documents. 
The analysis of current engineering practices and supporting software tools reveals that they 
adequately support project information exchange and traceability, but lack essential 
capabilities for knowledge management and reuse.( C. Brandt et al., 2007) 
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1.	Introduction     
 

Systems Engineering (SE) processes comprise highly creative and knowledge-intensive tasks 
that involve extensive problem-solving and decision-making activities among 
interdisciplinary teams  (Meinadier, 2002).  SE projects involve the definition of multiple 
artifacts that present different formalization degrees, such as requirements specification, 
system architecture, and hardware/ software components. Transitions between the project 
phases stem from decision making processes supported both by generally available domain 
knowledge and engineering experience.  
We argue that Knowledge about engineering processes constitutes one of the most valuable 
assets for SE organizations. Most often, this knowledge is only known implicitly, relying 
heavily on the personal experience background of system engineers.  To fully exploit this 
intellectual capital, it must be made explicit and shared among project teams. Consistent 
and comprehensive knowledge management methods need to be applied to capture and 
integrate the individual knowledge items emerging in the course of a system engineering 
project.  
Knowledge management (KM) is a scientific discipline that stems from management theory 
and concentrates on the systematic creation, leverage, sharing and reuse of knowledge 
resources in a company (Awas el al, 2003). Knowledge management approaches are 
generally divided into personalization approaches that focus on human resources and 
communication, and codification approaches that emphasize the collection and organization 
of knowledge (McMahon et al. 2004). 
In this work, we consider the latter approach for KM. Special focus is put on the 
comprehensive modeling of system engineering project knowledge. This knowledge partly 
resides in the product itself, while a lot of different types of knowledge are generated during 
the engineering processes. The background information such as why engineers came up 
with the final shape or geometry, what constraints were to be considered in engineering 
processes, and so on, can not be found either (Chan-Hong.P et al.2007). In other words, most 
of design rationale either disappear or exist partially in the form of engineering documents. 
The analysis of current engineering practices and supporting software tools reveals that they 
adequately support project information exchange and traceability, but lack essential 
capabilities for knowledge management and reuse.( C. Brandt et al., 2007) 
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The recent keen interest in ontological engineering has renewed interest in building 
systematic, consistent, reusable and interoperable knowledge models (Mizoguchi et al. 
2000)( Kitamura, 2006). 
Aiming at representing engineering knowledge explicitly and formally for sharing it  among 
multidisciplinary engineering teams, our work builds upon ontological engineering as a 
foundation for capturing implicit knowledge and as a basis of knowledge systematization. 
In this chapter we present our vision about the main building blocks of a semantic 
framework for knowledge capitalization and sharing in Systems Engineering domain. The 
key idea behind our proposal is a flexible ontology-based schema with formally defined 
semantics to enable the capture and reuse of system engineering experiences. 
The main contributions of this work can be summurized as follows: 

– A generic ontological framework for System Engineering Knowledge 
systematization :. The framework sets the fundamental concepts for a holistic 
System Engineering knowledge model involving explicit relationships between 
process, products, actors and domain concepts. 

– A Knowledge capitalization model: we focus on problem resolution records during 
project execution. We address this problem through the use of the formal 
framework for capturing and sharing significant know-how, situated in projects 
context. we introduce the concept of Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge 
(SEEK) as a formal structure for capturing problem resolution records and design 
rationale in SE projects. 

– A Knowledge sharing model: we propose a semantic activation of potential 
relevant SEEK(s) in an engineering situation. 

The chapter is structured as folowing: the next section discusses key background 
information about System Engineering processes and knowledge management issues in SE 
setting. Section 3 discusses roles and representative examples of ontological engineering in 
SE. In section 4, we detail the ontological framework for system engineering knowledge 
modelling. Section 5, presents a formal approach for Situated Explicit Engineering 
Knowledge capitalization and sharing. Section 6, illustrates our proposal in a transport 
system engineering process. Section 7, discusses relevant related work. 

 
2. Problem statement  
 

2.1 System Engineering  
System Engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary approach to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It is defined as an iterative problem solving process aiming at 
transforming user’s requirements into a solution satisfying the constraints of: functionality, 
cost, time and quality (Meinadier, 2002).  This process is usually comprised of the following 
seven tasks: State the problem, Investigate alternatives, Model the system, Integrate, Launch 
the system, Assess performance, and Re-evaluate. These tasks can be summarized with the 
acronym SIMILAR: State, Investigate, Model, Integrate, Launch, Assess and Re-evaluate. 
(Bahill et al. 1998). This Systems Engineering Process is shown in Figure 1. 
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The recent keen interest in ontological engineering has renewed interest in building 
systematic, consistent, reusable and interoperable knowledge models (Mizoguchi et al. 
2000)( Kitamura, 2006). 
Aiming at representing engineering knowledge explicitly and formally for sharing it  among 
multidisciplinary engineering teams, our work builds upon ontological engineering as a 
foundation for capturing implicit knowledge and as a basis of knowledge systematization. 
In this chapter we present our vision about the main building blocks of a semantic 
framework for knowledge capitalization and sharing in Systems Engineering domain. The 
key idea behind our proposal is a flexible ontology-based schema with formally defined 
semantics to enable the capture and reuse of system engineering experiences. 
The main contributions of this work can be summurized as follows: 

– A generic ontological framework for System Engineering Knowledge 
systematization :. The framework sets the fundamental concepts for a holistic 
System Engineering knowledge model involving explicit relationships between 
process, products, actors and domain concepts. 

– A Knowledge capitalization model: we focus on problem resolution records during 
project execution. We address this problem through the use of the formal 
framework for capturing and sharing significant know-how, situated in projects 
context. we introduce the concept of Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge 
(SEEK) as a formal structure for capturing problem resolution records and design 
rationale in SE projects. 

– A Knowledge sharing model: we propose a semantic activation of potential 
relevant SEEK(s) in an engineering situation. 

The chapter is structured as folowing: the next section discusses key background 
information about System Engineering processes and knowledge management issues in SE 
setting. Section 3 discusses roles and representative examples of ontological engineering in 
SE. In section 4, we detail the ontological framework for system engineering knowledge 
modelling. Section 5, presents a formal approach for Situated Explicit Engineering 
Knowledge capitalization and sharing. Section 6, illustrates our proposal in a transport 
system engineering process. Section 7, discusses relevant related work. 

 
2. Problem statement  
 

2.1 System Engineering  
System Engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary approach to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It is defined as an iterative problem solving process aiming at 
transforming user’s requirements into a solution satisfying the constraints of: functionality, 
cost, time and quality (Meinadier, 2002).  This process is usually comprised of the following 
seven tasks: State the problem, Investigate alternatives, Model the system, Integrate, Launch 
the system, Assess performance, and Re-evaluate. These tasks can be summarized with the 
acronym SIMILAR: State, Investigate, Model, Integrate, Launch, Assess and Re-evaluate. 
(Bahill et al. 1998). This Systems Engineering Process is shown in Figure 1. 
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The recent keen interest in ontological engineering has renewed interest in building 
systematic, consistent, reusable and interoperable knowledge models (Mizoguchi et al. 
2000)( Kitamura, 2006). 
Aiming at representing engineering knowledge explicitly and formally for sharing it  among 
multidisciplinary engineering teams, our work builds upon ontological engineering as a 
foundation for capturing implicit knowledge and as a basis of knowledge systematization. 
In this chapter we present our vision about the main building blocks of a semantic 
framework for knowledge capitalization and sharing in Systems Engineering domain. The 
key idea behind our proposal is a flexible ontology-based schema with formally defined 
semantics to enable the capture and reuse of system engineering experiences. 
The main contributions of this work can be summurized as follows: 

– A generic ontological framework for System Engineering Knowledge 
systematization :. The framework sets the fundamental concepts for a holistic 
System Engineering knowledge model involving explicit relationships between 
process, products, actors and domain concepts. 

– A Knowledge capitalization model: we focus on problem resolution records during 
project execution. We address this problem through the use of the formal 
framework for capturing and sharing significant know-how, situated in projects 
context. we introduce the concept of Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge 
(SEEK) as a formal structure for capturing problem resolution records and design 
rationale in SE projects. 

– A Knowledge sharing model: we propose a semantic activation of potential 
relevant SEEK(s) in an engineering situation. 

The chapter is structured as folowing: the next section discusses key background 
information about System Engineering processes and knowledge management issues in SE 
setting. Section 3 discusses roles and representative examples of ontological engineering in 
SE. In section 4, we detail the ontological framework for system engineering knowledge 
modelling. Section 5, presents a formal approach for Situated Explicit Engineering 
Knowledge capitalization and sharing. Section 6, illustrates our proposal in a transport 
system engineering process. Section 7, discusses relevant related work. 

 
2. Problem statement  
 

2.1 System Engineering  
System Engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary approach to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It is defined as an iterative problem solving process aiming at 
transforming user’s requirements into a solution satisfying the constraints of: functionality, 
cost, time and quality (Meinadier, 2002).  This process is usually comprised of the following 
seven tasks: State the problem, Investigate alternatives, Model the system, Integrate, Launch 
the system, Assess performance, and Re-evaluate. These tasks can be summarized with the 
acronym SIMILAR: State, Investigate, Model, Integrate, Launch, Assess and Re-evaluate. 
(Bahill et al. 1998). This Systems Engineering Process is shown in Figure 1. 
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The recent keen interest in ontological engineering has renewed interest in building 
systematic, consistent, reusable and interoperable knowledge models (Mizoguchi et al. 
2000)( Kitamura, 2006). 
Aiming at representing engineering knowledge explicitly and formally for sharing it  among 
multidisciplinary engineering teams, our work builds upon ontological engineering as a 
foundation for capturing implicit knowledge and as a basis of knowledge systematization. 
In this chapter we present our vision about the main building blocks of a semantic 
framework for knowledge capitalization and sharing in Systems Engineering domain. The 
key idea behind our proposal is a flexible ontology-based schema with formally defined 
semantics to enable the capture and reuse of system engineering experiences. 
The main contributions of this work can be summurized as follows: 

– A generic ontological framework for System Engineering Knowledge 
systematization :. The framework sets the fundamental concepts for a holistic 
System Engineering knowledge model involving explicit relationships between 
process, products, actors and domain concepts. 

– A Knowledge capitalization model: we focus on problem resolution records during 
project execution. We address this problem through the use of the formal 
framework for capturing and sharing significant know-how, situated in projects 
context. we introduce the concept of Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge 
(SEEK) as a formal structure for capturing problem resolution records and design 
rationale in SE projects. 

– A Knowledge sharing model: we propose a semantic activation of potential 
relevant SEEK(s) in an engineering situation. 

The chapter is structured as folowing: the next section discusses key background 
information about System Engineering processes and knowledge management issues in SE 
setting. Section 3 discusses roles and representative examples of ontological engineering in 
SE. In section 4, we detail the ontological framework for system engineering knowledge 
modelling. Section 5, presents a formal approach for Situated Explicit Engineering 
Knowledge capitalization and sharing. Section 6, illustrates our proposal in a transport 
system engineering process. Section 7, discusses relevant related work. 

 
2. Problem statement  
 

2.1 System Engineering  
System Engineering (SE) is an interdisciplinary approach to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It is defined as an iterative problem solving process aiming at 
transforming user’s requirements into a solution satisfying the constraints of: functionality, 
cost, time and quality (Meinadier, 2002).  This process is usually comprised of the following 
seven tasks: State the problem, Investigate alternatives, Model the system, Integrate, Launch 
the system, Assess performance, and Re-evaluate. These tasks can be summarized with the 
acronym SIMILAR: State, Investigate, Model, Integrate, Launch, Assess and Re-evaluate. 
(Bahill et al. 1998). This Systems Engineering Process is shown in Figure 1. 
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held, and reasoned with. We use ontologies to describe the knowledge model in a formal 
representation language with expressive semantics.  
In order to determine the basic building blocks of the knowledge repository, we introduce 
the notion of “SEEK” Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge as the smallest granularity in 
the system experience knowledge. “SEEK”, represent an integrated structure that capture 
product and process knowledge in engineering situations in conformance to a set of layered 
ontologies.   

 
3. Background: Ontological Engineering  
 

Ontologies are now in widespread use as a means formalizing domain knowledge in a way 
that makes it accessible, shareable and reusable (Darlington, 2008). In this section, we review 
relevant ontological propositions for supporting engineering processes.  
In the knowledge engineering community, a definition by Gruber is widely accepted; that is, 
“explicit specification of conceptualization” (Gruber, 1993), where conceptualization is “a set 
of objects which an observer thinks exist in the world of interest and relations between 
them”. Gruber emphasizes that ontology is used as agreement to use a shared vocabulary 
(ontological commitment). 
The main purpose of ontology is, however, not to specify the vocabulary relating to an area 
of interest but to capture the underlying conceptualizations.( Gruber, 1993) 
Uschold (Uschold& Gruninger, 1996) identifies the following general roles for ontologies: 

– Communication between and among people and organizations. 
– Inter-operability among systems. 
– System Engineering Benefits: ontologies also assist in the process of building and 

maintaining systems, both knowledge-based and otherwise. In particular, 
o Re-Usability: the ontology, when represented in a formal language can be 

(or become so by automatic translation) a re-usable and/or shared 
component in a software system. 

o Reliability: a formal representation facilitates automatic consistency 
checking. 

o Specification: the ontology can assist the process of identifying a 
specification for an IT system. 

One of the deep necessities of ontologies in SE domain is, we believe, the lack of explicit 
description of background knowledge of modeling. There are multiple options for capturing 
such knowledge; we present a selection of representative efforts to capture engineering 
knowledge in ontologies. 
(Lin et al., 1996) propose an ontology for describing products. The main decomposition is 
into parts, features, and parameters. Parts are defined as a component of the artifact being 
designed". Features are associated with parts, and can be either geometrical or functional 
(among others). Examples of geometrical features include holes, slots, channels, grooves, 
bosses, pads, etc. A functional feature describes the purpose of another feature or part. 
Parameters are properties of features or parts, for example: weight, color, material. Classes 
of parts and features are organized into an inheritance hierarchy. Instances of parts and 
features are connected with properties component of, feature of, and sub-feature of. 
(Saaema et al,, 2005)  propose a method of indexing design knowledge that is based upon an 
empirical research study. The fundamental finding of their methodology is a comprehensive 

 

set of root concepts required to index knowledge in design engineering domain, including 
four dimensions: 

– The process description i.e. description of different tasks at each stage of the design 
process.  

– The physical product to be produced, i.e. the product, components, sub-assemblies 
and assemblies. 

– The functions that must be fulfilled by a particular component or assembly. 
– The issues with regards to non functional requirement such as thrust, power, cost 

etc. 
(Kitamura& Mizoguchy, 2004) has developed a meta-data schema for systematically 
representing functionality of a product based on Semantic Web technology for the 
management of the information content of engineering design documents. 
An ontology that supports higher-level semantics is function-behaviour-structure (FBS) 
ontology (gero et al, 2006) . Its original focus was on representing objects specifically design 
artifacts. It was recently applied to represent design processes. 
For ontology reusability, hierarchies are commonly established; (Borst et al, 1997) propose 
the PhysSys ontology as a sophisticated lattice of ontologies for engineering domain which 
supports multiple viewpoints on a physical system 
Notwithstanding the promising results reported from existing research on SE ontologies, the 
reported ontological models don’t provide a holistic view of the system engineering 
domain. They are either too generic or only focus on specific aspects of system 
representation.  
As development of ontologies is motivated by, amongst other things, the idea of knowledge 
reuse and share ability, we have considered a coherent reuse of significant ontological 
engineering work as complementary interrelated ontologies corresponding to the multiple 
facets of system engineering processes. 

	
4. Ontological framework for knowledge modeling in System Engineering 
projects 
	

In this section, our framework for knowledge modeling in system engineering projects is 
described. It structures the traces of engineering in the form of semantic descriptions based 
on a system engineering ontology. Section 4.1 introduces the so-called “SE general 
Ontology”, Section 4.2. Describes the modeling layers considered for semantic knowledge 
capture and section 4.3 presents an engineering illustrative example. 

	
4.1 SE general Ontology 
We focus here on the knowledge modeling issue that is often considered as the first step in 
developing a knowledge management system. The aim of this process is to understand the 
types of data structures and relationships within which knowledge can be held and 
reasoned with. We use ontologies to describe the knowledge model by a formal 
representation language with expressive semantics.  
In order to determine the basic building blocks of the knowledge model, we introduce the 
notion of Situated Explicit Engineeing Knowledge “SEEK” as the smallest granularity in the 
system experience knowledge. The systems engineering project assets represent an 
integrated structure that captures product and process knowledge in engineering situations 
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as an instance of loosely connected ontology modules that are held together by a general 
ontology for systems engineering.  
This general ontology is developed in domain, product, and process modules. The three 
levels are required to provide a comprehensive semantic model for the systems engineering 
project asset through an integrated representation of its semantic content, its structural 
content, and its design rationale. 
By instantiating these ontological concepts, concrete “SEEK” could be stored in a system 
engineering repository for future reuse. Furthermore, the ontology itself can serve as a 
communication base about the products and processes e.g. for exploring domain knowledge 
for system engineers. 
-Domain facet: The domain ontology defines the specific domain concepts, attributes, 
constraints, and rules. It aims to capture formally a target system according to its different 
abstraction levels; in other words, for each engineering domain, the ontology defines a 
consensual semantic network to represent domain-specific requirements, functions, 
behavior and physical components, as well as their structural relationships (such as “is a” 
“part of”) and their semantic relationships (such as “allocation”). For example, domain 
ontology for electric circuits might define, among other things, generic types of electric 
components such as transistor, connection relation among components, physical laws 
among physical quantities, functions of components, and allocation relations between 
components and functions.  
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arguments, and justifications for engineering decisions). Both the process and the product 
facets act as a formal logical structure for the systems engineering project asset. The domain 
facet provides semantic content for this structure. 
Both the process and the product facets act as a formal structure for the SEEK. The domain 
facet provides semantic domain values for characterizing this structure.  
Figure 4, illustrates the relationships and the complementarily of our three modeling facets 
for comprehensively representing system engineering knowledge. 
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as an instance of loosely connected ontology modules that are held together by a general 
ontology for systems engineering.  
This general ontology is developed in domain, product, and process modules. The three 
levels are required to provide a comprehensive semantic model for the systems engineering 
project asset through an integrated representation of its semantic content, its structural 
content, and its design rationale. 
By instantiating these ontological concepts, concrete “SEEK” could be stored in a system 
engineering repository for future reuse. Furthermore, the ontology itself can serve as a 
communication base about the products and processes e.g. for exploring domain knowledge 
for system engineers. 
-Domain facet: The domain ontology defines the specific domain concepts, attributes, 
constraints, and rules. It aims to capture formally a target system according to its different 
abstraction levels; in other words, for each engineering domain, the ontology defines a 
consensual semantic network to represent domain-specific requirements, functions, 
behavior and physical components, as well as their structural relationships (such as “is a” 
“part of”) and their semantic relationships (such as “allocation”). For example, domain 
ontology for electric circuits might define, among other things, generic types of electric 
components such as transistor, connection relation among components, physical laws 
among physical quantities, functions of components, and allocation relations between 
components and functions.  
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arguments, and justifications for engineering decisions). Both the process and the product 
facets act as a formal logical structure for the systems engineering project asset. The domain 
facet provides semantic content for this structure. 
Both the process and the product facets act as a formal structure for the SEEK. The domain 
facet provides semantic domain values for characterizing this structure.  
Figure 4, illustrates the relationships and the complementarily of our three modeling facets 
for comprehensively representing system engineering knowledge. 
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as an instance of loosely connected ontology modules that are held together by a general 
ontology for systems engineering.  
This general ontology is developed in domain, product, and process modules. The three 
levels are required to provide a comprehensive semantic model for the systems engineering 
project asset through an integrated representation of its semantic content, its structural 
content, and its design rationale. 
By instantiating these ontological concepts, concrete “SEEK” could be stored in a system 
engineering repository for future reuse. Furthermore, the ontology itself can serve as a 
communication base about the products and processes e.g. for exploring domain knowledge 
for system engineers. 
-Domain facet: The domain ontology defines the specific domain concepts, attributes, 
constraints, and rules. It aims to capture formally a target system according to its different 
abstraction levels; in other words, for each engineering domain, the ontology defines a 
consensual semantic network to represent domain-specific requirements, functions, 
behavior and physical components, as well as their structural relationships (such as “is a” 
“part of”) and their semantic relationships (such as “allocation”). For example, domain 
ontology for electric circuits might define, among other things, generic types of electric 
components such as transistor, connection relation among components, physical laws 
among physical quantities, functions of components, and allocation relations between 
components and functions.  
Figure 3 presents a high level description of a typical domain facet. 
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arguments, and justifications for engineering decisions). Both the process and the product 
facets act as a formal logical structure for the systems engineering project asset. The domain 
facet provides semantic content for this structure. 
Both the process and the product facets act as a formal structure for the SEEK. The domain 
facet provides semantic domain values for characterizing this structure.  
Figure 4, illustrates the relationships and the complementarily of our three modeling facets 
for comprehensively representing system engineering knowledge. 
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as an instance of loosely connected ontology modules that are held together by a general 
ontology for systems engineering.  
This general ontology is developed in domain, product, and process modules. The three 
levels are required to provide a comprehensive semantic model for the systems engineering 
project asset through an integrated representation of its semantic content, its structural 
content, and its design rationale. 
By instantiating these ontological concepts, concrete “SEEK” could be stored in a system 
engineering repository for future reuse. Furthermore, the ontology itself can serve as a 
communication base about the products and processes e.g. for exploring domain knowledge 
for system engineers. 
-Domain facet: The domain ontology defines the specific domain concepts, attributes, 
constraints, and rules. It aims to capture formally a target system according to its different 
abstraction levels; in other words, for each engineering domain, the ontology defines a 
consensual semantic network to represent domain-specific requirements, functions, 
behavior and physical components, as well as their structural relationships (such as “is a” 
“part of”) and their semantic relationships (such as “allocation”). For example, domain 
ontology for electric circuits might define, among other things, generic types of electric 
components such as transistor, connection relation among components, physical laws 
among physical quantities, functions of components, and allocation relations between 
components and functions.  
Figure 3 presents a high level description of a typical domain facet. 
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arguments, and justifications for engineering decisions). Both the process and the product 
facets act as a formal logical structure for the systems engineering project asset. The domain 
facet provides semantic content for this structure. 
Both the process and the product facets act as a formal structure for the SEEK. The domain 
facet provides semantic domain values for characterizing this structure.  
Figure 4, illustrates the relationships and the complementarily of our three modeling facets 
for comprehensively representing system engineering knowledge. 
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how the concepts within and between an ontology module are related to each other. Typical 
semantic links are subsumption relations, “part of” relations and traceability relations. For 
example, in an ontological module for a domain, the “part of” relation could be defined on 
physical components assemblies and a traceability relation (allocation) could be defined to 
map system functions onto physical components. 
Basically, knowledge in a certain layer is described in terms of the concepts in the lower 
layer. Figure 5 shows a hierarchy of ontologies built on top of SE general ontology. 
The first layer aims to describe super-concepts that are the same across all domains, it 
corresponds to the SE General ontology. The domain layer defines specializing concepts and 
semantic relations for a system engineering domain such as aeronautics. It integrates for 
examples domain theories and typical domain concepts that are shared in an engineering 
community. The application layer, presents specialized concepts used by specific system 
engineering organization, this is the most specialized level for knowledge characterization 
and acts as a systematized representation for annotating engineering knowledge projects.  
The fourth layer corresponds to semantic annotation on SE project assets defined using 
conceptual vocabulary from the application layer. In this way, all SE project assets are 
captured as formal knowledge models, by instantiating these ontological concepts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Layered ontologies for systems engineering knowledge modeling 
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4.3 Illustrative example: 
We describe a knowledge modeling scenario in the domain of aeronautics engines 
construction. As a single scenario cannot cover all the application possibilities, we focus in 
this example on the formal modeling of an engineering artifact as an instance of a domain 
facet excerpt.  
The association of a formal knowledge description to the engineering artifact in the figure 6, 
allows to retrieve it by a semantic search. This artifact is modeled as instances of the 
concepts “aircraft engine driven pump”, “jet engine” and “hydraulic pump”.  
A query formulated with the concept “pump” allows to retrieve this engineering artifact by 
reasoning on the subsuming relation between “pump” and “hydraulic pump”.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Engineering artifact semantic annotation 
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In this section we further detail the experience management module of the framework. We 
address the dynamic aspect of engineering process with the aim to capture implicit 
knowledge, decision and argumentation over the proposed ontological based support for 
SE. We Concentrate on providing knowledge items relevant to assist the human expert in 
solving knowledge-intensive tasks. 
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We describe a knowledge modeling scenario in the domain of aeronautics engines 
construction. As a single scenario cannot cover all the application possibilities, we focus in 
this example on the formal modeling of an engineering artifact as an instance of a domain 
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4.3 Illustrative example: 
We describe a knowledge modeling scenario in the domain of aeronautics engines 
construction. As a single scenario cannot cover all the application possibilities, we focus in 
this example on the formal modeling of an engineering artifact as an instance of a domain 
facet excerpt.  
The association of a formal knowledge description to the engineering artifact in the figure 6, 
allows to retrieve it by a semantic search. This artifact is modeled as instances of the 
concepts “aircraft engine driven pump”, “jet engine” and “hydraulic pump”.  
A query formulated with the concept “pump” allows to retrieve this engineering artifact by 
reasoning on the subsuming relation between “pump” and “hydraulic pump”.  
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Our proposal relies on an explicit modeling of the relation between engineering situation, 
engineering goals, engineering alternatives and solutions. 
The core of the model is denoted “SEEK”: Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge a formal 
pattern for representing knowledge in context.  SEEK (s) are defined by  instantiating the 
ontologies of the application layer. 

	
5.1 Formal definitions  
Before defining the Situated Explicit Engineering Knowledge, let us formalize the ontologies 
modules mentioned in section 4: we consider here two complementary ontologies : the 
system oriented ontology that corresponds to the domain facet and the context oriented 
ontology that corresponds to the product and the process facet. 
We are representing formally ontology as: 
O = (C,≤C, R, ≤R, A) consisting of a set of concepts C organized in a hierarchy with a 
subsumption relation ≤C, a set of semantic relations organized with ≤R, and a set of axioms 
stating restrictions on the conceptualization such as cardinalities, transitivity and 
constraints. 
Definition 1: System oriented ontology (OS) 
OS = (CS,≤C, RS, ≤R, AS) contains the background (domain) knowledge required to engineer a 
system. It systematizes domain knowledge according to different system abstraction levels.   
System ontology is organized as a network of modular sub-ontologies representing domain-
specific requirements, functions and physical components, as well as their structural 
relationships (such as “is a” “part of”) and their semantic relationships (such as 
“allocation”).   
OS:=( OREQUIREMENT, OFUNCTION, OSTRUCTURE, RREQUIREMENT-FUNCTION, RFUNCTION-STRUCTURE, 
RSTRUCTURE-REQUIREMENT ) 
Definition 2: Context oriented ontology (OC) 
OC= (CC,≤C, RC, ≤R, AC) contains knowledge required to express the circumstances under 
which system knowledge will be used. It consists of concepts and relations that formally 
describe engineering activities, roles, tools and artifacts models. Context ontology is 
organized as a network of modular sub-ontologies 
OC :=(OPROCESS, OTOOLS, OROLE, OPRODUCTS, RPROCESS-TOOLS, RPROCESSUS-ROLE, RPROCESSUS-

PRODUCT) 
Definition 3: Semantic Annotation (Annot) 
Annot :=( Ca, Ra, I), where: 

– Ca is a set of ontological concepts.  
– Ra is a set of ontological relations. 
– I is a set of tuple  (c,r), with : c� Ca and r� Ra. 

A semantic annotation is defined as a set of ontological concepts and semantic relations 
instances. We use semantic annotation to express a particular modeling choice or a 
particular engineering situation. Figure 7, shows an example of semantic annotation defined 
over a system ontology fragment. 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Relationships between semantic annotation, ontology and engineering product. 

 
The association of a formal knowledge description to the engineering artifact (requirement 
document) in the figure 7, allows to retrieve it by a semantic search. Semantic search 
retrieves information based on the types of the information items and the relations between 
them, instead of using simple String comparaisons (Brandt et al, 2007) 
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5.2 Knowledge representation model 
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between a formal language and a graphical language because it is visual and has a sound   
reasoning model. 
In the conceptual graph (CG) formalism, the ontological knowledge is encoded in a support. 
The factual knowledge is encoded in simple conceptual graphs. An extension of the original 
formalism (Baget, 2002) denoted “nested graphs” allows assigning to a concept node a 
partial internal representation in terms of simple conceptual graphs. 
To represent SEEK (s) in conceptual graph formalism we use this mapping: 

– The context ontology and the system ontology are represented in a conceptual 
graph support. 

– Each semantic annotation is represented as a simple conceptual graph. 
– A SEEK is a nested conceptual graph, where the concepts engineering situation, 

engineering goal, alternative solution, engineering solution are described by means 
of nested CG. This generic model has to be instantiated each time an engineering 
decision occurs in a project process.  Figure 8 describes a SEEK model as a nested 
conceptual graph. 

 

 
Fig. 7. SEEK as a nested conceptual graph 

 

5.2 Knowledge sharing model 
We aim to provide a proactive support for knowledge reuse. In such approaches (Abecker et 
al., 1998) queries are derived from the current Work context of application tools, thus 
providing reusable product or process knowledge that matches the current engineering 
situation. 
Finding a matching between an ongoing engineering situation and goal and a set of 
capitalized SEEK(s) relies on a standard reasoning mechanism in conceptual graphs: the 
projection. Let’s remind the projection operation as defined by ( Mugnier &Chein, 1992) 
Mugnier and Chein Projection ( Mugnier &Chein, 1992) 
Given two simple conceptual graphs G and H, a projection  
from G to H is an ordered pair of mappings from (RG, CG) to (RH, CH ), such that: 

– For all edges rc of G with label i, Π(r) Π(c) is an edge of H with label i. 
– r  RG, type (Π(r)) <= type(r); c  CG,  type (Π(c)) <= type(c). 

There is a projection from G to H if and only if H can be derived from G by elementary 
specialization rules 
Using the projection, the reasoning system is able to find not only descriptions of 
experiences that are annotated by exact concepts and relationships but also those annotated 
by subtypes of these concepts. Besides, to search with imprecise and/or incomplete 
experiences or to answer a vague query, approximate projections  can be used. 
We also work on an extension to conceptual graphs projection in order to take into account 
partial (part-of) engineering situation matching. 
Our ultimate goal consist in defining an approximate situation matching, having as result a 
partial ordering on the SEEK (s) according to their relevance for the current engineering 
situation. 

 
6. Case study: automated transport sub system. 
 

This section presents a case study of ontology based modeling for situated engineering 
experience.  The application domain is automatic transport sub system: an automated 
wagon. As an example, we consider a typical component allocation process of this sub 
systeme.  
We assume that the sub system’s functional view is represented by the data flow diagram 
(DFD) depicted in figure 9. The main functions considered are:  capture speed, capture 
position, control movement, propel, break, and contain travelers. The DFD is a result of 
structured functional decomposition of the initial requirement: “to transport travelers from 
one point to another”. The design know-how including such functional knowledge used in 
the conceptual design phase is usually left implicit because each designer possesses it. In 
complex engineering domains, this implicit knowledge could play a crucial role for 
systematizing conceptual design. As multidisciplinary teams (mechanical, electrical, 
software developer..) often work concurrently on a single system, it would be beneficial to 
have an agreement about functional concepts describing a family of system in a 
unambiguous and explicit manner.  
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Fig. 8. Data flow diagram for an automated wagon sbsystem 
 
The system functions should be mapped to the physical components. Functions mapping to 
physical components can be one to one or many to one. In addition Physical solution is 
constrained with non functional requirements (or soft goals) such as: system performance 
with attributes of travel duration, facility, acceleration limitation, comfort, and reliability. 
Each physical solution choice raises a set of possible engineering alternatives. The global 
requirements are traded-off to find the preferred alternatives. An intricate interplay usually 
exists among alternatives. For example, the functions speed capture and position estimation 
choosing inertial station that delivers the speed as well as the position, for implementing the 
function speed capture would restrict the engineering choices to exclude specific 
transducers. 
Given a specific function set, it would be helpful for novices’ engineers to find the 
corresponding physical components as well as the constraints about function allocation 
choices.  
Like in the functions decomposition context, this knowledge is scattered in a huge mass of 
engineering documents, and thus not explicitly modeled. We argue that an explicit 
representation of the links between components and functions could improve the quality of 
the allocation process. 
Furthermore, designers usually wish to reuse captured design knowledge to adapt past 
solutions and apply these to current problems, and novice designers may wish to 
understand lessons from previous experiences. In this case, a machine readable 
representation of engineering decision trace during projects should enable effective reuse of 
previous decisions.  To address these issues, we draw upon ontological engineering for 

 

providing a systematic basis for domain engineering knowledge and using it as a 
foundation for describing engineering choices and tradeoffs emanating from previous 
projects. 
To illustrate the use of the proposed ontological framework to define a Situated Engineering 
Knowledge, we use the ontologies excerpts depicted in figure 10 and 11 . 

– The OS fragment captures the functional and the structural facet 
– The OC fragment captures the process and the product facet. In this example, we 

adopt a recommended process (leblanc, 2008) for SE with SysML modeling 
language.  

Using these sub ontologies we can describe the SEEK for a design decision of a speed and 
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7. Related work 
 

Most of the existing SE tools still lack essential aspects needed for supporting knowledge 
capitalization and reuse during projects processes. Some recent research projects try to 
address this issue in specific engineering domains. To our knowledge, there is no generic 
framework for knowledge management in SE domain. We discuss, here some related works 
to our researches. As system engineering domain provides a generic methodological scheme 
to several engineering domain, we discuss some approaches from the software engineering 
and design engineering (sub)-domains.  
In the software engineering domain Efforts such as, REMAP (Ramesh et al., 1992), 
REFSENO (Tautz et al., 1998)  and BORE (Henninger, 1998) can be regarded as the main 
research stream that contributes to software knowledge management. However, the 
knowledge models employed by these approaches vary. REMAP and REFSENO are the 
closest efforts to our approach. REMAP also installs argumentations as an embedded 
component similar to our knowledge model, but our model extends REMAPS 
characterization of what is considered to be a system engineering knowledge asset. 
In the design engineering domain, (Kim et al., 2001) have integrated concepts of artificial 
intelligence into commercial PDM systems. The software is based on a dynamic and flexible 
workflow model, as opposed to the deterministic workflows seen in most commercial PDM 
applications. A built-in workflow management system enables the integrated management 
of task processes and information flows. The system can be searched by means of a semantic 
query and manipulation language. However, the system relies on prescriptive process 
definitions which require relatively well-understood and well-documented processes. As 
this does not apply to conceptual process engineering, this approach must be extended to ill 
structured processes. 
(gao et al, 2003) Describes an integration of a PDM system with ontological methods and 
tools. The Protégé ontology editor is combined with a commercial PDM system to provide 
knowledge management capabilities for the conceptual design stage. In an associated 
research project, a graphical interface for user-friendly knowledge acquisition has been 
developed. In contrast to our approach experience knowledge is not recorded. Again, this 
approach relies on a domain where the processes are better understood than in system 
engineering. 
(Kopena & Regli, 2003) Have designed ontology for the representation of product knowledge. 
A Core Ontology defines the basic structure to describe products from a functional view. 
Vocabulary extensions describe the domain of electromechanical devices. The model 
representation is based on a Description Logic (DL) system with low expressivity to achieve 
good computability and scalability. In this work, only product description facet is addressed. 
An ontological architecture for knowledge management that resembles to our proposed 
framework has been proposed by ( Brandt et al. 2007) and illustrated in the context of 
chemical engineering processes. The application and the extension of their ontological 
concepts to system engineering domain were among our initial research investigation. 
This survey is not exhaustive, we have discussed the important projects that guides our 
modeling choices, there are several recent research approaches pointing in this direction; 
that is exploiting ontological engineering and semantic web technologies to improve 
engineering processes.  
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8. Conclusion  
 

System engineering processes implies the management of information and knowledge and 
could be considered as a knowledge production process.  The main objective of this chapter 
is to present our ongoing work concerning the validation of our ontological based 
framework for experience capitalization and reuse. A principal strand of future research is 
the application of this modeling framework in the context of an engineering organization to 
trigger further improvement. We plan also to use the same framework for capturing “best 
practices” knowledge. The problem of providing a knowledge management interface 
integrated to existing system engineering  support tools is also under investigation. 
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8. Conclusion  
 

System engineering processes implies the management of information and knowledge and 
could be considered as a knowledge production process.  The main objective of this chapter 
is to present our ongoing work concerning the validation of our ontological based 
framework for experience capitalization and reuse. A principal strand of future research is 
the application of this modeling framework in the context of an engineering organization to 
trigger further improvement. We plan also to use the same framework for capturing “best 
practices” knowledge. The problem of providing a knowledge management interface 
integrated to existing system engineering  support tools is also under investigation. 
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1.	Introduction 
 

Heterogeneity in software requirements has regularly been discussed as a challenging 
problem, especially in the areas of requirements traceability. In practice, requirements are 
fundamentally expressed by customers in terms of natural language which inevitably 
inherits ambiguity. Pieces of requirements may be expressed in such a way that is best 
suited the view of an individual. Vocabularies and terminologies used in requirements 
expression therefore can be varied, habitually depending on customer roles, their 
background knowledge, perspectives and levels of understanding on system problems. 
Often, system analysts may capture requirements expressed by using different vocabularies 
or terminologies, yet conveying similar meaning. 
Taking account of diversity of how software requirements can be expressed and who 
expresses the requirements, system analysts may use different techniques to elicit the 
requirements from customers. Requirements elicitation techniques range from typical ones 
like introspection, questionnaires, interviews, focus group and protocol analysis (Goguen & 
Linde, 1993) to modern one like scrum and agile requirements modeling (Paetsch et al., 
2003). No matter which elicitation techniques are deployed, requirements from different 
customers often overlap, possibly are intertwined and inconsistent. As systems become 
more complex it becomes increasingly difficult for system analysts to resolve heterogeneity 
in software requirements so that the requirements can be verified and validated easily and 
effectively. 
The impact of heterogeneity is even more crucial in distributed and collaborative software 
development environment since the heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic in such 
environment. With the advents of outsourcing and offshoring software development, 
software specifications can be collaboratively constructed by a team of developers in 
multiple sites, possibly with various development methods and tools. It is therefore 
important that system analysts must understand and be able to resolve the analogy and 
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poly-forms to requirements expression and representation to better communicate, check 
consistency and trace between pieces of requirements in a distributed manner. 
In view of that, we propose to deploy ontology as a knowledge representation to intervene 
mutual “understanding” in requirements tracing process. By “ontological knowledge 
representation”, we provide a basis modeling view for system analysts to express “a domain 
of discourse” for software requirements elicitation as well as the basic categories of 
requirements elements and their relationships. With our ontological knowledge 
representation, ontology matching is applied as a reasoning mechanism in automatically 
generating traceability relationships without restricting the freedom in expressing 
requirements differently. The relationships are identified by deriving semantic analogy of 
ontology concepts representing requirements elements. We will exemplify our ontological 
knowledge representation for software requirements traceability and compare our work to 
the applicability of other knowledge representations for the same purpose. Section 2 
contains our literature reviews that lead to the development of ontological knowledge 
representation in this work. Section 3 presents our main idea of ontological knowledge 
representation for expressing software requirements. Section 4 elaborates how we can 
automate requirements traceability through ontology matching process. Section 5 concludes 
our contributions and further directions of our work. 

 
2. Managing Semantic Heterogeneity in Software Development Life Cycle 
with Knowledge Representation 
 

Software development is the processing of knowledge in a very focused way (Robillard, 
1999). Knowledge acquisition is underlying cognitive process of software requirements 
gathering and elicitation to obtain information required to solve problems. Software models 
are forms of knowledge representation resulting from transitory construction of knowledge 
built up for presenting software solutions in software analysis process. Likewise, application 
programs are also forms of knowledge representation of software solutions that can be 
interpreted and processed by computer processors. Knowledge representation is therefore a 
key vehicle for organizing and structuring information in software development life cycle so 
that the information can be easily understood, systematically verified and validated by 
system developers and by the end users. 
To manage semantic heterogeneity in software development, it is important to select 
knowledge representation that has sufficient expressive power as follows. Firstly, it is 
required that such knowledge representation should be able to recognize semantic 
differences in requirements expression and various software models. Secondly, it should 
preserve the meaning of the expression and the models, without restricting how the 
requirements are stated and the choices of software models that system developers want to 
use. In view of that, the basic constructs of the knowledge representation should be able to 
recognize type and instance definitions in requirements elements so that it can differentiate 
the meaning of requirements from its syntactic forms. Lastly, the knowledge representation 
should naturally support reasoning and inferences to resolve semantic heterogeneity arising 
in software development process. 
There currently exists a collection of knowledge representations that are application to 
software development. Notable works are RML-the object-based knowledge representation 
for requirements specifications in (Borgida et al., 1985), Cake-the knowledge representation 

and inference engine based on logics and plan calculus for software development in (Rich & 
Feldman, 1992) and Telos-the object-based knowledge representation with integrity 
constraints and deduction rules in (Mylopoulos et al., 1990). These works provide a solid 
proof on the application of knowledge representation to software development. However, 
each of these knowledge representations do not emphasize on their resolution in managing 
semantic heterogeneity that may arise. Although a certain degree of semantic inference may 
be derived from structuring mechanisms such as generalization, aggregation and 
classification as in Telos, the consistency of knowledge entered are verified through the an 
explicit constraint rules. 
In our view, semantic heterogeneity can be both implicit and explicit in requirements 
expression. By semantic heterogeneity the meaning of words and understanding of concepts 
may differ or be interpreted differently from one community to another, regardless of 
syntax which refers to the structure or the schema by which the words or the concepts are 
represented. In view of that, it is not possible to explicitly define constraint rules or 
relationships that can be completely resolved semantic heterogeneity. Most of the times, 
semantic heterogeneity is implicit and is not known to the person who expresses such 
semantics of words or concepts. 
Towards that view, we further explore the principle of ontology as explicit and formalized 
specifications of conceptualizations to extract and formalize the semantics. In the field of 
software engineering, there are many works that have applied and used ontology to 
different processes or phases in software development life cycle, starting from software 
requirements analysis (Kaiya & Saeki, 2005), cost estimation in project planning (Hamdan & 
Khatib, 2006) to re-engineering (Yang et al., 1999). There is also a particular set of work 
related to using ontology for multi-site distributed software development (Wongthongtham 
et al., 2005; Wongthongtham et al., 2008). From the literature, these works focus on using a 
single ontology to share a common understanding, manual construction of ontology and 
applying the ontology to specific application domains. In contrast to the above relevant 
works, our approach is concerned with ontology interoperability that does not force many 
stakeholders into a single ontology, but supports multiple ontologies for expressing 
multiperspective requirements artifacts. To be more precise, we aim to give various 
stakeholders with the freedom to communicate among each other based on their own 
defined ontologies. Additionally, our approach provides an automatic construction of 
multiple ontologies that is applicable to represent multiperspective requirements artifacts of 
any specific application domains. Next section will further describe ontology application in 
our work. 

 
3. Ontological Approach to Knowledge Representation for Software 
Requirements 
 

An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Gruber, 1993; 
Borst, 1997; Studer et al., 1998). The ontology captures consensual knowledge, which is 
described in the terms of a formal model. In the ontology, a set of concept types and a set of 
formal axioms are explicitly defined with both human-readable and machine-readable text. 
Ontologies provide a common vocabulary of an area and define – with different levels of 
formality – the meaning of the terms and relations between them. Generally speaking, 
knowledge in the ontologies is formalized using five kinds of components: classes, relations, 
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differences in requirements expression and various software models. Secondly, it should 
preserve the meaning of the expression and the models, without restricting how the 
requirements are stated and the choices of software models that system developers want to 
use. In view of that, the basic constructs of the knowledge representation should be able to 
recognize type and instance definitions in requirements elements so that it can differentiate 
the meaning of requirements from its syntactic forms. Lastly, the knowledge representation 
should naturally support reasoning and inferences to resolve semantic heterogeneity arising 
in software development process. 
There currently exists a collection of knowledge representations that are application to 
software development. Notable works are RML-the object-based knowledge representation 
for requirements specifications in (Borgida et al., 1985), Cake-the knowledge representation 

and inference engine based on logics and plan calculus for software development in (Rich & 
Feldman, 1992) and Telos-the object-based knowledge representation with integrity 
constraints and deduction rules in (Mylopoulos et al., 1990). These works provide a solid 
proof on the application of knowledge representation to software development. However, 
each of these knowledge representations do not emphasize on their resolution in managing 
semantic heterogeneity that may arise. Although a certain degree of semantic inference may 
be derived from structuring mechanisms such as generalization, aggregation and 
classification as in Telos, the consistency of knowledge entered are verified through the an 
explicit constraint rules. 
In our view, semantic heterogeneity can be both implicit and explicit in requirements 
expression. By semantic heterogeneity the meaning of words and understanding of concepts 
may differ or be interpreted differently from one community to another, regardless of 
syntax which refers to the structure or the schema by which the words or the concepts are 
represented. In view of that, it is not possible to explicitly define constraint rules or 
relationships that can be completely resolved semantic heterogeneity. Most of the times, 
semantic heterogeneity is implicit and is not known to the person who expresses such 
semantics of words or concepts. 
Towards that view, we further explore the principle of ontology as explicit and formalized 
specifications of conceptualizations to extract and formalize the semantics. In the field of 
software engineering, there are many works that have applied and used ontology to 
different processes or phases in software development life cycle, starting from software 
requirements analysis (Kaiya & Saeki, 2005), cost estimation in project planning (Hamdan & 
Khatib, 2006) to re-engineering (Yang et al., 1999). There is also a particular set of work 
related to using ontology for multi-site distributed software development (Wongthongtham 
et al., 2005; Wongthongtham et al., 2008). From the literature, these works focus on using a 
single ontology to share a common understanding, manual construction of ontology and 
applying the ontology to specific application domains. In contrast to the above relevant 
works, our approach is concerned with ontology interoperability that does not force many 
stakeholders into a single ontology, but supports multiple ontologies for expressing 
multiperspective requirements artifacts. To be more precise, we aim to give various 
stakeholders with the freedom to communicate among each other based on their own 
defined ontologies. Additionally, our approach provides an automatic construction of 
multiple ontologies that is applicable to represent multiperspective requirements artifacts of 
any specific application domains. Next section will further describe ontology application in 
our work. 

 
3. Ontological Approach to Knowledge Representation for Software 
Requirements 
 

An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Gruber, 1993; 
Borst, 1997; Studer et al., 1998). The ontology captures consensual knowledge, which is 
described in the terms of a formal model. In the ontology, a set of concept types and a set of 
formal axioms are explicitly defined with both human-readable and machine-readable text. 
Ontologies provide a common vocabulary of an area and define – with different levels of 
formality – the meaning of the terms and relations between them. Generally speaking, 
knowledge in the ontologies is formalized using five kinds of components: classes, relations, 
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poly-forms to requirements expression and representation to better communicate, check 
consistency and trace between pieces of requirements in a distributed manner. 
In view of that, we propose to deploy ontology as a knowledge representation to intervene 
mutual “understanding” in requirements tracing process. By “ontological knowledge 
representation”, we provide a basis modeling view for system analysts to express “a domain 
of discourse” for software requirements elicitation as well as the basic categories of 
requirements elements and their relationships. With our ontological knowledge 
representation, ontology matching is applied as a reasoning mechanism in automatically 
generating traceability relationships without restricting the freedom in expressing 
requirements differently. The relationships are identified by deriving semantic analogy of 
ontology concepts representing requirements elements. We will exemplify our ontological 
knowledge representation for software requirements traceability and compare our work to 
the applicability of other knowledge representations for the same purpose. Section 2 
contains our literature reviews that lead to the development of ontological knowledge 
representation in this work. Section 3 presents our main idea of ontological knowledge 
representation for expressing software requirements. Section 4 elaborates how we can 
automate requirements traceability through ontology matching process. Section 5 concludes 
our contributions and further directions of our work. 

 
2. Managing Semantic Heterogeneity in Software Development Life Cycle 
with Knowledge Representation 
 

Software development is the processing of knowledge in a very focused way (Robillard, 
1999). Knowledge acquisition is underlying cognitive process of software requirements 
gathering and elicitation to obtain information required to solve problems. Software models 
are forms of knowledge representation resulting from transitory construction of knowledge 
built up for presenting software solutions in software analysis process. Likewise, application 
programs are also forms of knowledge representation of software solutions that can be 
interpreted and processed by computer processors. Knowledge representation is therefore a 
key vehicle for organizing and structuring information in software development life cycle so 
that the information can be easily understood, systematically verified and validated by 
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representation, ontology matching is applied as a reasoning mechanism in automatically 
generating traceability relationships without restricting the freedom in expressing 
requirements differently. The relationships are identified by deriving semantic analogy of 
ontology concepts representing requirements elements. We will exemplify our ontological 
knowledge representation for software requirements traceability and compare our work to 
the applicability of other knowledge representations for the same purpose. Section 2 
contains our literature reviews that lead to the development of ontological knowledge 
representation in this work. Section 3 presents our main idea of ontological knowledge 
representation for expressing software requirements. Section 4 elaborates how we can 
automate requirements traceability through ontology matching process. Section 5 concludes 
our contributions and further directions of our work. 
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preserve the meaning of the expression and the models, without restricting how the 
requirements are stated and the choices of software models that system developers want to 
use. In view of that, the basic constructs of the knowledge representation should be able to 
recognize type and instance definitions in requirements elements so that it can differentiate 
the meaning of requirements from its syntactic forms. Lastly, the knowledge representation 
should naturally support reasoning and inferences to resolve semantic heterogeneity arising 
in software development process. 
There currently exists a collection of knowledge representations that are application to 
software development. Notable works are RML-the object-based knowledge representation 
for requirements specifications in (Borgida et al., 1985), Cake-the knowledge representation 
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be derived from structuring mechanisms such as generalization, aggregation and 
classification as in Telos, the consistency of knowledge entered are verified through the an 
explicit constraint rules. 
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expression. By semantic heterogeneity the meaning of words and understanding of concepts 
may differ or be interpreted differently from one community to another, regardless of 
syntax which refers to the structure or the schema by which the words or the concepts are 
represented. In view of that, it is not possible to explicitly define constraint rules or 
relationships that can be completely resolved semantic heterogeneity. Most of the times, 
semantic heterogeneity is implicit and is not known to the person who expresses such 
semantics of words or concepts. 
Towards that view, we further explore the principle of ontology as explicit and formalized 
specifications of conceptualizations to extract and formalize the semantics. In the field of 
software engineering, there are many works that have applied and used ontology to 
different processes or phases in software development life cycle, starting from software 
requirements analysis (Kaiya & Saeki, 2005), cost estimation in project planning (Hamdan & 
Khatib, 2006) to re-engineering (Yang et al., 1999). There is also a particular set of work 
related to using ontology for multi-site distributed software development (Wongthongtham 
et al., 2005; Wongthongtham et al., 2008). From the literature, these works focus on using a 
single ontology to share a common understanding, manual construction of ontology and 
applying the ontology to specific application domains. In contrast to the above relevant 
works, our approach is concerned with ontology interoperability that does not force many 
stakeholders into a single ontology, but supports multiple ontologies for expressing 
multiperspective requirements artifacts. To be more precise, we aim to give various 
stakeholders with the freedom to communicate among each other based on their own 
defined ontologies. Additionally, our approach provides an automatic construction of 
multiple ontologies that is applicable to represent multiperspective requirements artifacts of 
any specific application domains. Next section will further describe ontology application in 
our work. 
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An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization (Gruber, 1993; 
Borst, 1997; Studer et al., 1998). The ontology captures consensual knowledge, which is 
described in the terms of a formal model. In the ontology, a set of concept types and a set of 
formal axioms are explicitly defined with both human-readable and machine-readable text. 
Ontologies provide a common vocabulary of an area and define – with different levels of 
formality – the meaning of the terms and relations between them. Generally speaking, 
knowledge in the ontologies is formalized using five kinds of components: classes, relations, 
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functions, axioms and instances (Gruber, 1993). Classes in the ontology are usually 
organized in the taxonomies. 
The ontology is widely used as an important component in many areas, such as knowledge 
management (Jurisica et al., 2004), electronic commerce (Hepp et al., 2007), distributed 
systems (Haase et al., 2008), information retrieval systems (Jung, 2009) and in new emerging 
fields like the Semantic Web. Ontology can prove very useful for a community as a way of 
structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata terms that are currently being 
collected and standardized. Using ontologies, tomorrow’s applications can be “intelligent”, 
in the sense that they can more accurately work at the human conceptual level. 
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Fig. 1. Multiperspective requirements traceability (MUPRET) framework 
 
We apply ontology concept to our multipersepctive requirements traceability (MUPRET) 
framework which merges the natural language processing (NLP) techniques, rule-based 
approaches and ontology concepts in order to resolve the heterogeneity in multiperspective 
requirements artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates our MUPRET framework containing five main 
modules: requirements analyzer (RA), requirements elements generator (REG), base 
ontology constructor (BOC), requirements ontology constructor (ROC) and ontology 
matcher (OM). The details of all modules deployed in the MUPRET framework are 
presented in depth elsewhere in our previous papers (Assawamekin et al., 2008a; 
Assawamekin et al., 2008b). The five main modules can be briefly explained as follows: 
1. The RA module obtains a set of requirements artifacts represented in terms of natural 

language or plain English text. It uses the NLP techniques to syntactically analyze these 
artifacts and generate lexical semantic representation as the output. 

2. The REG module utilizes rule-based approaches to automatically extract requirements 
elements from requirements artifacts. 

3. The BOC module constructs a base ontology to classify requirements types of 
requirements artifacts in the domain of software requirements. 

4. The ROC module attaches requirements elements into the base ontology to 
automatically construct requirements ontology of each stakeholder as a common 
representation for knowledge interchange purposes. 

5. The OM module applies ontology matching technique in order to automatically generate 
traceability relationships when a match is found in the requirements ontologies. 

In summary, we propose our MUPRET framework which deploys ontology as a knowledge 
management mechanism to intervene mutual “understanding” without restricting the 
freedom in expressing requirements differently. Ontology matching is applied as a reasoning 
mechanism in automatically generating traceability relationships. The relationships are 
identified by deriving semantic analogy of ontology concepts representing requirements 
elements. 

 
4. Matching Ontologies for Requirements Traceability 
 

As briefly discussed in the introductory part, large-scaled software development inevitably 
involves a group of stakeholders, each of which may express their requirements differently 
in their own terminology and representation depending on their perspectives or perceptions 
of their shared problems. Such requirements result in multiperspective requirements artifacts. 
These artifacts may be enormous, complicated, ambiguous, incomplete, redundant and 
inconsistent. However, they must be traced, verified and merged in order to achieve a 
common goal of the development. Moreover, requirements artifacts are frequently subject to 
changes. Planning, controlling and implementation of requirements changes can be tedious, 
time-consuming and cost-intensive. Determining of effects caused by requirements changes 
on software systems is based on requirements traceability (Gotel & Finkelstein, 1994). 
The traceability of multiperspective requirements artifacts has regularly been discussed as a 
challenging problem, particularly in the requirements change management (Grunbacher et 
al., 2004). The heterogeneity of multiperspective requirements artifacts makes it difficult to 
perform tracing, verification and merging of the requirements. More specifically, it can be 
very problematic when multiperspective requirements artifacts are expressed with 
synonyms (i.e. different terminologies representing the same concept) and homonyms (i.e. 
the same term representing different concepts) and various stakeholders want to share these 
artifacts to each other. In this situation, ontology can play an essential role in 
communication among diverse stakeholders in the course of an integrating system. 
To be able to achieve our goal, this section presents ontology matching process executed in 
the following four steps to reason on traceability that arises between requirements. 
Step 1: Compute concepts of labels, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a label it encodes. 
Step 2: Compute concepts of nodes, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a node, given that it has a certain label and position in the graph. For object concepts, 
the logical formula for a concept at node is defined as a conjunction of concepts of labels 
located in the path from the given node to the root. For relationship concepts, the concept at 
node is identified as a conjunction of domain, range and relationship concepts. For process 
concepts, the concept at node is defined as a conjunction of actor, input, output and process 
concepts. 
Step 3: Compute the relations between concepts of labels, called element matching. In this 
work, we contribute a base ontology to define the types of concepts. If two concepts have 
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functions, axioms and instances (Gruber, 1993). Classes in the ontology are usually 
organized in the taxonomies. 
The ontology is widely used as an important component in many areas, such as knowledge 
management (Jurisica et al., 2004), electronic commerce (Hepp et al., 2007), distributed 
systems (Haase et al., 2008), information retrieval systems (Jung, 2009) and in new emerging 
fields like the Semantic Web. Ontology can prove very useful for a community as a way of 
structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata terms that are currently being 
collected and standardized. Using ontologies, tomorrow’s applications can be “intelligent”, 
in the sense that they can more accurately work at the human conceptual level. 
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We apply ontology concept to our multipersepctive requirements traceability (MUPRET) 
framework which merges the natural language processing (NLP) techniques, rule-based 
approaches and ontology concepts in order to resolve the heterogeneity in multiperspective 
requirements artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates our MUPRET framework containing five main 
modules: requirements analyzer (RA), requirements elements generator (REG), base 
ontology constructor (BOC), requirements ontology constructor (ROC) and ontology 
matcher (OM). The details of all modules deployed in the MUPRET framework are 
presented in depth elsewhere in our previous papers (Assawamekin et al., 2008a; 
Assawamekin et al., 2008b). The five main modules can be briefly explained as follows: 
1. The RA module obtains a set of requirements artifacts represented in terms of natural 

language or plain English text. It uses the NLP techniques to syntactically analyze these 
artifacts and generate lexical semantic representation as the output. 

2. The REG module utilizes rule-based approaches to automatically extract requirements 
elements from requirements artifacts. 

3. The BOC module constructs a base ontology to classify requirements types of 
requirements artifacts in the domain of software requirements. 

4. The ROC module attaches requirements elements into the base ontology to 
automatically construct requirements ontology of each stakeholder as a common 
representation for knowledge interchange purposes. 

5. The OM module applies ontology matching technique in order to automatically generate 
traceability relationships when a match is found in the requirements ontologies. 

In summary, we propose our MUPRET framework which deploys ontology as a knowledge 
management mechanism to intervene mutual “understanding” without restricting the 
freedom in expressing requirements differently. Ontology matching is applied as a reasoning 
mechanism in automatically generating traceability relationships. The relationships are 
identified by deriving semantic analogy of ontology concepts representing requirements 
elements. 

 
4. Matching Ontologies for Requirements Traceability 
 

As briefly discussed in the introductory part, large-scaled software development inevitably 
involves a group of stakeholders, each of which may express their requirements differently 
in their own terminology and representation depending on their perspectives or perceptions 
of their shared problems. Such requirements result in multiperspective requirements artifacts. 
These artifacts may be enormous, complicated, ambiguous, incomplete, redundant and 
inconsistent. However, they must be traced, verified and merged in order to achieve a 
common goal of the development. Moreover, requirements artifacts are frequently subject to 
changes. Planning, controlling and implementation of requirements changes can be tedious, 
time-consuming and cost-intensive. Determining of effects caused by requirements changes 
on software systems is based on requirements traceability (Gotel & Finkelstein, 1994). 
The traceability of multiperspective requirements artifacts has regularly been discussed as a 
challenging problem, particularly in the requirements change management (Grunbacher et 
al., 2004). The heterogeneity of multiperspective requirements artifacts makes it difficult to 
perform tracing, verification and merging of the requirements. More specifically, it can be 
very problematic when multiperspective requirements artifacts are expressed with 
synonyms (i.e. different terminologies representing the same concept) and homonyms (i.e. 
the same term representing different concepts) and various stakeholders want to share these 
artifacts to each other. In this situation, ontology can play an essential role in 
communication among diverse stakeholders in the course of an integrating system. 
To be able to achieve our goal, this section presents ontology matching process executed in 
the following four steps to reason on traceability that arises between requirements. 
Step 1: Compute concepts of labels, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a label it encodes. 
Step 2: Compute concepts of nodes, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a node, given that it has a certain label and position in the graph. For object concepts, 
the logical formula for a concept at node is defined as a conjunction of concepts of labels 
located in the path from the given node to the root. For relationship concepts, the concept at 
node is identified as a conjunction of domain, range and relationship concepts. For process 
concepts, the concept at node is defined as a conjunction of actor, input, output and process 
concepts. 
Step 3: Compute the relations between concepts of labels, called element matching. In this 
work, we contribute a base ontology to define the types of concepts. If two concepts have 
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functions, axioms and instances (Gruber, 1993). Classes in the ontology are usually 
organized in the taxonomies. 
The ontology is widely used as an important component in many areas, such as knowledge 
management (Jurisica et al., 2004), electronic commerce (Hepp et al., 2007), distributed 
systems (Haase et al., 2008), information retrieval systems (Jung, 2009) and in new emerging 
fields like the Semantic Web. Ontology can prove very useful for a community as a way of 
structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata terms that are currently being 
collected and standardized. Using ontologies, tomorrow’s applications can be “intelligent”, 
in the sense that they can more accurately work at the human conceptual level. 
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We apply ontology concept to our multipersepctive requirements traceability (MUPRET) 
framework which merges the natural language processing (NLP) techniques, rule-based 
approaches and ontology concepts in order to resolve the heterogeneity in multiperspective 
requirements artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates our MUPRET framework containing five main 
modules: requirements analyzer (RA), requirements elements generator (REG), base 
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matcher (OM). The details of all modules deployed in the MUPRET framework are 
presented in depth elsewhere in our previous papers (Assawamekin et al., 2008a; 
Assawamekin et al., 2008b). The five main modules can be briefly explained as follows: 
1. The RA module obtains a set of requirements artifacts represented in terms of natural 

language or plain English text. It uses the NLP techniques to syntactically analyze these 
artifacts and generate lexical semantic representation as the output. 

2. The REG module utilizes rule-based approaches to automatically extract requirements 
elements from requirements artifacts. 

3. The BOC module constructs a base ontology to classify requirements types of 
requirements artifacts in the domain of software requirements. 

4. The ROC module attaches requirements elements into the base ontology to 
automatically construct requirements ontology of each stakeholder as a common 
representation for knowledge interchange purposes. 

5. The OM module applies ontology matching technique in order to automatically generate 
traceability relationships when a match is found in the requirements ontologies. 

In summary, we propose our MUPRET framework which deploys ontology as a knowledge 
management mechanism to intervene mutual “understanding” without restricting the 
freedom in expressing requirements differently. Ontology matching is applied as a reasoning 
mechanism in automatically generating traceability relationships. The relationships are 
identified by deriving semantic analogy of ontology concepts representing requirements 
elements. 
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the same term representing different concepts) and various stakeholders want to share these 
artifacts to each other. In this situation, ontology can play an essential role in 
communication among diverse stakeholders in the course of an integrating system. 
To be able to achieve our goal, this section presents ontology matching process executed in 
the following four steps to reason on traceability that arises between requirements. 
Step 1: Compute concepts of labels, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a label it encodes. 
Step 2: Compute concepts of nodes, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a node, given that it has a certain label and position in the graph. For object concepts, 
the logical formula for a concept at node is defined as a conjunction of concepts of labels 
located in the path from the given node to the root. For relationship concepts, the concept at 
node is identified as a conjunction of domain, range and relationship concepts. For process 
concepts, the concept at node is defined as a conjunction of actor, input, output and process 
concepts. 
Step 3: Compute the relations between concepts of labels, called element matching. In this 
work, we contribute a base ontology to define the types of concepts. If two concepts have 
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functions, axioms and instances (Gruber, 1993). Classes in the ontology are usually 
organized in the taxonomies. 
The ontology is widely used as an important component in many areas, such as knowledge 
management (Jurisica et al., 2004), electronic commerce (Hepp et al., 2007), distributed 
systems (Haase et al., 2008), information retrieval systems (Jung, 2009) and in new emerging 
fields like the Semantic Web. Ontology can prove very useful for a community as a way of 
structuring and defining the meaning of the metadata terms that are currently being 
collected and standardized. Using ontologies, tomorrow’s applications can be “intelligent”, 
in the sense that they can more accurately work at the human conceptual level. 
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Fig. 1. Multiperspective requirements traceability (MUPRET) framework 
 
We apply ontology concept to our multipersepctive requirements traceability (MUPRET) 
framework which merges the natural language processing (NLP) techniques, rule-based 
approaches and ontology concepts in order to resolve the heterogeneity in multiperspective 
requirements artifacts. Figure 1 illustrates our MUPRET framework containing five main 
modules: requirements analyzer (RA), requirements elements generator (REG), base 
ontology constructor (BOC), requirements ontology constructor (ROC) and ontology 
matcher (OM). The details of all modules deployed in the MUPRET framework are 
presented in depth elsewhere in our previous papers (Assawamekin et al., 2008a; 
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representation for knowledge interchange purposes. 
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traceability relationships when a match is found in the requirements ontologies. 

In summary, we propose our MUPRET framework which deploys ontology as a knowledge 
management mechanism to intervene mutual “understanding” without restricting the 
freedom in expressing requirements differently. Ontology matching is applied as a reasoning 
mechanism in automatically generating traceability relationships. The relationships are 
identified by deriving semantic analogy of ontology concepts representing requirements 
elements. 
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challenging problem, particularly in the requirements change management (Grunbacher et 
al., 2004). The heterogeneity of multiperspective requirements artifacts makes it difficult to 
perform tracing, verification and merging of the requirements. More specifically, it can be 
very problematic when multiperspective requirements artifacts are expressed with 
synonyms (i.e. different terminologies representing the same concept) and homonyms (i.e. 
the same term representing different concepts) and various stakeholders want to share these 
artifacts to each other. In this situation, ontology can play an essential role in 
communication among diverse stakeholders in the course of an integrating system. 
To be able to achieve our goal, this section presents ontology matching process executed in 
the following four steps to reason on traceability that arises between requirements. 
Step 1: Compute concepts of labels, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a label it encodes. 
Step 2: Compute concepts of nodes, which denote the set of concepts that one would classify 
under a node, given that it has a certain label and position in the graph. For object concepts, 
the logical formula for a concept at node is defined as a conjunction of concepts of labels 
located in the path from the given node to the root. For relationship concepts, the concept at 
node is identified as a conjunction of domain, range and relationship concepts. For process 
concepts, the concept at node is defined as a conjunction of actor, input, output and process 
concepts. 
Step 3: Compute the relations between concepts of labels, called element matching. In this 
work, we contribute a base ontology to define the types of concepts. If two concepts have 
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different types, the relation between two concepts is mismatch. We also use external 
resources (i.e., domain knowledge and WordNet (Miller, 1990; Miller, 1995)) and string 
matching techniques (i.e., prefix, suffix, edit distance and n-gram) with threshold 0.85. 
Lexical relations provided by WordNet are converted into semantic relations according to 
the rules as shown in Table 1. 
Step 4: Compute the relations between concepts of nodes, called concept matching. Each 
concept is converted into a propositional validity problem. Semantic relations are translated 
into propositional connectives using the rules described in Table 1. 
 

Lexical 
relations 

Semantic 
relations 

Propositional logic Translation of formula into conjunctive 
normal form 

Synonym a = b a  b axioms  (context1  context2) 
axioms  (context1  context2) 

Hyponym or 
meronym 

a  b a  b axioms  (context1  context2) 

Hypernym 
or holonym 

a  b b  a axioms  (context1  context2) 

Antonym a  b (a  b) axioms  (context1  context2) 
 a  b (a  b)  (a  b)   

(a  b) 
axioms  (context1  context2)   
(context1  context2)  (context1  
context2) 

Table 1. The relationships among lexical relations, semantic relations and propositional 
formula 
 
The criterion for determining whether a relation holds between concepts is the fact that it is 
entailed by the premises. Thus, we have to prove that this formula (axioms)  rel(context1, 
context2) is valid. A propositional formula is valid iff its negation is unsatisfiable. A SAT 
solver (Berre, 2006) run on the formula fails. 
We use types of overlap relations defined in (Spanoudakis et al., 1999) to generate 
traceability relationships in our work. The traceability relationships can be generated when 
a match is found in the requirements ontologies. Thus, the semantic relations will be 
mapped to traceability relationships as shown in Table 2. 
 

Semantic relations Traceability relationships 
Equivalence (=) overlapTotally (=) 
More or less general (, ) overlapInclusively (, ) 
Mismatch () noOverlap () 
Overlapping () overlapPartially () 

Table 2. Conversion of semantic relations into traceability relationships 
 
The distinction and implication among different types of traceability relationships is 
important not only because these relationships have different impact on the requirements 
traceability status of two requirements artifacts but also because the corrections of 
requirements changes occurring due to each of these types of traceability relationships 
might not be the same. In our work, we order traceability relationships as they have been 

listed, according to their binding strength, from the strongest to the weakest. The more 
general and less general have the same binding strength. Hence, overlapTotally is the 
strongest relationship since the sets of source concept have exactly the same as the sets of 
target concept. The source and target concepts are overlapInclusively if one of the designated 
sets is proper subset of the other. Both source and target concepts are overlapPartially if their 
designated sets have both concepts in common and non-common concepts. More 
importantly, we discard noOverlap relationship which is the weakest relationship in this 
work because there is no effect on multiperspective requirements artifacts changes. 
As a prototype of the processes in the MUPRET framework, we have developed the 
MUPRET tool which is a Java-based tool with Prolog and WordNet-based semantic 
inference engine. This tool aims to support our framework and to demonstrate its feasibility 
for distributed, collaborative and multiperspective software development environment. The 
details of MUPRET tool are presented in depth elsewhere in our paper (Assawamekin et al., 
2009). This tool runs on PCs running MS-Windows as a standalone environment. Our 
design of the MUPRET tool primarily focuses on demonstrating “proof-of-concept” rather 
than on optimizing technique used in the framework. The aim of our approach is to build a 
generic support environment for the MUPRET framework. This approach is constructed 
with specialized tools and techniques that either demonstrate the feasibility of the approach 
or address a particular requirements traceability issue. 
The MUPRET tool facilitates the automatic extraction and construction of requirements 
elements of an individual stakeholder into a so-called requirements ontology. As a result, 
multiperspective requirements artifacts of different stakeholders are captured in a common 
taxonomy imposed by the sharing base of requirements ontology. The tool then 
automatically generates traceability links by matching requirements ontologies. 
To demonstrate how to use the MUPRET tool, we will illustrate how to generate traceability 
relationships via two different requirements artifacts with respect to two different 
perspectives. These two requirements artifacts describe parts of a hospital information 
system. More specifically, they describe a doctor investigation system (DIS) and an in-
patient registration system (IPRS). These requirements artifacts are written in format of plain 
English text as follows. 
Requirements 1: (DIS perspective) 
Each patient has a unique hospital number (HN) and a name. A patient is admitted by a 
doctor. Nurses and doctors are considered as staffs. A nurse has a name. The nurse’s name 
consists of a first name, an initial and a last name. A doctor is identified by an identification 
number and a name. 
Requirements 2: (IPRS perspective) 
Physicians and nurses are staffs. Staffs have an ID, a name and an address. A surgeon is a 
physician. 
Both requirements are presented as a source (DIS) and a target (IPRS) in our MUPRET 
browser. After both requirements are passed to the RA and REG modules, the ROC module 
will attach requirements elements into the base ontology. Accordingly, the DIS and IPRS 
requirements ontology are automatically constructed as depicted in Figures 2 and 3 
respectively. 
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different types, the relation between two concepts is mismatch. We also use external 
resources (i.e., domain knowledge and WordNet (Miller, 1990; Miller, 1995)) and string 
matching techniques (i.e., prefix, suffix, edit distance and n-gram) with threshold 0.85. 
Lexical relations provided by WordNet are converted into semantic relations according to 
the rules as shown in Table 1. 
Step 4: Compute the relations between concepts of nodes, called concept matching. Each 
concept is converted into a propositional validity problem. Semantic relations are translated 
into propositional connectives using the rules described in Table 1. 
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The criterion for determining whether a relation holds between concepts is the fact that it is 
entailed by the premises. Thus, we have to prove that this formula (axioms)  rel(context1, 
context2) is valid. A propositional formula is valid iff its negation is unsatisfiable. A SAT 
solver (Berre, 2006) run on the formula fails. 
We use types of overlap relations defined in (Spanoudakis et al., 1999) to generate 
traceability relationships in our work. The traceability relationships can be generated when 
a match is found in the requirements ontologies. Thus, the semantic relations will be 
mapped to traceability relationships as shown in Table 2. 
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Equivalence (=) overlapTotally (=) 
More or less general (, ) overlapInclusively (, ) 
Mismatch () noOverlap () 
Overlapping () overlapPartially () 

Table 2. Conversion of semantic relations into traceability relationships 
 
The distinction and implication among different types of traceability relationships is 
important not only because these relationships have different impact on the requirements 
traceability status of two requirements artifacts but also because the corrections of 
requirements changes occurring due to each of these types of traceability relationships 
might not be the same. In our work, we order traceability relationships as they have been 

listed, according to their binding strength, from the strongest to the weakest. The more 
general and less general have the same binding strength. Hence, overlapTotally is the 
strongest relationship since the sets of source concept have exactly the same as the sets of 
target concept. The source and target concepts are overlapInclusively if one of the designated 
sets is proper subset of the other. Both source and target concepts are overlapPartially if their 
designated sets have both concepts in common and non-common concepts. More 
importantly, we discard noOverlap relationship which is the weakest relationship in this 
work because there is no effect on multiperspective requirements artifacts changes. 
As a prototype of the processes in the MUPRET framework, we have developed the 
MUPRET tool which is a Java-based tool with Prolog and WordNet-based semantic 
inference engine. This tool aims to support our framework and to demonstrate its feasibility 
for distributed, collaborative and multiperspective software development environment. The 
details of MUPRET tool are presented in depth elsewhere in our paper (Assawamekin et al., 
2009). This tool runs on PCs running MS-Windows as a standalone environment. Our 
design of the MUPRET tool primarily focuses on demonstrating “proof-of-concept” rather 
than on optimizing technique used in the framework. The aim of our approach is to build a 
generic support environment for the MUPRET framework. This approach is constructed 
with specialized tools and techniques that either demonstrate the feasibility of the approach 
or address a particular requirements traceability issue. 
The MUPRET tool facilitates the automatic extraction and construction of requirements 
elements of an individual stakeholder into a so-called requirements ontology. As a result, 
multiperspective requirements artifacts of different stakeholders are captured in a common 
taxonomy imposed by the sharing base of requirements ontology. The tool then 
automatically generates traceability links by matching requirements ontologies. 
To demonstrate how to use the MUPRET tool, we will illustrate how to generate traceability 
relationships via two different requirements artifacts with respect to two different 
perspectives. These two requirements artifacts describe parts of a hospital information 
system. More specifically, they describe a doctor investigation system (DIS) and an in-
patient registration system (IPRS). These requirements artifacts are written in format of plain 
English text as follows. 
Requirements 1: (DIS perspective) 
Each patient has a unique hospital number (HN) and a name. A patient is admitted by a 
doctor. Nurses and doctors are considered as staffs. A nurse has a name. The nurse’s name 
consists of a first name, an initial and a last name. A doctor is identified by an identification 
number and a name. 
Requirements 2: (IPRS perspective) 
Physicians and nurses are staffs. Staffs have an ID, a name and an address. A surgeon is a 
physician. 
Both requirements are presented as a source (DIS) and a target (IPRS) in our MUPRET 
browser. After both requirements are passed to the RA and REG modules, the ROC module 
will attach requirements elements into the base ontology. Accordingly, the DIS and IPRS 
requirements ontology are automatically constructed as depicted in Figures 2 and 3 
respectively. 
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different types, the relation between two concepts is mismatch. We also use external 
resources (i.e., domain knowledge and WordNet (Miller, 1990; Miller, 1995)) and string 
matching techniques (i.e., prefix, suffix, edit distance and n-gram) with threshold 0.85. 
Lexical relations provided by WordNet are converted into semantic relations according to 
the rules as shown in Table 1. 
Step 4: Compute the relations between concepts of nodes, called concept matching. Each 
concept is converted into a propositional validity problem. Semantic relations are translated 
into propositional connectives using the rules described in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The relationships among lexical relations, semantic relations and propositional 
formula 
 
The criterion for determining whether a relation holds between concepts is the fact that it is 
entailed by the premises. Thus, we have to prove that this formula (axioms)  rel(context1, 
context2) is valid. A propositional formula is valid iff its negation is unsatisfiable. A SAT 
solver (Berre, 2006) run on the formula fails. 
We use types of overlap relations defined in (Spanoudakis et al., 1999) to generate 
traceability relationships in our work. The traceability relationships can be generated when 
a match is found in the requirements ontologies. Thus, the semantic relations will be 
mapped to traceability relationships as shown in Table 2. 
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Equivalence (=) overlapTotally (=) 
More or less general (, ) overlapInclusively (, ) 
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Table 2. Conversion of semantic relations into traceability relationships 
 
The distinction and implication among different types of traceability relationships is 
important not only because these relationships have different impact on the requirements 
traceability status of two requirements artifacts but also because the corrections of 
requirements changes occurring due to each of these types of traceability relationships 
might not be the same. In our work, we order traceability relationships as they have been 

listed, according to their binding strength, from the strongest to the weakest. The more 
general and less general have the same binding strength. Hence, overlapTotally is the 
strongest relationship since the sets of source concept have exactly the same as the sets of 
target concept. The source and target concepts are overlapInclusively if one of the designated 
sets is proper subset of the other. Both source and target concepts are overlapPartially if their 
designated sets have both concepts in common and non-common concepts. More 
importantly, we discard noOverlap relationship which is the weakest relationship in this 
work because there is no effect on multiperspective requirements artifacts changes. 
As a prototype of the processes in the MUPRET framework, we have developed the 
MUPRET tool which is a Java-based tool with Prolog and WordNet-based semantic 
inference engine. This tool aims to support our framework and to demonstrate its feasibility 
for distributed, collaborative and multiperspective software development environment. The 
details of MUPRET tool are presented in depth elsewhere in our paper (Assawamekin et al., 
2009). This tool runs on PCs running MS-Windows as a standalone environment. Our 
design of the MUPRET tool primarily focuses on demonstrating “proof-of-concept” rather 
than on optimizing technique used in the framework. The aim of our approach is to build a 
generic support environment for the MUPRET framework. This approach is constructed 
with specialized tools and techniques that either demonstrate the feasibility of the approach 
or address a particular requirements traceability issue. 
The MUPRET tool facilitates the automatic extraction and construction of requirements 
elements of an individual stakeholder into a so-called requirements ontology. As a result, 
multiperspective requirements artifacts of different stakeholders are captured in a common 
taxonomy imposed by the sharing base of requirements ontology. The tool then 
automatically generates traceability links by matching requirements ontologies. 
To demonstrate how to use the MUPRET tool, we will illustrate how to generate traceability 
relationships via two different requirements artifacts with respect to two different 
perspectives. These two requirements artifacts describe parts of a hospital information 
system. More specifically, they describe a doctor investigation system (DIS) and an in-
patient registration system (IPRS). These requirements artifacts are written in format of plain 
English text as follows. 
Requirements 1: (DIS perspective) 
Each patient has a unique hospital number (HN) and a name. A patient is admitted by a 
doctor. Nurses and doctors are considered as staffs. A nurse has a name. The nurse’s name 
consists of a first name, an initial and a last name. A doctor is identified by an identification 
number and a name. 
Requirements 2: (IPRS perspective) 
Physicians and nurses are staffs. Staffs have an ID, a name and an address. A surgeon is a 
physician. 
Both requirements are presented as a source (DIS) and a target (IPRS) in our MUPRET 
browser. After both requirements are passed to the RA and REG modules, the ROC module 
will attach requirements elements into the base ontology. Accordingly, the DIS and IPRS 
requirements ontology are automatically constructed as depicted in Figures 2 and 3 
respectively. 
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different types, the relation between two concepts is mismatch. We also use external 
resources (i.e., domain knowledge and WordNet (Miller, 1990; Miller, 1995)) and string 
matching techniques (i.e., prefix, suffix, edit distance and n-gram) with threshold 0.85. 
Lexical relations provided by WordNet are converted into semantic relations according to 
the rules as shown in Table 1. 
Step 4: Compute the relations between concepts of nodes, called concept matching. Each 
concept is converted into a propositional validity problem. Semantic relations are translated 
into propositional connectives using the rules described in Table 1. 
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The criterion for determining whether a relation holds between concepts is the fact that it is 
entailed by the premises. Thus, we have to prove that this formula (axioms)  rel(context1, 
context2) is valid. A propositional formula is valid iff its negation is unsatisfiable. A SAT 
solver (Berre, 2006) run on the formula fails. 
We use types of overlap relations defined in (Spanoudakis et al., 1999) to generate 
traceability relationships in our work. The traceability relationships can be generated when 
a match is found in the requirements ontologies. Thus, the semantic relations will be 
mapped to traceability relationships as shown in Table 2. 
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The distinction and implication among different types of traceability relationships is 
important not only because these relationships have different impact on the requirements 
traceability status of two requirements artifacts but also because the corrections of 
requirements changes occurring due to each of these types of traceability relationships 
might not be the same. In our work, we order traceability relationships as they have been 

listed, according to their binding strength, from the strongest to the weakest. The more 
general and less general have the same binding strength. Hence, overlapTotally is the 
strongest relationship since the sets of source concept have exactly the same as the sets of 
target concept. The source and target concepts are overlapInclusively if one of the designated 
sets is proper subset of the other. Both source and target concepts are overlapPartially if their 
designated sets have both concepts in common and non-common concepts. More 
importantly, we discard noOverlap relationship which is the weakest relationship in this 
work because there is no effect on multiperspective requirements artifacts changes. 
As a prototype of the processes in the MUPRET framework, we have developed the 
MUPRET tool which is a Java-based tool with Prolog and WordNet-based semantic 
inference engine. This tool aims to support our framework and to demonstrate its feasibility 
for distributed, collaborative and multiperspective software development environment. The 
details of MUPRET tool are presented in depth elsewhere in our paper (Assawamekin et al., 
2009). This tool runs on PCs running MS-Windows as a standalone environment. Our 
design of the MUPRET tool primarily focuses on demonstrating “proof-of-concept” rather 
than on optimizing technique used in the framework. The aim of our approach is to build a 
generic support environment for the MUPRET framework. This approach is constructed 
with specialized tools and techniques that either demonstrate the feasibility of the approach 
or address a particular requirements traceability issue. 
The MUPRET tool facilitates the automatic extraction and construction of requirements 
elements of an individual stakeholder into a so-called requirements ontology. As a result, 
multiperspective requirements artifacts of different stakeholders are captured in a common 
taxonomy imposed by the sharing base of requirements ontology. The tool then 
automatically generates traceability links by matching requirements ontologies. 
To demonstrate how to use the MUPRET tool, we will illustrate how to generate traceability 
relationships via two different requirements artifacts with respect to two different 
perspectives. These two requirements artifacts describe parts of a hospital information 
system. More specifically, they describe a doctor investigation system (DIS) and an in-
patient registration system (IPRS). These requirements artifacts are written in format of plain 
English text as follows. 
Requirements 1: (DIS perspective) 
Each patient has a unique hospital number (HN) and a name. A patient is admitted by a 
doctor. Nurses and doctors are considered as staffs. A nurse has a name. The nurse’s name 
consists of a first name, an initial and a last name. A doctor is identified by an identification 
number and a name. 
Requirements 2: (IPRS perspective) 
Physicians and nurses are staffs. Staffs have an ID, a name and an address. A surgeon is a 
physician. 
Both requirements are presented as a source (DIS) and a target (IPRS) in our MUPRET 
browser. After both requirements are passed to the RA and REG modules, the ROC module 
will attach requirements elements into the base ontology. Accordingly, the DIS and IPRS 
requirements ontology are automatically constructed as depicted in Figures 2 and 3 
respectively. 
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Fig. 2. Doctor investigation system (DIS) requirements ontology 
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Fig. 3. In-patient registration system (IPRS) requirements ontology 
 

A part of traceability relationships between DIS and IPRS requirements artifacts can be 
expressed in the first-order logic (FOL) or predicate terms for machine-readable text as 
shown below. 
 
overlapTotally(Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor | Requirements 2/S1T1, S3T5/physician) 
overlapInclusively(Requirements 2/S2T4/ID | Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor) 
overlapInclusively(Requirements 2/S2T7/name | Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor) 
overlapInclusively(Requirements 2/S2T10/address | Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor) 
overlapInclusively(Requirements 2/S3T2/surgeon | Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor) 
overlapInclusively(Requirements 1/S3T1, S4T2, S5T2/nurse | Requirements 2/S1T5, S2T1/staff) 
overlapPartially(Requirements 1/S2T7, S3T3, S6T2/doctor | Requirements 2/S1T3/nurse) 
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Requirements 2 must be needed. On the other hand, if doctor in the Requirements 1 is 
changed then staff in the Requirements 2 may be modified since doctor in the Requirements 1 
overlaps inclusively (subset) with staff in the Requirements 2. Additionally, if doctor in the 
Requirements 1 is modified then the modification of nurse in the Requirements 2 may be 
needed with respect to overlap partially relationship. In contrast, if patient in the 
Requirements 1 is changed then there is no modification needed for physician in the 
Requirements 2 due to no overlap relationship. 
To sum up, the MUPRET tool automatically constructs requirements ontologies from 
multiperspective requirements artifacts with the aim of generating traceability relationships. 
The ontology matching technique is executed without any user interaction in order to 
achieve this goal. Suppose that the relations between element matching are correct, the 
relations between concept matching can generate the precise semantic relations. In view of 
that, traceability relationships are also accurate. 

 
5. Conclusions and Ongoing Work 
 

This chapter points out the semantic heterogeneity problems found in multiperspective 
requirements artifacts and introduces the ontological knowledge representation to help 
resolve such problems. The resolution is described via our MUPRET framework and tool. 
Our MUPRET framework merges the NLP techniques, rule-based approaches and ontology 
concepts to automatically generate traceability relationships of multiperspective 
requirements artifacts, which can be applied to any software requirements domain. In 
MUPRET, the base ontology representing the fundamental concepts is defined and used to 
classify requirements types of requirements artifacts. Regarding the base ontology, multiple 
requirements ontologies can be developed and virtually integrated through ontology 
matching process. The result of the ontology matching is a set of traceability relationships of 
software requirements. 
Although the current stage of the MUPRET framework and tool emphasizes on tracing 
multiperspectives in requirements analysis phase and focuses on requirements that are 
expressed in terms of natural language or plain English text. It is possible to extend 
MUPRET to cover multiperspective software artifacts expressed in terms of typical analysis 
models. This can be done by adding semantics of those model elements to the base of the 
MUPRET’s requirements ontology. In addition, we also aim at exploring further how to 
apply our MUPRET to support traceability throughout a complete software development 
process. 
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multiperspective requirements artifacts with the aim of generating traceability relationships. 
The ontology matching technique is executed without any user interaction in order to 
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MUPRET to cover multiperspective software artifacts expressed in terms of typical analysis 
models. This can be done by adding semantics of those model elements to the base of the 
MUPRET’s requirements ontology. In addition, we also aim at exploring further how to 
apply our MUPRET to support traceability throughout a complete software development 
process. 
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Requirements 2 must be needed. On the other hand, if doctor in the Requirements 1 is 
changed then staff in the Requirements 2 may be modified since doctor in the Requirements 1 
overlaps inclusively (subset) with staff in the Requirements 2. Additionally, if doctor in the 
Requirements 1 is modified then the modification of nurse in the Requirements 2 may be 
needed with respect to overlap partially relationship. In contrast, if patient in the 
Requirements 1 is changed then there is no modification needed for physician in the 
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The ontology matching technique is executed without any user interaction in order to 
achieve this goal. Suppose that the relations between element matching are correct, the 
relations between concept matching can generate the precise semantic relations. In view of 
that, traceability relationships are also accurate. 

 
5. Conclusions and Ongoing Work 
 

This chapter points out the semantic heterogeneity problems found in multiperspective 
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1. Introduction 
 

Knowledge is information and skills acquired through experience or education. We live in 
the knowledge era where knowledge is available almost everywhere in abundance. 
Therefore, knowledge should not be neglected; it needs to be shared and exchanged. Based 
on Newman and Conrad (1999), knowledge management is a discipline that seeks to 
improve the performance of individuals and organizations by maintaining and leveraging 
the present and future value of knowledge assets. 
Knowledge portal is an enhancement of the ordinary web portal. While the web portal 
focuses on offering users a broad array of resources and services, the knowledge portal does 
not only offer the resources and services, it also acts as a knowledge repository where it will 
extract and analyze knowledge submitted among its community members. According to 
Niwa (1990), a knowledge sharing paradigm perceives knowledge supplier as the same set 
of system users who use the knowledge base system. Hence, knowledge portal is one of the 
means for knowledge sharing. 
Based on Giarratano and Riley (1998), there are three ways to represent knowledge: rules, 
frames and semantic nets. Rules are the most common type of knowledge representation. 
Rules are easy to implement due to its straightforward structure. However, ordering of the 
rules is important. Frames represent related knowledge about an object. Frames are easy to 
understand and they allow unrestrained alteration or cancellation of slots. Frames are 
suitable to describe a mechanical device. Semantic nets are simple, economical and relatively 
intuitive representation form. The structure of semantic nets is denoted by nodes and arcs as 
shown in Fig. 1. This research will use semantic nets to represent its knowledge because it is 
easy to be implemented and manipulated due to its flexibility to cluster related knowledge 
in our problem domain. 
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Fig. 1. Semantic nets consist of nodes and arcs to represent knowledge 
 
In a Special Interest Group (SIG) knowledge portal, people from various backgrounds 
gather for several reasons. For instance, students join a SIG to derive some guidance from 
people who are already in the industry. They can also be experts in certain fields who are 
willing to answer questions from anyone and share their expertise. On the other hand, there 
are also some people who join the portal simply to make new friends with others who have 
the same interest. Likewise, these people posses knowledge and they are willing and eager 
to share their knowledge with each other through this online community. 
Having people with various backgrounds in the community, we find the need to classify the 
users’ expertise. Knowledge can be organized by classifying expertise of the user. In other 
words, users’ expertise is the knowledge in the portal. When users join the portal for the 
first time, they may want to find other users’ who share the same interests and problems. 
They may also want to seek help with their problems by looking for someone in the portal 
who is an expert in a certain field. Classification of the users’ expertise is a very crucial task. 
Hence, we anticipate the expertise classification of the SIG knowledge portal will ensure the 
convenience of the members to exchange their knowledge and seek help among various 
expertise levels. 
In Section 2 we will discuss the related work and the problems that motivate this study. 
Section 3 will describe the proposed method, followed by Section 4 that which explains will 
explain the implementation of the proposed solution. Section 5 will explain the qualitative 
evaluation of the proposed method. Finally, we will conclude our work in Section 6. 

 
2. The Motivation 
 

Online communities are not much different from other real world communities. Both 
communities consist of people who are tied together by their interests. In an online 
community, a group of people from different backgrounds are strangers to each other and 
this makes them become keen to get some information about the people in their community. 
Knowing one’s level of expertise will make knowledge sharing and discussion more 
meaningful. Usually, the portal will state users’ level of expertise for all community 
members to view. This section will discuss the existing classification methods in Web portals 
and the related work in classifying expertise in SIG portals. 

	
2.1 Existing SIG portals 
Both ITTutor.net (2009) and Computer Forum (2009) is popular web portals with registered 
users more than 40,000 and the number of members keep increasing. The portals rank users 
based on the number of posts they make in the portal in which the more forums posted, the 
higher users’ rank will be. By doing so, even when users post query on a certain topic or 
post something irrelevant to the topic, users’ rank will increase. Given a scenario where A, 
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Fig. 1. Semantic nets consist of nodes and arcs to represent knowledge 
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Rank Minimum Points 
Kadet 0 
Korporal 50 
Sarjan 100 
Staf Sarjan 150 
Sarjan Mejar 200 
Pegawai Waran 1 300 
Pegawai Waran 2 400 
Leftenan Muda 500 
Leftenan 1000 
Kapten 1500 
Mejar 2500 
Leftenan Kolonel 3000 
Kolonel 3500 
Certified ITTutor Professional 10000 

Table 1. Military-based rank used in ITTutor.net (2009) 
 
On the other hand, Computer Forum (2009) ranks its users based on the minimum posts 
made by users in the portal as listed in Table 2. Besides, there are also special ranks given by 
the administrator of the portal to selected users. Administrator also has the right  to ban 
users who violate the rules and regulations of the portal. 
 

Rank Minimum Posts 

New Member 0 

Bronze Member 25 

Silver Member 100 

Gold Member 250 

Platinum Member 500 

Diamond Member 1000 

Unspecified by computerforum.com 2000 

Unspecified by computerforum.com 4000 

Unspecified by computerforum.com 6000 

Unspecified by computerforum.com 8000 

Unspecified by computerforum.com 10000 

Table 2. Ranks in Computer Forum (2009) 

 
2.2 Expertise classification methods 
The existing methods include that of Zhang et al. (2007) who proposed z-score measures, 
and ExpertiseRank that was based on PageRank algorithm proposed by Page et al. (1998). In 
the work of Zhang et al. (2007), the proposed algorithms were compared with Hypertext 

Induced Topic Selection (HITS) of Kleinberg (1999) and simple statistical measures in a Java 
forum of an e-community to analyze the relative expertise of different users. The evaluation 
showed that both ExpertiseRank and z-score performed the best in e-community with 
different characteristics.  
The z-score measures (Zhang et al., 2007) combine both the asking and replying patterns. For 
example if users ask the same number of queries and answers, the z-score will be close to 0. 
If they answer more than asking questions, the z-score will be positive otherwise it will be 
negative. In addition, ExpertiseRank (Zhang et al., 2007) increases expertise scores using 
question-answer network. For instance if A is able to answer B’s questions, and C is able to 
answer B’s questions, then C’s expertise rank should be promoted because C is able to 
answer B’s question where B also happens to be someone who has some expertise. 
Nevertheless, the measures produced are still questionable, as the quality of the answers is 
not considered in the measures.    
On the other hand, HITS (Kleinberg, 1999) rate e-community users based on their authority 
and hub values in the community network nodes. Authority value is the sum of the scaled 
hubs values that point to the user and hub value is the sum of the scaled authority values of 
the user. Users with the highest authority score are experts in the community whilst users 
with the highest hub values are beginners who have good contact with the experts. Yet the 
setting of values for authority and hub could be affected if the actual contents of network 
nodes are of low quality that cause the increased number of authority and hub values when 
more unnecessary communication occurs. 
Another work by Löser and Tempich (2005) suggested three semantic overlay layers to give 
scores to e-community peers using peer monitor based on the frequency to answer a query 
either as responses to information requests, asking similar questions, providing related 
documents and asking questions of diverse topics in the past. Peer monitor is a good way 
that needs users’ intervention to rank the peers. However the peers may give unjustified 
scores that cause discrepancies in the peer monitor. 
Hence, this research proposes a point-based semi-automatic expertise classification that 
employs z-score of Zhang et al. (2007). The score is mapped to a 5-scale point with the 
combination of a manual classification towards the answers given by the members of a SIG 
e-community. 

 
3. Point-Based Semi-Automatic Expertise (PBASE) classification method 
	

The proposed work is called Point-Based Semi-Automatic Expertise (PBASE) classification 
method. This is a two-way classification method in which the knowledge portal will 
automatically classify users’ expertise level based on users’ interaction in the portal and 
users’ rating. PBASE method consists of two parts; automatic classification using z-score 
measures of Zhang et al. (2007) and manual classification using users’ rating. PBASE method 
takes the average of the two parts as the users’ level of expertise. Users are classified as 
beginner, intermediate and expert based on the accumulated points. 
There are two types of post in the portal. They are ‘query’ and ‘answer’ posts. The ‘query’ 
post is made by a user to ask questions under a certain topic. On the other hand, ‘answer’ 
post is a post that answers questions to the ‘query’ post. Logically, users who make more 
‘answer’ posts are experts and users who make more ‘query’ posts are beginners in the 
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portal. This research will be using the z-score measures as introduced by Zhang et al. (2007) 
to classify users in the portal. 
 

 
 
Let Zi be the z-score for user i, i =1 until n where n is the number of users, a is the number of 
‘answer’ post made by a user and q is the number of ‘query’ post made by a user.  
Once the z-score for all users are calculated, the value will be sorted in ascending order and 
will be mapped to an appropriate point as illustrated in Fig. 3. The top 20% of the users will 
be given 5 points. The last 20% of the users will be given 1 point. The other users will be 
given points as shown in Fig. 3. The top 20% of the users (based on an ascending order of 
calculated z-score) are the active contributors in the portal and will be given 5 points each.  
The rationale behind this mapping system is that the experts are always the active 
contributors of the portal. This means, even when a user is an expert but if the user stops 
contributing to the portal, the user’s level of expertise may drop if there are other users who 
contribute more. If there is a tie for the highest contributor, both users will be given 5 points.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Mapping of the z-score measures into a five-point scale 
 
Table 3 shows an example of mapping the z-score measures. Let Ui be the users, i = 1 until n 
where n is the number of users, q is the number of queries posted, a is the number of 
answers posted, Z is the z-score measures (Zhang et al., 2007) and M is the mapped z-score. 
When users view ‘answer’ posts in the portal, they are required to rate by the scales: 0 
(Unacceptable), 1 (Poor), 2 (Fair), 3 (Average), 4 (Very Good) or 5 (Excellent). By doing so, 
the sender of the post will receive points given by the other users. We treat all post equally, 
thus the user rating points, R is calculated by dividing the total points collected for each 
user, T with the numbers of users who make the rating, N. The purpose of user rating, R is 
to counter check the automatic classification using z-score measure (Zhang et al., 2007). 
 

 
 

(1) 

(2) 

The final points (for each user); F is the average of the sum of mapped z-score, M and users’ 
rating, R. The mapping of the final points, F to the expertise level, L is: expert E (4 or 5 
points), intermediate I (2 or 3 points) and beginner B (0 or 1 points). 
 

 
 

    Z-score in ascending order 

Ui q a Z Ui Z M 

U0 0 0 0 U0 0 0 

U1 5 0 -2.24 U6 -7.07 1 

U2 0 5 2.24 U9 -4.08 1 

U3 5 5 0 U1 -2.24 2 

U4 10 5 -1.29 U4 -1.29 2 

U5 5 10 1.29 U3 0 3 

U6 50 0 -7.07 U8 0 3 

U7 0 50 7.07 U5 1.29 4 

U8 50 50 0 U2 2.24 4 

U9 100 50 -4.08 U10 4.08 5 

U10 50 100 4.08 U7 7.07 5 

Table 3. An example of mapping the z-score values to a five-point scale 
 
Fig. 4 illustrates an overview of PBASE. Let Ui be the users, i = 1 until n where n is the total 
number of users, q is the number of queries posted, a is the number of answers posted, Z is 
the z-score measures (Zhang et al., 2007), M is the mapped z-score, R is the users’ rating, F is 
the final points and L is the level of expertise {B: Beginner, I: Intermediate, E: Expert}. 
An example of classification using PBASE is shown in Table 4. Based on PBASE method, the 
user rating, R played an important role in classifying the users’ expertise level. In the case of 
U9, although the mapped z-score is the lowest (1 point), the users’ expertise can still be 
promoted through the rating. For U1 and U6, the user rating, R will be automatically set to 
zero since the users do not make any ‘answer’ post and U0 is an example of users who do 
not contribute anything in the SIG. 
In addition, users are also allowed to flag posts if they find it inappropriate to the topic. 
After users flags certain posts, the administrator of the portal will be notified to take further 
action. Through the rating and flagging process, the users of the community are also 
contributing in giving point to users. As a result, members of the community also contribute 
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This research will use software engineering as the domain problem. We find that software 
engineering is an interesting domain as it concerns the creation and maintenance of software 
application by applying technologies and practices from computer sciences, project 
management, engineering, application domains, and other fields. The proposed PBASE 
method is applied in an existing web portal for software engineers in Malaysia called 
Malaysian Software Engineering Interest Group (MySEIG). The online interest group was 
founded in mid 2005 to provide a platform for software engineers to share knowledge, ideas 
and experience related to software engineering issues (MySEIG, 2009). 

 
4.1 Knowledge representation 
The field topics in MySEIG are based on Software Engineering Body of Knowledge or 
SWEBOK (Abran et al., 2004) as listed in Table 5. For the convenience of MySEIG users to 
discuss common knowledge without specific software engineering topic, a general field 
named ‘Others’ is added. 
Users are allowed to choose one or more field of interest from the listed topic. This means 
each user have a different set of field of interest. Example of users’ set of field of interest 
includes: User A {Software Design, Software Testing, Software Maintenance, Others}, User B 
{Software Engineering Process, Software Quality, Others}, and User C {Software 
Requirement, Others}. 
As mentioned previously, users’ level of expertise reflects the knowledge in such SIG portals 
which the knowledge can be presented using a semantic net. Fig. 5 illustrates how semantic 
net represents users’ level of expertise in MySEIG knowledge portal. 
 
 
 
 

Ui q a Z M R F L 
U0 0 0 0 0 0 0 B 
U1 8 0 -2.83 2 0 1 B 
U2 0 5 2.24 4 0 2 I 

1 2.5 I 
2 3 I 
3 3.5 E 
4 4 E 
5 4.5 E 

U3 7 7 0 3 0 1.5 I 
1 2 I 
2 2.5 I 
3 3 I 
4 3.5 E 
5 4 E 

U4 20 10 -1.83 2 0 1 B 
1 1.5 I 
2 2 I 
3 2.5 I 
4 3 I 
5 3.5 E 

U5 5 10 1.29 4 0 2 I 
1 2.5 I 
2 3 I 
3 3.5 E 
4 4 E 
5 4.5 E 

U6 40 0 -6.32 1 0 0.5 B 
U7 0 60 7.75 5 0 2.5 I 

1 3 I 
2 3.5 E 
3 4 E 
4 4.5 E 
5 5 E 

U8 30 30 0 3 0 1.5 I 
1 2 I 
2 2.5 I 
3 3 I 
4 3.5 E 
5 4 E 

U9 110 40 -5.72 1 0 0.5 B 
1 1 B 
2 1.5 I 
3 2 I 
4 2.5 I 
5 3 I 

U10 60 150 6.21 5 0 2.5 I 
1 3 I 
2 3.5 E 
3 4 E 
4 4.5 E 
5 5 E 

Table 4. An example of classification 
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No Topic 
1 Software Configuration Management 
2 Software Construction 
3 Software Design 
4 Software Engineering Management 

5 Software Engineering Process 

6 Software Engineering Tools and Methods 

7 Software Maintenance 

8 Software Quality 

9 Software Requirement 

10 Software Testing 

11 Others 

Table 5. Field of interest in MySEIG based on SWEBOK (Abran et al., 2004) 

 
4.2 Classification Process Using PBASE 
 

 
Fig. 5. Example of knowledge representation using semantic net 
 

The first step of PBASE method in MySEIG knowledge portal is to calculate the z-score of 
each user. In order to calculate the z-score, we have to identify the type of posts or forums 
created. When users create a new post, they are required to choose the type of post from the 
dropdown list topic as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
There are six types of post the users can choose from. The six types can be categorized into 
two; ‘query’ post and ‘answer’ post. The ‘query’ post include ‘request’, ‘announcement’ and 
‘question’ while ‘answer’ post could be either ‘opinion’, ‘information’ or ‘answer’. The 
default post is ‘request’. 
Then we can calculate z-score measures (Zhang et al., 2007). After z-score values are 
calculated for every user under a certain field, we can map the z-score values to the five-
point scale as shown in Fig. 3. 
PBASE is a two-way classification method where its users also take part in the classification 
process. When users view ‘answer’ post, they are required to rate by the scales: 0 
(Unacceptable), 1 (Poor), 2 (Fair), 3 (Average), 4 (Very Good) or 5 (Excellent) as shown in 
Fig. 7. Users also can contribute in the classification process by flagging post that they find 
inappropriate to the topic as in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Types of post to be determined by users before submitting a post 
 

 
Fig. 7. Users’ post that can be rated by other members in MySEIG knowledge portal 
 
The z-score mapping in MySEIG by default will be as in Fig. 3 but the admin can change the 
z-score mapping as shown in Fig. 8. Admin also can reset the z-score mapping to a default 
value and the classification for each user will be recalculated. 
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Comparison of PBASE with existing expertise classification method used in ITTutor.net 
(2009) and Computer Forum (2009) is listed in the following aspects: 
 
(a) Direction of classification 
(b) Basis of classification 
(c) Differences in type of posts 
(d) Competitiveness to be an expert 

 
6. Conclusions and future works 
	

Instead of using the conventional way to classify users based on the number of posts, this 
research proposes a two-way classification method called Point-Based Semi-automatic 
Expertise (PBASE). By proposing the PBASE method, we hope to maximize the capability of 
SIG knowledge portal for the convenience of its community members to seek help among 
the members.  
Furthermore, we have identified that there is a limitation in identifying the type of posts. 
Based on the current approach, users are required to state the type of post. Thus as part of 
the future work, we plan to integrate Natural Language Processing (NLP) technique with 
PBASE. Hence, users will no longer need to state the type of post since NLP will 
automatically analyze and identify the type of posts. 
Other future work include that the system should suggest automatically to other members 
list of people who in the same area or expert. In other word it involves either expert system 
or decision support system concept.   
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1.	Introduction     
 

This work belongs to the national French project VIATIC.MOBILITE from the industrial 
cluster I-trans*, which is an initiative bringing together major French players in rail 
technology and innovative transport systems. In fact, Transport users require relevant, 
interactive and instantaneous information during their travels. A Transport Multimodal 
Information System (TMIS) can offer a support tool to response and help network customers 
to make good decisions when they are travelling providing them all needed information in 
any existent and chosen format (text, multimedia…), in addition, through different 
handheld wireless devices such as PDAs, laptops, cell phones, etc. So in a previous work 
(Zgaya, 2007a), we proposed a Multi Information System (MIS) based on a special kind of 
software agent called Mobile Agent (MA) (Carzaniga et al., 1997).The realization was 
successful, thanks to a two-level optimization approach (Zgaya et al., 2007b), where the 
system optimizes the selection of nodes to answer the different requests. Our customer is 
satisfied if he obtains rapidly a response to his request, with a suitable cost. 
But in the case of network errors, the MAs begin the negotiation process which allows new 
assignments to cancelled services to available network nodes. For this purpose, we designed 
a negotiation protocol intended for the transport area which permits to the agents to 
negotiate when perturbations may exist (Zgaya et al., 2007c). Our protocol uses messages to 
exchange the information. Those messages are exchanged between initiators and the 
participants in the negotiation process. Indeed, this protocol has studied before only the 
cases of the simple messages without using ontology and did not include the solutions when 
the participant agents did not understand the messages sent from the initiators agent. Thus, 
we propose an approach that will improve the negotiation protocol through the multi-agent 
systems by adding ontology in the negotiation process. Our solution bases on the 
knowledge management system to facilitate automatically the management of the 

* http://www.i-trans.org 
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negotiation messages and to solve the semantic heterogeneity. In our proposal, we 
incorporate architecture for negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based 
Knowledge Management System (NOKMS) (Saad et al., 2008c). The architecture consists of 
three layers: (Negotiation Layer (NL), Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management 
System Layer (KMSL)). But in this work we talked about only (NL and SEL) that describes 
the negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the 
different ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between 
heterogeneous negotiation mobile agents and the the quality of service (QoS) response time 
with the best cost in order to satisfy the transport customers 
This paper is organized in six parts, as follow: in the second section, we discuss some related 
work. Then, we illustrate the ontology mapping idea. We present in section 4 the global 
system architecture describing its general functioning. In section 5, we illustrate our 
negotiation protocol with using the ontology approach. A case study will discuss in (Section 
6). Finally, conclusion and prospects are mentioned in last section. 

 
2. Related Work 
 

Negotiation is a process by which two or more parties make a joint decision (Zhang et al., 
2005). Negotiation has been done by different research works; (Bravo et al. 2005) presented a 
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negotiation messages and to solve the semantic heterogeneity. In our proposal, we 
incorporate architecture for negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based 
Knowledge Management System (NOKMS) (Saad et al., 2008c). The architecture consists of 
three layers: (Negotiation Layer (NL), Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management 
System Layer (KMSL)). But in this work we talked about only (NL and SEL) that describes 
the negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the 
different ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between 
heterogeneous negotiation mobile agents and the the quality of service (QoS) response time 
with the best cost in order to satisfy the transport customers 
This paper is organized in six parts, as follow: in the second section, we discuss some related 
work. Then, we illustrate the ontology mapping idea. We present in section 4 the global 
system architecture describing its general functioning. In section 5, we illustrate our 
negotiation protocol with using the ontology approach. A case study will discuss in (Section 
6). Finally, conclusion and prospects are mentioned in last section. 
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negotiation messages and to solve the semantic heterogeneity. In our proposal, we 
incorporate architecture for negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based 
Knowledge Management System (NOKMS) (Saad et al., 2008c). The architecture consists of 
three layers: (Negotiation Layer (NL), Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management 
System Layer (KMSL)). But in this work we talked about only (NL and SEL) that describes 
the negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the 
different ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between 
heterogeneous negotiation mobile agents and the the quality of service (QoS) response time 
with the best cost in order to satisfy the transport customers 
This paper is organized in six parts, as follow: in the second section, we discuss some related 
work. Then, we illustrate the ontology mapping idea. We present in section 4 the global 
system architecture describing its general functioning. In section 5, we illustrate our 
negotiation protocol with using the ontology approach. A case study will discuss in (Section 
6). Finally, conclusion and prospects are mentioned in last section. 
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negotiation messages and to solve the semantic heterogeneity. In our proposal, we 
incorporate architecture for negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based 
Knowledge Management System (NOKMS) (Saad et al., 2008c). The architecture consists of 
three layers: (Negotiation Layer (NL), Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management 
System Layer (KMSL)). But in this work we talked about only (NL and SEL) that describes 
the negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the 
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heterogeneous negotiation mobile agents and the the quality of service (QoS) response time 
with the best cost in order to satisfy the transport customers 
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work. Then, we illustrate the ontology mapping idea. We present in section 4 the global 
system architecture describing its general functioning. In section 5, we illustrate our 
negotiation protocol with using the ontology approach. A case study will discuss in (Section 
6). Finally, conclusion and prospects are mentioned in last section. 
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Firstly, we will illustrate the problem by which our TMIS bases. From general point of view, 
our system has a two-step assignment problem: firstly the assignments of network nodes to 
MAs to build their initial Workplans and then, a sub-set of these nodes are selected to assign 
tasks. A task is an independent sub-request which belongs to one or several requests 
formulated simultaneously by different customers. So, information providers which 
propose services corresponding to identify tasks are recognized (figure 1). Consequently, 
nodes must be assigned to tasks in order to satisfy all connected users and respecting delays 
of responses and minimizing their cost (QoS). 
To resolve the described problem, we have proposed a system based on the coordination of  
five kinds of software agents (Zgaya et al., 2007b, 2007c) (figure 2): 

 
1) Interface Agents (IA): These agents interact with system users, allowing them to 

choose appropriate form of responses to their demands so IA agents manage 
requests and then display results. When a multimodal network (MN) customer 
access to the MIS, an agent IA deals with the formulation of his request and then 
sends it to an available identifier agent. This one relates to the same platform to 
which several users can be simultaneously connected, thus it can receive several 
requests formulated at the same time.  

2) Identifier agents (IdA): This agent manages the decomposition of the requests 
which were formulated through a same short period of time  * ( -simultaneous 
requests). The decomposition process generates a set of sub-requests 
corresponding, for example, to sub-routes or to well-known geographical zones. 
Sub-requests are elementary independent tasks to be performed by the available 
set of distributed nodes (information providers) through the Transport Multimodal 
Network (ETMN). Each node must login to the system registering all proposed 
services. A service corresponds to the response to a defined task with fixed cost, 
processing time and data size. Therefore, an agent IdA decomposes the set of 
existing simultaneous requests into a set of independent tasks, recognizing possible 
similarities in order to avoid a redundant search. The decomposition process 
occurs during the identification of the information providers. Finally, the agent IdA 
transmits cyclically all generated data to available scheduler agents. These ones 
must optimize the selection of providers, taking into account some system 
constraints 

3) Scheduler Agents (SA): Several nodes may propose the same service with different 
cost and processing time and data size. The agent SA has to assign nodes to tasks 
minimizing total cost and processing time in order to respect due dates (data 
constraint). Selected set of nodes corresponds to the sequence of nodes building 
Workplans (routes) of the data collector agents. The agent SA has firstly to find an 
effective number of collector agents then he has to optimize the assignments of 
nodes to different tasks. This behaviour will be developed later.  

4) Intelligent Collector agents (ICA): An agent ICA is a mobile software agent which 
can move from a node to another through a network in order to collect needed 
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data. This special kind of agent is composed of data, code and a state. Collected 
data should not exceed a capacity threshold in order to avoid overloading the MA.  
Therefore, the agent SA must take into account this aspect when assigning nodes to 
tasks. When they come back to the system, the agents ICA must transmit collected 
data to available fusion agents. 

5) Fusion Agents (FA): These agents have to fusion correctly collected data in order to 
compose responses to simultaneous requests. The fusion procedure progresses 
according to the collected data availability. Each new answer component must be 
complementary to the already merged ones. Providers are already selected and 
tasks are supposed independent. Therefore, there is no possible conflict. A 
response to a request may be complete if a full answer is ready because all 
concerned components are available. It can be partial if at least a task composing 
the request was not treated, for example, because of an unavailable service. Finally, 
a response can be null if no component is available. If an answer is partial, the 
correspondent result is transmitted to the concerned user through the agent IA 
which deals with request reformulation, with or without the intervention of the 
user. 

To respond the tasks, needed data is available through the ETMN and their collect 
corresponds to the jobs of ICA agents. Then, it must search the optimizing solution to solve 
the problem of the assignment process. This optimization is the topic of the SA behaviour 
explicit in the next section. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Multi-Agent Approach 
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access to the MIS, an agent IA deals with the formulation of his request and then 
sends it to an available identifier agent. This one relates to the same platform to 
which several users can be simultaneously connected, thus it can receive several 
requests formulated at the same time.  

2) Identifier agents (IdA): This agent manages the decomposition of the requests 
which were formulated through a same short period of time  * ( -simultaneous 
requests). The decomposition process generates a set of sub-requests 
corresponding, for example, to sub-routes or to well-known geographical zones. 
Sub-requests are elementary independent tasks to be performed by the available 
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processing time and data size. Therefore, an agent IdA decomposes the set of 
existing simultaneous requests into a set of independent tasks, recognizing possible 
similarities in order to avoid a redundant search. The decomposition process 
occurs during the identification of the information providers. Finally, the agent IdA 
transmits cyclically all generated data to available scheduler agents. These ones 
must optimize the selection of providers, taking into account some system 
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3) Scheduler Agents (SA): Several nodes may propose the same service with different 
cost and processing time and data size. The agent SA has to assign nodes to tasks 
minimizing total cost and processing time in order to respect due dates (data 
constraint). Selected set of nodes corresponds to the sequence of nodes building 
Workplans (routes) of the data collector agents. The agent SA has firstly to find an 
effective number of collector agents then he has to optimize the assignments of 
nodes to different tasks. This behaviour will be developed later.  

4) Intelligent Collector agents (ICA): An agent ICA is a mobile software agent which 
can move from a node to another through a network in order to collect needed 
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data. This special kind of agent is composed of data, code and a state. Collected 
data should not exceed a capacity threshold in order to avoid overloading the MA.  
Therefore, the agent SA must take into account this aspect when assigning nodes to 
tasks. When they come back to the system, the agents ICA must transmit collected 
data to available fusion agents. 

5) Fusion Agents (FA): These agents have to fusion correctly collected data in order to 
compose responses to simultaneous requests. The fusion procedure progresses 
according to the collected data availability. Each new answer component must be 
complementary to the already merged ones. Providers are already selected and 
tasks are supposed independent. Therefore, there is no possible conflict. A 
response to a request may be complete if a full answer is ready because all 
concerned components are available. It can be partial if at least a task composing 
the request was not treated, for example, because of an unavailable service. Finally, 
a response can be null if no component is available. If an answer is partial, the 
correspondent result is transmitted to the concerned user through the agent IA 
which deals with request reformulation, with or without the intervention of the 
user. 

To respond the tasks, needed data is available through the ETMN and their collect 
corresponds to the jobs of ICA agents. Then, it must search the optimizing solution to solve 
the problem of the assignment process. This optimization is the topic of the SA behaviour 
explicit in the next section. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Multi-Agent Approach 
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3.2 The Optimizing Solution by Scheduler Agents SA Behavior 
Since his creation, the SA agent calculates an actual number of ICA agents that created at the 
same time, and then he gives everyone an Initial Workplan (IWp) which updates whenever 
the network status varies considerably. When the IdA agent, from the same society (we call 
agents IdA, SA, FA and ICA created at the instant t   the agents society), gives him a number 
of tasks thus the SA agent has to begin the optimization process (Figure 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. SA Behaviour 
 
The SA agent has to optimize the assignments of nodes to the exiting tasks, by minimizing 
total cost and processing time to respect due dates. To solve this assignment problem, we 
proposed a two level optimization solution, expressing the complex behaviour of an agent 
SA, which was already studied and implemented in previous works (Zgaya et al., 2007b, 
2007c). The first level aims to find an effective number of ICA agents, building their initial 
Workplans in order to explore the ETMN completely (Zgaya et al., 2007b). The second level 
represents the data flow optimization corresponding to the nodes selection in order to 
increase the number of satisfied users (Zgaya et al., 2007c).This last step deduces final 
Workplans of ICA agents from initial ones, by using Evolutionary Algorithms (EA). So we 
have designed an efficient coding for a chromosome (the solution) respecting the problem 
constraints (Zgaya, 2007a). A possible solution is an instance of a flexible representation of 
the chromosome, called Flexible Tasks Assignment Representation (FeTAR). The 
chromosome is a matrix CH(I’×J’) where rows represent independent identified tasks 

(services), composing globally simultaneous requests and columns represent recognized 
distributed nodes (providers). Each element of the matrix specifies the assignment of a node 
Sj to the task Ti as follows: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We notice that each task must be assigned, so we assume that each task must be performed 
at least by a node, selected from a set of nodes proposing the service which corresponds to a 
response to the concerned task where this is the first selection step. After that, we apply the 
second selection step which is one of the most important aspects of all EA.  It determines 
which individuals in the population will have all or some of its genetic material passed on 
the next generations. We have used random technique, to give chance to weak individuals 
to survey: parents are selected randomly from current population to crossover with some 
probability pc (0<pc<1). 
In our case, we use the fitness function where a chromosome is firstly evaluated according 
to the number of responses which respect due dates, namely responses minimizing 
correspondent ending dates and respecting correspondent due dates. Then a solution is 
evaluated according to its cost. Therefore, a chromosome has to express ending responses 
date and the information cost. As we mentioned, a request reqw is decomposed into It,w tasks. 
Therefore, the total processing time EndReqw for each reqw is computed by the means of the 
algorithm fitness_1 below. This time includes only the effective processing time on the MN. 
We assume that, the ending date Dw corresponding to the total execution time of a request 
reqw, includes also the average navigation time of ICA agents. This is expressed by: 
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Fitness_1 algorithm 
 

Step 1: 
m’ is the ICA agents number so 
 k with 1 km’, initialize : 
 The set of tasks Uck to  Ø  
 Total time EndUck to perform Uck to 0 

 
Step 2: 

Look for the set of tasks Uck performed by each ICAck and their processing time 
EndUk as follows: 
for k := 1 to m’  
   for j := 1 to J’ 
      for i := 1 to I’ 
 if Scj belongs to the Workplan of ICAck and Scj is assigned to Tci  
    { 

     Uck := Uck {Tci};  
      EndU[ck] :=EndU[ck]+Pcicj; 
           } 

Step 3: 
Compute processing time of each request require the identification of ICA agents 
which perform tasks composing the request. Total processing time of a request is 
the maximum processing times of all ICA agents which perform tasks composing 
this request. This is calculated as follow: 

 
for w := 1 to R 
{ 
   for k := 1 to m’ 
      treatedAC[ck] := false;    

 
EndReq[w] := 0; 

 
i := 1; 

      while i I’ and  k1/1   k1m’ and  
treatedAC[ck1]=false 

       { 
  if Tci   reqw  
          { 

ck := 1; 
          while km’ and TiUk  
              ck := ck+1;//end while 
           if  TreatedAC[ck]  
                { 

EndReq[w] := max(EndReq[w], EndU[ck]); 
 

                TreatedAC[ck] := true; 

 
           }//end if 
        }//end if 
   } //end while 
}//end outer for-loop 

 
 

Form the other side, total cost of a request reqw is CostReq[w] expressed by Cw, is given by the 
mean of the algorithm below: 

Fitness_2 algorithm 
Repeat steps 1 and 2 for each request reqw (1w  R) 
Step 1: 
        CostReq[w] := 0 
Step 2: 
        for i :=1 to I’ 
           {   

if Tci reqw { 
                   find the node Scj (1 j  J’) assigned to Tci  
                     in  FeTAR instance 
                     CostRe[w] := CostRe[w] + Cocicj 
 }//end if 
        }// end for  
 

Knowing that by using expression (1), we can deduce ending date from fitness_1 algorithm, 
the new FeTAR representation of the chromosome express for each request reqw 1  w  R, 
its ending date and its cost. 
 

An example of a generated FeTAR instance with I’=8 and J’=10, where the evaluation of this 
chromosome is illustrated by a evaluation vector which explicit: for each reqw, its total cost 
(Cw) and the total time required for his response (Dw). The average cost of all requests and 
the response time can be deducted from generated vector, can be illustrated as follows: 
 

w dw Cw Dw 

1 10 5 6 

2 5 1 1 

3 10 4 2 

4 5 3 2 

4 3 2 1 

6 5 3 2 

 
CH S1 S13 S24 S55 S68 S70 S71 S78 S79 S93 
T8 * * * * 1 * * * * * 
T12 * * * * x * * 1 * * 
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An example of a generated FeTAR instance with I’=8 and J’=10, where the evaluation of this 
chromosome is illustrated by a evaluation vector which explicit: for each reqw, its total cost 
(Cw) and the total time required for his response (Dw). The average cost of all requests and 
the response time can be deducted from generated vector, can be illustrated as follows: 
 

w dw Cw Dw 

1 10 5 6 

2 5 1 1 

3 10 4 2 

4 5 3 2 

4 3 2 1 

6 5 3 2 

 
CH S1 S13 S24 S55 S68 S70 S71 S78 S79 S93 
T8 * * * * 1 * * * * * 
T12 * * * * x * * 1 * * 
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Fitness_1 algorithm 
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T18 * 1 * * x * * * * * 
T22 * * * * x * 1 * * * 
T35 x * 1 x x x * * x x 
T51 x x * * x x x 1 * * 
T52 * * * 1 x x x x * * 
T58 * * * 1 x x * * * * 

Table. 1. Example of a FeTAR instance 
 
In this work, we are interested into the interaction between SA agents and ICA agents, 
especially in case of some network disturbances. In that case, these two kinds of agents have 
to negotiate the reassignment of tasks which still need providers. We will illustrate that in 
the rest.  

 
4. The Negotiation Ontology Protocol 
 

4.1 Problem Description 
Some perturbations can occur during the mobile agents moving through the distant network 
nodes (bottleneck, failure, crash…). In this case, the ICA agents have to avoid the 
unavailable nodes in their remained final Workplans. In addition, they have to change their 
itineraries in order to take into account the cancelled tasks which still need assignment 
because of the conflicts. Therefore, a new assignment process has to occur to find suitable 
new available providers (Saad et al., 2008a) To do this, we have to benefit of active ICA 
agents who are still travelling through the network and to exploit new ones otherwise. So 
ICA agents have to interact with SA agents in order to find suitable solution to the current 
situation. Thus, in (Zgaya et al., 2007c) we proposed a negotiation process inspired from the 
well-known contract net protocol (CNP) between the ICA agents who represent the 
participants of the negotiation and SA agents who are the initiators.  
This protocol has studied before only the cases of the simple messages and it proposed 
ontology without illustrating it, and this later didn’t illustrate the problem which will take 
place when the participants don’t understand the communication messages, or when the 
new agent wants to participate in a negotiation process Thus agent must to understand the 
protocol and the communication language messages, in this case the agents need an 
interoperable language between themselves for understanding each other. But as we know 
in open and dynamic environments (such as the Web and its extension the Semantic Web) 
are by nature distributed and heterogeneous. In these environments ontologies are expected 
to complement agreed communication protocols in order to facilitate mutual understanding 
and interactive behaviour between such agents. Thus, agents may differ in their view of the 
world, creation, representation and exploration of domain ontologies they commit to. 
Because, for each common domain ontology; people may store their data in different 
structures (structural heterogeneity) (Malucelli and Oliveira, 2004). And they use different 
terms to represent the same concept (semantic heterogeneity). Moreover there is no formal 
mapping between ontologies.  

 
4.2 Initiators
An initiator of a negotiation is a SA agent who never knows the exact position of each 

travelling ICA agent. However, he knows all initial Workplans schemes and the final 
assignments of the servers (final effective Workplans). SA agent does not need to wait for all 
answers to make a decision, since he can accept a subset of responses to make pressing sub-
decisions; urgent actions must be made according to the current positions of ICA agents. 
Consequently, SA agent can make decisions every short period of time. In that case, he must 
update the set of services which need to be reassigned by providers through the 
confirmation step. After that, he has to propose a new contract according to the updated 
services set and to the different capabilities of the participants of the negotiation. We 
suppose that errors on the network are identified before that an ICA agent leaves one 
functioning node towards a crashed one. 

 
4.3 Participants 
For a given task, the participants may respond with a proposal or a refusal to negotiate. In 
our protocol we have two types of participants in negotiation process according to the SA 
agent propose. 

 
4.3.1 Intelligent Collector Agents (ICAs)       
A participant of a negotiation is Intelligent Collector Agents ICAs who never knows 
anything about the other participants of the same negotiation process. Obviously, he knows 
his own initial Workplan scheme and his final assignments of servers (final effective 
Workplan). In addition, each ICA agent has his own priorities, preferences and constraints 
which are dynamic, depending on the network state and on his current position in the 
already defined final Workplan. He has own ontology too.  

 Constraints of an ICA agent express the tasks which he can’t perform or the servers 
which he can’t visit because they cause problems (overloading, time consuming, 
high latency…).  

 Priorities express servers where the ICA agent prefers visit because they are already 
programmed in his remained final Workplan. 
  

 Preferences express servers which are already programmed in the remained initial 
Workplan but not in the final one. 

 Ontology, if we expect that all agents share same ontology which is General 
Ontology. The later uses the Communication vocabularies (Cv). Cv defined as the 
set of concepts to be used in communication and is specified as an ontology (Ocv) 
which is shared by agents (Diggelen et al., 2005). General Ontology defines the Cv 
with which queries and assertions are exchange between agents. But one of the big 
problems to communication-based agents is that each one uses different terms with 
the same meaning or the same term for different meanings. Once we took this 
problem as a challenge, representing these differences in a common ontology 
becomes essential. The ontology includes the entire domain’s knowledge, which is 
made available to all the components active in an information system. The use of a 
common ontology guarantees the consistency (an expression has the same meaning 
for all the agents) and the compatibility (a concept is designed, for the same 
expression, for any agent) of the information present in the system. However, it is 
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services set and to the different capabilities of the participants of the negotiation. We 
suppose that errors on the network are identified before that an ICA agent leaves one 
functioning node towards a crashed one. 
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our protocol we have two types of participants in negotiation process according to the SA 
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not sure that all the agents will use a common ontology. Usually, each agent has its 
heterogeneous private ontology and it cannot fully understand other agent’s 
ontology. In our system, each time an ICA agent receives a new contract; it 
analyzes it to make a decision (refusal or total/partial acceptance) according to its 
ontology. 

4.3.2 Translation Agents (TAs) 
Another participant of a negotiation is a Translation Agents TAs. TA responsible for 
providing the translation services that support the negotiation agents (i.e. SA agents and 
ICT agents).Thus, it helps solving the interoperability problems. TA uses a dictionary (or a 
lexical database, in our system, we use EuroWordNet) to obtain the set of synonyms terms 
of each term from the source ontology. The task of TA consists of applying methodology to 
detect semantic similarities between two concepts in the conversion between different 
ontologies. Once the TA has established the similarity between a pair of terms from different 
ontologies, this knowledge is stored in Knowledge Management System Layer (KMSL) 
(Saad et al., 2008b) in order to be available for future negotiation rounds. The intelligent of 
this system is improved occurs with time, because the matched terms is memorized. When 
the number of negotiations rounds increases; we aim that our system by using TA provides 
the following services: 
 

 Mapping Terms Service (MTS): where in common domain ontology, people may 
store their data in different terms to represent the same concept (semantic 
heterogeneity).for example if we use English Transport Ontology where we defines 
the “Concept” (e.g., “destination”). There is the possibility when we do the 
negotiation process the receiver of the message don’t understand this concept 
because it is not listed in its ontology. The correspondent concept is defined as 
(e.g., “arrived-City”) in its private English Transport Ontology. 

 

 Translation Services (TS): here we discuss the translating ontologies in the context of 
Multilingual Ontology Mapping. We exemplified the negotiation between two 
transport systems that use two different ontologies (English and French) languages, 
respectively. We represent as the terms “Destination” in the source ontology is 
mapped to the term “Arrivée” in the target ontology. These terms represent the 
destination areas related to client travel.  

 
4.4 Negotiation Ontology based on Knowledge Management Systems Model (NOKMS)  
Our general architecture tries to improve the work of the negotiation protocol to facilitate 
the communication through the agents and to solve the semantic heterogeneity by adding 
the Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management Systems Layer (KMSL). Based on 
these changes, (Figure 4) presents the new system architecture for negotiation process which 
uses ontology-based knowledge management system (Saad et al., 2008c)  .  
We organized our architecture as follow: the first layer contains the Negotiation Layer (NL) 
where the SA agent sends the first massage to the ICA agents to start the negotiation 
process. 
The second layer represents the Semantic Layer (SEL); our purpose is to find a solution 
especially in the case of misunderstanding of the negotiation messages among the agents. 

The SEL uses a translator semantic which is Translator Agent (TA) in order to help it to 
translate automatically the various types of exchanges between the agents. In SEL, the 
translator semantic examines the level of transibility among the ontologies by sending a 
word to the KMSL layer which resends the set of semantically equivalences words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Multi-agents Structure 
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ontology. In our system, each time an ICA agent receives a new contract; it 
analyzes it to make a decision (refusal or total/partial acceptance) according to its 
ontology. 

4.3.2 Translation Agents (TAs) 
Another participant of a negotiation is a Translation Agents TAs. TA responsible for 
providing the translation services that support the negotiation agents (i.e. SA agents and 
ICT agents).Thus, it helps solving the interoperability problems. TA uses a dictionary (or a 
lexical database, in our system, we use EuroWordNet) to obtain the set of synonyms terms 
of each term from the source ontology. The task of TA consists of applying methodology to 
detect semantic similarities between two concepts in the conversion between different 
ontologies. Once the TA has established the similarity between a pair of terms from different 
ontologies, this knowledge is stored in Knowledge Management System Layer (KMSL) 
(Saad et al., 2008b) in order to be available for future negotiation rounds. The intelligent of 
this system is improved occurs with time, because the matched terms is memorized. When 
the number of negotiations rounds increases; we aim that our system by using TA provides 
the following services: 
 

 Mapping Terms Service (MTS): where in common domain ontology, people may 
store their data in different terms to represent the same concept (semantic 
heterogeneity).for example if we use English Transport Ontology where we defines 
the “Concept” (e.g., “destination”). There is the possibility when we do the 
negotiation process the receiver of the message don’t understand this concept 
because it is not listed in its ontology. The correspondent concept is defined as 
(e.g., “arrived-City”) in its private English Transport Ontology. 

 

 Translation Services (TS): here we discuss the translating ontologies in the context of 
Multilingual Ontology Mapping. We exemplified the negotiation between two 
transport systems that use two different ontologies (English and French) languages, 
respectively. We represent as the terms “Destination” in the source ontology is 
mapped to the term “Arrivée” in the target ontology. These terms represent the 
destination areas related to client travel.  

 
4.4 Negotiation Ontology based on Knowledge Management Systems Model (NOKMS)  
Our general architecture tries to improve the work of the negotiation protocol to facilitate 
the communication through the agents and to solve the semantic heterogeneity by adding 
the Semantic Layer (SEL) and Knowledge Management Systems Layer (KMSL). Based on 
these changes, (Figure 4) presents the new system architecture for negotiation process which 
uses ontology-based knowledge management system (Saad et al., 2008c)  .  
We organized our architecture as follow: the first layer contains the Negotiation Layer (NL) 
where the SA agent sends the first massage to the ICA agents to start the negotiation 
process. 
The second layer represents the Semantic Layer (SEL); our purpose is to find a solution 
especially in the case of misunderstanding of the negotiation messages among the agents. 

The SEL uses a translator semantic which is Translator Agent (TA) in order to help it to 
translate automatically the various types of exchanges between the agents. In SEL, the 
translator semantic examines the level of transibility among the ontologies by sending a 
word to the KMSL layer which resends the set of semantically equivalences words.  
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analyzes it to make a decision (refusal or total/partial acceptance) according to its 
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1) Domain Ontology(DOnto): DOnto contains the list of application domains in which 
the ontology is applicable. By using this domain, the agents communicate with 
each other through common domain knowledge, in other words as mention in 
(Diggelen et al., 2005): a common ontology can serve as a knowledge-level 
specification of the ontological commitments of a set of participating agents. 

2) Ontology Services (OntoSV):  The task of OntoSV is to define the semantics of 
ontologies (actions, predicates used in the content of the conversation with the 
Agents Ontologies (AOs)) which the agents use to interact with each other and 
support the knowledge acquisition operations (Creation, Translation, Retrieval). 
OntoSV adopts Open Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) knowledge model as 
fipa-meta-ontology (an ontology used to access the AOs).Where ,Open 
Knowledge Base Connectivity (OKBC) is an application programming interface 
(API) for knowledge representation system (KRSs) that has been developed to 
address the problem of KB tools reusability. The name OKBC was chosen to be 
analogous to ODBC (Open Database Connectivity), as used in the database 
community (Geiger, 1995).  

3)  Knowledge Acquisitions: are a very important part in the ontology process and  it 
applies different operations like (Knowledge Creation, Knowledge Translation,  
Knowledge  Retrieval ), we have illustrated how we can apply those operations on 
the shared ontologies ( languages) in (Saad et al., 2008b).  

4) Intelligent Knowledge Base (IKB): each agent of Multi-Agent System (MAS) holds a 
KB which based on the domain ontology. In our IKB uses the OKBC, which in 
turn, connects to a wide verity of IKBs servers where these IKBs are applied the 
Knowledge Acquisitions. 

 
4.5 Ontology Negotiation Process 
Negotiation defines as a process whose transitions and states are described by the 
negotiation mechanism. From the ontology point of view, this means that modelling domain 
factual knowledge, that is, knowledge concerning the objective realities in the domain of 
interest (Chandrasekaran et al., 1998). The implementation of our negotiation process 
combines the Ontology Negotiation Protocol (ONP) which will interact with an additional 
protocol called Ontology Mapping Protocol (OMP). We will explain the two protocols later. 
We adopt the formula of the Agent Communication Language ACL messages is as follow 
(FIPA0081): 
 

<Sender, Receiver, Services, Performative, Contents, Language, Ontology, Protocol> 

 Sender:  the identity of the sender of the message. 

 Receiver: the identity of the intended recipients of the message. 

 Services: the "yellow pages" proposed by the recipient of the message 

 Performative: the type of the communicative act of the ACL message. The 
performative parameter is a required parameter of all ACL messages. 

Performative = {Propose, Agree (total, Partial), Confirm, Cancel, Call for Proposal, 
Not Understood…} 

 Content: the content of the message. The meaning of the content of any ACL 
message is intended to be interpreted by the receiver of the message. 

 Language: the language in which the content parameter is expressed. 

 Ontology: the ontology(s) is used to give a meaning to the symbols in the content 
expression (vocabulary, terms, relations…). 

 Protocol: the protocol which is used to described by the negotiation mechanism 

The usage of this formula is very easy when the agents interact by exchanging the messages 
which contain the same ontology. But the semantic interoperability problems take place 
when the sharing information and knowledge use different ontologies, or when there are 
multiple ontologies which resemble a universal ontology. How can we use the message 
formula? We well illustrate that in the rest of paper. 

 
4.5.1 Ontology Negotiation Protocol (ONP) 
The fist protocol is Ontology Negotiation Protocol (ONP) represents the general scenario of 
agents where the SAs agents start the negotiation process by sending the messages to the 
ICAs agents. As we illustrated previously, we search to find the solution when there are 
some network errors and the agents search to find suitable new available providers for new 
assignment process. Here, the ICA agents participate in the negotiation by using their 
languages for formulating negotiation messages in order to interact and to take the decision. 
Our Ontology Negotiation protocol (ONP) (figure 5) is characterized by successive messages 
exchanges between SA agents and ICA agents. We designed our protocol so that a 
negotiation process can occur between several initiators and participants, it can be, for 
example, the case of simultaneous requests overlapping, but it is not the purpose of this 
paper. Here, we describe the ONP between a unique initiator and several participants. In 
our ONP, we allowed a partial agreement of the proposed contract from each ICA agent, to 
be confirmed partially or totally by the initiator of the negotiation (SA agent). 
A renegotiation process is necessary while there are still tasks which need to be reassigned. 
The purpose of this solution is to allow the ICA agents to cooperate and coordinate their 
actions in order to find globally near-optimal robust schedules according to their priorities, 
preference, constraints and ontologies which depend on their current positions in their 
correspondent Workplans. Through the negotiation process tours, SA agents must assure 
reasonable total cost and time. We will detail the different exchanged messages between 
initiators and participants in next paragraph.  
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4.5.3 Ontology Mapping Protocol (OMP) 
As we mentioned previously that another problem may take place when the participants 
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in a negotiation process then he has to understand the protocol and the communication 
language messages.  
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the ONP and the name of the unknown service. The TA sends the name of the service which 
it has just received to the SA in order to get further information about it. The SA will analyze 
that request and send back attributes of the concept, i.e. all the information about this 
service. 
After having received the answer from SA, the TA knows the description, of the demanded 
service under negotiation and sends it to the ICA. The later selects among all service the 
ones whose time value is near of the received value. After the selection, the ICA answers 
with a list containing names of potential correspondent concepts. 
After receiving all the information about the service under negotiation and a list of possible 
corresponding services, the TA is able to apply methods in order to match the services. In 
the previous work (Saad et al., 2008a); we have applied the Quick Ontology Mapping 
(QOM) method   where this method aims to detecting semantic similarity of terms. Every 
term of the proposed, potential correspondent service is compared to the requested term. By 
using QOM method, we apply the first task of our OMP which is the Mapping Terms 
Service (MTS). For the second service which is Translation Services (TS), it is not in the 
domain of this paper.  
In final step, the TA informs the ICA about the result of the comparisons delivered from the 
ontology mapping methods. The ICA is then able to respond to the SA, either with a 
ACCEPT or with a REFUS that is part of our ONP. 

 
4.5 The Agent Messages 
As we have seen in the previous section, we proposed a structure for our ONP and OMP 
protocols. In what follows, we detail the different exchanged messages between initiator 
and participants. 

 
4.5.1 Proposition of the contract:  
The contract message is a proposition of a new organization (the first contract) or 
reorganization of final Workplans to achieve tasks. If the execution of some services was 
cancelled because of some network perturbations, it is indeed the case of reorganization. 
This will be done by reassigning one more time servers to these tasks which represent the 
set of the Dynamic Reassigned Tasks (DRT) (Saad et al., 2008a). The initiator sends an 
individual contract to each active ICAk agent who proposes the contract-reception service: 
 

<SAi, ICAk, contract-reception, propose, ∂, fipa-sl, Ontology, protocol> 
 

With ∂ =∂1 if it acts of the first contract and ∂ =∂2 otherwise:  
∂1≡ Workplan ( 
Owner : ICAk 

Initial : ik
ii ,...,

1  

Final : fkff ,...,
1 ) 

∂2≡ FinalWk ( 
Owner : ICAk 

Final : fkff ,...,
1  

) 

With ikii ,...,1 represent references of nodes which belong to the initial Workplan of the ICA 

agent k (ICAk) and fkff ,...,1 represent references of nodes which belong to the final 
Workplan of the same agent. Thus we have ki≤ kf.  

4.5.2 Response to the contract:  
When a participant receives the proposed contract, he studies it and answers by: 
 

 Total Acceptance : if he agrees to coordinate all tasks chosen by the initiator, 
included in his remaining trip (remained final Workplan), according to his current 
position, 
 

<ICAk, SAi, Ø, accept-proposal, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol> 
 

  Partial Acceptance:  if he agrees to coordinate a subset of the tasks selected by the 
initiator, included in his remaining trip (remained final Workplan) or if he doesn’t 
understand the received message sending by the initiator. Then, according to his 
current position, the partial-accept-proposal message content expresses the 
references of cancelled tasks and those of unavailable servers (the reason of the non 
total-acceptance): 
 

<ICAk, SAi, Ø, partial-accept-proposal, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol > 
With ∂ ≡ (tasks: ntt ,...,1 nodes : mss ,...,1 ) 

 

 Refusal:  if he does not agree with any task in the proposed contract (i.e. he uses 
the ONP for check the services only) or if he doesn’t understand the received 
message sending by the initiator (i.e. he didn’t understand the message, here he 
uses OMP to analyze the message). Then, the refusal message content expresses the 
references of unavailable servers (the reason of the refusal): 
 

<ICAk, SAi, Ø, refuse, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol > 
 With ∂ ≡ ( mrr ,...,1 ) 

 

The initiator does not wait for all answers because he must act rapidly, so he just 
waits for some answers for a very short period of time to make a decision. 

 
4.5.3 Confirmation 
An initiator has to confirm independently the agreed part of each contract k proposed to an 
agent ICAk who represents an autonomous participant of the negotiation, the confirmation 
can be: 
 

 Total: if the initiator agrees with the total response to the previous proposed 
contract , 
 

<ICAk, SAi, Ø, confirm, Ø, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol > 
 

 Partial: if the initiator agrees with a partial response to the previous proposed 
contract, the partial-confirm-proposal message content expresses the references of 
agreed tasks: 
 

<ICAk, SAi, Ø, partial-confirm-proposal, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol>  
With ∂ ≡ ( pgg ,...,1 ) 
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the ONP and the name of the unknown service. The TA sends the name of the service which 
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4.5.4 Modification request 
 If the DRT table is not yet empty (Saad et al., 2008a); the initiator asks the participants to 
propose a new distribution of services assignments which are canceled, the request-
modification message content expresses the DRT table: 
 

<SAi, ICAk, Ø, request-modification, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol> 
With ∂ ≡ (DRT) 

 
4.5.5 Modification proposition  
According to our DRT algorithm, where we design a reassignment procedure strategy of 
servers to tasks, , taking into account not only the dynamic positions of ICA agents in their 
Workplans, but also their constraints, priorities, preferences and ontologies, according to 
their respective current positions. The proposition message content expresses for each 
participant k the new proposition of his remained Workplan according to his current state: 
 

< ICAk, SAi, Ø, propose, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol > 

With ∂ ≡ FinalWk (Owner: ICAk, Final: fkff ,...,1 ) 

  Where fk
ff ,...,1 represent references of nodes which belong to the final Workplan of the 

agent ICAk. 

 
3.5.6 Desist  
After have sending the conformation. The participants (or the initiator) don’t want to 
continue the negotiation process. Then, he decides to desist the process. In this case, if the 
DRT table is not empty, the initiator can resend another contract to the participants. the 
desist message content is as follow: 
 

<SAi, ICAk, Ø, desist, ∂, fipa-sl, ontology, protocol>  
With ∂ ≡ (DRT) 

 
3.5.7 Not Understand 
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3.5.8 Cancel 
To avoid indefinite waiting for answers or for modifications, the initiator agent must make a 
decision at the end of a fixed period of time, illustrated by the last field of an agent message. 
Therefore he cancels the contract if there is no more solution (lack of resources, no available 
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information present in the system. However, it is not sure that all the agents will use a 
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fully understand other agent’s ontology. Problems with heterogeneity of the data are 
already well known within the distributed database systems community. If common 
domain ontology is used, it seems easier to know that people are speaking about the same 
subject. However, even with a common domain ontology, people may use different terms to 
represent the same item, the representation can be either more general, or more specific and 
with more details. 
In our work, to market its data, an information provider must solicit the system in order to 
register or update the services that it offers.  A service is characterized by a cost, a response 
time and a data size. A service is also characterized by a time relevance that allows saving 
information locally for a certain time to reduce the transmission of data if that is possible. 
For that in the previous work (Zgaya, 2007a), we have developed two databases where the 
first is used to register the servers which want to propose their services through our system, 
and the second database plays the role of "buffer zone" contain static data to a certain 
degree, (Figure 7) 
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register or update the services that it offers.  A service is characterized by a cost, a response 
time and a data size. A service is also characterized by a time relevance that allows saving 
information locally for a certain time to reduce the transmission of data if that is possible. 
For that in the previous work (Zgaya, 2007a), we have developed two databases where the 
first is used to register the servers which want to propose their services through our system, 
and the second database plays the role of "buffer zone" contain static data to a certain 
degree, (Figure 7) 
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We illustrated the first databases which use to register the providers of the services where 
each provider, wanting to offer its services through our system, must register all its services 
in this database. Previously, we have used the reference as the index for the services. Here, a 
supplier must register the label of each service proposed, its reference, the estimated 
response time, cost and size of data corresponding. It must also mention the address of his 
or its servers. The same service (same label) may be proposed by several suppliers with 
costs, response times and different sizes; for example when a provider S11register its service 
(T2) with the t=0,25second and cost= 5 point. There is the possibility that the providers S5 

and S20 have the same service where S5   register it as (T2) with the t=0, 15 second and cost=5 
point in the register database. May the server S20 register the service with the label (T2’) with 
the t=0, 20 second and cost=4point. In this case, those providers use different terms with the 
same meaning. In this example, the simultaneous requests managed by the different IA 
agents are decomposed into a set of independent services which was sent to IdA agent. 
Thus, when the user searches service T2, the system will create the initial Workplans which 
contains the initial assignment solution of servers to tasks where S1,…,S20 represent available 
servers containers on the network. Then, the final assignment solution of servers to tasks is 
deduced from initial Workplans generation and our genetic algorithm results, in our case S5 

will be in the final Workplans. The ICA agents can move in order to collect date according to 
the adopted contract model. Here, the move of an ICA1 agent into a server (S5) on the 
network knowing that in JADE platform, containers must be created on machines to receive 
agents. The DRT algorithm is implemented in the context of a negotiation process between 
agents SA and ICA in order to negotiate dynamically best assignments of servers to tasks 
according to the new set of unavailable machines. I.e. when a server (S5) is not available the 
SA begin the negotiation process where it proposes the new contract to ICA1 agent and this 
contract will contain the servers (S11 and S20 ) whose propos the same service. In what 
follow, we present an example which show the execution of this contract where ICA1 agent 
received a proposition of the contract from SA agent. The propose message is, as follow: 
 

(Propose 
 :sender   (agent-identifier  
           : name SA@home:1099/JADE        
           : addresses(sequence      http://home:7778/acc)) 
 :receiver (set 
           ( agent-identifier     
           : name  ICA1@home:1099/JADE           
           : addresses(sequence     http://home:7778/acc))) 
 :content  "((OWNS (agent-identifier       
            : name     
             ICA1@home:1099/JADE  
            : addresses (sequence   http://home:7778/acc))  
           (services  
            : servers (sequence  
              http://home:7778/acc  

         http://home:2588/acc  
         http://home:2590/acc 
         http://home:2592/acc   

              http://home:2594/acc) 

           : duration 120)))"  
       : language fipa-sl 

: ontology English-Transport-ontolog 
: protocol Ontology-Negotiation-Protocol) 
 

For S20 the answer will be not understand because he don’t understand the message sends 
from SA agent although he has the same service which the user need. Indeed, problems of 
heterogeneity of the data are appearing here where server S20   has the service (T2’). So, the 
answer will be with the message not understood. For that our DRT algorithm will use the 
QOM algorithm to solve this problem and to do the mapping between ontologies sure 
according to ontologies, constraints, priorities and preferences of the ICA agents in their 
final Workplans.  

	
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this chapter, we proposed an optimizing approach of the data flow management, in order 
to satisfy, in a better manner, customers’ requests. The adopted approach decreases 
considerably computing time because Workplans are just deduced; they are computed when 
network traffic varies considerably.We have presented a new solution for the problem of 
language interoperability between negotiation agents, by incorporating architecture for 
Negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based Knowledge Management System 
(NOKMS). The proposed solution prevents the misunderstanding during the negotiation 
process through the agents’ communications. The architecture consists of three layers: (NL, 
SEL and KMSL). But in this work we talked about the first layer only (NL) that describes the 
negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the different 
ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between heterogeneous 
negotiation mobile agents and the QoS in order to satisfy the transport customers. Indeed, the 
ICA agents can to ignore crashed nodes in their remained routes, so they have to avoid 
visiting them. This will be done by (DRT) algorithm for reassigning substitute servers tasks 
which need to be reassigned. This reassignment depends on the actual positions of ICA 
agents in their final Workplans. It depends also on their ontologies, constraints, priorities 
and preferences. The new assignment constitutes a contract between ICA agents and SA 
agents. 
In a future work, we will try to apply our approach to contain the different systems which 
can negotiate at the same time and each of these systems has their ontologies (languages) and 
can offer different services. This can take place when ICAs know their final Workplans. The 
agents ICAs are supposed to visit their first nodes by the order as in their Workplans 
without problems before the declaration of all unavailable nodes. In this case, the proposed 
negotiation process allows us to reassign the nodes (i.e. new negotiation tour) by using our 
DRT algorithm. But when it rest another tasks in DRT table and there is not available nods 
in the same system then IS agent sends a new propose contract to a meta-system which in 
turn searches the suitable system to continuous the negotiation process. According to this 
new renegotiation process, it must to improve the DRT algorithm to adopt the novel 
ontology in the new system. 
For the simulation part, we will create all our ontology structures by using Protégé which is 
an open-source development environment for ontologies and knowledge-based systems. 
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(T2) with the t=0,25second and cost= 5 point. There is the possibility that the providers S5 

and S20 have the same service where S5   register it as (T2) with the t=0, 15 second and cost=5 
point in the register database. May the server S20 register the service with the label (T2’) with 
the t=0, 20 second and cost=4point. In this case, those providers use different terms with the 
same meaning. In this example, the simultaneous requests managed by the different IA 
agents are decomposed into a set of independent services which was sent to IdA agent. 
Thus, when the user searches service T2, the system will create the initial Workplans which 
contains the initial assignment solution of servers to tasks where S1,…,S20 represent available 
servers containers on the network. Then, the final assignment solution of servers to tasks is 
deduced from initial Workplans generation and our genetic algorithm results, in our case S5 

will be in the final Workplans. The ICA agents can move in order to collect date according to 
the adopted contract model. Here, the move of an ICA1 agent into a server (S5) on the 
network knowing that in JADE platform, containers must be created on machines to receive 
agents. The DRT algorithm is implemented in the context of a negotiation process between 
agents SA and ICA in order to negotiate dynamically best assignments of servers to tasks 
according to the new set of unavailable machines. I.e. when a server (S5) is not available the 
SA begin the negotiation process where it proposes the new contract to ICA1 agent and this 
contract will contain the servers (S11 and S20 ) whose propos the same service. In what 
follow, we present an example which show the execution of this contract where ICA1 agent 
received a proposition of the contract from SA agent. The propose message is, as follow: 
 

(Propose 
 :sender   (agent-identifier  
           : name SA@home:1099/JADE        
           : addresses(sequence      http://home:7778/acc)) 
 :receiver (set 
           ( agent-identifier     
           : name  ICA1@home:1099/JADE           
           : addresses(sequence     http://home:7778/acc))) 
 :content  "((OWNS (agent-identifier       
            : name     
             ICA1@home:1099/JADE  
            : addresses (sequence   http://home:7778/acc))  
           (services  
            : servers (sequence  
              http://home:7778/acc  

         http://home:2588/acc  
         http://home:2590/acc 
         http://home:2592/acc   

              http://home:2594/acc) 

           : duration 120)))"  
       : language fipa-sl 

: ontology English-Transport-ontolog 
: protocol Ontology-Negotiation-Protocol) 
 

For S20 the answer will be not understand because he don’t understand the message sends 
from SA agent although he has the same service which the user need. Indeed, problems of 
heterogeneity of the data are appearing here where server S20   has the service (T2’). So, the 
answer will be with the message not understood. For that our DRT algorithm will use the 
QOM algorithm to solve this problem and to do the mapping between ontologies sure 
according to ontologies, constraints, priorities and preferences of the ICA agents in their 
final Workplans.  

	
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this chapter, we proposed an optimizing approach of the data flow management, in order 
to satisfy, in a better manner, customers’ requests. The adopted approach decreases 
considerably computing time because Workplans are just deduced; they are computed when 
network traffic varies considerably.We have presented a new solution for the problem of 
language interoperability between negotiation agents, by incorporating architecture for 
Negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based Knowledge Management System 
(NOKMS). The proposed solution prevents the misunderstanding during the negotiation 
process through the agents’ communications. The architecture consists of three layers: (NL, 
SEL and KMSL). But in this work we talked about the first layer only (NL) that describes the 
negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the different 
ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between heterogeneous 
negotiation mobile agents and the QoS in order to satisfy the transport customers. Indeed, the 
ICA agents can to ignore crashed nodes in their remained routes, so they have to avoid 
visiting them. This will be done by (DRT) algorithm for reassigning substitute servers tasks 
which need to be reassigned. This reassignment depends on the actual positions of ICA 
agents in their final Workplans. It depends also on their ontologies, constraints, priorities 
and preferences. The new assignment constitutes a contract between ICA agents and SA 
agents. 
In a future work, we will try to apply our approach to contain the different systems which 
can negotiate at the same time and each of these systems has their ontologies (languages) and 
can offer different services. This can take place when ICAs know their final Workplans. The 
agents ICAs are supposed to visit their first nodes by the order as in their Workplans 
without problems before the declaration of all unavailable nodes. In this case, the proposed 
negotiation process allows us to reassign the nodes (i.e. new negotiation tour) by using our 
DRT algorithm. But when it rest another tasks in DRT table and there is not available nods 
in the same system then IS agent sends a new propose contract to a meta-system which in 
turn searches the suitable system to continuous the negotiation process. According to this 
new renegotiation process, it must to improve the DRT algorithm to adopt the novel 
ontology in the new system. 
For the simulation part, we will create all our ontology structures by using Protégé which is 
an open-source development environment for ontologies and knowledge-based systems. 
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We illustrated the first databases which use to register the providers of the services where 
each provider, wanting to offer its services through our system, must register all its services 
in this database. Previously, we have used the reference as the index for the services. Here, a 
supplier must register the label of each service proposed, its reference, the estimated 
response time, cost and size of data corresponding. It must also mention the address of his 
or its servers. The same service (same label) may be proposed by several suppliers with 
costs, response times and different sizes; for example when a provider S11register its service 
(T2) with the t=0,25second and cost= 5 point. There is the possibility that the providers S5 

and S20 have the same service where S5   register it as (T2) with the t=0, 15 second and cost=5 
point in the register database. May the server S20 register the service with the label (T2’) with 
the t=0, 20 second and cost=4point. In this case, those providers use different terms with the 
same meaning. In this example, the simultaneous requests managed by the different IA 
agents are decomposed into a set of independent services which was sent to IdA agent. 
Thus, when the user searches service T2, the system will create the initial Workplans which 
contains the initial assignment solution of servers to tasks where S1,…,S20 represent available 
servers containers on the network. Then, the final assignment solution of servers to tasks is 
deduced from initial Workplans generation and our genetic algorithm results, in our case S5 

will be in the final Workplans. The ICA agents can move in order to collect date according to 
the adopted contract model. Here, the move of an ICA1 agent into a server (S5) on the 
network knowing that in JADE platform, containers must be created on machines to receive 
agents. The DRT algorithm is implemented in the context of a negotiation process between 
agents SA and ICA in order to negotiate dynamically best assignments of servers to tasks 
according to the new set of unavailable machines. I.e. when a server (S5) is not available the 
SA begin the negotiation process where it proposes the new contract to ICA1 agent and this 
contract will contain the servers (S11 and S20 ) whose propos the same service. In what 
follow, we present an example which show the execution of this contract where ICA1 agent 
received a proposition of the contract from SA agent. The propose message is, as follow: 
 

(Propose 
 :sender   (agent-identifier  
           : name SA@home:1099/JADE        
           : addresses(sequence      http://home:7778/acc)) 
 :receiver (set 
           ( agent-identifier     
           : name  ICA1@home:1099/JADE           
           : addresses(sequence     http://home:7778/acc))) 
 :content  "((OWNS (agent-identifier       
            : name     
             ICA1@home:1099/JADE  
            : addresses (sequence   http://home:7778/acc))  
           (services  
            : servers (sequence  
              http://home:7778/acc  

         http://home:2588/acc  
         http://home:2590/acc 
         http://home:2592/acc   

              http://home:2594/acc) 

           : duration 120)))"  
       : language fipa-sl 

: ontology English-Transport-ontolog 
: protocol Ontology-Negotiation-Protocol) 
 

For S20 the answer will be not understand because he don’t understand the message sends 
from SA agent although he has the same service which the user need. Indeed, problems of 
heterogeneity of the data are appearing here where server S20   has the service (T2’). So, the 
answer will be with the message not understood. For that our DRT algorithm will use the 
QOM algorithm to solve this problem and to do the mapping between ontologies sure 
according to ontologies, constraints, priorities and preferences of the ICA agents in their 
final Workplans.  

	
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

In this chapter, we proposed an optimizing approach of the data flow management, in order 
to satisfy, in a better manner, customers’ requests. The adopted approach decreases 
considerably computing time because Workplans are just deduced; they are computed when 
network traffic varies considerably.We have presented a new solution for the problem of 
language interoperability between negotiation agents, by incorporating architecture for 
Negotiation process with that uses an Ontology-based Knowledge Management System 
(NOKMS). The proposed solution prevents the misunderstanding during the negotiation 
process through the agents’ communications. The architecture consists of three layers: (NL, 
SEL and KMSL). But in this work we talked about the first layer only (NL) that describes the 
negotiation process as well as illustrates the different messages types by using the different 
ontologies. Our proposed NOKMS improves the communications between heterogeneous 
negotiation mobile agents and the QoS in order to satisfy the transport customers. Indeed, the 
ICA agents can to ignore crashed nodes in their remained routes, so they have to avoid 
visiting them. This will be done by (DRT) algorithm for reassigning substitute servers tasks 
which need to be reassigned. This reassignment depends on the actual positions of ICA 
agents in their final Workplans. It depends also on their ontologies, constraints, priorities 
and preferences. The new assignment constitutes a contract between ICA agents and SA 
agents. 
In a future work, we will try to apply our approach to contain the different systems which 
can negotiate at the same time and each of these systems has their ontologies (languages) and 
can offer different services. This can take place when ICAs know their final Workplans. The 
agents ICAs are supposed to visit their first nodes by the order as in their Workplans 
without problems before the declaration of all unavailable nodes. In this case, the proposed 
negotiation process allows us to reassign the nodes (i.e. new negotiation tour) by using our 
DRT algorithm. But when it rest another tasks in DRT table and there is not available nods 
in the same system then IS agent sends a new propose contract to a meta-system which in 
turn searches the suitable system to continuous the negotiation process. According to this 
new renegotiation process, it must to improve the DRT algorithm to adopt the novel 
ontology in the new system. 
For the simulation part, we will create all our ontology structures by using Protégé which is 
an open-source development environment for ontologies and knowledge-based systems. 
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Protégé contains a large number of plug-ins that enabled the user to extend the editor's core 
functionality like the Bean Generator plug-in (JADE, 2002) which can be used for exporting 
ontology developed in Protégé to JADE ontology model. This was used to test capabilities 
of ontology based on Java class representation and FIPA-SL language (FIPA0008). As we 
had decided to use the JADE multi-agent environment (JADE site) for implementation of 
MTIS project (Saad et al., 2008c).The JADE framework is also able to integrate with web 
browsers and Java Applets, so the application could be translated into a web service in the 
future, enabling greater flexibility. Similarly, due to the underlying JADE infrastructure, the 
prototype may be run on multiple computers with little complication.  
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Protégé contains a large number of plug-ins that enabled the user to extend the editor's core 
functionality like the Bean Generator plug-in (JADE, 2002) which can be used for exporting 
ontology developed in Protégé to JADE ontology model. This was used to test capabilities 
of ontology based on Java class representation and FIPA-SL language (FIPA0008). As we 
had decided to use the JADE multi-agent environment (JADE site) for implementation of 
MTIS project (Saad et al., 2008c).The JADE framework is also able to integrate with web 
browsers and Java Applets, so the application could be translated into a web service in the 
future, enabling greater flexibility. Similarly, due to the underlying JADE infrastructure, the 
prototype may be run on multiple computers with little complication.  
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Protégé contains a large number of plug-ins that enabled the user to extend the editor's core 
functionality like the Bean Generator plug-in (JADE, 2002) which can be used for exporting 
ontology developed in Protégé to JADE ontology model. This was used to test capabilities 
of ontology based on Java class representation and FIPA-SL language (FIPA0008). As we 
had decided to use the JADE multi-agent environment (JADE site) for implementation of 
MTIS project (Saad et al., 2008c).The JADE framework is also able to integrate with web 
browsers and Java Applets, so the application could be translated into a web service in the 
future, enabling greater flexibility. Similarly, due to the underlying JADE infrastructure, the 
prototype may be run on multiple computers with little complication.  
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1. Introduction 
	

The goal of engineering product development in today's industry is to provide products 
meeting individual requirements at the lowest cost, the best quality and the shortest time. 
Abundant design knowledge is needed, and cases and designers' experiences should be 
utilized at most as possible. In addition, product development is becoming more often done 
collaboratively, by geographically and temporally distributed design teams, which means a 
single designer or design team can no longer manage the complete product development 
effort. Therefore it is necessary to collect and manage the design knowledge to support share 
and pass of them among designers. In some sense, quick capture and effective use of design 
knowledge are essential for successful product development. 
The modern manufacturing environment and the new product development paradigms 
provide more chances with enterprises and customers to cooperate among different 
enterprises, different departments of a firm, enterprises and their customers, etc. Designers 
are no longer merely exchanging geometric data, but more general knowledge about design 
and design process, including specifications, design rules, constraints, rationale, etc (Simon 
Szykman, 2000). Product development is becoming increasingly knowledge intensive and 
collaborative. In this situation, the need for an integrated knowledge resource environment 
to support the representation, capture, share, and reuse of design knowledge among 
distributed designers becomes more critical. 
A great deal of technical data and information including experience generated from product 
development is one of the most important resources of product knowledge. It is necessary to 
use knowledge based information management methods and technologies, which can dig 
and capture product knowledge from those resources supporting product development. The 
engineering design community has been developing new classes of tools to support product 
data management (PDM), which are making progress toward the next generation of 
engineering design support tools. However, these systems have been focusing primarily on 
database-related issues and do not place a primary emphasis on information models for 
artifact representation (Simon Szykman & Ram D. Sriram ,2000). Furthermore, although 
these systems can represent non-geometric information—for example, about design process, 
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artifact representation (Simon Szykman & Ram D. Sriram ,2000). Furthermore, although 
these systems can represent non-geometric information—for example, about design process, 
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manufacturing process, and bills of materials — representation of the artifacts is still 
generally limited to geometry. For example, PDM techniques focus on product data 
management but little product knowledge, and they are limited to capture, organization and 
transfer of product knowledge (Ni Yihua, Yang Jiangxin, Gu Xinjian,et,al, 2003). Moreover, 
they are unable to elicit knowledge from lots of product data and cannot satisfy the 
requirements of knowledge management in product development. In such cases, the need for 
building a kmowlege management system to support PLM (product lifecycle management) 
becomes more critical. Such kmowlege management system can not only represent the 
knowledge of product and product development processes, but also support firms to quickly 
identify, capture, store and transfer the knowledge, on which a better and more effective 
mechanism of knowledge accumulation and management is formed. 
In response, the main purpose of this paper is to study product knowledge management 
methodologies, build an integrated knowledge management framework for 
decision-making, and develop a software prototype to support quick capture and reuse of 
knowledge during product development. The remaining part of this paper consists of five 
main sections: 2. Related research work; 3. Product knowledge management system (PKMS) 
framework; 4. Semantic object network model; 5. Product knowledge management process; 
6. Design repository; 7. Implementation and application of PKMS; 8.Conclusions. Following 
on from a brief literature review to construct a PKMS research framework, a great portion of 
this paper focuses on the product knowledge management process, along with several 
illustrations of software prototype. The paper ends with concluding remarks. 

	
2. Related research work 
	

Product development is complex system engineering. It involves in representation, capture, 
and reuse of product knowledge. Recently, researches on knowledge representation, 
acquisition and management are emphasized increasingly. 
 
2.1 Product knowledge representation 
The knowledge representation is the core issue in AI and many representational methods 
such as logic and predicate mode, procedure mode, production system, semantic network, 
framework, knowledge unit, case base, and object orientation, etc. have been reported in AI 
to meet the requirements for the specific problems. Production system, semantic network, 
framework, case base, object orientation, and graph, etc. have been used to represent product 
knowledge in mechanical engineering, in which object orientation, rule-based, and hybrid 
representation schemes are popular. 

 
2.1.1 Object orientation representation 
X.F.Zha provided an integrated object model to represent product knowledge and data, 
which supports calculating and reasoning work in assembly oriented design processes (X.F. 
Zha,2001). The integrated object model employed an object orientation scheme and the 
knowledge P/T net formalisms to form a hierarchy of function-behaviour, structure, 
geometry and feature. Such model was used as a uniform description of assembly modelling, 
design and planning. 
The SHARED object model is presented to realize conceptual design (S R Gorti &A 
Gupta,1998). It clearly defines relationships among objects. Object-oriented technology 

makes it possible to naturally decompose design process and hierarchically represent design 
knowledge. S R. Gorti and etc (Simon Szykman &Ram D. Sriram ,2000). presented a flexibly 
knowledge representation model based on SHARED. It further extends object-oriented 
design technology, and represents knowledge of product and design process by combining 
products and their design processes according to the hierarchical structures. The model 
encapsulates design rationale by using structured knowledge code. Artifacts are defined as 
the composition of three kinds of objects: function, form and behavior. Form represents 
physical performance. Behavior represents consequence of operations. 
A product modelling language is developed (Nonaka,1991). It defined products as object sets 
and relations. This product modeling language includes data language (DL) and design 
representation language (DPL). DL independent of any engineering environment is defined 
as basic framework of general object template and data structure. DPL provides methods of 
setting product model by combining DL with engineering environment. The method 
supports complex pattern matching algorithm based on graph and provides a neutral 
language to capture and exchange product information. It uses effective methods to store 
and reuse knowledge (Simon Szykman,2000). 
Oliva R. Liu Sheng and Chih-Ping Wei proposed a synthesized object-oriented 
entity-relationship (SOOER) model to represent the knowledge and the imbedded data 
semantics involved in coupled knowledge-base/database systems (Sanja Vranes,1999). The 
SOOER model represents the structural knowledge using object classes and their 
relationships and encapsulates the general procedural, the heuristic and the control 
knowledge within the object classes involves. 
XB, liU and Chunli YANG presented a product knowledge model which is built with object 
modelling techniques (XB, LIU & Chunli YANG,2003) . In order to easily realize knowledge 
management, the object model is mapped to the Relation Database. 

 
2.1.2 Graph-based representation 
In order to directly capture the relationships among design attributes (geometry, topology, 
features) and symbolic data representing other critical engineering and manufacturing data 
(tolerances, process plans, etc.), W.C. Regli presented a graphical structure called as a design 
signature, i.e. a hyper-graph structure H(V,E) with labeled edges is used to represent the a 
mechatronic design and its design attributes (W.C. Reglil, V.A. Cicirello,2000). All vertices 
representing design attributes are connected to the vertices representing the entities in the 
boundary model that attributes refer to. Such representation method can facilitate retrieval of 
models, design rules, constraints, cases, assembly dada, and experiences and identifying 
those products with similar structures or functions, which helps designers to better perform 
the variant designs based on cases. 
Yu Junhe used structural hypergraph to describe the hierarchical structure of sets in a 
product family structure model. The evolving hypergraph networks represent the 
information on design processes, which can trace the historical information and facilitate 
retrival and reuse of the product information (YU JunHe, QI Guoning,WU Zhaotong, 2003). 
Knowledge representation based on graph, such as knowledge map, concept map, hyper-
graph and so on, belongs to the semantic network category, which has many characteristics, 
e.g. its structure is simple, easily readable, can truly describes the semantics of the natural 
language and has more precise mathematics bases. They will be used in many domains, 
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knowledge representation model based on SHARED. It further extends object-oriented 
design technology, and represents knowledge of product and design process by combining 
products and their design processes according to the hierarchical structures. The model 
encapsulates design rationale by using structured knowledge code. Artifacts are defined as 
the composition of three kinds of objects: function, form and behavior. Form represents 
physical performance. Behavior represents consequence of operations. 
A product modelling language is developed (Nonaka,1991). It defined products as object sets 
and relations. This product modeling language includes data language (DL) and design 
representation language (DPL). DL independent of any engineering environment is defined 
as basic framework of general object template and data structure. DPL provides methods of 
setting product model by combining DL with engineering environment. The method 
supports complex pattern matching algorithm based on graph and provides a neutral 
language to capture and exchange product information. It uses effective methods to store 
and reuse knowledge (Simon Szykman,2000). 
Oliva R. Liu Sheng and Chih-Ping Wei proposed a synthesized object-oriented 
entity-relationship (SOOER) model to represent the knowledge and the imbedded data 
semantics involved in coupled knowledge-base/database systems (Sanja Vranes,1999). The 
SOOER model represents the structural knowledge using object classes and their 
relationships and encapsulates the general procedural, the heuristic and the control 
knowledge within the object classes involves. 
XB, liU and Chunli YANG presented a product knowledge model which is built with object 
modelling techniques (XB, LIU & Chunli YANG,2003) . In order to easily realize knowledge 
management, the object model is mapped to the Relation Database. 

 
2.1.2 Graph-based representation 
In order to directly capture the relationships among design attributes (geometry, topology, 
features) and symbolic data representing other critical engineering and manufacturing data 
(tolerances, process plans, etc.), W.C. Regli presented a graphical structure called as a design 
signature, i.e. a hyper-graph structure H(V,E) with labeled edges is used to represent the a 
mechatronic design and its design attributes (W.C. Reglil, V.A. Cicirello,2000). All vertices 
representing design attributes are connected to the vertices representing the entities in the 
boundary model that attributes refer to. Such representation method can facilitate retrieval of 
models, design rules, constraints, cases, assembly dada, and experiences and identifying 
those products with similar structures or functions, which helps designers to better perform 
the variant designs based on cases. 
Yu Junhe used structural hypergraph to describe the hierarchical structure of sets in a 
product family structure model. The evolving hypergraph networks represent the 
information on design processes, which can trace the historical information and facilitate 
retrival and reuse of the product information (YU JunHe, QI Guoning,WU Zhaotong, 2003). 
Knowledge representation based on graph, such as knowledge map, concept map, hyper-
graph and so on, belongs to the semantic network category, which has many characteristics, 
e.g. its structure is simple, easily readable, can truly describes the semantics of the natural 
language and has more precise mathematics bases. They will be used in many domains, 
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especially in the knowledge representations based on Web, the topic map is the development 
tendency (Zhang lei &Hou dianshe, 1998). 

 
2.1.3 STEP-based representation 
Recently, as more CAD companies incorporate the ability to import and export STEP data, 
the use of the STEP AP 203 as a neutral format will leverage research efforts and maximize 
interoperability with existing CAD software used in industry. STEP provides a standard 
modeling method. Yang zijiang proposed a STEP-based organization, transfer and exchange 
mechanism for product information model (Yang Zijiang, Yang Xiaohu, Li Shanping, Dong 
Jianxiang, 2001). The NIST design repository also used STEP as representing the geometry 
information. 

 
2.1.4 Generalized representation 
Data, information and knowledge have some inner relationships. In order to effectively 
support product development, many researchers proposed that data, information and 
knowledge should represnt uniformily, thus a generalized knowledge representaion model 
was presented, which was organizaed, stored and managed by using database management 
systems. E.g. Cao Jian thought the data and knowledge invovled in the product development 
processes as the product knowledge (Cao jian, Zhang Youliang, Huang Shuangxi, Zhou 
Xinguang, 1999). Qi Yuansheng defined the generalized design knowedge as design 
information which was used to make decisions (Qi Yuansheng,Peng Hua, Guo Shunsheng, 
Yang Mingzhong, 2002). The generalized design informaion includes not only the formal 
design information and engineering information , such as industry documents, formulae, 
CAD data, tolerances, solutions,etc. , but also market information, forecasting information 
and some decision-making information. He used multi knowledge representaions including 
object-oriented, ontology, XML-based methods. The BEST's knowledge-representation 
language Prolog/Rex (Vranes^E and StanojevicÂ , 1994) attempts to combine rules, frames 
and logical expressions under a unique formalism. 
All of the above mentioned knowledge representaion methods combine the product 
development and its charactristics. In addtion, they discribe design, design process and the 
used knowledge accroding bo the given domains. Their goals are to fast develop, design and 
manufacture good products. However, how to represent the design historical information, 
design rationale, expriences and other tacit knowledge needs to deep research. In addition, 
product knowledge has complicated semantics and heterogeneous constrains. Therefore 
product knowledge representation model should define and represent these semantics and 
constrains in order to subsequently share, transfer, and reuse product knowledge. 

 
2.2 Product Knowledge Acquisition 
Engineering product development is a knowledge intensive and creative action. The whole 
product development process will access and capture quite lots of knowledge about design 
and design process. However, the knowledge acquisition issues also become the bottleneck 
during the product development processes for lack of effective knowledge capture methods 
and techniques, e.g. only those salted "old designers" can do some product development 
activities well. Recently, in order to alleviate the knowledge acquisition issues, researches on 
knowledge acquisition are emphasized increasingly. 

2.2.1 Design catalog 
Design catalogue is used to capture and store engineering product design knowledge(Zhang 
han, Zhang yongqin,1999). Ontology is also employed to aid acquire product knowledge, 
since ontology provides an explicit scheme of structuring knowledge content according to 
coherent concepts. Designers can easily find the needed knowledge though ontology. 

 
2.2.2 Ontologies 
Soininen T. (Soininen T. ,2000)presented configuration ontology for representing knowledge 
on the component types in product configuration design. Recently most of design and 
manufacturing knowledge is stored in digital form in computer, therefore knowledge 
discover and data dig methods and tools are contributed to knowledge acquisition(Zhu 
cheng, Cao wenze,2002). 

 
2.2.3 Multi knowledge-capturing schema 
Generally, a multi knowledge-capturing schema is needed as product design requires many 
kinds of knowledge and one kind of knowledge acquisition method cannot capture all kinds 
of knowledge. Many kinds of knowledge acquisition method are integrated with work in 
product design process, which satisfies its requirements of knowledge (Zhang shu, Li 
aiping ,1999). 

 
2.2.4 Web-based knowledge capture 
In addition, web-based computer aided design technologies are becoming new product 
development methods driven by customer requirements, which needs to capture the relative 
knowledge through Internet/Intranet environment (Lai chaoan, Sun yanming, 2002). 
Web-based information platform provides abundant information resource for product 
innovation development. However, the traditional knowledge acquisition methods have not 
met the requirements of knowledge capturing, disposal, and use in the Internet/Intranet 
environment. So many researchers begin to study how to quickly acquire knowledge by 
Internet technologies. 
A great deal of technical data and information including experience generated from product 
development exists in the form of files, communications, meeting notes and Emails, in which, 
design semantic information, such as design intent, design rationale, etc. is regarded as the 
important knowledge resource and the basis of new product development and the past 
product improvement. There are abundant product knowledge resource, but designers 
usually do not know where to find the right design knowledge, how to understand the 
original design purpose, how to reuse design methods, and so on. The main reason is that 
these technical data and information cannot be effectively organized, stored, and 
accumulated due to lack of methods and tools of knowledge acquisition, which leads to 
many efforts spent on retrieval. 

 
3. Product knowledge management framework 
 

To address those issues described above, we proposed the product knowledge management 
framework. It contains five main components: design repository (DR), OLAP, knowledge 
reduction, Case Based Reasoning (CBR), and machine learning, as shown in Fig.1. 
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3.5	Machine learning 
Machine learning module is responsible for extracting process information and knowledge 
from CBR cycle and builds Solution Subject Model (SSM). SSM is stored as a kind of design 
rationale in DR. SSM includes all the background knowledge such as deliberating, reasoning, 
trade-off and decision-making in the CBR cycle of an artifact—information that can be 
valuable, even critical to various designers who deal with the artifact. Therefore, SSM 
contains a description of why it is revised the way it is, and more detail, it also includes how 
it is revised, who revised it, when it is revised, which part is revised, etc. SSM can be used as 
a basis to record the history of configuration and variant design process; to modify and 
maintain existing designs, or design similar artifacts. 

	
4. Semantic object knowledge representation model 
	

Knowledge in product customization design process is diverse. Design objects change 
dynamically with the change of the design process, and knowledge used during the whole 
process changes, too, even is iteratively used. Thus, product knowledge representation 
model should be constructed according to the features of product design and the process. 

4.1 Semantic object network 
From above analysis, semantic object network is used to represent knowledge on product 
customization design. Semantic object network is a kind of Semantic Networks (SNs), in 
which nodes are semantic objects. Semantic object networks link all information, documents 
and other descriptive knowledge related to the final products. Therefore, Semantic object 
networks are convenient for product structure and configuration management. 
Semantic Object (SO) is a naming collection of attributes that sufficiently describes a distinct 
identity (Huang Wei, 2001). Attributes are described by attribute types, cardinality and 
domains. SO is divided into simple objects and composite objects according to attribute 
characters (Li SiQiang ,1999). 
The nodes in Semantic object network represent SO, and directed arcs represent relations 
among nodes including Generalization Association (G), Aggregation Association (A), 
Composition Association (C), etc. AKO (a kind of), APO (a part of), and ACO (a composition 
of) respectively represents the G association, the A association, and the C association. 

	
4.2 Domain knowledge semantic object network 
Domain knowledge updates slowly. Designers usually use the definite domain knowledge 
for the specific tasks during product design process. According to this distinct character, 
domain knowledge semantic object networks are built, in which, all the semantic objects are 
basic objects and simple objects, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Most of domain knowledge embodies in documents. Besides, some of domain knowledge 
embodies in program files, material, calculation methods, etc. Therefore, the semantic objects 
in domain knowledge semantic object networks are program objects, document objects, 
material objects, and calculation method objects. The document objects have three types: 
structured document objects, non-structured document objects and drawing document 
objects. 
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3.5	Machine learning 
Machine learning module is responsible for extracting process information and knowledge 
from CBR cycle and builds Solution Subject Model (SSM). SSM is stored as a kind of design 
rationale in DR. SSM includes all the background knowledge such as deliberating, reasoning, 
trade-off and decision-making in the CBR cycle of an artifact—information that can be 
valuable, even critical to various designers who deal with the artifact. Therefore, SSM 
contains a description of why it is revised the way it is, and more detail, it also includes how 
it is revised, who revised it, when it is revised, which part is revised, etc. SSM can be used as 
a basis to record the history of configuration and variant design process; to modify and 
maintain existing designs, or design similar artifacts. 

	
4. Semantic object knowledge representation model 
	

Knowledge in product customization design process is diverse. Design objects change 
dynamically with the change of the design process, and knowledge used during the whole 
process changes, too, even is iteratively used. Thus, product knowledge representation 
model should be constructed according to the features of product design and the process. 

4.1 Semantic object network 
From above analysis, semantic object network is used to represent knowledge on product 
customization design. Semantic object network is a kind of Semantic Networks (SNs), in 
which nodes are semantic objects. Semantic object networks link all information, documents 
and other descriptive knowledge related to the final products. Therefore, Semantic object 
networks are convenient for product structure and configuration management. 
Semantic Object (SO) is a naming collection of attributes that sufficiently describes a distinct 
identity (Huang Wei, 2001). Attributes are described by attribute types, cardinality and 
domains. SO is divided into simple objects and composite objects according to attribute 
characters (Li SiQiang ,1999). 
The nodes in Semantic object network represent SO, and directed arcs represent relations 
among nodes including Generalization Association (G), Aggregation Association (A), 
Composition Association (C), etc. AKO (a kind of), APO (a part of), and ACO (a composition 
of) respectively represents the G association, the A association, and the C association. 

	
4.2 Domain knowledge semantic object network 
Domain knowledge updates slowly. Designers usually use the definite domain knowledge 
for the specific tasks during product design process. According to this distinct character, 
domain knowledge semantic object networks are built, in which, all the semantic objects are 
basic objects and simple objects, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Most of domain knowledge embodies in documents. Besides, some of domain knowledge 
embodies in program files, material, calculation methods, etc. Therefore, the semantic objects 
in domain knowledge semantic object networks are program objects, document objects, 
material objects, and calculation method objects. The document objects have three types: 
structured document objects, non-structured document objects and drawing document 
objects. 
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3.5	Machine learning 
Machine learning module is responsible for extracting process information and knowledge 
from CBR cycle and builds Solution Subject Model (SSM). SSM is stored as a kind of design 
rationale in DR. SSM includes all the background knowledge such as deliberating, reasoning, 
trade-off and decision-making in the CBR cycle of an artifact—information that can be 
valuable, even critical to various designers who deal with the artifact. Therefore, SSM 
contains a description of why it is revised the way it is, and more detail, it also includes how 
it is revised, who revised it, when it is revised, which part is revised, etc. SSM can be used as 
a basis to record the history of configuration and variant design process; to modify and 
maintain existing designs, or design similar artifacts. 

	
4. Semantic object knowledge representation model 
	

Knowledge in product customization design process is diverse. Design objects change 
dynamically with the change of the design process, and knowledge used during the whole 
process changes, too, even is iteratively used. Thus, product knowledge representation 
model should be constructed according to the features of product design and the process. 

4.1 Semantic object network 
From above analysis, semantic object network is used to represent knowledge on product 
customization design. Semantic object network is a kind of Semantic Networks (SNs), in 
which nodes are semantic objects. Semantic object networks link all information, documents 
and other descriptive knowledge related to the final products. Therefore, Semantic object 
networks are convenient for product structure and configuration management. 
Semantic Object (SO) is a naming collection of attributes that sufficiently describes a distinct 
identity (Huang Wei, 2001). Attributes are described by attribute types, cardinality and 
domains. SO is divided into simple objects and composite objects according to attribute 
characters (Li SiQiang ,1999). 
The nodes in Semantic object network represent SO, and directed arcs represent relations 
among nodes including Generalization Association (G), Aggregation Association (A), 
Composition Association (C), etc. AKO (a kind of), APO (a part of), and ACO (a composition 
of) respectively represents the G association, the A association, and the C association. 

	
4.2 Domain knowledge semantic object network 
Domain knowledge updates slowly. Designers usually use the definite domain knowledge 
for the specific tasks during product design process. According to this distinct character, 
domain knowledge semantic object networks are built, in which, all the semantic objects are 
basic objects and simple objects, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Most of domain knowledge embodies in documents. Besides, some of domain knowledge 
embodies in program files, material, calculation methods, etc. Therefore, the semantic objects 
in domain knowledge semantic object networks are program objects, document objects, 
material objects, and calculation method objects. The document objects have three types: 
structured document objects, non-structured document objects and drawing document 
objects. 
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3.5	Machine learning 
Machine learning module is responsible for extracting process information and knowledge 
from CBR cycle and builds Solution Subject Model (SSM). SSM is stored as a kind of design 
rationale in DR. SSM includes all the background knowledge such as deliberating, reasoning, 
trade-off and decision-making in the CBR cycle of an artifact—information that can be 
valuable, even critical to various designers who deal with the artifact. Therefore, SSM 
contains a description of why it is revised the way it is, and more detail, it also includes how 
it is revised, who revised it, when it is revised, which part is revised, etc. SSM can be used as 
a basis to record the history of configuration and variant design process; to modify and 
maintain existing designs, or design similar artifacts. 

	
4. Semantic object knowledge representation model 
	

Knowledge in product customization design process is diverse. Design objects change 
dynamically with the change of the design process, and knowledge used during the whole 
process changes, too, even is iteratively used. Thus, product knowledge representation 
model should be constructed according to the features of product design and the process. 

4.1 Semantic object network 
From above analysis, semantic object network is used to represent knowledge on product 
customization design. Semantic object network is a kind of Semantic Networks (SNs), in 
which nodes are semantic objects. Semantic object networks link all information, documents 
and other descriptive knowledge related to the final products. Therefore, Semantic object 
networks are convenient for product structure and configuration management. 
Semantic Object (SO) is a naming collection of attributes that sufficiently describes a distinct 
identity (Huang Wei, 2001). Attributes are described by attribute types, cardinality and 
domains. SO is divided into simple objects and composite objects according to attribute 
characters (Li SiQiang ,1999). 
The nodes in Semantic object network represent SO, and directed arcs represent relations 
among nodes including Generalization Association (G), Aggregation Association (A), 
Composition Association (C), etc. AKO (a kind of), APO (a part of), and ACO (a composition 
of) respectively represents the G association, the A association, and the C association. 

	
4.2 Domain knowledge semantic object network 
Domain knowledge updates slowly. Designers usually use the definite domain knowledge 
for the specific tasks during product design process. According to this distinct character, 
domain knowledge semantic object networks are built, in which, all the semantic objects are 
basic objects and simple objects, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Most of domain knowledge embodies in documents. Besides, some of domain knowledge 
embodies in program files, material, calculation methods, etc. Therefore, the semantic objects 
in domain knowledge semantic object networks are program objects, document objects, 
material objects, and calculation method objects. The document objects have three types: 
structured document objects, non-structured document objects and drawing document 
objects. 
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(ii) Structure deployment: getting the structure tree based on the conditions of structure 
deployment, using CBR to obtain the similar cases and confirming BOM to finish the design 
of assembly model; 
(iii)Variant design: variant design is necessary if similar cases cannot be acquired. The best 
variant design can be obtained from PKM; 
(iv)New design: new design is needed if variant design cannot meet the needs. Function 
design, structure design can be implement based on the framework of product knowledge 
management system. 

 
Fig. 12. The Interface of PKMS 

 
8. Conclusions 
 

At present, product knowledge management techniques have not been applied to the real 
product development process, and the existing document management tools and PDM 
cannot satisfy the rapid capture and reuse of knowledge during the product agile 
development processes. In this context, we proposed a product knowledge management 
framework with DR. A semantic object knowledge model can effectively organize various 
kinds of knowledge. Knowledge is organized into doubly linked list and orthogonal linked 
list.Designers could capture and reuse product knowledge by using the OLAP technique, 
knowledge reduction method, and CBR. Finally machine Learning could acquire new 
knowledge to make DR alive. 
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(ii) Structure deployment: getting the structure tree based on the conditions of structure 
deployment, using CBR to obtain the similar cases and confirming BOM to finish the design 
of assembly model; 
(iii)Variant design: variant design is necessary if similar cases cannot be acquired. The best 
variant design can be obtained from PKM; 
(iv)New design: new design is needed if variant design cannot meet the needs. Function 
design, structure design can be implement based on the framework of product knowledge 
management system. 
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1. Introduction

Knowledge management is an emerging discipline with many ideas, discussions and 
researches that need to be explored (Beckman, 1999). It is multidisciplinary in nature dealing 
with managing knowledge in organizations (Andersson, 2000). The concept was coined by 
Karl Wiig during his keynote address for United Nation’s International Labour 
Organization in 1986 (Beckman, 1999).  To date, many researches on knowledge 
management in organizations have been executed worldwide. However, studies on 
knowledge sharing particularly in public sector in Malaysia are still handful (McAdam & 
Reid, 2000; Syed Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004). A number of studies in Malaysia limit their scope 
on antecedents of knowledge sharing or knowledge transfer (Ismail & Yusof, 2008; Syed 
Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004) from individual, organizational and technological perspectives. It 
is not evident that empirical research has been conducted to identify the relationship 
between technological factors and knowledge sharing quality in government agencies 
except that by Syed Ikhsan & Rowland (2004). However, the study was conducted on one 
agency only. Therefore, the results of the study could not be generalised to other 
government agencies.  
Syed Ikhsan and Rowland (2004) suggest that public or private sector need to manage 
knowledge to ensure that the organization could take full advantage of organizational 
knowledge. Prevalently, the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006) reported that there is lack of 
information/knowledge sharing among government agencies. Why? To answer the 
question, it is important to investigate factors that hinder public employees from sharing 
their knowledge particularly technological related factors. Thus, the objectives of this paper 
are: 

 To investigate technological factors that influence knowledge sharing quality 
among government officers. 

 To identify the most important technological factor that influence government 
officers’ knowledge sharing quality. 
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1. Introduction

Knowledge management is an emerging discipline with many ideas, discussions and 
researches that need to be explored (Beckman, 1999). It is multidisciplinary in nature dealing 
with managing knowledge in organizations (Andersson, 2000). The concept was coined by 
Karl Wiig during his keynote address for United Nation’s International Labour 
Organization in 1986 (Beckman, 1999).  To date, many researches on knowledge 
management in organizations have been executed worldwide. However, studies on 
knowledge sharing particularly in public sector in Malaysia are still handful (McAdam & 
Reid, 2000; Syed Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004). A number of studies in Malaysia limit their scope 
on antecedents of knowledge sharing or knowledge transfer (Ismail & Yusof, 2008; Syed 
Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004) from individual, organizational and technological perspectives. It 
is not evident that empirical research has been conducted to identify the relationship 
between technological factors and knowledge sharing quality in government agencies 
except that by Syed Ikhsan & Rowland (2004). However, the study was conducted on one 
agency only. Therefore, the results of the study could not be generalised to other 
government agencies.  
Syed Ikhsan and Rowland (2004) suggest that public or private sector need to manage 
knowledge to ensure that the organization could take full advantage of organizational 
knowledge. Prevalently, the Ninth Malaysia Plan (2006) reported that there is lack of 
information/knowledge sharing among government agencies. Why? To answer the 
question, it is important to investigate factors that hinder public employees from sharing 
their knowledge particularly technological related factors. Thus, the objectives of this paper 
are: 

 To investigate technological factors that influence knowledge sharing quality 
among government officers. 

 To identify the most important technological factor that influence government 
officers’ knowledge sharing quality. 
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In the following section, we present literature review related to the study. This is followed 
by the research theoretical framework, research methodology and discussion on the results. 
As conclusion, we summarize the main findings and discuss the limitations of the research. 

 
2. Literature Review 
 

2.1. Knowledge Management, Knowledge Sharing and Information Technology
Knowledge management is a process that encompasses three main elements: organizational 
learning, information management and information technology (Stoddart, 2001).  
Organizational learning is closely related to changing employees’ attitude towards 
knowledge sharing whereas information management focuses on categorization, 
compilation and access to information and data in computer applications. Stoddart (2001) 
views information technology as tools to facilitate the flow of information and knowledge 
sharing. This indicates that information technology is part of knowledge management and it 
plays an important role in knowledge sharing. 

 
 

 
Knowledge that is shared by individuals in organizations becomes organizational 
knowledge and could be described by four modes of knowledge exchange (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Sveiby, 1997). These are socialization, externalization, combination and 
internalization. Based on these modes, Van den Brink (2003) explains the knowledge sharing 
process that occurs in each mode as shown in Table 1. 
The process of knowledge sharing could take place either through technology-mediated 
channel or non-technology mediated channel (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). Technology-
mediated channel could be in the form of video-conferencing, listservs, newsgroup, 
groupware, virtual team rooms, e-mail, voicemail, etc. (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). Thus, 
the reliability of technology is paramount for knowledge sharing (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 
2002) because it has become a facilitator for knowledge transfer (Roberts, 2000). 
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Management 

Organizational 
Learning 

Information 
Management 

Information 
Technology 

 Fig. 1. Three elements of knowledge management (Stoddart, 2001) 

 Process Knowledge sharing 
1. Tacit to tacit 

(Socialization) 
Knowledge is shared during social interaction such as story 
telling that enable transfer of complex tacit knowledge from 
an technological to another. 

2. Tacit to explicit  
(Externalization) 

Knowledge sharing happens when an individual try to 
communicate his/her tacit knowledge with others through 
for example writing ideas and thoughts in the form of theory.  

3. Explicit to explicit  
(Combination) 

When knowledge is written in the form of documents, it is 
shared with other people. If they combine their knowledge, it 
will create new ideas that written on papers.  

4. Explicit to tacit  
(Internalization) 

Human can get knowledge when rational behind a document 
is informed by other individuals.  

Table 1. Knowledge sharing process and SECI modes adapted from Van den Brink (2003) 
and Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) 

 
2.2. Technological Factors and Knowledge Sharing 
Technology is defined as material artefacts such as software and hardware used to perform 
duties in organization (Orlikowski, 1992).  A lot of innovative software has been developed 
to enable knowledge sharing (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002) and as a result more than 1800 
software products have been labelled as knowledge management solutions (Edgar, 1999).  
According to (Orlikowski, 1992), the concept of technology comprises of two main elements 
i.e. scope and function. In terms of scope, there are two types of research. One, research that 
considers technology as ‘hardware’; and two, views technology as ‘social technology’. In 
terms of function, early research predicts technology as an objective while other research 
focuses on technology as a product which include people action on technology. The latest 
research refers technology as soft determinant in which technology is considered as external 
factor that has impact but controlled by human and organization. 
Nevertheless, technology plays important role in knowledge management. Though it is not 
the centre of knowledge management, but it plays critical role as an enabler in increasing the 
level of knowledge sharing among employees (Andersson, 2000).  Technology has always 
been the main variable in organizational theory (Orlikowski, 1992) and “The fundamental 
requirement of knowledge sharing has always been technology” (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 2002). It 
facilitates and accelerates the process of knowledge sharing both intra and inter-
organizations beside plays an important transformational role in changing corporate culture 
to knowledge sharing (Gurteen, 1999). Information technology has the potential to affect the 
functions of coordination and communication within and inter organizations (Fountain, 
2001). The role of information technology in knowledge sharing has been studied by 
communication theorists (Binz-Scharf 2003). For instance, Yates et al. (1999) research on how 
a new electronic medium being adopted and used by a firm to identify the types of 
communication shaped by groups based on their needs. These patterns change the social 
interaction between groups (Yates et al., 1999). Thus, to McDermott (1999) current 
development in information technology encourage organizations to think of new ways of 
sharing knowledge such as storing documents in a common knowledge base and use 
electronic networks to share knowledge within the entire organizations. 
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communication theorists (Binz-Scharf 2003). For instance, Yates et al. (1999) research on how 
a new electronic medium being adopted and used by a firm to identify the types of 
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sharing knowledge such as storing documents in a common knowledge base and use 
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In the following section, we present literature review related to the study. This is followed 
by the research theoretical framework, research methodology and discussion on the results. 
As conclusion, we summarize the main findings and discuss the limitations of the research. 
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Knowledge management is a process that encompasses three main elements: organizational 
learning, information management and information technology (Stoddart, 2001).  
Organizational learning is closely related to changing employees’ attitude towards 
knowledge sharing whereas information management focuses on categorization, 
compilation and access to information and data in computer applications. Stoddart (2001) 
views information technology as tools to facilitate the flow of information and knowledge 
sharing. This indicates that information technology is part of knowledge management and it 
plays an important role in knowledge sharing. 

 
 

 
Knowledge that is shared by individuals in organizations becomes organizational 
knowledge and could be described by four modes of knowledge exchange (Nonaka & 
Takeuchi, 1995; Sveiby, 1997). These are socialization, externalization, combination and 
internalization. Based on these modes, Van den Brink (2003) explains the knowledge sharing 
process that occurs in each mode as shown in Table 1. 
The process of knowledge sharing could take place either through technology-mediated 
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the reliability of technology is paramount for knowledge sharing (Lee & Al-Hawamdeh, 
2002) because it has become a facilitator for knowledge transfer (Roberts, 2000). 
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Despite the function of ICT as facilitator to knowledge transfer, a number of studies were 
conducted to identify technology-related factors that affect knowledge sharing behaviour. 
For instance, Riege (2005) lists 7 technological barriers that hinder people from sharing 
knowledge such as:  

 Lack of information technology process and system integration which limit 
employees to work.  

 Lack of internal and external technology support. 
 Unrealistic expectation what technology can do and cannot do.  
 Mismatch between technological needs, systems integration and information 

technology processes. 
 Reluctant to use information technology because of not familiar to. 
 Lack of training to get use to new information technology systems and processes. 
 Lack of communication and usage of new system advantages compared to current 

system.  
The high dependency on information technology has resulted in quick need for effective 
knowledge management (Sena & Shani, 1999). Organizations need to ensure the value of 
data is optimised when it is managed so that it can be shared by many applications and 
knowledge workers. In this regard, technology is to be exploited to disseminate information 
(English, 1996) as it could  provide a bigger and deeper space to the creation, storing, 
transfer and application of knowledge in organization (Alavi & Leidner, 2001).  
Based on Orlikowski (1992), technology in this paper is defined as Information 
Communication Technology (ICT) which includes software and hardware used by 
employees in organizations in executing their duties. Synthesizing from Orlikowski’s 
concept of technology and the study by Syed Omar & Rowland (2004), three constructs are 
identified as technological factors that affect knowledge sharing quality among public 
sectors employees namely ICT infrastructure, ICT tools and ICT know-how.  

 
a) ICT Infrastructure
The causal relationship between knowledge and technology has lead to the invention of 
computers (Binz-Scharf, 2003). The role of computer in enabling knowledge sharing is 
significant. Therefore, ICT infrastructure needs to be in place to facilitate the endeavour 
(Beckman 1999) especially to support the creation, structuring, penetration and usage of 
knowledge (Brink, 2003).  It is impossible for organization to embark on knowledge sharing 
without proper ICT infrastructure (Hasanali, 2002) as its presence particularly in the form of 
new technology and systems could increase technological motivation to share knowledge 
(Hendriks, 1999). The effectiveness of knowledge management depends on the readiness of 
employees to share knowledge through computers that can be accessed by all employees in 
the organization (Syed Ikhsan & Rowland, 2004). The up to date ICT infrastructure could 
help employee create, transfer and share knowledge (Syed Omar & Rowland, 2004). 
Sometimes organizations have to overhaul completely their ICT infrastructure in order to 
make their employees share knowledge (Hasanali, 2002). In this paper ICT infrastructure is 
defined as up-to-date ICT infrastructure available in their organizations such as computers, 
networking, internet etc are considered by employees will affect their knowledge sharing 
quality. Hence, it is hypothesized that: 
 

H1: ICT infrastructure has a significant effect on knowledge sharing quality. 

 
b) ICT Tools
According to Hasanali (2002), one of factors that contribute to the success of knowledge 
management is the used of simple technology. It is common that employees become 
frustrated if they have to clicks more than three times to find knowledge in the system.  This 
indicates that ICT plays dominant role in knowledge management (Smith, 2001). Perhaps, to 
Anderson and Smith (1998), ICT functions that support knowledge sharing could be 
grouped into several segments as follows: 

i) Office applications such as e-mail, message, calendar and timetable.   
ii) Groupware that support teamwork and collaboration. It provides technological 

support to teamwork such as databases forum, sharing application, electronic 
meeting systems.   

iii) Document systems that support document creation, storage and management 
life recycle. Printed document are being replaced by digital documents.  

iv) Work process systems – ICT helps and monitors work flow generation and 
related work process. For example workflow management systems, process 
support systems and e-form.  

v) Analytical systems that support analysis and translation of structured data for 
strategic planning and operation and decision making. For instance decision 
support systems and data warehouses. 

In this paper, ICT tools or software available in the organization such as groupware, 
computer-based information systems etc. are considered by employees could affect their 
knowledge sharing quality. Hence, it is hypothesized that: 
 
H1: ICT tools have a significant effect on knowledge sharing quality. 

 
c) ICT Know-how
Adequate ICT training is one of the factors that significantly contribute to the success of 
knowledge management (Hasanali, 2002). Adequate technology and well-trained people are 
important for knowledge management. A well-implemented technology with a well-trained 
people are important to make people work effectively and efficiently (Gurteen, 1999). As 
such, sufficient and appropriate ICT training to all employees has positive relationship with 
knowledge creation and knowledge transfer. Employees who are familiar with ICT are more 
ready and willing to share knowledge (Syed Omar & Rowland, 2004). In this paper ICT 
know-how is defined as the degree to which an employee considers their level of IT literacy 
would affect their knowledge sharing quality. Hence, it is hypothesized that: 
 
H3: ICT know-how has a significant effect on knowledge sharing quality. 

 
2.4. Knowledge Sharing Quality
Van den Hooff et al. (2003) define knowledge sharing as a process where individual 
exchange knowledge (tacit or explicit) and together create new knowledge. Knowledge 
sharing is a process between individuals (Ryu et al.., 2003) which could not be seen directly 
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nor observed. Knowledge sharing in a broader perspective refers to ‘the communication of all 
types of knowledge’ either explicit knowledge or tacit knowledge (al-Hawamdeh, 2003). 
Knowledge sharing occurs when an individual is really interested in helping others to 
develop a new capability for action (Senge, 1990). Thus, knowledge sharing refers to the 
willingness of individuals in an organization to share whatever they possess or create with 
their colleagues (Gibbert & Krause, 2002). 
However, it is often a question whether the knowledge shared is of quality. Knowledge 
sharing is meaningless unless the quality is guaranteed. However, much of previous studies 
focused on knowledge sharing behaviour instead of the quality. As such, it is deemed 
necessary to study the quality of knowledge shared rather than limiting to only knowledge 
sharing behaviour since quality knowledge is becoming the concern of matured community 
(Chiu et al., 2006). The quality of knowledge is measured in terms of relevancy, easy to 
understand, accuracy, completeness, reliability and timeliness (Chiu et al., 2006). The items 
are derived and modified from McKinney et al. (2002) and DeLone and McLean (2003).  

 
3. Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses
 

The framework outlined in this paper is adapted from Syed Ikhsan and Rowland (2004) and 
Chiu et al. (2006). The former investigates the relationship between technological factors and 
knowledge transfer performance. While the latter focuses on knowledge sharing quality. In 
this study, the model is adapted and modified to identify the relationship between 
technological factors and knowledge sharing quality. The quality of knowledge shared 
becomes the main focus as knowledge sharing could occur anytime but the quality of 
knowledge shared is essential.  
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systematically generated at this level (McAdam & Reid, 2000). Policy making and business 
development are generated by the knowledge-based activities of government agencies 
(Husted et al., 2005). The agencies are involved in public sector human resource 
management policies, public sector financial management policies and national socio-
economic policies. In this study, stratified random sampling is used to select the sample. 
Questionnaires were distributed to 734 officers. The return rate is 61. 25% (450) and the 
number of questionnaires processed are 428.  22 questionnaires are not processed because of 
missing data is more than 10% (Hair et al., 2006). 
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disagree.  
The questionnaire is pretested and refined to ensure its validity. The pre-test is carried out to 
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students, four government officers and two experts in knowledge management and 
statistics were approached to comment on the wordings and questions. The comments 
provide a basis for improvement in construct measurement. After pre-testing, the refined 
instrument is pilot-tested with 48 officers to test the reliability of the constructs. The final 
instrument is then used in the study. 

 
5. Findings and Discussion 
 

5.1. Demographic Profile of the Respondents 
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necessary to study the quality of knowledge shared rather than limiting to only knowledge 
sharing behaviour since quality knowledge is becoming the concern of matured community 
(Chiu et al., 2006). The quality of knowledge is measured in terms of relevancy, easy to 
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Position Grade 54 
52 
48 
44 
41 

26 
43 
74 
53 

232 

6.1 
10.0 
17.3 
12.4 
54.2 

Years of service in public 
sector 

<1 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
>20 

90 
169 
55 
48 
17 
49 

21.0 
39.5 
12.9 
11.2 
4.0 
11.4 

Table 1. Respondents’ demographic characteristics (n=428) 
 
There were 195 (45.6%) male and 233 (54.4%) female respondents involved in the study. 
Most of them age between 26 to 40 years old (71.7%) and 66.6% are junior managers (grade 
41 to 44). Almost all of the respondents have a first degree and 73.4% have less than 10 years 
work experience in public sector  

 
5.2. Descriptive Profile of Technological Factors and Knowledge Sharing Quality 
 

   Mean Standard Deviation 
ICT Tools 3.57 .727 
ICT Infrastructure 4.05 .489 
ICT Know-how 3.76 .578 

Table 2. Descriptive profile of technological factors 
 
The results indicate that ICT Infrastructure (mean=4.05, S.D=.489) is the most influential 
factors that affect the quality of knowledge sharing among government officers followed by 
ICT Know-how (mean=3.76, S.D=.578) and ICT Tools (mean=3.57, S.D=.727) as shown in 
Table 2. 
 

 Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Relevancy 4.11 .462 
Easy to understand 4.06 .418 
Accuracy 3.85 .564 
Completeness 3.67 .639 
Reliability 3.95 .469 
Timeliness 3.96 .452 

Table 3. Descriptive profile of knowledge sharing quality  
 
Table 3 shows the descriptive profile of knowledge sharing quality. The relevant knowledge 
sharing had the highest mean with a statistical value of 4.11 and standard deviation = 0.462 
followed by easy to understand (mean 4.06, SD=0.418) and timeliness (mean 3.96, SD=0.452). 

Based on the item mean scores, relevancy is considered as the most important dimension in 
knowledge sharing quality followed by easy to understand and timeliness of knowledge 
sharing quality construct.  

 
5.3. Goodness of measure
Validity and reliability test are carried out to test the goodness of measure used in the study. 
Validity test is conducted by submitting data for factor analysis. Factors analysis is a data 
reduction technique and used to determine whether items are tapping into the same 
construct. During factor analysis, factors with eigen value of more than one would be 
retained for further analysis (Hair et al., 2006). To ensure consistency in measurement across 
time and various items in the instrument (Sekaran, 2005), reliability test was performed by 
obtaining Cronbach Alpha values. 

 
a) Technological Factors   
All the 9 items of technological factors are submitted for analysis using Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). Initial results indicate that the KMO value is 0.654 which 
exceeds the recommended value of 0.6 (Kaiser, 1974; Pallant, 2001) and the Bartlett’s Test of 
Sphericity is significant as shown in Table 4 below. The results (KMO and Bartlett’s) suggest 
that the sampled data is appropriate to proceed with a factor analysis procedure.  
 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy 0.654 
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi Square 1891.250 

Df 36 
Significance 0.000 

Table 4. KMO and Bartlett’s test for technological factors instrument 
 
 Component 

Technological Factors 1 2 3 
I2. Computer-based information systems provide me with more 
up-to-date information than that available in manual files. .892   

I3. Computer-based information systems make new information 
available to me that was not earlier available. .883   

I1. My organization uses Groupware such as Lotus Notes, 
Microsoft Exchange to encourage the sharing of ideas. .729   

J1. My organization has a very up-to-date ICT infrastructure 
which helps knowledge sharing. .505 .405  

K2. Employees in my organization are given adequate training 
internally to use ICT tools.  .938  

K1. Employees in my organization are given adequate training 
internally to use computers.  .931  

K3. The technology know-how among employees is easily 
transferable.  .372  
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factors that affect the quality of knowledge sharing among government officers followed by 
ICT Know-how (mean=3.76, S.D=.578) and ICT Tools (mean=3.57, S.D=.727) as shown in 
Table 2. 
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Easy to understand 4.06 .418 
Accuracy 3.85 .564 
Completeness 3.67 .639 
Reliability 3.95 .469 
Timeliness 3.96 .452 

Table 3. Descriptive profile of knowledge sharing quality  
 
Table 3 shows the descriptive profile of knowledge sharing quality. The relevant knowledge 
sharing had the highest mean with a statistical value of 4.11 and standard deviation = 0.462 
followed by easy to understand (mean 4.06, SD=0.418) and timeliness (mean 3.96, SD=0.452). 

Based on the item mean scores, relevancy is considered as the most important dimension in 
knowledge sharing quality followed by easy to understand and timeliness of knowledge 
sharing quality construct.  

 
5.3. Goodness of measure
Validity and reliability test are carried out to test the goodness of measure used in the study. 
Validity test is conducted by submitting data for factor analysis. Factors analysis is a data 
reduction technique and used to determine whether items are tapping into the same 
construct. During factor analysis, factors with eigen value of more than one would be 
retained for further analysis (Hair et al., 2006). To ensure consistency in measurement across 
time and various items in the instrument (Sekaran, 2005), reliability test was performed by 
obtaining Cronbach Alpha values. 

 
a) Technological Factors   
All the 9 items of technological factors are submitted for analysis using Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA). Initial results indicate that the KMO value is 0.654 which 
exceeds the recommended value of 0.6 (Kaiser, 1974; Pallant, 2001) and the Bartlett’s Test of 
Sphericity is significant as shown in Table 4 below. The results (KMO and Bartlett’s) suggest 
that the sampled data is appropriate to proceed with a factor analysis procedure.  
 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy 0.654 
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi Square 1891.250 

Df 36 
Significance 0.000 

Table 4. KMO and Bartlett’s test for technological factors instrument 
 
 Component 

Technological Factors 1 2 3 
I2. Computer-based information systems provide me with more 
up-to-date information than that available in manual files. .892   

I3. Computer-based information systems make new information 
available to me that was not earlier available. .883   

I1. My organization uses Groupware such as Lotus Notes, 
Microsoft Exchange to encourage the sharing of ideas. .729   

J1. My organization has a very up-to-date ICT infrastructure 
which helps knowledge sharing. .505 .405  

K2. Employees in my organization are given adequate training 
internally to use ICT tools.  .938  

K1. Employees in my organization are given adequate training 
internally to use computers.  .931  

K3. The technology know-how among employees is easily 
transferable.  .372  
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Position Grade 54 
52 
48 
44 
41 

26 
43 
74 
53 

232 

6.1 
10.0 
17.3 
12.4 
54.2 

Years of service in public 
sector 

<1 
1-5 
6-10 
11-15 
16-20 
>20 
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169 
55 
48 
17 
49 

21.0 
39.5 
12.9 
11.2 
4.0 
11.4 
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J3. ICT facilitates my daily work   .938 
J2. ICT can speed up my work in searching for information   .928 
Cronbach Alpha 0.785 0.713 0.890 
Eigenvalues 3.209 1.640 1.598 
Percentage of common variance 26.951 23.043 21.646 
Cumulative percentage 26.951 49.995 71.641 
* cutt off point used is 0.30 since the sample is more than 350 (Hair et al.. 2006). All loadings less than 
0.30 are not shown 
Table 5: Factor analysis and reliability test result on technological factors instrument 
 
Table 5 presents the results of initial varimax factor rotation of all variables for technological 
factors. All the 9 items loaded on three factors.  Four items loaded in Factor 1 with a 
variance of 26.95, three items loaded on Factor 2 with 23.04 percent and two items loaded on 
Factor 3 with a variance of 21.65 percent. The total variance achieved is 71.64 percent. One 
item ‘J1. My organization has a very up-to-date ICT infrastructure which helps knowledge sharing’ 
cross loaded on Factor 1 and Factor 2. In order for an item to be retained, the minimum 
cross-loading is at least 0.20 (Nunnally & Berstein, 1994). The item is dropped since the 
different of cross-loading between the two factors is less than 0.2.   
The PCA is run again with 8 items without item ‘J1’. The KMO value is 0.604 which is above 
the acceptable value of 0.6 (Kaiser, 1974; Pallant, 2001) and the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is 
significant as shown in Table 6. The results show that factor analysis procedure could be 
performed and all the items loaded on three factors. Three items loaded in Factor 1 with a 
variance of 27.53, three items loaded on Factor 2 with 24.34 percent and two items loaded on 
Factor 3 with a variance of 23.78 percent. The total variance achieved is 75.65 percent as 
shown in Table 7. Reliability test is also performed again without item ‘J1’ and the results 
shows that all the Cronbach’s Alpha value were between 0.730 to 0.890. 
 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy .604 
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi Square 1723.708 

Df 28 
Significance 0.000 

Table 6. KMO and Bartlett’s test for technological factors instrument 
 
 Component 

Technological Factors 1 2 3 
I2. Computer-based information systems provide me with more 
up-to-date information than that available in manual files. .905   

I3. Computer-based information systems make new information 
available to me that was not earlier available. .897   

I1. My organization uses Groupware such as Lotus Notes, 
Microsoft Exchange to encourage the sharing of ideas. .721   

K2. All employees in my organization are given adequate 
training internally to use ICT tools.  .946  

K1. All employees in my organization are given adequate 
training internally to use computers.  .939  

K3. The technology know-how among employees is easily 
transferable.  .378  

J3. ICT facilitates my daily work   .941 
J2. ICT can speed up my work in searching for information   .929 
Cronbach Alpha 0.799 0.730 0.890 
Eigenvalues 2.817 1.638 1.596 
Percentage of common variance 27.527 24.338 23.783 
Cumulative percentage 27.527 51.865 75.648 
* cutt off point used is 0.30 since the sample is more than 350 (Hair et al.. 2006). All loadings less than 
0.30 are not shown 
Table 7: Factor analysis and reliability test result on technological factors 

 
b) Knowledge Sharing Quality  
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is also performed for the 6 items of knowledge 
sharing quality. The result shows that Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy (KMO) 
value is 0.813. This value is excellent because it exceeds the recommended value of 0.6 
(Kaiser, 1974; Pallant 2001) and the Bartlett’s Test of Spehericity is significant (0.000). The 
results (KMO and Bartlett’s test) suggest that the sampled data is appropriate to proceed 
with a factor analysis procedure. The PCA extracted one distinct component with eigen 
values exceeding 1.0. Six items are loaded on a single factor with the variance of 53.65 
percent. The Cronbach’s Alpha value is 0.827 meeting the acceptable value 0.6 (Sekaran, 
2005; Hair et al., 2006) and 0.70 (Nunnally 1978, Nunnally & Bernstein 1994). The results are 
presented in Table 8 and 9 below. 
 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin of Sampling Adequacy 0.813 
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi Square 878.067 

Df 15 
Significance 0.000 

Table 8. KMO and Bartlett’s test for trust instrument 
 
Knowledge sharing quality Component 1 
Q3. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is 
accurate. .780 

Q5. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is 
reliable. .773 

Q6. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is timely .730 
Q2. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is easy 
to understand. .723 

Q4. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is 
complete. .695 
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Q1. Knowledge that I share with my colleagues in my organization is 
relevant to my job. .689 

Cronbach Alpha 0.827 
Eigenvalues 3.29 
Percentage of common variance 53.651 
Cumulative percentage 53.651 
Table 9. Factor analysis and reliability test result on knowledge sharing quality 
 
Overall, the results statistically show that the instrument used in the study are valid and 
measure what it is supposed to measure. The instrument is reliable because of high 
consistencies with Cronbach Alpha were more than 0.70 for all the factors meeting the 
acceptable value of 0.70 (Nunnally, 1978, Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994). 

 
5.4. Test of Relationship 
In order to identify the relationship between technological factors and knowledge sharing 
quality, correlation analysis is conducted. Correlation analysis indicates the strength and 
direction of bivariate relationship between the independent and dependent variables. The 
result of correlation analysis of the study is shown in Table 8 below. 
 

 Mean Standard 
Deviation 

ICT Tools ICT Infra-
structure 

ICT Know-
how 

ICT Tools 3.57 .727 1.000   
ICT Infrastructure 4.05 .489 0.381** 1.000  
ICT Know-how 3.76 .578 0.221** 0.335** 1.000 
Knowledge sharing quality 3.93 .367 0.224** 0.274** 0.339** 
** p< 0.01  
Table 10. Correlation analysis  
 
The above results show that all the variables are significantly correlated with knowledge 
sharing quality. It indicates that ICT Know-how (r=0.339, p<0.01), ICT Infrastructure 
(r=0.274, p<0.01) and ICT Tools (r=0.224, p<0.01) have shown significant correlations with 
knowledge sharing quality among government officers. Cohen (1988) suggests guidelines in 
which the correlation between 0.10/-0.10 to 0.29/-0.29 is low, 0.3/-0.3 to 0.49/-0.49 is 
moderate and 0.5/-0.5 to 1/-1 is high. Based on the guidelines, ICT know-how has a 
moderate positive significant correlation with knowledge sharing quality whereas ICT 
Infrastructure and ICT Tools have low positive significant correlation with knowledge 
sharing quality. 
In order to find the strongest predictor to knowledge sharing quality, a multiple regression 
is conducted. Multiple regressions also identify how much variance in knowledge sharing 
quality explained by technological factors. Table 11 show the results of multiple regression 
analysis.  
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ought to be balanced with ICT know-how.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Although the term “Geopolitics” has been invented in the 20th century, geopolitical crisis 
management is an old research field. From antiquity, deciders know that their country’s 
geography has to be taken into consideration in political choices in order to protect the 
country from invasions (e.g. the Chinese great wall) or to guaranty the supply in natural 
resources. During those times the knowledge necessary to manage such geopolitical crisis 
was held by some specialists, working in the area for years and their expertise was lost in 
vain when they left that particular area. 
In the 90’s with the evolution of IT tools and emergence of artificial intelligence, militaries 
began to think about using those new tools for improving geopolitical crisis management by 
doing a quasi real time geopolitical risk evaluation in order to forecast what events are 
willing to happen and how to avoid it. The Cheops project was one of those tools. It was a 
success but was limited by its object-based knowledge representation and so one, of its goals 
which was to be able to incorporate the knowledge of experts to help a military attaché to 
take decisions and discuss it in human language was impossible to reach. 
In order to improve the system a new form of knowledge representation had to be found 
between the too formal object representation which is too limiting in terms of creativity and 
no representation. We propose a form of representation well known in the artistic domain: 
the collection which can be an attempt to represent knowledge in a very open form.  
It also led us to rethink the role the system has to play: the decider needs a system to make 
him more creative and imaginative in terms of hypothesis and that should be the canvas for 
his reflection. 
We will illustrate our studies trough the design of real crisis management systems. 
The following sections are organized as follows: section 2 presents the classical approach of 
risk and crisis management through the design of Cheops, section 3 introduce the concept of 
collection as an alternative to object based knowledge representations; section 4 present how 
can collections contribute to redesigning our crisis management systems; section 5 presents 
the results obtained and addresses the future work and section 6 conclude on the 
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advantages of a collection based knowledge representation and its application in other 
domains. 

 
2. Crisis management within classical knowledge representations: the 
Cheops project 
 

2.1 The CHEOPS project 
The CHEOPS Project was a geopolitical risk and crisis management system (Rousseaux, 
1995). It was designed in 1997. Before the CHEOPS project, the knowledge necessary to 
manage such geo-political crisis was held by some specialists, working in the area for years 
and their expertise was lost in vain when they left that particular area. The CHEOPS project 
was a complete system aimed to use new tools offered by information technology like 
artificial intelligence, knowledge representation, geographical information systems (GIS) 
and databases to gather this knowledge and use it to help militaries to better understand the 
situation and to anticipate the events. This system also has to be multi user because crisis 
management is a typical a group activity. 
The CHEOPS Project was based on a fictive crisis simulation in which a middle-east country 
(MEC) has some defence agreements with the French government. The French army has to 
defend MEC from any possible invasions from a foreign country but, at the same time, the 
French army must not take part in interior troubles resolution. So it is critical to determine if 
there are some threats against MEC; from where, who and what can be the consequences. In 
such an environment with lots of constraints from different types: geopolitical, economical, 
ethnical, etc… it is essential to act in the right manner at the right time.  
In order to test the system in real conditions and to better understand needs and constraints, 
a scenario has been created as following: MEC is involved in a civil war where the rebels 
opposing the official government, are helped by a threatening neighbour country (TNC).  
On the first day troubles appeared in some barracks, near the north frontier without having 
the possibility to know the causes of these troubles. 
On the second day street Fights have been signalled in MEC capital near the national 
assembly, the consequence is that governmental troops have been sent from the north area 
to the capital. 
On the third day, the airport of the capital has been bombed but the enemy fighter planes 
have not been identified. Experts are analysing bomb impact pictures. Rebels have old 
Soviet planes which would not have permitted them to commit this bombing. 

 
2.2 Crisis management within an object-based knowledge representation 
Before all it is essential to define what is a crisis. A crisis can be defined as a pool of events 
that, in a particular context will lead to some unwanted situation. In addition, we can define 
the crisis concept showing differences between permanent and crisis states. In the crisis 
state, the situation analysis is made harder because human discernment is wasted by stress, 
importance of stakes and indeed cost. The crisis generates a temporal paradox because its 
analysis and linked tasks, like communication or justification of choices, need time 
incompatible with crisis resolution. One man can not manage a whole crisis by himself like 
in the Marc Aurèle time. Only virtual or real human groups working together can face a 
dynamic and complex situation, and so it is a typical multi-participant activity. To meet this 

multi participant requirement and match it with an IT based system, a multi-agent 
cooperation model has been realized. 
In such multi-agent system, the challenge is to make human and artificial agents working 
together at the knowledge level (Newell, 1982). In addition, agents have to share the same 
knowledge which is on the basis of the crisis management.  
To manage a situation with an “object” approach, the system matches any new event with a 
type event which has been identified from past events and crisis analysis and entered into 
the system. The same matching operation is done with situations: the system identifies the 
situation from all the events which happened in a given time and match it with a type 
situation. In order to predict the future situation, the system make analysis from past set of 
events entered in the system as ontologies and determines which one has the most 
probability to happen.  
There are six main agents. The Military Attache (MA) collects information and sends argued 
reports on the situation (it is a human agent), the event database manager (EDM) classify 
each event, the map database manager (MDM) use a GIS to manage different maps, 
provides zoom and can put in relief thematic layers , the messenger (MSG) transmits 
messages (it is a human agent), the news report analyst (NRA) translates text news reports 
into the database format, the tactical simulator (TSIM) makes calculations and simulations in 
order to estimate current strength or necessary time to move units, and the arguer (ARGU) 
lets the user from tactical hypothesis to search corresponding events in the database and on 
the opposite, to analyse a pool of events in order to find strategic hypothesis. 
Based on most of the activities on cooperation between human agents, we used the Maieutic 
approach (Plato, 1999) where the cooperation can be modelled with high level dialogues 
between agents.  
Agents try to cooperate; they share a working memory where a history of their dialogues is 
recorded. In order to illustrate this model, we will use an artificial problem resolution 
dialogue between local crisis management computer agents. 
The Table 1 presents an extract from the virtual dialog between agents. In this dialog we can 
see that the MA begins with an hypothesis: “interior troubles” because there are some 
hidden reasons that make him to prefer the hypothesis which does not need an intervention 
in order to avoid compromising. The arguer ARGU disagrees with MA hypothesis because 
he finds information that discredit MA event’s classification. The MA is lead to test the 
ARGU hypothesis and ask him if he can show that rebels are implied in last events. ARGU 
does it and asks the tactical simulator (TSIM) to make a simulation of forces present in the 
north border area; the tactical simulator finds that the force ratio is highly in favour of the 
threatening neighbour country (TNC), ARGU reports to MA the situation. 
The messenger (MSG) brings the confirmation that fighter planes which bombed the capital 
are a type of planes hold by TNC and so MA is lead to change his mind and to admit that 
passed events were not caused by some interior troubles but are evidence of an invasion in 
preparation. 
This dialog is a part of a bigger one between all the agents managing all the events of the 
scenario. 
A very interesting fact is that all this dialog between agents can fit into an inference’s 
structure (Figure 1.) which is a well know graph in the social sciences domain (Simon & Lea, 
1974; Michalski, 1986; Hoc, 1987)  and can be easily be explored by IT tools. 
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1 MA: Did you receive the description of the events in the capital? It 
seems like the protestations are organized by some students from the 
opposition. This confirms that events in the barracks near the north 
border are probably just the consequence of a problem linked with the 
soldiers’ salaries and so it is interior troubles…  

Build-Event 
Classify-Event 
Test-Type-Event 
Select-Hypothesis 

2 ARGU: I disagree, the cause of events in barracks is unknown because 
the M’Boutoul ethnic group  implicated are with the rebels. 

Classify-Event 
 

3 MA: Can you show the possible role of rebels in recent events? Test-Type-Event 
 

4 ARGU: Yes! I can demonstrate it. (Demonstration following) Classify-Event 
Test-Type-Event 

5 MA: What are the consequences? Generate-Strategic-
Hypothesis 

6 ARGU to TSIM: Can you make an estimation of forces present in the 
North area by taking the last events into consideration ? 

Generate-Strategic-
Hypothesis 

7 TSIM to ARGU : Considering the rebel forces and TNC regiments the 
force ratio is unfavourable for MEC 

Generate-Strategic-
Hypothesis 

8 ARGU to MA: If TNC rebels are implied, this means that an attack in 
the north area may happen at any time. The MEC defensive potential 
is low in this area 

Generate-Strategic-
Hypothesis 

12 MSG intervention : I just received the news that we were waiting for : 
It is possible that fighter planes which have bombed the Capital 
Airport were from the Marchetti SF-260 type 

Build-Event 
 

13 MA to ARGU : You may be right Select-Strategic-
Candidate-
Hypothesis 

14 ARGU: Why this change of opinion ? Select-Strategic-
Candidate-
Hypothesis 

15 MA: Because the airport bombing has probably been committed by 
FTC who have this type of fighter planes,  which means that a huge 
invasion may be in preparation  

Build-Event 
Classify-Event 
Test Event 
Select-Strategic-
Candidate-
Hypothesis 

Table 1. Extract from a dialog between agents in the problem resolution process. 
 

Fig. 1. Inference’s structure. 
 
The system is a success because it fulfilled its role: The human user is in permanent 
contradiction with an arguer agent who always tries to present other parts of the situation. 
The goal is to make the user sure of is decision and making him passing out non factual 
opinions based on hidden reasons. This is only possible if the arguer is replaced by a 
human. We could not manage with classical ontologies to make a virtual agent capable of 
questioning a human in his language (Turing, 1939; Turing, 1950) because it is a task which 
has to be realized at the knowledge level by an agent with high abstraction capabilities to 
figure out that a hypothesis is not reliable without testing all the possibilities. In addition, a 
computer, which use, logical relations to make hypothesis is limited in its hypothesis 
making process because all the situations are not logical. Given that this agent cannot be 
replaced by an artificial agent, the system has to be redesigned. 

 
2.3 The perfect Arguer: between singularity and synthesis 
We have seen that the way the system identify the events and synthesise them to hypothesis 
is essential. The identification of particular event can be called “singularity” identification as 
before any classification into the system each event is particular. 
The study of singularity and synthesis is essential to understand how to improve our decision 
helping software. We have seen in the Cheops example that the essential missing element of 
the arguer is the possibility to question the military Attaché on his decisions i.e.: find 
singularities in the arguments and justifications of an hypothesis. 
In terms of knowledge why humans are superior to the best computers? One of the possible 
explication is because humans know that they don’t know. We can experience this in 
everyday life. For example we were walking on Vancouver’s pier and looking at a 
motorized taxi boat which was sailing with a stream of water going from the hull. It came to 
our attention instantly leading us to discuss about the possible hypothesis on the function of 
this water stream. We wondered if it was an exit for water going into the boat or if it was a 
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The system is a success because it fulfilled its role: The human user is in permanent 
contradiction with an arguer agent who always tries to present other parts of the situation. 
The goal is to make the user sure of is decision and making him passing out non factual 
opinions based on hidden reasons. This is only possible if the arguer is replaced by a 
human. We could not manage with classical ontologies to make a virtual agent capable of 
questioning a human in his language (Turing, 1939; Turing, 1950) because it is a task which 
has to be realized at the knowledge level by an agent with high abstraction capabilities to 
figure out that a hypothesis is not reliable without testing all the possibilities. In addition, a 
computer, which use, logical relations to make hypothesis is limited in its hypothesis 
making process because all the situations are not logical. Given that this agent cannot be 
replaced by an artificial agent, the system has to be redesigned. 

 
2.3 The perfect Arguer: between singularity and synthesis 
We have seen that the way the system identify the events and synthesise them to hypothesis 
is essential. The identification of particular event can be called “singularity” identification as 
before any classification into the system each event is particular. 
The study of singularity and synthesis is essential to understand how to improve our decision 
helping software. We have seen in the Cheops example that the essential missing element of 
the arguer is the possibility to question the military Attaché on his decisions i.e.: find 
singularities in the arguments and justifications of an hypothesis. 
In terms of knowledge why humans are superior to the best computers? One of the possible 
explication is because humans know that they don’t know. We can experience this in 
everyday life. For example we were walking on Vancouver’s pier and looking at a 
motorized taxi boat which was sailing with a stream of water going from the hull. It came to 
our attention instantly leading us to discuss about the possible hypothesis on the function of 
this water stream. We wondered if it was an exit for water going into the boat or if it was a 
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1 MA: Did you receive the description of the events in the capital? It 
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15 MA: Because the airport bombing has probably been committed by 
FTC who have this type of fighter planes,  which means that a huge 
invasion may be in preparation  
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contradiction with an arguer agent who always tries to present other parts of the situation. 
The goal is to make the user sure of is decision and making him passing out non factual 
opinions based on hidden reasons. This is only possible if the arguer is replaced by a 
human. We could not manage with classical ontologies to make a virtual agent capable of 
questioning a human in his language (Turing, 1939; Turing, 1950) because it is a task which 
has to be realized at the knowledge level by an agent with high abstraction capabilities to 
figure out that a hypothesis is not reliable without testing all the possibilities. In addition, a 
computer, which use, logical relations to make hypothesis is limited in its hypothesis 
making process because all the situations are not logical. Given that this agent cannot be 
replaced by an artificial agent, the system has to be redesigned. 
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We have seen that the way the system identify the events and synthesise them to hypothesis 
is essential. The identification of particular event can be called “singularity” identification as 
before any classification into the system each event is particular. 
The study of singularity and synthesis is essential to understand how to improve our decision 
helping software. We have seen in the Cheops example that the essential missing element of 
the arguer is the possibility to question the military Attaché on his decisions i.e.: find 
singularities in the arguments and justifications of an hypothesis. 
In terms of knowledge why humans are superior to the best computers? One of the possible 
explication is because humans know that they don’t know. We can experience this in 
everyday life. For example we were walking on Vancouver’s pier and looking at a 
motorized taxi boat which was sailing with a stream of water going from the hull. It came to 
our attention instantly leading us to discuss about the possible hypothesis on the function of 
this water stream. We wondered if it was an exit for water going into the boat or if it was a 
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water cooling system for the motor. As the streams of water were going out synchronized 
with motor noise it led us to the conclusion that it was a water cooling system. This 
reasoning based on successive singularity identification and syntheses is a good model of 
what could be an ideal arguer.  
Why this singularity is automatically identified? Neuroscientists could explain this because 
the brain makes continuous assumptions on what will happen on the next milliseconds. If 
something is unknown we cannot make assumption on it and it is viewed as a “potential 
threat”. This process of identifying singularities salience is multi-dimensional: semantic, 
logic, spatiotemporal, emotional, etc…. As even for humans the exact cognitive process of 
salience is unknown it cannot be implemented in computers.  
In an object based knowledge representation, if we present a new object to the computer it 
will compare it to the pool of type-object he knows from different classes on a certain base : 
lexical, logical etc… and classify the object based on this chosen parameter. The 
characteristics of the object which as not be chosen as principal will remains as particular 
properties of the object but this process of casting into a type make (that we could also call 
syntheses) transforms this object. 
And so it is interesting to think about the counterpart of the singularity: the syntheses. 
Singularity and synthesis share the facts that when we think about them, it lead to their 
spontaneous conversion. Thinking affects their nature by desingularization and immediate 
analysis. It can be compared in physics with quantum mechanics where it is impossible to 
know speed and position of a photon in the same time and without modifying it. 
Synthesis come from Greek “sunthesis”= be together. But there is a multitude of forms of 
“being together” which co-exist. We can quote as examples: nature of the synthesized, its 
individualization mode, its causes, its origins or genesis, its future or horizon, its goals and 
modalities its structure and form, its organization and its composition, its operation, its 
exchanges and/or interactions with its environment, modalities of being together (in the 
time, the place or duration), its raison or utility its explication or justification… 
As we can see, there is as many ways of being together that modes of not being together. 
Multiplicity of modes of being together is so huge that we are happy when we can justify 
the existence of one of them with a concordance of different species. Sometimes it is 
syntheses which are based and conjugate different modes of intellections. More often it is 
syntheses based on a mode of perception and a mode of intellection. 
For the first type examples we can quote Cladistic which orders living organisms in 
phylogenies from species evolution before any “kind casting” based on aspectual 
similarities. For example based only on characteristics without any aspectual similarities we 
can compare monkeys, horses and lizard: they have 2 eyes, a tail but horses do not have 5 
differentiated fingers on the anterior leg. This mode of classification is commonly used by 
actual biologist and it brings new point of view on aspectual similarities which only come 
with the filter of phylogenic bifurcations. 
There are many second type examples: Computer simulations of plant growth are one of 
them. It interests researcher in sciences of complexity because in the same time it shows the 
shape and the ontogenesis of a given plant. For them such a simulation is better than a hand 
made drawing because they can be interpreted in terms of formal realism but also in terms 
of genetic plant simulation in his cycle of life. It is the same for the shell or the broccoli since 
we know fractal equations because their beauty can be seen in the same time by the 
perception and by a certain mathematical intellection.  

We can find very convenient to put together different modes of justification for a same 
declared synthesis. But it also happens that we can take advantages from concurrent 
justifications. It is usual to find the simultaneous presence of the couple singularity-
synthesis. This couple is it inseparable or does it constitute itself spontaneously when we see 
a synthesis which becomes analytic? How can what we experience can be converted in 
knowledge that we will know and that we will think we can use it when we want. ? How 
can singular immediate experiences contribute to build categories that we will use in future 
interpretative tasks? How to generalize singularities? The subject seams to be absurd 
because only particulars can be generalized: they cannot do anything more when they are 
frozen in a synthesis. Even the only one in its kind is not singular when it is ordered. 
Singularity and synthesis share the fact that they can be seen as disappearance for the first 
one when it become analytic and for the second one when it become particular.What can be 
the link between singularity and synthesis ? However a place exists for thinking together 
singularity and synthesis, this place is the Collection. 

 
3. Collections as a new paradigm in our knowledge representation 
 

From here, we will call collection this specific figure, which the present paragraph means to 
study. We will show that: This acceptation of the word collection is close to its usual 
meaning; That a collection differs from the notions of ensemble, class, series, set, group, or 
clutter but also from that of organic whole or family; That a collection is the institution of a 
metastable equilibrium between singularity and category, just as other concurrent fictions 
such as fashion, crises, choreographies, plans, liturgical cycles, scientific projects, or 
instrumental gestures. 

 
3.1 The notion of collection       
To begin better understand the concept of collection we can quote Gérard Wajcman's 
analyses (Criqui & Wajcman, 2004) on the status of excess in collections: "Excess in 
collections does not mean disordered accumulation; it is a constitutive principle: for a 
collection to exist—in the eyes of the collector himself—the number of works has to be 
greater than the number than can be presented and stored at the collector's home. Therefore 
someone who lives in a studio can very well have a collection: he only needs to have one 
piece that cannot be hanged in his studio. That is why the reserves are an integral part of a 
collection. Excess can also be noted at the level of the memorizing capacities: for a collection 
to exist, the collector just needs to be unable to remember all the artworks he possesses. The 
collector should not completely be the master of his collection". 
A collection is far from a simple juxtaposition or reunion of individual elements. It is 
primarily a temporary correlate of an initiatory ritual made sacred by time. Adding works, 
or revisiting a collection keeps alterating and re-constituting it, leaving it always halfway 
between the original series of juxtaposed intimate moments and a permanently organized 
class of objects. Unlike an organic whole, a collection only exists for each of its parts, and 
unlike an ensemble, it does not exist as a normative or equalizing unity; it is productive if in 
tension between singularities and categorical structure.  
As Gerard Wajcman writes, thinking probably of Gertrude Stein (Wajcman, 1999), " If 
nobody ever looks at "a collection," it is because it is not a collection of artworks, but an 
indefinite series of singular objects, an artwork + another artwork + another artwork..."  
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water cooling system for the motor. As the streams of water were going out synchronized 
with motor noise it led us to the conclusion that it was a water cooling system. This 
reasoning based on successive singularity identification and syntheses is a good model of 
what could be an ideal arguer.  
Why this singularity is automatically identified? Neuroscientists could explain this because 
the brain makes continuous assumptions on what will happen on the next milliseconds. If 
something is unknown we cannot make assumption on it and it is viewed as a “potential 
threat”. This process of identifying singularities salience is multi-dimensional: semantic, 
logic, spatiotemporal, emotional, etc…. As even for humans the exact cognitive process of 
salience is unknown it cannot be implemented in computers.  
In an object based knowledge representation, if we present a new object to the computer it 
will compare it to the pool of type-object he knows from different classes on a certain base : 
lexical, logical etc… and classify the object based on this chosen parameter. The 
characteristics of the object which as not be chosen as principal will remains as particular 
properties of the object but this process of casting into a type make (that we could also call 
syntheses) transforms this object. 
And so it is interesting to think about the counterpart of the singularity: the syntheses. 
Singularity and synthesis share the facts that when we think about them, it lead to their 
spontaneous conversion. Thinking affects their nature by desingularization and immediate 
analysis. It can be compared in physics with quantum mechanics where it is impossible to 
know speed and position of a photon in the same time and without modifying it. 
Synthesis come from Greek “sunthesis”= be together. But there is a multitude of forms of 
“being together” which co-exist. We can quote as examples: nature of the synthesized, its 
individualization mode, its causes, its origins or genesis, its future or horizon, its goals and 
modalities its structure and form, its organization and its composition, its operation, its 
exchanges and/or interactions with its environment, modalities of being together (in the 
time, the place or duration), its raison or utility its explication or justification… 
As we can see, there is as many ways of being together that modes of not being together. 
Multiplicity of modes of being together is so huge that we are happy when we can justify 
the existence of one of them with a concordance of different species. Sometimes it is 
syntheses which are based and conjugate different modes of intellections. More often it is 
syntheses based on a mode of perception and a mode of intellection. 
For the first type examples we can quote Cladistic which orders living organisms in 
phylogenies from species evolution before any “kind casting” based on aspectual 
similarities. For example based only on characteristics without any aspectual similarities we 
can compare monkeys, horses and lizard: they have 2 eyes, a tail but horses do not have 5 
differentiated fingers on the anterior leg. This mode of classification is commonly used by 
actual biologist and it brings new point of view on aspectual similarities which only come 
with the filter of phylogenic bifurcations. 
There are many second type examples: Computer simulations of plant growth are one of 
them. It interests researcher in sciences of complexity because in the same time it shows the 
shape and the ontogenesis of a given plant. For them such a simulation is better than a hand 
made drawing because they can be interpreted in terms of formal realism but also in terms 
of genetic plant simulation in his cycle of life. It is the same for the shell or the broccoli since 
we know fractal equations because their beauty can be seen in the same time by the 
perception and by a certain mathematical intellection.  

We can find very convenient to put together different modes of justification for a same 
declared synthesis. But it also happens that we can take advantages from concurrent 
justifications. It is usual to find the simultaneous presence of the couple singularity-
synthesis. This couple is it inseparable or does it constitute itself spontaneously when we see 
a synthesis which becomes analytic? How can what we experience can be converted in 
knowledge that we will know and that we will think we can use it when we want. ? How 
can singular immediate experiences contribute to build categories that we will use in future 
interpretative tasks? How to generalize singularities? The subject seams to be absurd 
because only particulars can be generalized: they cannot do anything more when they are 
frozen in a synthesis. Even the only one in its kind is not singular when it is ordered. 
Singularity and synthesis share the fact that they can be seen as disappearance for the first 
one when it become analytic and for the second one when it become particular.What can be 
the link between singularity and synthesis ? However a place exists for thinking together 
singularity and synthesis, this place is the Collection. 

 
3. Collections as a new paradigm in our knowledge representation 
 

From here, we will call collection this specific figure, which the present paragraph means to 
study. We will show that: This acceptation of the word collection is close to its usual 
meaning; That a collection differs from the notions of ensemble, class, series, set, group, or 
clutter but also from that of organic whole or family; That a collection is the institution of a 
metastable equilibrium between singularity and category, just as other concurrent fictions 
such as fashion, crises, choreographies, plans, liturgical cycles, scientific projects, or 
instrumental gestures. 

 
3.1 The notion of collection       
To begin better understand the concept of collection we can quote Gérard Wajcman's 
analyses (Criqui & Wajcman, 2004) on the status of excess in collections: "Excess in 
collections does not mean disordered accumulation; it is a constitutive principle: for a 
collection to exist—in the eyes of the collector himself—the number of works has to be 
greater than the number than can be presented and stored at the collector's home. Therefore 
someone who lives in a studio can very well have a collection: he only needs to have one 
piece that cannot be hanged in his studio. That is why the reserves are an integral part of a 
collection. Excess can also be noted at the level of the memorizing capacities: for a collection 
to exist, the collector just needs to be unable to remember all the artworks he possesses. The 
collector should not completely be the master of his collection". 
A collection is far from a simple juxtaposition or reunion of individual elements. It is 
primarily a temporary correlate of an initiatory ritual made sacred by time. Adding works, 
or revisiting a collection keeps alterating and re-constituting it, leaving it always halfway 
between the original series of juxtaposed intimate moments and a permanently organized 
class of objects. Unlike an organic whole, a collection only exists for each of its parts, and 
unlike an ensemble, it does not exist as a normative or equalizing unity; it is productive if in 
tension between singularities and categorical structure.  
As Gerard Wajcman writes, thinking probably of Gertrude Stein (Wajcman, 1999), " If 
nobody ever looks at "a collection," it is because it is not a collection of artworks, but an 
indefinite series of singular objects, an artwork + another artwork + another artwork..."  
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water cooling system for the motor. As the streams of water were going out synchronized 
with motor noise it led us to the conclusion that it was a water cooling system. This 
reasoning based on successive singularity identification and syntheses is a good model of 
what could be an ideal arguer.  
Why this singularity is automatically identified? Neuroscientists could explain this because 
the brain makes continuous assumptions on what will happen on the next milliseconds. If 
something is unknown we cannot make assumption on it and it is viewed as a “potential 
threat”. This process of identifying singularities salience is multi-dimensional: semantic, 
logic, spatiotemporal, emotional, etc…. As even for humans the exact cognitive process of 
salience is unknown it cannot be implemented in computers.  
In an object based knowledge representation, if we present a new object to the computer it 
will compare it to the pool of type-object he knows from different classes on a certain base : 
lexical, logical etc… and classify the object based on this chosen parameter. The 
characteristics of the object which as not be chosen as principal will remains as particular 
properties of the object but this process of casting into a type make (that we could also call 
syntheses) transforms this object. 
And so it is interesting to think about the counterpart of the singularity: the syntheses. 
Singularity and synthesis share the facts that when we think about them, it lead to their 
spontaneous conversion. Thinking affects their nature by desingularization and immediate 
analysis. It can be compared in physics with quantum mechanics where it is impossible to 
know speed and position of a photon in the same time and without modifying it. 
Synthesis come from Greek “sunthesis”= be together. But there is a multitude of forms of 
“being together” which co-exist. We can quote as examples: nature of the synthesized, its 
individualization mode, its causes, its origins or genesis, its future or horizon, its goals and 
modalities its structure and form, its organization and its composition, its operation, its 
exchanges and/or interactions with its environment, modalities of being together (in the 
time, the place or duration), its raison or utility its explication or justification… 
As we can see, there is as many ways of being together that modes of not being together. 
Multiplicity of modes of being together is so huge that we are happy when we can justify 
the existence of one of them with a concordance of different species. Sometimes it is 
syntheses which are based and conjugate different modes of intellections. More often it is 
syntheses based on a mode of perception and a mode of intellection. 
For the first type examples we can quote Cladistic which orders living organisms in 
phylogenies from species evolution before any “kind casting” based on aspectual 
similarities. For example based only on characteristics without any aspectual similarities we 
can compare monkeys, horses and lizard: they have 2 eyes, a tail but horses do not have 5 
differentiated fingers on the anterior leg. This mode of classification is commonly used by 
actual biologist and it brings new point of view on aspectual similarities which only come 
with the filter of phylogenic bifurcations. 
There are many second type examples: Computer simulations of plant growth are one of 
them. It interests researcher in sciences of complexity because in the same time it shows the 
shape and the ontogenesis of a given plant. For them such a simulation is better than a hand 
made drawing because they can be interpreted in terms of formal realism but also in terms 
of genetic plant simulation in his cycle of life. It is the same for the shell or the broccoli since 
we know fractal equations because their beauty can be seen in the same time by the 
perception and by a certain mathematical intellection.  

We can find very convenient to put together different modes of justification for a same 
declared synthesis. But it also happens that we can take advantages from concurrent 
justifications. It is usual to find the simultaneous presence of the couple singularity-
synthesis. This couple is it inseparable or does it constitute itself spontaneously when we see 
a synthesis which becomes analytic? How can what we experience can be converted in 
knowledge that we will know and that we will think we can use it when we want. ? How 
can singular immediate experiences contribute to build categories that we will use in future 
interpretative tasks? How to generalize singularities? The subject seams to be absurd 
because only particulars can be generalized: they cannot do anything more when they are 
frozen in a synthesis. Even the only one in its kind is not singular when it is ordered. 
Singularity and synthesis share the fact that they can be seen as disappearance for the first 
one when it become analytic and for the second one when it become particular.What can be 
the link between singularity and synthesis ? However a place exists for thinking together 
singularity and synthesis, this place is the Collection. 

 
3. Collections as a new paradigm in our knowledge representation 
 

From here, we will call collection this specific figure, which the present paragraph means to 
study. We will show that: This acceptation of the word collection is close to its usual 
meaning; That a collection differs from the notions of ensemble, class, series, set, group, or 
clutter but also from that of organic whole or family; That a collection is the institution of a 
metastable equilibrium between singularity and category, just as other concurrent fictions 
such as fashion, crises, choreographies, plans, liturgical cycles, scientific projects, or 
instrumental gestures. 

 
3.1 The notion of collection       
To begin better understand the concept of collection we can quote Gérard Wajcman's 
analyses (Criqui & Wajcman, 2004) on the status of excess in collections: "Excess in 
collections does not mean disordered accumulation; it is a constitutive principle: for a 
collection to exist—in the eyes of the collector himself—the number of works has to be 
greater than the number than can be presented and stored at the collector's home. Therefore 
someone who lives in a studio can very well have a collection: he only needs to have one 
piece that cannot be hanged in his studio. That is why the reserves are an integral part of a 
collection. Excess can also be noted at the level of the memorizing capacities: for a collection 
to exist, the collector just needs to be unable to remember all the artworks he possesses. The 
collector should not completely be the master of his collection". 
A collection is far from a simple juxtaposition or reunion of individual elements. It is 
primarily a temporary correlate of an initiatory ritual made sacred by time. Adding works, 
or revisiting a collection keeps alterating and re-constituting it, leaving it always halfway 
between the original series of juxtaposed intimate moments and a permanently organized 
class of objects. Unlike an organic whole, a collection only exists for each of its parts, and 
unlike an ensemble, it does not exist as a normative or equalizing unity; it is productive if in 
tension between singularities and categorical structure.  
As Gerard Wajcman writes, thinking probably of Gertrude Stein (Wajcman, 1999), " If 
nobody ever looks at "a collection," it is because it is not a collection of artworks, but an 
indefinite series of singular objects, an artwork + another artwork + another artwork..."  
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water cooling system for the motor. As the streams of water were going out synchronized 
with motor noise it led us to the conclusion that it was a water cooling system. This 
reasoning based on successive singularity identification and syntheses is a good model of 
what could be an ideal arguer.  
Why this singularity is automatically identified? Neuroscientists could explain this because 
the brain makes continuous assumptions on what will happen on the next milliseconds. If 
something is unknown we cannot make assumption on it and it is viewed as a “potential 
threat”. This process of identifying singularities salience is multi-dimensional: semantic, 
logic, spatiotemporal, emotional, etc…. As even for humans the exact cognitive process of 
salience is unknown it cannot be implemented in computers.  
In an object based knowledge representation, if we present a new object to the computer it 
will compare it to the pool of type-object he knows from different classes on a certain base : 
lexical, logical etc… and classify the object based on this chosen parameter. The 
characteristics of the object which as not be chosen as principal will remains as particular 
properties of the object but this process of casting into a type make (that we could also call 
syntheses) transforms this object. 
And so it is interesting to think about the counterpart of the singularity: the syntheses. 
Singularity and synthesis share the facts that when we think about them, it lead to their 
spontaneous conversion. Thinking affects their nature by desingularization and immediate 
analysis. It can be compared in physics with quantum mechanics where it is impossible to 
know speed and position of a photon in the same time and without modifying it. 
Synthesis come from Greek “sunthesis”= be together. But there is a multitude of forms of 
“being together” which co-exist. We can quote as examples: nature of the synthesized, its 
individualization mode, its causes, its origins or genesis, its future or horizon, its goals and 
modalities its structure and form, its organization and its composition, its operation, its 
exchanges and/or interactions with its environment, modalities of being together (in the 
time, the place or duration), its raison or utility its explication or justification… 
As we can see, there is as many ways of being together that modes of not being together. 
Multiplicity of modes of being together is so huge that we are happy when we can justify 
the existence of one of them with a concordance of different species. Sometimes it is 
syntheses which are based and conjugate different modes of intellections. More often it is 
syntheses based on a mode of perception and a mode of intellection. 
For the first type examples we can quote Cladistic which orders living organisms in 
phylogenies from species evolution before any “kind casting” based on aspectual 
similarities. For example based only on characteristics without any aspectual similarities we 
can compare monkeys, horses and lizard: they have 2 eyes, a tail but horses do not have 5 
differentiated fingers on the anterior leg. This mode of classification is commonly used by 
actual biologist and it brings new point of view on aspectual similarities which only come 
with the filter of phylogenic bifurcations. 
There are many second type examples: Computer simulations of plant growth are one of 
them. It interests researcher in sciences of complexity because in the same time it shows the 
shape and the ontogenesis of a given plant. For them such a simulation is better than a hand 
made drawing because they can be interpreted in terms of formal realism but also in terms 
of genetic plant simulation in his cycle of life. It is the same for the shell or the broccoli since 
we know fractal equations because their beauty can be seen in the same time by the 
perception and by a certain mathematical intellection.  

We can find very convenient to put together different modes of justification for a same 
declared synthesis. But it also happens that we can take advantages from concurrent 
justifications. It is usual to find the simultaneous presence of the couple singularity-
synthesis. This couple is it inseparable or does it constitute itself spontaneously when we see 
a synthesis which becomes analytic? How can what we experience can be converted in 
knowledge that we will know and that we will think we can use it when we want. ? How 
can singular immediate experiences contribute to build categories that we will use in future 
interpretative tasks? How to generalize singularities? The subject seams to be absurd 
because only particulars can be generalized: they cannot do anything more when they are 
frozen in a synthesis. Even the only one in its kind is not singular when it is ordered. 
Singularity and synthesis share the fact that they can be seen as disappearance for the first 
one when it become analytic and for the second one when it become particular.What can be 
the link between singularity and synthesis ? However a place exists for thinking together 
singularity and synthesis, this place is the Collection. 

 
3. Collections as a new paradigm in our knowledge representation 
 

From here, we will call collection this specific figure, which the present paragraph means to 
study. We will show that: This acceptation of the word collection is close to its usual 
meaning; That a collection differs from the notions of ensemble, class, series, set, group, or 
clutter but also from that of organic whole or family; That a collection is the institution of a 
metastable equilibrium between singularity and category, just as other concurrent fictions 
such as fashion, crises, choreographies, plans, liturgical cycles, scientific projects, or 
instrumental gestures. 

 
3.1 The notion of collection       
To begin better understand the concept of collection we can quote Gérard Wajcman's 
analyses (Criqui & Wajcman, 2004) on the status of excess in collections: "Excess in 
collections does not mean disordered accumulation; it is a constitutive principle: for a 
collection to exist—in the eyes of the collector himself—the number of works has to be 
greater than the number than can be presented and stored at the collector's home. Therefore 
someone who lives in a studio can very well have a collection: he only needs to have one 
piece that cannot be hanged in his studio. That is why the reserves are an integral part of a 
collection. Excess can also be noted at the level of the memorizing capacities: for a collection 
to exist, the collector just needs to be unable to remember all the artworks he possesses. The 
collector should not completely be the master of his collection". 
A collection is far from a simple juxtaposition or reunion of individual elements. It is 
primarily a temporary correlate of an initiatory ritual made sacred by time. Adding works, 
or revisiting a collection keeps alterating and re-constituting it, leaving it always halfway 
between the original series of juxtaposed intimate moments and a permanently organized 
class of objects. Unlike an organic whole, a collection only exists for each of its parts, and 
unlike an ensemble, it does not exist as a normative or equalizing unity; it is productive if in 
tension between singularities and categorical structure.  
As Gerard Wajcman writes, thinking probably of Gertrude Stein (Wajcman, 1999), " If 
nobody ever looks at "a collection," it is because it is not a collection of artworks, but an 
indefinite series of singular objects, an artwork + another artwork + another artwork..."  
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For the artist, the collection of his own works is like (In The pastoral symphony by André Gide) 
Matthew’s herd: "Every painting on the easel, taken separately, is more precious to the 
painter than the rest of his collection". But in that case, the election of the next painting to be 
presented is naturally prescribed par the exhibit/procession. Series are never set a priori, 
and a specific painting never make us forget the rest of the collection. 
The collector, at this point, is interested about what his collection lacks, about its virtual 
development. It is through the repetition of intimate lived moments that a collection is 
created. By this gesture is instituted not only the same, which unifies the collection through 
the similarities supposedly going through the collected objects, but also the object nature of 
the specific things that constitute the collection.  
Collecting is therefore part of an initiatory journey, between what was lived and what can 
be communicated, and thus becomes a sacred activity, just as creating. The process of 
reconstitution regenerates the coherence of the collection. If the reconstitution is not well 
done, the collection can soon be abandoned, or dispersed. A collection ceases to exist as 
something else than a mundane correlate as soon as the collector ceases to be interested in 
its development. Then he stops repeating the acquiring gesture or the reconstituting gesture 
for himself or his intimate friends.  
These two gestures have the same meaning. The reconstitution gives better balance to the 
heavy tendencies of the collection, makes new relationships appear between artworks, and 
institutes new similarities which later influence the logic of acquisition. New objects become 
part of the collection as "different," and they become "same" only later, because they have in 
common to be different, thus being part of what Jean-Claude Milner calls a paradoxical class. 
It is rather easy to spot individual cases of collections that were abandoned.  
The synthetic nature of an ensemble of objects presented to be seen as a collection is 
different from the nature of the ensemble that is constituted and shown by the collector. 
Indeed, the collector does not juxtapose objects; he puts together elements of remembrance, 
to be prompted by objects. Walter Benjamin, quoted by Jean-Pierre Criqui (Benjamin, 1989) 
writes: "Everything that is present to memory, to thought, to consciousness becomes a base, 
a frame, a pedestal, a casket for the object possessed. The art of collecting is a form of 
practical recollection, and, of all the profane manifestations of proximity, it is the most 
convincing." 

 
3.2 Collections and Knowledge management in IT	
Collections as an alternative to formal ontologies appear as a metastable equilibrium coming 
from a productive tension between categorical structures and singularities. If in everyday 
life, collection can be distinguished from list, ensemble, class, series, set, group or clutter but 
also from that of organic whole or family, from lineage, cohort or procession it is by the 
mode where it donated. 
The donation of the collection (to the visitor or to the collector, if it is in acquiring or 
recolletion) appears under the paradox that a donation as a whole coherent is impossible 
excepted in the reducing mode of collection management. Because in this mode even a 
clutter can be seen as a coherent whole because all the objects have in common to be 
different forming what Jean-Claude Milner calls a paradoxal class. 
In other words we can see the collection as a coherent whole but only if we renounce to one 
of its properties: the impossibility to experience anything else that the sheep apart from the 
herd, always more precious than the rest of the flock together. 

What are the consequences of those considerations in the applicative domain of information 
systems and of decision helping and content-based browsing software? 
Collection manifests a mode of synthesis characterized by a possibility to be reconstructed 
from only one look of the shepherd (collector or visitor) on one of its constituting part. This 
characteristic clearly distinguish collection from class, or from category where the 
observation of one prototype or one example is incapable of specifying alone a 
reconstitution 
So collections can be defined as IT objects; considered as lists or ensembles grouping objects 
in synthetetic position of “being together” – ---(onto-chrono)logical, synoptic and other- 
inside the IT environment for a given level. Those same objects are considered at any time as 
being susceptible of reconstitution on another level of the IT environment.  
This schizophrenia of the environment is a characteristic of IT tools for collection 
management or for helping content-based browsing. It benefits to the user, powerful artisan 
of singular recollections that he do constantly. 

 
3.3 Figural Collections as a new form of knowledge representation	
For Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1980), the main difference between collections and classes is 
that a collection exists only because of the union of its elements in space whereas elements 
of a class can be separated in space without changing class properties. For example: cats 
have in common certain properties whereas other properties are common with other 
animals but in this definition of a class there is no property or relation linked with space: 
cats can be dispersed in space randomly or in groups, it will not modify the class properties. 
On the opposite, a collection like a collection of paintings is a whole: a painting cannot be 
removed from the collection without modifying the collection itself. We can also distinguish 
figural collections and non-figural collection. A figural collection is a figure itself, not 
mandatory linked with relations between its elements. In this project we will focus on these 
figural collections which are the only ones which can represent spatio-temporal dependence 
needed in the crisis management. 
As a model of a figural collection we studied what can be the analogies between a collection 
of paintings in a museum and a collection of geopolitical events. In a museum the main 
agent is the curator; his role is to manage the collection. The subject of the collection has 
been previously defined (e.g.: impressionist paintings) and he has to buy new paintings to 
keep the collection up to date, to arrange and rearrange spatially the collection in the way it 
is displayed to the public (with the help of other agents who put the paintings in place), he 
can also conduct research on archives of the collection (with archivist agents) and rearrange 
the collection between the displayed collection and the collection’s archives or reserves 
(with reservist agents). As we have seen before, a collection is a whole and the collection’s 
archives or reserves of the collection have the same importance as the displayed part. The 
following table shows possible analogies between museum’s curator and collection’s curator 
in a geo-political risk and crisis management system.  
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herd, always more precious than the rest of the flock together. 
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systems and of decision helping and content-based browsing software? 
Collection manifests a mode of synthesis characterized by a possibility to be reconstructed 
from only one look of the shepherd (collector or visitor) on one of its constituting part. This 
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observation of one prototype or one example is incapable of specifying alone a 
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management or for helping content-based browsing. It benefits to the user, powerful artisan 
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cats can be dispersed in space randomly or in groups, it will not modify the class properties. 
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removed from the collection without modifying the collection itself. We can also distinguish 
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mandatory linked with relations between its elements. In this project we will focus on these 
figural collections which are the only ones which can represent spatio-temporal dependence 
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something else than a mundane correlate as soon as the collector ceases to be interested in 
its development. Then he stops repeating the acquiring gesture or the reconstituting gesture 
for himself or his intimate friends.  
These two gestures have the same meaning. The reconstitution gives better balance to the 
heavy tendencies of the collection, makes new relationships appear between artworks, and 
institutes new similarities which later influence the logic of acquisition. New objects become 
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common to be different, thus being part of what Jean-Claude Milner calls a paradoxical class. 
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writes: "Everything that is present to memory, to thought, to consciousness becomes a base, 
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practical recollection, and, of all the profane manifestations of proximity, it is the most 
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mode where it donated. 
The donation of the collection (to the visitor or to the collector, if it is in acquiring or 
recolletion) appears under the paradox that a donation as a whole coherent is impossible 
excepted in the reducing mode of collection management. Because in this mode even a 
clutter can be seen as a coherent whole because all the objects have in common to be 
different forming what Jean-Claude Milner calls a paradoxal class. 
In other words we can see the collection as a coherent whole but only if we renounce to one 
of its properties: the impossibility to experience anything else that the sheep apart from the 
herd, always more precious than the rest of the flock together. 

What are the consequences of those considerations in the applicative domain of information 
systems and of decision helping and content-based browsing software? 
Collection manifests a mode of synthesis characterized by a possibility to be reconstructed 
from only one look of the shepherd (collector or visitor) on one of its constituting part. This 
characteristic clearly distinguish collection from class, or from category where the 
observation of one prototype or one example is incapable of specifying alone a 
reconstitution 
So collections can be defined as IT objects; considered as lists or ensembles grouping objects 
in synthetetic position of “being together” – ---(onto-chrono)logical, synoptic and other- 
inside the IT environment for a given level. Those same objects are considered at any time as 
being susceptible of reconstitution on another level of the IT environment.  
This schizophrenia of the environment is a characteristic of IT tools for collection 
management or for helping content-based browsing. It benefits to the user, powerful artisan 
of singular recollections that he do constantly. 

 
3.3 Figural Collections as a new form of knowledge representation	
For Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1980), the main difference between collections and classes is 
that a collection exists only because of the union of its elements in space whereas elements 
of a class can be separated in space without changing class properties. For example: cats 
have in common certain properties whereas other properties are common with other 
animals but in this definition of a class there is no property or relation linked with space: 
cats can be dispersed in space randomly or in groups, it will not modify the class properties. 
On the opposite, a collection like a collection of paintings is a whole: a painting cannot be 
removed from the collection without modifying the collection itself. We can also distinguish 
figural collections and non-figural collection. A figural collection is a figure itself, not 
mandatory linked with relations between its elements. In this project we will focus on these 
figural collections which are the only ones which can represent spatio-temporal dependence 
needed in the crisis management. 
As a model of a figural collection we studied what can be the analogies between a collection 
of paintings in a museum and a collection of geopolitical events. In a museum the main 
agent is the curator; his role is to manage the collection. The subject of the collection has 
been previously defined (e.g.: impressionist paintings) and he has to buy new paintings to 
keep the collection up to date, to arrange and rearrange spatially the collection in the way it 
is displayed to the public (with the help of other agents who put the paintings in place), he 
can also conduct research on archives of the collection (with archivist agents) and rearrange 
the collection between the displayed collection and the collection’s archives or reserves 
(with reservist agents). As we have seen before, a collection is a whole and the collection’s 
archives or reserves of the collection have the same importance as the displayed part. The 
following table shows possible analogies between museum’s curator and collection’s curator 
in a geo-political risk and crisis management system.  
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of its properties: the impossibility to experience anything else that the sheep apart from the 
herd, always more precious than the rest of the flock together. 

What are the consequences of those considerations in the applicative domain of information 
systems and of decision helping and content-based browsing software? 
Collection manifests a mode of synthesis characterized by a possibility to be reconstructed 
from only one look of the shepherd (collector or visitor) on one of its constituting part. This 
characteristic clearly distinguish collection from class, or from category where the 
observation of one prototype or one example is incapable of specifying alone a 
reconstitution 
So collections can be defined as IT objects; considered as lists or ensembles grouping objects 
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management or for helping content-based browsing. It benefits to the user, powerful artisan 
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For Piaget (Piaget & Inhelder, 1980), the main difference between collections and classes is 
that a collection exists only because of the union of its elements in space whereas elements 
of a class can be separated in space without changing class properties. For example: cats 
have in common certain properties whereas other properties are common with other 
animals but in this definition of a class there is no property or relation linked with space: 
cats can be dispersed in space randomly or in groups, it will not modify the class properties. 
On the opposite, a collection like a collection of paintings is a whole: a painting cannot be 
removed from the collection without modifying the collection itself. We can also distinguish 
figural collections and non-figural collection. A figural collection is a figure itself, not 
mandatory linked with relations between its elements. In this project we will focus on these 
figural collections which are the only ones which can represent spatio-temporal dependence 
needed in the crisis management. 
As a model of a figural collection we studied what can be the analogies between a collection 
of paintings in a museum and a collection of geopolitical events. In a museum the main 
agent is the curator; his role is to manage the collection. The subject of the collection has 
been previously defined (e.g.: impressionist paintings) and he has to buy new paintings to 
keep the collection up to date, to arrange and rearrange spatially the collection in the way it 
is displayed to the public (with the help of other agents who put the paintings in place), he 
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following table shows possible analogies between museum’s curator and collection’s curator 
in a geo-political risk and crisis management system.  
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Table 2. Analogies between curator’s role in a museum and in a geo-political crisis 
management system 
 
Every museum has a displayed part of the collection and a part of the collection in the 
reserves. The coherence of the collection is guaranteed by the collector or the curator.  
The way the collection is displayed is crucial because it is more than paintings put together. 
Each painting has its meaning for the collection just displayed with others. When displayed 
in a certain way the paintings tell a story and bring some feelings; displayed in another way 
they will also tell another story and bring other feelings. It will be the same for the geo-
political crisis: displayed in a certain way events will tell a certain story and bring 
hypothesis of what will happen. The user interacts with the collection to arrange and re-
arrange it accordingly.  

 
4. Use of collections for redesigning our critical decision helping systems 
 

Within the new knowledge representation the system can play a new role: it can be seen as a 
creativity helper. We renounced to build an arguer making hypothesis at the knowledge 
level. We decided to build a system which suggests embryos of hypothesis in displaying 
events and information in different ways, helping user’s creativity.  
As we have seen before a computer can not be creative as humans in terms of hypothesis 
and maieutic questioning but it can be better than humans for calculations (e.g. : path length, 
time to area etc…), data fusion/aggregation. We choose to use this repartition for studying 
how collections can improve our critical decision making. 
We called our new system iCheops (iCheops, 2008) because we are using the “Web 2.0 
revolution” and its new tools (API’s Application Programming Interface) that let developers 
to bring easily new functionalities that where very complicated to implement few years 
before. We can quote as example the implementation of the GIS (Geographical Information 
System) which on the original Cheops project required more than 70% of the total resources 
of the project (High definition satellite maps of each zone add to be purchased individually, 

 Museum Geo-political crisis management 

1 Manage the collection of Paintings Manage the collection of Events 

2 Buy or sell paintings to keep 
collection up to date 

Integrate new events in the collection 

3 Arrange and rearrange spatially the 
collection for  public (humans) 

Arrange and rearrange spatially events in the 
system interface for public (human and 
artificial agents) 

4 Conduct research on archives (with 
archivists) to find new information on 
paintings 

Conduct research on archives(with archivists) 
to find new links between events and situations 
or new information 

5 rearrange the collection between the 
displayed collection and the 
collection’s archives or reserves to 
refresh the collection 

rearrange the collection between the displayed 
collection and the collection’s archives or 
reserves to bring creativity by showing new 
embryos of hypothesis 

digitalized and objects add to be manually encoded into the GIS format) and that now can 
be easily replaced by the Google Maps API (Google Map API, 2009).   

	
4.1 Architecture of the system	
 

Fig. 2. General Architecture of the system 

The architecture is a typical web application architecture were many users can access to the 
system without any previous installation. The system is also interoperable and can be access 
by any machine (computer, PDA, Smartphone) which has a web browser. The iCheops 
system is installed on a web server and so can access autonomously to many data sources 
(e.g.: Google maps, news databases, governmental websites, etc…). The two demonstrators 
we will present later in this section are developed in AJAX (Asyncronous Javascript And 
XML). The main interest of this technology is to bring desktop like functionalities to the web 
sites. In terms of HCI (Human Computer Interface), Ajax brings more flexibility and 
interactivity. All the elements of a classical desktop interface (sliders, splash screens, 
dropping menus, etc…) can be implemented. Ajax also let developers to design new types of 
application, closing the gap between the desktop and the web. 
The iCheops community of agents is the following: 
The Military Attaché (MA) (is a human agent) is the curator of the collection: he chooses 
which events he wants to put in his collection and on which he want to conduct analyses. 
He has also the role of configuring the behavior of software agents; more than one Military 
Attaché can modify the same collection. The News Crawler (NC) is always running in 
background and feed the event database with news retrieved from different news databases 
(e.g. : Reuters, AFP, le monde, the New York Times, etc…). The archivist agent (ARCH) 
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Within the new knowledge representation the system can play a new role: it can be seen as a 
creativity helper. We renounced to build an arguer making hypothesis at the knowledge 
level. We decided to build a system which suggests embryos of hypothesis in displaying 
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and maieutic questioning but it can be better than humans for calculations (e.g. : path length, 
time to area etc…), data fusion/aggregation. We choose to use this repartition for studying 
how collections can improve our critical decision making. 
We called our new system iCheops (iCheops, 2008) because we are using the “Web 2.0 
revolution” and its new tools (API’s Application Programming Interface) that let developers 
to bring easily new functionalities that where very complicated to implement few years 
before. We can quote as example the implementation of the GIS (Geographical Information 
System) which on the original Cheops project required more than 70% of the total resources 
of the project (High definition satellite maps of each zone add to be purchased individually, 
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application, closing the gap between the desktop and the web. 
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conduct research on past crisis: it can correlate specified events with past events and show it 
to the military Attaché who can decide to put them also on the map. A Fusion/Aggregation 
agent (F/A) can help the military attaché to conduct analysis on a collection of event; this 
agent can also crawl the web to search for links between objects. A text translator (TT) can 
be mobilized by every agent in order to translate data into military Attaché’s language. A 
time manager (CHRONOS) can replay cognitive process of past crisis. The Map Overlay 
Manager (MOM) displays the part of the map needed by the user. Normally this process is 
automatic through the Google Map API but in certain cases if the user wants a custom map 
overlay the MOM agent will overlay it accordingly. MOM has also in charge to overlay 
different types of information custom information coming from the user (icons, comments 
etc..) but it can also propose the different overlays available for the concerned area 
according to the data available in his database (e.g.: power grid, density of population etc…). 
If MOM does not have the information needed the user can ask a Map crawler (MC) to 
propose him different sets of data to incorporate to the map or to help him to find data 
sources. The tactical simulator (TSIM) makes calculations and simulations in order to 
estimate current strength or necessary time to move units. 
 

 
Fig. 3. iCheops Agent simplified cooperation model 
 
There is two main modes in iCheops: The curator mode for the military attaché  and the 
visitor mode. The curator can do everything and can plan a visit spatiotemporal visit for a 

visitor. The visitor can visualize the visit proposed by the curator but can do also his own 
visit in the collection of events and can put annotations for the curator. Like in a museum 
there is also a physical distinction between the displayed collection and the reserves: the two 
sets of events are in two different databases. 
We build two demonstrators each one implementing a part of the iCheops system: 
A first one Geonews is dealing with databases, data fusion/aggregation, time management, 
crisis anticipation and we choose to use it for research about crisis management at the 
knowledge level. 
A second one Netsensor deals more specifically with Human Computer Interface and 
visualization. A client who sells sensor networks for Unattended Ground Sensors (UGS) 
needed to demonstrate capabilities of its systems. We choose to use this opportunity to build 
the MOM (Map Overlay Manager) and the TSIM (Tactical Simulator) agents for iCHEOPS. 

 
4.2 The Geonews demonstrator 
In crisis management, information spatialization, evaluation, as well as data 
fusion/aggregation, time management, resources mobilization, real time analysis is a 
proactive analysis. In order to be able to demonstrate those features we choose to make a 
system that displays spatially news from internet websites to manage this collection of news 
and to do some analysis on it. 
The objective is to show the events in time and space and to do some basic processing in 
order to find similar events in an area and to find if there is a possible threat in this area. 
 

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Geonews demonstrator 
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A database contains a huge collection of events. Because it is for a proof of concept, the 
event descriptions have been extracted from free online newspapers. Each event has been 
tagged with a geographic position (latitude, longitude), a date and a time. The user can 
select spatially or temporally the events to display. Each user (military attaché) can create its 
own collection of events. The user can also add manually an event into the database. Basic 
operations can be done on the user’s collection: add an event, remove an event, visualize the 
event on the map and select some event to do data fusion.) 
 

 
Fig. 5. The Geonews simplified agent cooperation model 
 
Figure 5 presents an simplified agent cooperation model. Only the most important 
interactions have been represented. A News Crawler crawl the web adding new events into 
the reserves database. NC can be configured by the military attaché (MA) through the 
config.html file (e.g. : topics, languages, keywords, data sources to include). All the agents 
can be configured in the same way. When the military attaché navigates temporarily 
through events the CHRONOS agent is called (green arrow on Figure 5) CHRONOS will 
interact with the Map Overlay Manager to display spatially and temporarily the events 
contained in the reserves. MA can choose to add an event in his collection through the 
archivist agent (ARCH). 
The data fusion made by the Fusion /Aggregation agent (F/A) on the collection of events is 
quite simple: a list of “irrelevant” words has been made according to the language of the 
database, which is French for this project. This list contains, determinants, pronouns, 
connectors and auxiliary verbs. Then a loop counts the number of occurrences of each word 

and the words are displayed as a tag cloud (figure 6) where the words with the most 
occurrences are displayed in a bigger font. 
 

Fig. 6. Tag cloud of the Cheops scenario 

 
4.3 The Netsensor demonstrator 
The market of UGS (Unattended Ground Sensors) is very competitive and in order to make 
the difference with competitors, it is important to be very innovative. Before the Netsensor 
project, the client used to present his products to military agencies on a map background but 
it was not interactive at all. For each presentation he had to do screenshots and overlay 
sample pictures of the products. 
We developed an online application where he can simulate the behavior of the UGS systems 
and interact with them. For example we can choose the geographical place, the number and 
the type of sensors to put their range, the attenuation of radio range and detection range 
induced by the terrain topography. Then we can simulate the trajectory of enemies and see 
how each sensor detect the enemy. 
 

Fig. 7.Screenshot of the Netsensor demonstrator
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own collection of events. The user can also add manually an event into the database. Basic 
operations can be done on the user’s collection: add an event, remove an event, visualize the 
event on the map and select some event to do data fusion.) 
 

 
Fig. 5. The Geonews simplified agent cooperation model 
 
Figure 5 presents an simplified agent cooperation model. Only the most important 
interactions have been represented. A News Crawler crawl the web adding new events into 
the reserves database. NC can be configured by the military attaché (MA) through the 
config.html file (e.g. : topics, languages, keywords, data sources to include). All the agents 
can be configured in the same way. When the military attaché navigates temporarily 
through events the CHRONOS agent is called (green arrow on Figure 5) CHRONOS will 
interact with the Map Overlay Manager to display spatially and temporarily the events 
contained in the reserves. MA can choose to add an event in his collection through the 
archivist agent (ARCH). 
The data fusion made by the Fusion /Aggregation agent (F/A) on the collection of events is 
quite simple: a list of “irrelevant” words has been made according to the language of the 
database, which is French for this project. This list contains, determinants, pronouns, 
connectors and auxiliary verbs. Then a loop counts the number of occurrences of each word 

and the words are displayed as a tag cloud (figure 6) where the words with the most 
occurrences are displayed in a bigger font. 
 

Fig. 6. Tag cloud of the Cheops scenario 

 
4.3 The Netsensor demonstrator 
The market of UGS (Unattended Ground Sensors) is very competitive and in order to make 
the difference with competitors, it is important to be very innovative. Before the Netsensor 
project, the client used to present his products to military agencies on a map background but 
it was not interactive at all. For each presentation he had to do screenshots and overlay 
sample pictures of the products. 
We developed an online application where he can simulate the behavior of the UGS systems 
and interact with them. For example we can choose the geographical place, the number and 
the type of sensors to put their range, the attenuation of radio range and detection range 
induced by the terrain topography. Then we can simulate the trajectory of enemies and see 
how each sensor detect the enemy. 
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The system is decomposed in 2 modes: one for editing scenarios and one for running in 
commercial demonstrations still on the model of museum with the making of the collection 
and its visit. 
The tactical simulator (TSIM) is capable of doing calculation in real time on the time to move 
units, the estimated distance from the enemies to the base, the time before possible attack etc. 
Data concerning enemy speed is store in a database of enemies’ possible properties. With 
the help of the Map Overlay Manager (MOM) the user can place an enemy icon and trace its 
trajectory and he will see the enemy moving according to its speed.  
Technically a table in the database contains the general properties of the application (e.g.: 
password, scenarios, users, default parameters for each sensors) and each scenario is 
associated with a table of the database containing all the properties of the particular scenario 
(e.g.: number of sensors, enemies, trajectories of the enemy, enemy speed). When the user 
runs the scenario, a timer is started in order to refresh the page at fixed interval of time, for 
showing enemy progression in live. MOM let also the user overlay different layers of 
information (radio range, detection range, assets etc…) that he can choose to display or hide 
at any time. If an enemy crosses a detection area of a sensor an alert is sent as a form of a 
popup. 

 
5. Results and perspective of evolution 
 

As the iCheops is not finished yet we can not make real studies of performances on real 
examples of crisis management but we can evaluate the utility and creativity of the two 
demonstrators we developed. 
Geonews appeared to be a very interesting tool because when we use it we can see instantly 
the potential that have spatiotemporal representation and also representation of knowledge 
in collections.  
When we read a newspaper we can forget very easily events and also it is very difficult to 
link different event in a context. Newspapers are mostly organized in an object-like form : in 
categories (business, world, technology, etc…. ) and it is hard to cross those categories to 
understand something in its whole context as well as it is hard to cross correlates 
information from different newspapers. 
Our demonstrator let the user browse all the events on a certain area of the world and he 
can see how different data sources speak about this zone. It is essential in order to 
understand easily the geopolitics of a certain area. The Text Translator agent which will be 
developed in a next version will be useful for completing the achievement of this goal. 
In addition nowadays with globalization an event can have consequences globally and it is 
also interesting to be able to see what can be the perimeter of consequences of an event. 
With the fusion/aggregation agent of Geonews we can put in relief some words related to 
some concepts and it is designed to encourage the user to continue his search by giving him 
new path to explore. As an example we used the F/A agent with the food crisis in Haiti and 
the tag cloud linked this event to the FMI and to other food crisis happening in the world. 
The principle of organizing relevant events in a collection appears to be very interesting 
because this collection is not a replacement of our memory but it is an active canvas for our 
cognition. As a parallel we can quote the organization of human memory: it is usual to think 
that we forgot something and like Proust’s madeleine by  the taste it lead us to a 
remembrance of a past event associated with this Madeleine. This madeleine is the element 

of remembrance but this Madeleine is significant only for the one who experienced the 
situation and is not always understandable. It is a good justification of why our collection 
knowledge representation can be a canvas for those elements of remembrance. 
For its evolution we will improve data fusion and aggregation. But we would like to avoid 
as much as possible classical “knowledge gathering” tools using linguistics. Linguistic and 
natural language processing can be useful in some case to represent knowledge but we 
would like to use it as metadata and not as the main knowledge gathering technique.  
We would like to try some simple techniques that have been applied in the domain of arts 
(Pachet & Cazaly, 2000) to search some similarities in an event collection and then to sort 
events in heaps in function of the principal component. We also would like to work on 3D 
representations of the collection of events in order to see if it can improve the “feeling of 
knowledge” and the understanding of the whole situation. 
Netsensor is an industrial success because it gives a competitive advantage to our client. In 
the same time it helped us better understand constraints and capabilities of web based 
tactical simulator. The possibilities are huge because we can find a large amount of useful 
data on the web that we can overlay through the Google Map API. It demonstrates also the 
power of web based tool because, compared to the original Cheops project where more that 
70% of resources was used for the GIS, here we could focus on principal aspects(user 
interface, databases, crisis management,…) of the project by using no resources for the GIS 
itself. Some limitations appeared also during the development we can quote for example the 
interactions between agents which are more complicated to organize than in classical 
desktop software. Some agents are scripts running in background of the server and other 
ones are scripts executed when the user load a page. With the uncertain network transfer 
time it is also difficult to do some real time synchronizing. It raises also the concerns of data 
security which are important in geopolitics. We need to find a good compromise between 
security of data and time to decrypt it. This algorithm should be adaptive in function of 
sensitivity of data: if some data are not critical we should be able to send it with a minimum 
encryption which increases the speed of the system. 
In terms of evolution next versions will use the Google Earth API which is now in 3D and 
what will improve the simulation by adding another dimension which is critical. This big 
step will be a real challenge because 3D simulations are much more difficult to implement. 
For the general iCheops project, the next step will be to integrate the two demonstrator in 
iCheops and trying to find new models to organize the community of agents and their 
interactions. As the concept of collection is a form of emergence we will study if we can 
apply some results coming from the field of ecology (Van Peach, 2002) or system biology 
which  study emergence of organization in populations (e.g. :bacteria).   
We will also work on the concept 3D collections in order to see in which extent the third 
dimension can improve knowledge representations.  

 
6. Conclusion 
	

In this chapter we demonstrated that the concept of collection can be used as a knowledge 
representation and its implementation in IT can improve tools that were very difficult to 
implement in object-based knowledge representation. It appeared to be a good alternative to 
classical object-based knowledge representation. 
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data on the web that we can overlay through the Google Map API. It demonstrates also the 
power of web based tool because, compared to the original Cheops project where more that 
70% of resources was used for the GIS, here we could focus on principal aspects(user 
interface, databases, crisis management,…) of the project by using no resources for the GIS 
itself. Some limitations appeared also during the development we can quote for example the 
interactions between agents which are more complicated to organize than in classical 
desktop software. Some agents are scripts running in background of the server and other 
ones are scripts executed when the user load a page. With the uncertain network transfer 
time it is also difficult to do some real time synchronizing. It raises also the concerns of data 
security which are important in geopolitics. We need to find a good compromise between 
security of data and time to decrypt it. This algorithm should be adaptive in function of 
sensitivity of data: if some data are not critical we should be able to send it with a minimum 
encryption which increases the speed of the system. 
In terms of evolution next versions will use the Google Earth API which is now in 3D and 
what will improve the simulation by adding another dimension which is critical. This big 
step will be a real challenge because 3D simulations are much more difficult to implement. 
For the general iCheops project, the next step will be to integrate the two demonstrator in 
iCheops and trying to find new models to organize the community of agents and their 
interactions. As the concept of collection is a form of emergence we will study if we can 
apply some results coming from the field of ecology (Van Peach, 2002) or system biology 
which  study emergence of organization in populations (e.g. :bacteria).   
We will also work on the concept 3D collections in order to see in which extent the third 
dimension can improve knowledge representations.  
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This collection-based knowledge representation can be used in many domains where a 
object-type matching loses a part of the object. We can find many examples in different 
domains: In digital data management it can be more relevant to manage a whole collection 
of files than to match it with their type. For example, it is too limiting to match a song with a 
music style and it limits the choice of the listener (Pachet & Cazaly, 2000). 
A lot still has to be done but the matter is scientifically rich enough to let a great deal of 
researchers in multidisciplinary domains to bring their contribution. This subject is a 
challenge for us because beyond technological and scientific aspects invites us to think 
about our intelligence and the way we are representing the world. 
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